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Abstract
Philanthropy in Birmingham and Sydney, 1860-1914: Class, Gender and Race

This thesis considers philanthropic activities directed towards new mothers and destitute
children both “at home” and in a particular colonial context. Philanthropic encounters in
Birmingham and Sydney are utilised as a lens through which to explore the intersections
between discourses of race, gender and class in metropole and colony. Moreover,
philanthropic and missionary efforts towards women and children facilitate a broader
discussion of ideas of citizenship and nation. During the period 1860 to 1914 the
Australian colonies federated to become the Australian nation and governments in both
Britain and Australia had begun to assume some responsibility for the welfare of their
citizens/subjects. However, subtle variations in philanthropic practices in both sites reveal
interesting differences in the nature of government, the pace of transition towards
collectivism, as well as forms of inclusion and exclusion from the nation.

This project illuminates philanthropic and missionary men and women, as well as the
women and children they attempted to assist. Moreover, the employment of “respectable”
men and women within charities complicates the ways in which discourses of class
operated within philanthropy. Interactions between philanthropic and missionary men and
women reveal gendered divisions of labour within charities; the women and children they
assisted were also taught to replicate normative (middle-class) gendered forms of
behaviour. Specific attention is paid to the ways in which race impacted upon philanthropic
activities: throughout the experiences of Aboriginal women and children on mission
stations interweave with white women and children’s experiences of philanthropy in
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Birmingham and Sydney. Comparisons of philanthropic efforts towards white and
Aboriginal women and children highlights the “whitening” of philanthropy in the colony
of New South Wales and the existence of a differentiated philanthropy. Discourses of race
were also crucial to philanthropic practices in Birmingham, which strove to create good
subject/mothers and citizen/children for the British nation.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

This thesis investigates how responsibilities to the poor were imagined, lived and enacted
by urban middle-class men and women in Britain and Australia between 1860 and 1914,
focusing on two specific sites of philanthropy, Birmingham and Sydney. Poverty and the
responsibilities associated with it are at the heart of my exploration, particularly in relation
to the position of new mothers and destitute children. Placing metropolitan and colonial
philanthropic practices in a singular frame of analysis enables not only a comparison of
philanthropic activities in two specific sites at home and in the empire, but a broader
analysis of how philanthropic practices in both sites were shaped by ideas in constant flow
between Britain, its colonies and the wider world.

Philanthropy facilitates explorations of discourses of class, gender and race.
Philanthropists were often middle-class men and women, and those they sought to assist
were often - although not always - members of the working classes. However,
philanthropic activities are complicated by the presence of respectable men and women,
often from the upper-working classes or lower-middle classes who were employed by
charities. Interactions between and within these various groups provide a useful entry point
for exploring the complex articulations of class. Discourses of gender are also readily
visible within philanthropy, for philanthropic men and women often attempted to teach the
women and children they assisted gender-appropriate forms of behaviour. Furthermore,
interactions between the middle-class men and women who formed philanthropic
committees facilitate an analysis of the gendered division of labour within charities. An
exploration of the differences and similarities in philanthropic provision for Aboriginal and
white women and children in NSW reveals the ways in which discourses of race operated
9

in the white settler colony. Furthermore, in Britain the racialisation of white pauper
children enables a deeper analysis of the complexities of race and forms of Othering.

Between 1860 and 1914, during an era of transition towards collectivism, the
governments of Britain and NSW had begun to take responsibility for the welfare of their
citizens/subjects. Concepts of nation, race, empire and citizenship informed philanthropic
practices directed towards white and Aboriginal women and children. As some women and
children became integral to the future of the nation - as mothers and future citizens
respectively, philanthropic practices informed who would be included and who would be
excluded from the ‘imagined community’ of the nation.1

Literature Review

This project has benefitted from, and attempts to marry together several different,
but related strands of historiography including the history of philanthropy, poverty and the
transition to collectivism; childhood, women’s history, urban history and middle-class
culture, mediated through broader discourses of class, gender and race. However, the
overarching influence for this thesis is the growing field of research imperfectly termed
“new imperial history”. Initiated by historians such as Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura
Stoler, this growing body of literature has emerged in the last fifteen years. This approach
places Britain and its empire in ‘one analytic frame’, thus rendering it distinct from

1

The term “imagined community” is coined by Benedict Anderson in Imagined Communities: Reflections on
the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 2006).
10

traditional imperial history.2 This thesis, firmly situated within this historiographical trend,
thinks across metropole and colony by placing philanthropic practices in Birmingham and
Sydney within a singular frame of analysis. New imperial history thinks about Britain and
the empire differently, and is alert to the ways in which they were mutually constitutive.
This budding historiography has also prompted studies of imperial/colonial networks. Alan
Lester, David Lambert and Zoë Laidlaw, for example, have explored how identities and
careers were shaped through colonial experiences.3 More recently, useful research has been
conducted into the relationships between colonies.4 This varied research has been
invaluable to thinking about the ways in which philanthropic ideas were shaped within and
between metropole and colony, and their subsequent manifestation in Birmingham and
Sydney.

More specifically, the historiography on philanthropy and charity has been
fundamental to formulating initial research questions, and I am indebted to the well
established and varied literature, particularly in relation to Britain. Although somewhat
dated, David Owen’s English Philanthropy remains an excellent starting point, providing a

2

Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura Stoler, ‘Between Metropole and Colony: Rethinking a Research Agenda’,
in Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura Stoler eds, Tensions of Empire: Colonial Cultures in a Bourgeois World
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), pp. 1-56. Other historians have utilised this framework in
their research: Catherine Hall Civilising Subjects: Metropole and Colony in the English Imagination,
1830-1867 (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2002); Susan Thorne, Congregational Missions and the Making of an
Imperial Culture in Nineteenth-Century England (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999); Alison Twells,
The Civilising Mission and the English Middle Class, 1792-1850: The “Heathen” at Home and Overseas
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009); Clare Midgley, Feminism and Empire: Women Activists in
Imperial Britain 1790-1865 (London: Routledge, 2007); Hilary M. Carey ed., Empires of Religion
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008).
3 Alan

Lester, Imperial Networks: Creating Identities in Nineteenth-Century South Africa and Britain
(London: Routledge, 2001); David Lambert and Alan Lester eds, Colonial Lives Across the British Empire:
Imperial Careering in the Long Nineteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Zoë
Laidlaw, Colonial Connections 1815-1845: Patronage, The Information Revolution and Colonial
Government (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2005).
4

Alan Lester has contributed much to this growing field of research. See ‘Historical Geographies of British
Colonisation: New South Wales, New Zealand and the Cape in the Early Nineteenth Century’, in Simon J.
Potter ed., Imperial Communication: Australia and Britain (London: Menzies Centre, 2004), pp. 91-120;
‘Colonial Settlers and the Metropole: Racial Discourse in the Early Nineteenth Century Cape Colony,
Australia and New Zealand’, Landscape Research, 27 (2002), pp. 39-50. See also Kirsten McKenzie,
Scandal in the Colonies: Sydney and Cape Town, 1820-1850 (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 2004).
11

broad survey of philanthropy over time.5 More recently a number of historians have
illuminated the actions of philanthropists and voluntary organisations in Britain, ranging
from the early-nineteenth century into the twentieth century.6 This large field of literature
has numerous strands, including gender and philanthropy and women and philanthropy.7
For the Australian colonies the literature on philanthropy and charity is more sparse,
although Brian Dickey and Stephen Garton have made important contributions.8

Whilst these texts provide detailed accounts of philanthropic activities in Britain and
Australia, there was a consistent lack of awareness about the ways in which philanthropic
ideas travelled - and how they shifted in transit - between metropole and colony. I was
intrigued by the ways in which forms of voluntary action at home were shaped by, and
indeed shaped, forms of voluntary action in the colonies. Such considerations are absent
from much of the historiography on charity, and it is only in recent years that historians
such as Clare Midgley have begin to think about voluntary action within an imperial
framework.9 This thesis has benefitted greatly from this small but growing body of
5

David Owen, English Philanthropy, 1660-1960 (London: Oxford University Press, 1965).

6

Frank Prochaska, The Voluntary Impulse: Philanthropy in Modern Britain (London: Faber and Faber,
1988); Jane Lewis, The Voluntary Sector, The State and Social Work in Britain: The Charity Organisation
Society/Family Welfare Association since 1869 (Aldershot: Edward Elgar, 1995); Martin Daunton ed.,
Charity, Self-Interest and Welfare in the English Past (London: UCL Press, 1996).
7

Dorice Williams Elliott, The Angel Out of the House: Philanthropy and Gender in Nineteenth-Century
England (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2002) Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall, Family
Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle Class 1780-1850 (London: Routledge, 2002, revised edn),
chapter 10; Anne Summers, Female Lives, Moral States: Women, Religion and Public Life in Britain,
1800-1930 (Newbury: Threshold, 2000); Seth Koven, Slumming: Sexual and Social Politics in Victorian
London (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004); Martha Vicinus, Independent Women: Work and
Community for Single Women, 1850-1920 (London: Virago, 1985), chapter 6; Jane Lewis, Women and Social
Action in Victorian and Edwardian England (Aldershot: Edward Elgar, 1991); Frank Prochaska, Women and
Philanthropy in Nineteenth-Century England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980).
8

Brian Dickey, No Charity There: A Short History of Social Welfare in Australia (Sydney: Allen & Unwin,
1987, revised edn); Stephen Garton, Out of Luck: Poor Australians and Social Welfare (Sydney: Allen &
Unwin, 1990); Richard Kennedy ed., Australian Welfare History: Critical Essays (Melbourne: Macmillan
Company, 1982).
9

Midgley, Feminism and Empire. See also David Lambert and Alan Lester, ‘Geographies of Colonial
Philanthropy’, Progress in Human Geography, 28 (2004), pp. 320-341; Helen Gilbert and Chris Tiffin eds,
Burden or Benefit: Imperial Benevolence and its Legacies (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008).
Alison Twells and Susan Thorne have considered missionary activities at home and in the empire in “one
analytic frame”. See Twells, The Civilising Mission and Thorne, Congregational Missions.
12

literature which prompted my primary research question: what were the differences and
similarities in philanthropic provision for women and children in metropole and colony,
specifically Birmingham and Sydney?

Philanthropic efforts directed towards white and Aboriginal women and children
were heavily gendered. This project is alert to the varied manifestations of gender, evident
in the aims and actions of philanthropists and the ways in which they attempted to mould
female and child recipients. Gender is a socially constructed discourse which prescribes
acceptable and appropriate forms of behaviour for men, women, girls and boys: from
dress, speech, work, and leisure activities to all other forms of being. It signifies ‘what it
means to be a woman or a man and the qualities of person that make one more or less
womanly or more or less manly’.10 It informs all aspects of society, including politics,
economics, culture, religion, race, class and ethnicity. Gender norms also shape how men
and women interact with each other, and with society more broadly. Varying according to
time and place, gender renders femininity inferior and subordinate to masculinity. This
thesis poses the following question: to what extent did philanthropists attempt to instill
normative (defined as middle-class) concepts of gender in women and boys and girls?

In the British historiography, much of the research on gender has centered on the
extent to which separate spheres were a major organising principle of nineteenth-century
British society.11 The ideology of separate spheres remains part of a set of useful
10

Sonya O. Rose, Limited Livelihoods: Gender and Class in Nineteenth-Century England (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1992), p. 11.
11

Davidoff and Hall argue that gender and the ideology of separate spheres were fundamental to middle-class
identities in Family Fortunes. However, other historians such as Amanda Vickery have questioned how far
this ideology permeated the everyday lives of women in Britain. See ‘Golden Age to Separate Spheres? A
Review of the Categories and Chronology of English Women’s History’, The Historical Journal, 36 (1993),
pp. 383-414. For more general explorations of gender during this period in Britain see Mary Poovey, Uneven
Developments: The Ideological Work of Gender in Mid-Victorian England (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1988); Rose, Limited Livelihoods; Michael Roper and John Tosh eds, Manful Assertions: Masculinities
in Britain since 1800 (London: Routledge, 1991); John Tosh, A Man’s Place: Masculinity and the MiddleClass Home in Victorian England (London: Yale University Press, 1999).
13

conceptual tools for explaining the inequalities of power between men and women and
gendered concepts of space in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. In
Australia, the historiography of gender has followed a slightly different path. Here the
focus has largely rested on intersections between gender and nation. Due to the early sex
imbalance of the penal colony of NSW and the continual depiction of the Australian
colonies as places of adventure, discovery and a workingman’s paradise, an ‘excessively
masculine culture’ became dominant.12 This overtly masculine culture has continued to
seep into depictions of the nation, which still celebrates a ‘particular style of white
masculinity’.13

In the 1970s Miriam Dixson sought to challenge the predominant view in Australia
that ‘a book could be about national identity, or it could be about women in Australian
history. It could not be about both’.14 In an on-going process subsequent feminist
historians, such as the authors of Creating a Nation have sought to refute the notion that
nation-building was ‘men’s business’ by emphasising the contribution of women - both
white and Aboriginal - to the nation.15 This thesis adopts elements from both
historiographical trends in Britain and Australia by exploring the inherently gendered
nature of philanthropic activities, in addition to situating women as historical actors in the
nation by exploring their role as philanthropists, recipients and employees within charities.

12

Christina Twomey, Deserted and Destitute: Motherhood, Wife Desertion and Colonial Welfare
(Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing Ltd, 2002), p. xiii. Marilyn Lake has explored the masculine
character of the Australian nation in her article: ‘Mission Impossible: How Men Gave Birth to the Australian
Nation: Nationalism, Gender and Other Seminal Acts’, Gender & History, 4 (1992), pp. 305-22.
13

Patricia Grimshaw, Marilyn Lake, Ann McGrath and Marian Quartly, ‘Introduction’, in Patricia Grimshaw
et al, Creating a Nation (Ringwood: Penguin, 1996), p. 2. Until the 1970s there was little room for women in
histories of Australia. If they did appear they were frequently dichotomised as “damned whores” or “God’s
police”. See Anne Summers, Damned Whores and God's Police: The Colonization of Women in Australia
(Ringwood: Penguin, 1975).
14

Miriam Dixson, The Real Matilda: Woman and Identity in Australia, 1788 to the Present (Sydney:
University of New South Wales Press, 1999, 4th edn), p. 2.
15

Grimshaw, Lake, McGrath and Quartly, ‘Introduction’, in Grimshaw et al, Creating a Nation, p. 1.
14

Philanthropic efforts directed towards women are a fruitful source of analysis for
several reasons. White women and women of colour were frequently represented as
deserving of assistance by philanthropists and missionaries. From the late-eighteenth
century Scottish Enlightenment theorists linked the treatment of women in societies to
levels of civilisation.16 The depiction of the brutal treatment of women of colour within
indigenous societies was connected to the failure of those societies to achieve levels of
civilization dictated by stadial theories of development.17 Women were not only deemed to
be indicators of levels of civilisation, they could also be its agents by exerting a ‘good
moral influence’ over their families.18 Thus, in order to improve the civilisation of society
as a whole, particular efforts had to be directed towards women. Those women whom
philanthropists considered to be a danger to civilisation were targeted for improvement and
reform. Unmarried mothers were a particular threat because they were perceived by
philanthropists to represent the kinds of overt and unrestricted sexual activity associated
with women of colour.19 Such representations served to mark these women as distinct from

16

John Stuart Mill (ed., Sue Mansfield) The Subjection of Women (Illinois: AHM Publishing Corporation,
1980).
17

For instance Patricia Grimshaw has argued that European depictions of the brutal treatment of Aboriginal
women at the hands of Aboriginal men were significant in the categorisation of Aboriginal societies as
hunter-gatherer societies, the lowest rung of societal development. See ‘Maori Agriculturalists and
Aboriginal Hunter Gatherers: Women and Colonial Displacement in Nineteenth Century Aotearoa/New
Zealand and South Eastern Australia’, in Ruth Roach Pierson and Nupur Chaudhuri eds, Nation, Empire,
Colony: Historicizing Gender & Race (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1998), pp. 21-40. Stadial
theory detailed four stages of development, which began with hunter-gatherer societies, then pastoralist,
agricultural, and finally commercial societies which were deemed to be most civilised.
18

Midgley, Feminism and Empire, p. 15.

19

Representations of the Hottentot Venus, with her enlarged buttocks and genitals, represent the ways in
which women of colour were frequently sexualised in Europe and throughout the empire in the nineteenth
century. See Ann Laura Stoler, Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power: Race and The Intimate in Colonial
Rule (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002); Richard Phillips, Sex, Politics and Empire: A
Postcolonial Geography (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006); Anne McClintock, Imperial
Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (London: Routledge, 1995); Philippa Levine,
Prostitution, Race, and Politics: Policing Venereal Disease in the British Empire (London: Routledge, 2003).
For the sexualisation of white working-class women see Paula Bartley, ‘Preventing Prostitution: The Ladies’
Association for the Care and Protection of Young Girls in Birmingham, 1887-1914’, Women’s History
Review, 7 (1998), pp. 37-60 and Paula Bartley, ‘Moral Regeneration: Women and the Civic Gospel in
Birmingham 1870-1914’, Midland History, 25 (2000), pp. 143-161; Koven, Slumming and Poovey, Uneven
Developments.
15

the ‘sexually passive’ depictions of middle-class white women as the Angel in the House.20

Such assumptions were exacerbated by changing ideas about waged work during the
nineteenth century in Britain. The growing expectation (propounded largely by the middle
classes) that women should not work outside the home was linked with the growth of the
individual male wage and the gradual restriction of some forms of paid work for women.
Inequalities of sex and gender meant that ‘women, like children, represented the innocence
of the natural world which active masculinity must support, protect - and oversee’. 21 Like
femininity, masculinity was also reconfigured in this era, and men’s ability to provide
financially for their families became central to expectations of masculinity. As workingclass men were increasingly conceptualised as wage-earners, they were denied indoor
assistance by charities.22 Indeed the workings of the New Poor Law of 1834 were based on
gendered assumptions that able bodied men should work; women and children were
represented as their dependents. As a result, there were a considerable number of
philanthropic societies providing indoor assistance to deserving women and children in
Birmingham and Sydney.

There are a number of studies which explore philanthropic efforts directed towards
women in Britain and the Australian colonies. For Britain, Jane Lewis’ research is
currently unrivaled in its detailed analysis of the experiences of working-class women and

20

Jane Lewis, ‘Introduction: Reconstructing Women’s Experience of Home and Family’, in Jane Lewis ed.,
Labour and Love: Women’s Experiences of the Home and Family, 1850-1940 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1986), p. 5.
21

Davidoff and Hall, Family Fortunes, p. 28.

22

Increasing numbers of philanthropic societies providing indoor assistance for women coincided with
decreasing numbers of similar charities for men. This was in part a result of the introduction of public works
schemes by the NSW government for men, particularly during periods of high unemployment. See Stuart
Macintyre, Winners and Losers: The Pursuit of Social Justice in Australian History (Sydney: Allen & Unwin,
1985)
16

their interactions with both voluntary societies and the state.23 In addition, historians such
as Ellen Ross have conducted much needed research into working-class experiences of
motherhood and Anna Davin was one of the first historians to explore notions of
motherhood in terms of nation, race, and empire. 24 For the Australian colonies I am
indebted in particular to Shurlee Swain and Christina Twomey who have shaped my
understanding of the experiences of unmarried mothers.25 However Swain and Twomey’s
research is based on the state of Victoria, and little research has been conducted into
working-class mothers as recipients of philanthropy in either Sydney or Birmingham more
specifically.

Within the Australian colonies, the complexities of Aboriginal motherhood are
explored by Anna Haebich and Ann McGrath.26 However, there has been a tendency to
consider the experiences of Aboriginal and white mothers separately; very few texts
consider their experiences together in a single frame of analysis. 27 Thus, in this project, the
experiences of Aboriginal and white women are compared throughout, rather than

23

See in particular Lewis ed., Labour and Love and Jane Lewis, The Politics of Motherhood: Child and
Maternal Welfare in England, 1900-1939 (London: Croom Helm, 1980).
24 Ellen

Ross, Love & Toil: Motherhood in Outcast London 1870-1918 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1993); Anna Davin, ‘Imperialism and Motherhood’, in Raphael Samuel ed., The Making and Unmaking of
British National Identity, vol. 1: History and Politics (3 vols., London: Routledge, 1989), pp. 203-235. See
also Frank Prochaska, ‘A Mother’s Country: Mothers’ Meetings and Family Welfare in Britain, 1850-1950’,
History: The Journal of the Historical Association, 74 (1989), pp. 379-99; Rose, Limited Livelihoods; Jane
Lewis, ‘The Working-Class Wife and Mother and State Intervention, 1870-1918’, in Lewis ed., Labour and
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Children First: International Maternal and Infant Welfare, 1870-1945 (London: Routledge, 1992). For
Birmingham see Carl Chinn, They Worked All Their Lives: Women and the Urban Poor in England,
1880-1939 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988), chapter 2.
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ghettoising Aboriginal women in a separate chapter. 28 Similarly to the ways in which white
women were believed to be deserving of philanthropic assistance, missionaries often
targeted indigenous women because of such gendered assumptions that all women required
protection and care. Growing numbers of Aboriginal women on mission stations fueled the
common missionary belief that Aboriginal women were particularly susceptible to
conversion and civilisation.29 Thus, philanthropic activities specifically devoted to white
and Aboriginal women facilitate the exploration of ideas of race and gender. During the
late-nineteenth century in both Britain and the Australian colonies the suffrage movement
was active and contemporaries in both sites were re-assessing women’s place within the
nation. Thus, how were philanthropic practices utilised in both sites to incorporate/exclude
women from the nation? What place - if any - would these women assume within the
nation as citizens/subjects?

Children, like women, were also considered to be deserving in both Britain and the
Australian colonies due to shifts in normative concepts of childhood (always thought of in
terms of white middle-class childhood) which occurred up to and during the nineteenth
century. Several historians have traced such changes within Britain and the Australian
colonies.30 However, there are few studies which consider philanthropic practices for
28
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Neglected Children in Colonial New South Wales (Sydney: New South Wales University Press, 1986) and
Finch, The Classing Gaze, chapter 4.
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children in Britain and its colonies. Moreover, little attention is paid to the ways in which
philanthropic ideas concerning children travelled between and within sites of empire. Thus,
I sought to explore the following questions: what were the differences and similarities in
philanthropic provision for children in Birmingham and Sydney? To what extent did ideas
about philanthropy travel between Britain and the Australian colonies and Birmingham and
Sydney? The development of schooling, increasing numbers of charities for children and
legislative changes were part of a growing trend of viewing white children as future
citizens in both sites.31 In addition to concepts of citizenship, the child emigration
movement, popular in Britain during this period, is a useful entry point for thinking about
concepts of race, nation and empire in Birmingham. 32 The varied body of literature on
childhood in Britain and the Australian colonies prompted me to ask: how was the
relationship between children, parents and the state reconfigured during the period
1860-1914 in Britain and NSW? Was this relationship reconfigured in the same ways in
Britain and NSW - and later the Australian nation? What impact did legislative changes
have on philanthropic activities and parental rights in both sites?

In the Australian colonies, debates during the late-nineteenth century focusing on the
decline of the white birth rate occurred simultaneously with the formation of the nation,
31
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revealing intersections between race and nation. 33 For the Australian colonies, historians
such as Peter Read and Anna Haebich have traced the harrowing experiences of Aboriginal
child removal during white settlement.34 These removed children became part of the stolen
generations, the effects of which continue to have a devastating and lasting impact on
Aboriginal communities in the present.35 Similarly to the current literature on white and
Aboriginal women, there has been a historiographical tradition of separating the
experiences of white and Aboriginal children. Naomi Parry’s doctoral thesis represents an
important juncture in the historiography because it considers early welfare provisions for
white and Aboriginal children in Tasmania and NSW.36 This thesis also links the
experiences of white and Aboriginal children to consider the ways in which race shaped
philanthropic provision. However, a metropolitan dimension is added to reflect on the
ways in which white children and Aboriginal children were deemed by philanthropists and
missionaries to need forms of civilisation.

This project also seeks to illuminate male and female philanthropists by exploring
their aims and actions. For Britain and the Australian colonies, a number of historians have
sought to explore the contribution made by middle-class/elite women to philanthropic
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activities.37 Historians such as Paula Bartley and Judith Godden have focused on
philanthropic women in Birmingham and Sydney, respectively.38 Middle-class and elite
women were encouraged to engage in philanthropy, which was heralded as their ‘rightful
mission’ to society.39 Indeed, the use of the word mission conveys the importance of
religion to philanthropists and their works, and of course groups of religious sisters and
priests made significant contributions to philanthropy.40 Some of the literature on female
philanthropists was initiated by feminist historians motivated to explore women’s history,
and more recently, discourses of gender.41 Thus, philanthropy is a useful entry point for
accessing women’s presence in the public sphere during a period in which middle-class
and elite women’s opportunities to enter that sphere were restricted.
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I am interested in the ways in which gender impacted upon philanthropic activities,
which requires close attention to the actions of both female and male philanthropists.
Conversely, attention needs to shift to male philanthropists, particularly the ways in which
philanthropic engagement enabled middle-class men to make a claim for - and increase their status in the public sphere.42 Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall’s Family Fortunes
is one of the few texts to discuss the importance of philanthropic efforts to increasing the
status of middle-class men.43 Thinking about gender and philanthropy provoked the
following questions: what impact did gender have on the way charities operated? More
specifically, what difference did gender make to the establishment of philanthropic
committees and how decisions were made within charities? Was there a gendered division
of labour within philanthropic committees? What impact did men and women’s
philanthropic activities have on their wider status within the community?

A study of philanthropy has little meaning without close attention to discourses of
class. Broadly speaking, most of the philanthropists were comprised of men and women
from the middle classes. Class remains a vital conceptual tool for explaining the unequal
economic position of individuals, which shapes every aspect of their lives, as well as their
interactions with society more broadly. E. P. Thompson’s definition of class remains
pertinent: ‘class happens when some men, as a result of common experiences (inherited or
shared) feel and articulate the identity of their interests between themselves, and as against
other men whose interests are different from (and usually opposed to) theirs’.44 Gareth
Stedman Jones’ Outcast London has also been useful in thinking about the ways in which
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class was articulated through language.45 His exploration of the varying terms used to
depict the poor in Victorian London has been particularly valuable, given that terms such
as “deserving” and “undeserving” were ‘a central tenet of middle-class social philosophy’
in this era.46

Whilst the class system in Britain permitted some movement both up and down the
scale, it was predominantly viscous, allowing for small movements; traversing the entire
social scale was almost impossible. During this period, inequalities between
philanthropists and recipients of philanthropy are effectively highlighted by discourses of
class. Moreover, inequalities of class - always mediated through gender - were the primary
organising factor of society in Britain, and to some extent in the Australian colonies during
this period. Studies of philanthropy enable an exploration of the ways in which men and
women from the middle classes interacted with the poor outside of the mistress/servant and
employer/employee relationship.

Thinking about class in the Australian colonies presented its own set of conceptual
problems, namely the manifestations of class in a colonial context. Many historians have
attempted to grapple with such issues.47 Whilst in Britain, since the 1980s, many historians
(predominantly feminist historians) have explored intersections between class and gender,
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for Australia this remains an underdeveloped field of research. 48 Australian colonists
imagined themselves to be more egalitarian than their counterparts in Britain, and in many
respects the class system was less viscous than in Britain; individuals could more easily
negotiate the social ladder. As such, a greater sensitivity is required to consider other forms
of social/moral hierarchies in operation in colonial society. Until the end of transportation,
one of the main distinctions in NSW society was between free and unfree. This is not to
undermine the importance and widespread operation of class in the Australian colonies but
rather to explore ways in which other hierarchies operated alongside and within it.

Throughout I have used the plural classes which reflects more accurately the wide
range of peoples within one overarching economic/social class. For instance, many
working-class women applied for assistance, from the habitual poor to upper-workingclass women from families that had fallen on hard times. Employing a greater sensitivity to
the intricate nature of class can also complicate the philanthropic relationship, which
historiographically has often been conceptualised as interactions between philanthropists
and recipients.49 This study attempts to respond to Colin Jones’ call to disrupt this
dichotomy by considering the various classed interactions which took place in
philanthropic societies; between philanthropists, the staff they employed - from lady
superintendents to domestic servants - and the recipients of philanthropy.
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Class, as a theory, has little real meaning without exploring the ways in which it
impacted on, and shaped the lives, of ‘real people... in a real context’.50 That context is
philanthropy and the “real people” are the philanthropists and recipients whose class
identities were lived culturally. In recent years a growing historiography has emerged
which considers urban middle-class culture during the nineteenth century in Britain. Simon
Gunn’s The Public Culture is an excellent resource which explores how middle-class
power, knowledge and authority were expressed through the development of forms of
bourgeois culture in urban space.51 His research, some of which was influenced by
Gramscian concepts of hegemony, investigates the continual efforts made by middle-class
men and women to assert - and continually re-assert - their claims for authority within the
urban space.52 Patrick Joyce’s argument that such acts of benevolence were ‘only
meaningful when performed in public’ has presented new ways of thinking about the
performance of the public.53 However, such studies are concerned with a broad conception
of performance of knowledge and authority in the pubic sphere. This study focuses in
detail on one form of middle-class performance in the public sphere, philanthropy. A study
of philanthropy enables an exploration of the ways in which middle-class men and women
articulated their claims for knowledge and authority over those men and women they
employed in their institutions and those they sought to assist.
50
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Much of the literature on urban middle-class culture has emerged from a wider
historiography of British urban history which encompasses a myriad of themes including
the physical development of urban centers, slums, as well as concepts of civilising and
uncivilising spaces.54 This project has benefitted from specific studies of Birmingham’s
urban history, although similar studies are lacking for Sydney.55 Urban spaces were
significant because they rendered paupers visible, both on a large scale and for the first
time, to middle-class men and women. Thus how did urban middle-class men and women
imagine their responsibilities to the poor?

For the Australian colonies recent research on performance and behaviour in the
public sphere has centered on concepts of respectability, behaviour and manners in colonial
society.56 This research has less of a class focus because the various permutations of urban
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middle-class culture were less evident in the Australian colonies.57 This small but
extremely useful body of literature provides an opportunity to think about the differences
and similarities in the performance of behaviour in public society at home and in a
particular colonial context. Moreover, such research is useful for exploring the importance
of behaviour, manners and respectability to philanthropists and missionaries in both sites.
Did respectability and morality mean the same in Birmingham and Sydney?

Many of the women and children who approached philanthropic societies did so
because they were poor. This project has benefitted from the varied historiography of
poverty, particularly relating to Britain. Ellen Ross, Jane Lewis and Anna Davin’s work in
particular has illuminated working-class women and children’s experiences of poverty in
Britain.58 More specifically, Carl Chinn’s focus on working-class women in Birmingham
has proved particularly useful.59 The historiography on philanthropy and poverty is
considerable for Britain, due to the ‘faith in voluntary institutions’ which ‘ran deep in the
English mentality’.60 However, for the Australian colonies the colonial myth of the
worker’s paradise has endured to such an extent that until recently, studies of poverty have
been neglected in the Australian historiography.61 It is only in the last twenty years that
historians have begun to shift their attention to studies of poverty and philanthropy in
57
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Australia, with important contributions from Stephen Garton, Brian Dickey and Anne
O’Brien in particular.62 It is only through ongoing research into the lives of poor men,
women and children in the Australian colonies that the myths of unequivocal prosperity
can finally be dismantled.

The period chosen for this study, 1860 to 1914, provides an opportunity to explore
the growing numbers of philanthropic societies for working-class women and children.
Furthermore, this period facilitates an exploration of the gradual transition to collectivism
in Britain, NSW and later the Australian nation. By 1914 in both Britain and the newly
federated Australian nation, governments had begun to assume some responsibility for the
welfare of their citizens and subjects through the introduction of old age pensions and
maternity bonuses.63 In NSW, the government financially supported many charities
throughout the nineteenth century. This provides interesting points of contrast with the
strong voluntary sector in Britain and provokes questions about the nature of government
itself in both sites. Thus, how did the respective governments in Britain and NSW imagine
their duties to their poorer citizens/subjects? Furthermore, what was the relationship
between the government and charities in both sites during the transition to collectivism?
What effect did increasing legislation in this period - in particular relating to children have on philanthropic activities?
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Race is also central to explorations of philanthropic provision for women and
children in both sites, providing both fruitful and complex intersections with discourses of
class and gender. Alongside gender and class, race also facilitates explorations of power
and identity. Moreover, it addresses questions of national belonging and Otherness,
identifying ‘outsiders and strangers’ in particular societies.64 Thus, race does not simply
apply to skin colour; it is both biological and cultural. Ideas about race are infused
throughout nineteenth- and early-twentieth century concepts of civilisation, barbarism,
degeneration, extinction and eugenics.65 However, there is a notable absence in the current
historiography on the impact of racial thinking upon philanthropy. What were the
differences in philanthropic provision between white women and children and Aboriginal
women and children in NSW? For the Australian colonies, historians have focused
overwhelmingly on race as biological and cultural difference, by exploring interactions
between Aboriginal peoples and white settlers.66 This study utilises literature on whiteness
to consider how the Australian colonies constructed themselves as white, which required a
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great deal of sustained effort. It is also concerned with intersections between race and
nation in Australia, in particular exploring the extent to which race impacted upon the
process of nation-building in Australia.

Race was also crucial to notions of identity in the metropole; race does not simply
apply to peoples of colour located somewhere else. As Catherine Hall has argued, race
‘was deeply rooted in English culture’, central to the ways in which English men and
women imagined themselves.67 Moreover, cultural constructions of race were at the heart
of the creation of the categories of self and other famously proposed by Edward Said.68
Culturally and biologically determined discourses of race were also in operation at home to
denote Otherness which performed the function of identifying threats to society from
within - termed ‘internal enemies’ by Ann Laura Stoler.69 Philanthropists identified and
aimed to temper such threats through philanthropic works, but in doing so they also
embedded them. Philanthropists and missionaries were engaged in similar endeavours to
improve and civilise working-class white women and children and Aboriginal peoples
alike. In Britain and throughout the empire, discourses of gender and class could be
racialised, for instance members of the working classes (along with the Irish) were
depicted as racially different. In addition, the urban slums were represented ‘as foreign
lands full of “swamps” and “wilderness”... requiring similar degrees of policing and social
control’.70 Thus, the question is raised: to what extent were the urban poor racialised in
Birmingham? To what extent did concerns about whiteness and citizenship motivate
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philanthropic efforts directed towards women and children in Birmingham and Sydney?71

Discourses of race continue to have a lasting impact on British and Australian
societies, although legacies of race have been particularly problematic in Australia. During
the “History Wars” of the 1990s the writing of Australian history became extremely
contentious. Depictions of the relationship between settlers and Aboriginal peoples and the
question of settlement/invasion acquired even more potency.72 The brutal treatment of
Aboriginal peoples at the hands of white settlers - which involved violence, dispossession
and genocide - made uncomfortable reading for some Australians. Led by Keith
Windschuttle and supported by former prime minister John Howard, they maintained that
this version of history had simply been fabricated by academics who sought to promote
“black armband” history.73 Until recent decades, histories of the nation signified the history
of white settlers. Aboriginal histories were linked with the past and anthropology; if
Aboriginal peoples were included within a broader history, they were usually relegated to a
specific chapter. Creating a Nation was the first attempt to dismantle the image that the
Australian nation was forged by white men by exploring the many and varied ways in
71
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which Aboriginal peoples and white women had played their part in the nation. 74 However,
the literature on philanthropy and early welfare histories has largely retained this existing
dichotomy between Aboriginal and white experiences.75 Thinking about white and
Aboriginal philanthropic provisions side by side can be particularly fruitful for what it
reveals about the operation of discourses of race and identity within the Australian
colonies, and particularly how they were mobilised to both include and exclude from the
nation.

Methods

The primary aim of this project is to think across metropole and colony by exploring
the ways in which philanthropic practices were implemented in two sites, one metropolitan
and one colonial. This approach raises many methodological issues such as ‘how to
connect people, places and events analytically in the ways that colonial relations had
constructed them historically’.76 The growing field of new imperial history has produced
important methodological frameworks for exploring the varied ways in which the
metropole, colonies and wider world were connected by a vast web which resulted in the
continual movement of peoples, commodities, information and ideas. Thinking about the
connections between different sites has required close attention to notions of space and
place.77 Indeed, conceptions of space and place are particularly relevant to this study,
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which considers philanthropic practices in two places. Philanthropic ideas themselves were
also in constant flow in and between the spaces of empire.

Doreen Massey’s reconfiguration of notions of space, particularly the idea of space
as ‘a social dimension’ - a sphere of continual interaction - has been beneficial to historians
of empire.78 Space according to Massey is far from static; rather, it is endlessly shifting,
altered by the simple act of a person moving through it.79 This approach has been
important in thinking about the ways in which ideas about philanthropic practices were
shaped and altered as they travelled between and within Britain and the Australian
colonies. Moreover, specific attention needs to be paid to Birmingham and Sydney as
places. David Lambert and Alan Lester’s notion of place, which they conceptualise as
‘constellations of multiple trajectories’ has been influential.80 Trajectories are comprised of
both theoretical and physical phenomena such as ideas, peoples, rock, air and texts, which
‘in their ever-changing coming together... produce combinations that are unique and thus
give “character” to each place’.81

Lester has also made important contributions to our understanding of the ways in
which the empire was connected by numerous and intersecting networks which were
constantly shifting, continually being formed and reformed. 82 The notion of a web as a
conceptual framework - coined by Lester and Tony Ballantyne - has been invaluable to
situating Sydney and Birmingham within a series of inter-connected networks which were
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in constant flow between metropole, colony, between colonies, and the wider world.83
Such approaches have been particularly valuable for thinking across the spaces of
metropole and colony.

Approaches utilised by new imperial history share similarities with transnational
history or, as Deborah Cohen and Maura O’Connor have termed it, cross-national history.84
Like new imperial history, transnational history explores the flows of information, peoples,
and ideas between sites. However, it is distinct from new imperial history because it
explores connections between nations rather than the more ambiguous spaces - such as
colonies and other sites of empire - often the subject of new imperial history. There is a
danger, however, in utilising the term transnational for this project, because for the
majority of the period covered Australia is comprised of a group of colonies, which were
federated in 1901. Moreover, transnational histories can be in danger of neglecting the
local which, collectively, are a crucial force in shaping national histories.85 This project
aims to avoid such pitfalls by returning to the local through an exploration of two specific
sites.

Metropolitan/colonial approaches, as well as transnational histories, by nature
incorporate aspects of comparison, because ‘without some comparative starting point, how
can one really understand the nature of a given transfer?’ 86 Comparative histories
illuminate the local, the unique and other specificities often missing from geographically
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broader studies. Marc Bloch, an advocate of comparative history, stipulated that sites
should be selected carefully to ensure they have elements of similarity but also
dissimilarity.87 Thus, Britain and the Australian colonies provide excellent opportunities for
comparison. Both places were linked through a shared lineage; until the twentieth century,
immigrants to Australia were overwhelmingly white Irish or British. 88 Nonetheless, in this
act of migration, the status of Britons and Irish men and women was rendered more
complex. They became colonists whose interests were rendered ‘subordinate’ to their
counterparts in the metropole.89 Settlement of the land resulted in the dispossession and
slaughter of the indigenous Aboriginal peoples which complicated the perceived identity of
white British/Irish settlers as civilised. Moreover, ‘the British state was not simply
transplanted into Australia’, and in the process of migration men and women re-imagined
themselves as colonists which altered their whole world view.90 They sought to make the
colony of NSW similar to, but also distinct from (and in many cases better than) home.
How did the relationship between Britain and the Australian colonies change over the
period 1860 to 1914 and how did such shifts affect philanthropic practices in both sites?

Whilst adopting elements of comparison, transnational histories and new imperial
histories remain distinct from the field of comparative studies. Often, the aim of
comparative studies is to uncover differences and similarities, thus limiting their appeal to
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scholars wishing to study the same sites or phenomena. The wide approach of comparative
history can also permit mindless comparisons, ‘as if comparison were a worthy aim in
itself rather than a means to a larger end’.91 This project aims to reduce some of the
limitations of a comparative approach by grounding it within a wider methodological
framework advocated by the new imperial history.

Birmingham and Sydney were selected as case studies for a number of reasons, both
historiographical and practical. The dominance of Quakers and other Nonconformist
communities in Birmingham initiated a strong commitment to philanthropic good works,
yet there are relatively few specific histories of philanthropy in Birmingham.92 Perhaps not
surprisingly, London has featured strongly in the historiography of philanthropy and
poverty in Britain.93 The middle classes had substantial authority within Birmingham,
partly because the town lacked a strong aristocratic presence. Moreover, like many other
British towns and cities, Birmingham had strong ties to the empire, evident in its economy,
culture, politics and identity.94 Sydney too has been neglected in the literature on
philanthropy and charity in the Australian colonies. Many historians have preferred to
study Melbourne which had a reputation for ‘an extraordinary and atypical level of
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voluntary benevolence’.95

Sydney, like Birmingham, was a new urban centre in the nineteenth century, which
experienced rapid population growth. Therefore philanthropic institutions and societies
were required to attend to the needs of the growing numbers of deserving women and
children. Furthermore, the middle classes in Sydney also gained authority in the urban
public sphere due to the lack of an indigenous aristocracy. However, Birmingham was a
provincial town. It did not officially gain its city status until 1889. In contrast, Sydney was
a colonial capital and a port city. Moreover, religious influences and composition were
different in both sites. How did the differing statuses of Sydney and Birmingham affect
philanthropic activities and the political opportunities available to philanthropists? These
questions - and the thesis itself - relies upon the close reading of archival material and
published primary sources.

Sources

Charities were selected primarily for practical reasons, such as adequate and
accessible primary material, often in the form of committee minute books, letters,
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published annual reports and occasionally staff diaries.96 As far as possible within the
limitations of material available, charities were chosen which represented different
religious groups and which were run by philanthropic men and/or women. The charities
selected facilitate comparisons but also render differences visible. Seven charities were
selected from Birmingham and eight from Sydney, all of which aimed to assist new
mothers, destitute or deserted women, and/or children. For Birmingham, the Lying-in
Charity gave assistance to married women during their confinements, and the Association
for the Rescue and Training of Young Women provided a home for unmarried mothers. In
Sydney the Benevolent Society’s Asylum and the Infants’ Home provided similar services.
In Sydney the Female Refuge housed various women who did not conform to respectable
colonial society such as unmarried mothers and prostitutes. In addition, several children’s
homes were chosen: for Birmingham the Working Boys’ Home, the Crowley Orphanage,
the Middlemore Emigration Homes, the Maryvale Orphanage and St. Vincent’s Home for
Working Boys. For Sydney, the Female School of Industry was selected, along with the
Dalmar Children’s Home, the Benevolent Society, the Waitara Foundling Home and the
Infants’ Home. In Sydney there was no equivalent to the Middlemore Emigration Homes
of Birmingham, revealing interesting differences in philanthropic practices.
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Archival material for the Sydney charities soon raised a serious empirical problem.
Aboriginal women and children were conspicuously absent from the annual reports and
minute books of charities. It soon became apparent that urban philanthropy had been
whitened and that alternative sources were required to explore Aboriginal women and
children’s experiences of philanthropy. Mission stations, such as the Maloga Mission, run
by Daniel and Janet Matthews, and the Warangesda Mission run by the Rev. J. B. Gribble
were two of the few missions in existence for Aboriginal peoples in NSW at this time.
Indeed, in many respects missions were charities, raising funds from private individuals to
assist those they considered to be deserving. Moreover, missions were a form of
philanthropy, designed to raise Aboriginal peoples through civilising, just as
philanthropists sought to civilise white women by teaching them to be good mothers and
domestic workers. However, missions differed from charities in one crucial aspect. Whilst
most of the urban charities in Birmingham and Sydney sought to create good, Christian
citizen/subjects, sustained and explicit attempts at conversion were rare. For missionaries
however, conversion was central to the process of civilising. The use of missions raised
important conceptual questions such as the validity of comparing missions with
philanthropic societies, as well as the location of the Maloga and Warangesda missions,
both of which were a considerable distance from Sydney in rural NSW.

Fortunately, historians such as Alison Twells and Susan Thorne have already begun
to make connections between missions and other forms of voluntary action at home.97
Missions and voluntary action were inextricably linked: ‘the philanthropic impulse at the
base of foreign mission societies had its roots in the benevolent organisations’.98 The idea
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of a broad civilising mission towards paupers in Britain and others in the colonies can be
explored through the attempted creation of middle-class hegemony. Britain’s imperial
status prompted philanthropists to reform problematic sections of the working classes, such
as unmarried mothers and orphans, through philanthropic intervention, moulding them into
future citizens (children) or mothers of future citizens (women). The detailed
historiography focusing on missionary activities abroad - some of which directly relates to
the Australian colonies - provided an important context for Matthews’ and Gribble’s
missions.99 Although missionary and philanthropic activities are not a perfect fit, together
they enable a comparison of voluntary action directed towards white women and children
and Aboriginal women and children that would have been impossible through the records
of charities alone. So much of the current historiography of Australia is divided by lines of
colour that it seemed important to marry these differing strands of social action to present a
more encompassing picture of voluntary action in colonial New South Wales.

Despite a range of varied archival material, frustrating gaps appeared in annual
reports, minute books and mission reports. Only sporadic annual reports exist for the
Waitara Foundling Home within an otherwise large and detailed collection of material
relating to the Sisters of Mercy at Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College in North Sydney.
Similarly, in a comprehensive collection of material relating the the Middlemore
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Emigration Homes at Birmingham City Archive, the annual reports of the charity during
the 1880s are absent. Whilst a great deal of material exists for the Maloga Mission at the
State Library of South Australia, little archival material remains for the Warangesda
Mission. Much of the evidence from Warangesda in this study is restricted to the
manager’s diary and J. B. Gribble’s selected publications.100 Nevertheless, given the
extremely small number of missions to Aboriginal peoples in NSW at this time any
archival material was worthy of inclusion.

The primary material utilised by this thesis was overwhelmingly written by
philanthropists and missionaries, and perhaps unsurprisingly there are few records written
directly by recipients of philanthropy or Aboriginal peoples during this period. However,
despite their natural bias, missionary reports, annual reports and minute books of charities
provide a wealth of information about Aboriginal peoples and white recipients of
philanthropy. It is possible to read such material against the grain to partially access
working-class women and children’s experiences of the philanthropic relationship, in
addition to Aboriginal women and children’s experiences of interactions with
missionaries.101 Careful analysis of the primary sources available reveals the assumptions,
aims, beliefs and blindnesses of philanthropists and missionaries.
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Chapter Structure

Chapter 2. “Setting the Scene” explores Birmingham and Sydney as places,
providing a grounding for the following chapters. For any meaningful analysis,
philanthropic practices need to be contextualised within the broader political, economic,
social, religious and cultural character of both sites. This chapter contains biographical
detail about prominent philanthropists and philanthropic families, as well as presenting
additional details about the charities and missions selected for this study.

Chapter 3 explores philanthropic practices directed towards white and Aboriginal
women. The chapter begins by considering the recipients of philanthropy; who they were
and their experiences of the unequal power dynamics which were a fundamental part of the
philanthropic relationship. Although the agency of the recipients was limited, there is some
evidence of white and Aboriginal women’s capacity for action. Concerns about
respectability among philanthropists reveal interesting differences in both sites. The aims
of philanthropists and missionaries are explored at length, as well as the gendered
interactions between philanthropic/missionary men and women. An analysis of the role of
lady superintendents, increasingly employed by philanthropic societies, displays the
complexities of class interactions within charities. The impact of religion, as a motive for
philanthropists and as a civilising tool for missionaries, is also considered. The NSW
government’s financial contribution to charities in Sydney provides an opportunity to think
about the ways in which charities were funded, which in turn uncovers significant
differences in the nature of government in both sites. The final section of this chapter
considers motherhood and the increasing scrutiny of mothers by philanthropists and the
state. Moreover motherhood provides a window through which to access increasingly
powerful ideas about race and nation in Britain and the new Australian nation.
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Philanthropic practices directed towards white and Aboriginal children in
Birmingham and Sydney are the subject of chapter 4. The experiences of white and
Aboriginal children are compared throughout to explore variations in philanthropic
provision and the impact of perceived racial difference. This chapter explores the reasons
why philanthropists/missionaries removed children and their aims for the reform and
improvement of such children. Many of these aims reveal a deep commitment to the
installation of gender-appropriate forms of behaviour. The imagining of some children as
future citizens had important consequences for their training within philanthropic
institutions and on mission stations. This chapter also assesses the reconfiguration of the
relationship between children, their parents and the state during this period. Legislative
changes had important consequences for mission stations and charities, as well as for
Aboriginal and white parents. Moreover, legislative differences and variations in
philanthropic practices in both sites reveal a differing pace towards collectivism in Britain
and NSW.

Chapter 5 connects the work of chapters 3 and 4 within a more explicit imperial
framework, situating Birmingham and Sydney within a broad web of imperial connections.
Birmingham and Sydney were not selected for their apparent imperial connections; rather
they seek to demonstrate the ubiquitous nature of metropolitan and colonial connections.
Like goods, peoples and capital, philanthropic ideas were in constant flow between
metropole and colony, between colonies, and internationally. Thus, this chapter explores
the ways in which philanthropic practices were influenced by developments at home,
within the empire, and internationally. Attention is also paid to local philanthropic
networks within Birmingham and Sydney and the importance of connections between
philanthropic families. This chapter places Birmingham within national philanthropic
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networks within Britain, and likewise explores philanthropic networks operating between
NSW and the other Australian colonies. Philanthropic networks between men are explored
within wider economic and political networks, to assess the ways in which philanthropic
activities facilitated entry into, and status within, the public sphere for middle-class men.
The importance of women and families to philanthropic societies is also carefully noted.
The chapter concludes with three case studies which encompass the themes of the chapter.

My primary focus has been to demonstrate the many ways in which philanthropic
efforts were classed, gendered and raced in two sites, one metropolitan and one colonial.
Although these chapters reveal many similarities in philanthropic practices for white
women and children in Birmingham and Sydney they also render key differences apparent.
Partly specificities of place, these differences also demonstrate shifts in the relationship
between Britain and the Australian colonies. The conclusion considers the ways in which
many of the themes explored in this thesis, such as the inequalities of welfare and child
emigration, continue to have an impact in the present in Britain and Australia.

A Note on Terminology

The term philanthropy is used throughout, and has been selected rather than charity
for a number of reasons. Distinguishing between the terms can be difficult, and some
historians have settled on the explanation that there is ‘very little’ difference.102 However,
there are subtle differences which require clarification.103 The Oxford English Dictionary
describes the origins of the word charity as ‘love to mankind’ and developed over time to
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Richard Kennedy argues that there is ‘very little’ difference between the terms. See ‘Introduction: Against
Welfare’ in Kennedy ed., Australian Welfare History, pp. 2-3.
103

Judith Godden advocates a slightly different explanation of the differences in terms. She argues that
‘“charity” is restricted to the distribution of material aid whilst the broader context of such distribution is
referred to as philanthropy’. See ‘Philanthropy’, p. ii.
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signify ‘benevolence to one’s neighbours, especially the poor’.104 Inextricably bound up
with Christianity, charity is often limited to a single interaction between giver and receiver.
However, the giving of food or assistance could also be part of a series of interactions
rooted in paternalistic relations, for instance between a landlord and his tenants in the early
modern era.105 Crucially however, there is little expectation on the part of the giver that the
recipient should alter or change his/her behaviour in return for assistance.

!

More commonly associated with the Victorian era, philanthropy implies a reciprocal

relationship which was linked to the potential for reform or improvement of the recipient
and, by extension, society itself. This concept of the greater good is crucial to
distinguishing philanthropy from charity. Thus philanthropy is defined as the ‘active effort
to promote the happiness and well-being of one’s fellow men’. 106 It is this desire to
improve society as a whole, as well as reciprocal expectations enmeshed within
philanthropy, that more effectively encapsulates the interactions between members of the
middle classes and pauper women and children during the period 1860 to 1914.
Discourses of gender, race and class and the various ways in which they permeated
philanthropic activities form a central part of this thesis. Initially I placed “class”, “gender”
and “race” in double inverted commas, as a way of indicating that they are problematic and
contested terms. In addition, I utilise late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century discursive
terms such as “respectability”, “civilisation”, “deserving” and “fallen”. Likewise, placing
these terms in double inverted commas seemed to ensure that the meanings behind, and
connotations invoked by, these terms were not read as my own. However, these double
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inverted commas soon dominated the text and served only to distract the reader. Therefore
I have omitted them in the hope that the reader will be able to recognise the complex
meanings imbued within these discourses and terms.

Evidence from the charities in Birmingham and Sydney are interwoven throughout
the chapters. To avoid any confusion, I have elected to use (Birmingham) or (Sydney)
following the name of the charity to ensure clarity where needed.
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Chapter 2. Setting the Scene: Birmingham and Sydney
Part One: Birmingham

‘The public spirit of Birmingham is never more signally and successfully displayed than in
the work of charity and benevolence’.1

For John Langford, philanthropy was at the very heart of Birmingham’s identity; the town
evidently took great pride in creating a benevolent reputation. A relatively small number of
Nonconformist families in the town were crucial to the establishment and continuation of
this strong benevolent tradition. Indeed, Chamberlain Square, Bournville and Cadbury
World, Middlemore Road, Kenrick Library and Lloyds Bank are just some of the places
and institutions through which a number of these prominent families have left their mark
upon the town and the nation in the twenty-first century. Located in the centre of England,
Birmingham was known as a provincial town2 for much of the period, manufacturing
goods for use in Britain or the wider world. Due the lack of a strong indigenous
aristocracy, the municipal life of the town was dominated by a number of middle-class
men. Many of these men, along with their wives, mothers and daughters were united by
their dissent from the Church of England. These Nonconformist families, largely
comprised of Quakers and Unitarians, demonstrated a strong commitment to both the
physical and moral improvement of the town, more commonly known as the civic gospel.
More broadly, the relationship between the middle and working classes and the political
and religious character of the town resulted in a fertile soil in which to sow the seeds of
philanthropy.
1

John Alfred Langford, Birmingham: A Handbook for Residents and Visitors (Birmingham: The Midland
Educational Company, 1879), p. 126.
2

Birmingham was not granted city status until 1889. To avoid confusion and alternating between using the
terms “town” for events to describe Birmingham until 1889 and “city” from this date onwards I have decided
to use the term town throughout.
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History to 1860

It was in the sixteenth century that the metal industry - for which Birmingham came
to be well known - was first developed, and the flourishing settlement benefitted from
supplying weaponry for the Civil War. The population steadily increased throughout the
eighteenth century, which Eric Hopkins attributes to the pioneering use of hand technology
- especially the hand operated press, lathe and drawbench. He maintains that ‘these
machines, combined with a strict division of labour, permitted a level of productivity
unattained elsewhere at the time’. 3 Birmingham’s growing industries were fueled by the
coal and iron ore of the nearby Black Country, and the canal network facilitated the
transportation of raw materials and locally made goods. By 1770 Birmingham had become
one of the most populated towns in the country, only surpassed in population by Bristol
and London.4 It was this busy, industrial midlands hub which greeted Arthur Young, and
prompted him to claim in 1791 that Birmingham was ‘the first manufacturing town in the
world’.5 The opening of the Bull Ring market in the centre of the town in 1806 created a
central area of trade, and trading networks and migration of people were facilitated with
the nearby towns of Leamington Spa, Nuneaton and Coventry.

3

Hopkins, ‘Industrial Change’, p. 112.

4

Ward, City-State and Nation, p. 2.

5

Hopkins, ‘Industrial Change’, p. 112, cited from Arthur Young, Tours in England and Wales, Selected from
the Annals of Agriculture (London: London School of Economics, 1932), p. 55.
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Map One: Birmingham, 1778.6

In terms of the political, social and religious character of the town, Birmingham had
gained a reputation for dissent and reform in the eighteenth century. The Lunar Society
was established there in 1766 and the Priestley Riots of 1791 brought to the fore
underlying tensions between dissenters, who supported the French Revolution, and promonarchists.7 Birmingham’s location in the middle of England meant that the men and
women of the town were ‘especially sensitive to the flow and counterflow of ideas’.8
Moreover, the town was unincorporated which made it an attractive place for
Nonconformists to settle, for in Birmingham they avoided the ‘civil disabilities’ imposed
on them in incorporated towns.9 During Queen Victoria’s reign Nonconformist men would
6

Birmingham City Archive, Maps Collection, D4: Plan of Birmingham, Survey by Thomas Hanson, 1778.

7

For more information on the Priestley Riots see Davidoff and Hall, Family Fortunes, p. 15, 19.

8

Dennis Smith, Conflict and Compromise: Class formation in English Society 1830-1914. A Comparative
Study of Birmingham and Sheffield (London: Routledge, 1982), p. 34.
9

Ward, City-State and Nation, p. 2.
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assert a powerful influence on municipal politics. Whilst Nonconformity played a crucial
part in the character of the town in the late-Victorian era, as we shall see, the Anglican and
Catholic communities were also important to the history of the town.

Birmingham was famed for its reforming agenda in the early-nineteenth century. The
town had no representation in Parliament until 1832, when two seats were created. Thomas
Attwood, who campaigned for political reform and created the Birmingham Political
Union (BPU), held one of those first seats. The town was finally incorporated in 1838
which enabled the election of a local town council and mayor. Until the 1860s the political
landscape in Birmingham was dominated by periods of reform alongside conservative
reaction. Although Chartism and political reform flourished in the town, during the 1850s,
Joseph Allday, a fiscal conservative, rose to prominence in the town council. He
successfully campaigned to halt much of the spending on municipal improvements, and by
the 1860s Birmingham was ‘notoriously backward’ both in terms of municipal
improvements and administration.10

By the middle of the nineteenth century Birmingham’s population was approaching
250,000.11 This population was spread over the areas of Deritend, Nechells, Duddeston,
Bordersley and Edgbaston. Throughout the period, the area to the east of the town, close to
the Warwick and Birmingham canal (such as Deritend), was home to various workshops
and industries. Indeed, remnants of pottery manufacture have been found in the area dating
back to the thirteenth century.12 The rapid growth in the town’s population caused
overcrowding, particularly in working-class areas such as Nechells, Saltley and Duddeston.
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Fraser, Power and Authority, p. 101.
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Mayne, The Imagined Slum, p. 19.
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Peter Leather, ‘The Historic Environment: Archaeological Sites and Historic Buildings’, in Chinn ed.,
Birmingham, p. 18.
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Some of the worst quality housing was found in the area around the Duddeston viaduct.13
These visible forms of poverty began to concern contemporaries, who were already critical
of the government’s methods of dealing with poverty under the New Poor Law. Many
began to speculate that workhouses simply created a ‘pauper atmosphere’. 14
Map Two: Birmingham, 1855.15

13

C. R. Elrington and P. M. Tillott, ‘The Growth of the City’ in Stephens ed., The Victoria History, vol. 7, p.
10; Skipp, The Making of Victorian Birmingham, p. 78.
14 Alfred

Hill, ‘Some Thoughts on Pauperism’, in Essays by Members of the Birmingham Speculative Club
(London: Williams & Northgate, 1870), p. 105. Hill expressed concern that despite social advances made in
the first half of the nineteenth century, there had been no corresponding decrease in pauperism.
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Birmingham City Archive, Maps Collection, D5: Guest’s Map of the Borough of Birmingham, 1855.
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During the second half of the nineteenth century the town expanded further. As the
railway network developed, areas located further from the town centre were developed for
industry, such as Nechells for the jewellery and gun trades, and Bournville opened in 1879
in the borough of Northfield. Ladywood, to the west of the town, (located near Edgbaston)
was initially industrial in the early-nineteenth century, but in the second half of the century
attracted artisan and lower-middle class housing. Its population grew rapidly from 8,787 to
42,779 between 1841 and 1871.16 From the early decades of the nineteenth century, areas
outside of the town centre, principally Aston and Edgbaston, flourished as the more
prosperous members of the middle classes began their migration to the suburbs. Edgbaston
- also known as “Birmingham’s Belgravia” - was the principal and most desirable suburb,
and this was reflected in its rapid population growth from 6,609 to 22,760 between 1841
and 1881.17 It was home to many notable families such as the Cadburys, Chamberlains and
Kenricks.

Industry

By the second half of the nineteenth century, although the metal trades continued to
be dominant, there were a wide range of different trades in the town, from the manufacture
of glass, to screws and buttons, earning the town the name ‘the Great Toyshop of
Europe’.18 Moreover, many of its civilising goods were exported to the colonies.19 From
the end of the nineteenth century, new industries such as bicycle manufacture had begun to
emerge in the town. Large factories were relatively unusual in Birmingham throughout the
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Skipp, The Making of Victorian Birmingham, p. 75.
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Peter Leather uses the term “Birmingham’s Belgravia” in ‘The Historic Environment: Archaeological Sites
and Historic Buildings’, in Chinn ed., Birmingham, p. 19. The population figures for Edgbaston are cited
from Skipp, The Making of Victorian Birmingham, p. 80.
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Ward, City-State and Nation, p. 1.
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period, although Chance Brothers Glassworks, and Cadburys were two of the exceptions,
the latter employing six thousand workers by 1914.20 More common however, were the
small-scale workshops comprised of skilled workers, along with semi-skilled and unskilled
outworkers operating from their own home, which explains the high proportion of women
involved in Birmingham’s industries.21
Map Three: Birmingham, 1918.22
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Hopkins, ‘Industrial Change’, p. 118.
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D. E. C. Eversley, ‘Industry and Trade, 1500-1880’, in Stephens ed., The Victoria History, vol. 7, p. 110.
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Women were vital to many trades in Birmingham. In 1893 the town had a higher
number of girls aged between ten and fifteen in employment than the national average. 23
Many women and girls worked in the manufacturing industries, making and assembling
items from buttons to beds and firearms to bicycles. At the turn of the century, fifty-three
per cent of all working women living in the Kings Norton, Smethwick and Handsworth
areas were employed in manufacture. For women, least preferable was employment in
factories and workshops manufacturing guns, for they ended the working day covered in
fine metal shavings.24 The average wage for a woman working in the town at the turn of
the century was approximately ten to eleven shillings per week.25 Similarly to many other
towns and cities in Britain, women in Birmingham were marginalised as workers, earning
less than their male counterparts and frequently barred from trade guilds and denied many
forms of employment after marriage. Indeed, most married women performed casual forms
of work, such as outwork which could be performed in the home alongside domestic
chores. A married woman engaged in this form of employment could only expect to earn
an average of 4s 7d per week.26 Even unskilled male workers were paid between 18s and
20s per week.27 Despite these limitations, some women employed in the pen-making trade
established their own trade union in 1895.28
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Chinn, They Worked All Their Lives, p. 86.
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Ibid., p. 91.
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Ibid., pp. 86-7. This figure is based upon Chinn’s estimates of average wages for women working in
bedstead and cycling manufacture in 1905.
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Working-class children also contributed to the family income. At mid-century,
approximately two thousand children under the age of ten were in employment.29 The
Factory Acts of the mid-nineteenth century had little impact on child employment in the
town because they applied to the larger factories more commonly found in the North of
England. Rather, it was the introduction of compulsory education for children which began
to restrict the employment of children in Birmingham.

Class

The middle classes were the dominant forces in the town during the period. Of
course, more broadly, the urban space itself was in many respects a middle-class place
where men engaged in commerce and the professions which thrived in towns and cities.30
Whilst some aristocratic families displayed a considerable influence in urban areas, their
dominance was more commonly exercised over rural areas.31 Birmingham itself had very
few indigenous aristocratic families. The Calthorpes were the most prominent of this small
group, owning land in the Edgbaston area. However, they resided for the most part at their
ancestral home in Sussex and ‘never provided drive, initiative, or self-conscious, coherent
policy or leadership’.32 David Cannadine suggests that the fifth Lord Calthorpe received
such a bad press in the town because he failed to engage in philanthropic activities.33 This
aristocratic absence from Birmingham life enabled middle-class men to dominate
29

Hopkins, ‘Industrial Change’, p. 121.

30

R. J. Morris and Richard Rodger, ‘An Introduction to British Urban History, 1820-1914’, in Morris and
Rodger eds, The Victorian City, p. 35. David Cannadine argues similarly that ‘ideally, the aristocratic world
was static, oligarchic, hierarchical, limited and intimate. Urban society, by contrast, was mobile, democratic,
egalitarian, broad and impersonal’, in Lords and Landlords: The Aristocracy and the Towns, 1774-1967
(Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1980), p. 27.
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Smith notes that aristocrats such as the Duke of Norfolk, Earl Fitzwilliam, Lord Wharncliffe and the Duke
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municipal politics and, alongside their wives and daughters, to take the initiative in
philanthropic efforts from the early-nineteenth century.

Despite the variety of trades and relatively generous wages for skilled labourers, the
working classes in the town did not display a strong sense of collective class identity,
possibly because of the strength of their employers. Unlike other towns and cities, the
abolition of Saint Monday did not provoke widespread agitation in the 1860s and, more
broadly, artisan institutions were relatively ‘weak’ in this period. 34 Moreover, later in the
century, neither trade unionism nor the Labour Party was particularly powerful.35
Ultimately, the working-class labourer in Birmingham was ‘certainly ready to go on strike
if he thought it necessary, but he was usually prepared to try negotiation first’.36

Indeed, Asa Briggs has argued that the predominance of workshops in the town,
rather than large scale factories, meant that ‘there was frequently no hard and fast line
between employers and employed’, resulting in a ‘a high degree of social mobility’. 37
Moreover there is some evidence of shared interests between the middle classes and the
working classes, in particular in the quest for self-improvement and also politically, in
organisations such as the BPU.38 It is significant that class conflict was not rampant in the
town, compared to other towns and cities such as Sheffield.39 However, it is also important
to acknowledge that despite the image of collaboration between the classes in Birmingham,
34

Smith, Conflict and Compromise, p. 106.
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‘the workshop could be the scene of fierce class conflict’. 40 The employment of women
and children in factories could also provoke disputes between masters and men. 41 For the
most part, class relationships in the town were complex and multi-layered, at times
resulting in co-operation and at other times in conflict. 42

In the absence of both a dominant local aristocracy and a strong, united workingclass, middle-class men dominated the civic life of the town, economically, socially,
culturally and politically. In Birmingham it is possible to discern what Simon Gunn calls a
‘local, public bourgeois culture’.43 Involvement in philanthropy was one of the means for
middle-class men - and the only means for women - to create their own authority within
the public sphere. Middle-class men in particular, enfranchised since 1832, were anxious to
bolster the status of their public selves through philanthropic activities by responding to the
perceived needs of women and children in the town.44 For middle-class men, philanthropy
provided one arena of interaction with the working classes outside of the workplace. For
middle-class women, philanthropy provided an opportunity to engage with working-class
men and women in the public sphere, fulfilling both their civic duty to the town and their
gendered duty to care for others.45
40
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Religion and the civic gospel

The families who dominated the economic, political and social life of the town were
predominantly Quakers and Unitarians. Despite their civic dominance, numerically they
were small groups. In 1851 almost 50% of the town were Anglicans; Catholics comprised
6.9%. The Unitarians and Quakers formed 3.7% and 1.2% of the town’s population,
respectively.46 Nonconformist surnames such as Lloyd, Baker, Sturge, Kenrick and
Cadbury were common among Birmingham mayors in the late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth centuries, with three different Lloyd men occupying this office from 1859 to
1902.47 Indeed, from 1872 to 1900 Quaker and Unitarian men dominated the mayoral
office.48 Strongly allied to the Liberal party, many Nonconformist men sat on the
municipal council and others provided municipal leadership as Aldermen and Justices of
the Peace. As Nonconformists, these men sought to challenge the ‘institutional
arrangements of the old order’.49 In order to stake their claims for authority in the public
sphere they relentlessly pursued municipal reforms as part of a wider Liberal agenda,
positioning themselves against the established Tory and Anglican interests. In addition,
their civic and religious duties were persuasively connected by two influential
Nonconformist ministers in the town, George Dawson and R. W. Dale, who preached the
civic gospel. The dominance of the Nonconformists, and of Liberalism, in the town was
not significantly eroded until the 1880s, following the catastrophic national split in the
Liberal party.
46
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In many respects, whilst the character of Birmingham was dominated by a small
number of Liberal, Nonconformist families, it is important to remember that the Anglican
and Catholic communities also played their part in civic life. Despite the numerical
strength of Anglicans in the town, it was neglected by the administration of the Church of
England. Until 1905 Birmingham was administered from Worcester ‘whose heart, in terms
of both geography and ethos, was very remote from the realities of Birmingham life’. 50
However, in some areas of Birmingham life, such as education, the Church of England
exercised considerable power and influence. For instance, Anglicans controlled the King
Edward VI Foundation which managed the four free grammar schools in the town. In the
1850s Nonconformist men sought to challenge the Foundation by setting up the Free
Grammar School Association and the Birmingham School Association, which campaigned
for compulsory, nondenominational schooling.51

The Catholic community in Birmingham also devoted considerable effort to the
question of education. From the seventeenth century small Catholic communities could be
found in Edgbaston, Northfield, Solihull and Harborne, although these communities
expanded following emancipation in 1829. 52 In 1870, dismayed by the Nonconformist
agenda of secular education, Bishop Ullathorne established a Diocesan Committee to
discuss the problem.53 Moreover, the Catholic community feared the effects of the 1870
Education Act which encouraged the establishment of non-denominational schools.54 The
50
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Catholic community were also active in philanthropy. Groups such as the Sisters of Mercy
and Sisters of Charity, in addition to other Catholic philanthropic men and women, played
an important role in relieving the distress of pauper Catholic families in the town.

Despite the importance of Anglican and Catholic communities in the town, it was
Nonconformism, with its overwhelming political commitment to Liberalism, which was
instrumental to the civic gospel. Preached by Dawson and Dale, the civic gospel was most
notably performed during Joseph Chamberlain’s mayoralty from 1873-6. It was this period
which defined Birmingham’s character and reputation for years to come. Put simply, the
civic gospel ‘goaded citizens to social action’ by connecting religious duty and municipal
responsibility. 55 Thus, the civic gospel in Birmingham was based on a form of municipal
socialism; advocating a new ideology of civic responsibility towards the newly conceived
‘social town’.56 This included involvement in municipal affairs, to ‘raise the tone of local
government’, and a commitment to the physical improvement of the town which was
explicitly linked to the moral health of the population.57

Liberalism

The civic gospel relied upon a ‘a new and more aggressive Liberalism’, calling for
collective, democratic action.58 Liberalism advocated the paradoxical concept of
government as the ‘rule of freedom’ to adopt Joyce’s phrase; ruling by the ‘absence of
restraint as a form of restraint’.59 The civic gospel called for the creation of a civic-minded
55
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population that was both self-monitoring and self-improving. Philanthropic activities were
encouraged as part of the broader framework of the civic gospel. Philanthropy served as a
two-fold vehicle for self-improvement: both for the philanthropists who could publicly
perform a service for the community, and for the recipients.

The Liberal party itself was important to the implementation of the civic gospel.
Birmingham had long been a centre for dissent, and Whigs and radicals occupied every
seat in the first town council, established in 1838.60 Whilst the Liberal party did dominate
municipal affairs during the 1860s and 1870s, too much emphasis is often placed on the
municipal reforms initiated by Chamberlain from 1873-6. Often, as Behagg has argued,
Birmingham’s history is recounted as ‘a monument to the triumphant progress of the
radical urban bourgeoisie’.61 In reality, the town’s history in this period is more complex.
There were periods of conservative influence on the town council, most notably in the
1850s and 1890s, and municipal spending was virtually halted at mid-century. As a result,
when Chamberlain entered the mayoral office in 1873 Birmingham ‘was ready for a period
of civic spending’ for it lagged far behind other towns and cities in terms of municipal
improvements.62 Some of Chamberlain’s major achievements, such as the municipalisation
of gas, had already been carried out in other British cities such as Glasgow.63 Behagg
maintains that Chamberlain’s real achievement lay in the application of his commercial
experience to municipal affairs.64 Despite the formation of the Birmingham Liberal
Association and the establishment of the Liberal Caucus, during Chamberlain’s mayoralty
60
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he encountered strong opposition from the Conservatives over his proposed improvement
scheme, in particular the development of Corporation Street in 1875.65

After the heydays of the late 1860s and 1870s, the Liberal party suffered a
catastrophic national split over the question of Irish Home Rule from which it never fully
recovered. In Birmingham the key Liberal families were divided, with the Cadburys siding
with Gladstone over Home Rule, and others, such as the Chamberlains, forming a new
group of Liberal Unionists in the town.66 At this time there was an ‘astonishing
transformation’ in Birmingham politics which facilitated increased Conservative support.
This paved the way for a wave of Conservatism which arrived in the town in the 1890s,
through to the early-twentieth century, a reflection of the national trend.67

The town within a nation and an empire

Birmingham’s character during this period was created as a result of a handful of
Nonconformist families - committed to Liberalism - who made such an impact upon the
life of the town. Birmingham men and women were committed to reform, both politically
and socially. It is no accident that the Bournville model village experiment flourished here,
which reflected a new concept of employer responsibility towards employees. Politically,
Chamberlain’s mayoralty has become significant in the ways in which we think about the
history of municipal government more broadly in Britain, specifically the concept that
local authorities should undertake municipal improvements.68
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However, we need to return to the beginning of this section to Langford’s quote to
find the real source of pride for many men and women in their town, philanthropy.
Birmingham’s benevolence was seemingly boundless, reaching the ‘local, national, and
general’.69 In this way, for many men and women, Birmingham’s civic gospel was not
limited to the moral improvement of the town itself; it contained an explicitly national and
imperial agenda. Langford proclaimed that men and women in the town had ‘willingly
rendered help’ to various causes: nationally, to the Holmfirth flood in Yorkshire in 1852
and the Lancashire cotton famine in 1861-5; imperially, to ‘various’ Indian families, and
internationally to the great fire of Chicago in 1871.70 This benevolence was of course in
addition to the numerous local charities established and supported by men and women in
the town. This vision of benevolence was bound up in Chamberlain’s vision of the civic
gospel. As Colonial Secretary in the 1890s he viewed the empire as ‘“a voluntary
organisation based on a community of interests and community of sacrifices, to which all
should bring their contribution to the common good”’.71
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Philanthropic Families
The Cadburys72

Various members of the Quaker chocolate-manufacturing family exercised a
powerful influence in the town. Richard Tapper Cadbury (1768-1860) and his wife
Elizabeth Head moved to the town in 1794. Richard was active in municipal life as a Street
Commissioner. His grandson, George Cadbury (1839-1922) was a member of the Town
Council. George Cadbury and his brother Richard (1835-1899) established Bournville, a
purpose-built village located outside of the town centre for the workers of Cadburys.
Moreover, they established a pension scheme for loyal workers. As a committed Liberal he
campaigned more broadly for a national old age pension scheme. Many of the Cadbury
men occupied the mayoral office, such as Barrow Cadbury (Richard’s son) in 1888 and his
brother William from 1919-1921. From the mid-nineteenth century the family lived in the
prosperous suburb of Edgbaston.

Many members of the family were engaged in philanthropic activities, such as
teaching at the Severn Street Adult Day School. They are highly visible in the charities
explored in this thesis. Richard Cadbury subscribed to the Lying-in Charity and his cousin,
Sarah, sat on the ladies’ committee of the same charity from 1902-3. Barrow Cadbury’s
wife, Geraldine Southall, donated considerable amounts of money to the Association for
the Rescue and Training of Young Women. Moreover she sat on the board of management
of the Lying-in Charity from 1903, and donated £1000 to the new maternity hospital. She
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was deeply interested in the welfare of juvenile criminals, and became a juvenile court
magistrate in 1920.
The Chamberlains 73

Similarly to the Cadburys, the Chamberlains were highly influential in Birmingham.
Joseph Chamberlain (1836-1914) in particular contributed significantly to the political life
of the town and the nation as a whole. He began his political career as a Liberal and was a
member of the Birmingham Liberal Association and the National Education League.
During 1873-6 he occupied the mayoral office, famously implementing the civic gospel as
preached by Dawson and Dale. He moved into national politics, representing North
Birmingham in parliament from 1876. Following the split in the Liberal party in the 1880s
he joined the Conservative and Unionist party and was appointed Colonial Secretary from
1895 to 1903. His son, Arthur Neville Chamberlain (1869-1940) followed in his father’s
footsteps, becoming mayor from 1915 to 1917, and subsequently a Conservative MP. He
was elected Prime Minister in 1937. The family were Unitarians and they had strong
connections through marriage to other prominent Unitarian families in the town, notably
the Kenricks. They lived in Edgbaston.

Although Joseph Chamberlain was often occupied with politics, he subscribed to
various charities in the town, such as the Middlemore Emigration Homes. His brother,
Herbert (1845-1904) sat on the committee of the Working Boys’ Home in the 1890s. Mrs.
Chamberlain - it is unclear if this is Mrs. Joseph or Mrs. Herbert Chamberlain - was an
active member of the ladies’ committee of the Crowley Orphanage.
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The Hills

Matthew Davenport Hill (1792-1872) was influential in Birmingham in the earlynineteenth century. He was the recorder of the town in 1839 but in 1851 he moved to
Bristol. The Hills were a Unitarian family, and were very active in public life in
Birmingham and Bristol. In particular they were interested in measures to combat juvenile
crime and methods of caring for pauper children.74 Matthew’s son, Alfred and daughter,
Joanna had remained in Birmingham and were prominent in many local charities.

Alfred Hill (1821-1907) trained as a doctor and was deeply interested in child
poverty. He was a committee member of the Working Boys’ Home as well as the
Middlemore Emigration Homes. He was active in municipal politics as a registrar in the
Birmingham court of bankruptcy. His sister, Joanna Margaret (1836-1901), was a regular
subscriber to the Working Boys’ Home, in addition to donating gifts and other foodstuffs to
the boys. Subsequently, in the 1980s, she was secretary of the boarding-out committee of
the Kings Norton Union.
The Lloyds75

The Lloyds, like the Cadburys, were one of the most influential Quaker families in
the town. They made an important and lasting contribution to the commercial, religious,
municipal and philanthropic character of the town. Sampson Lloyd arrived in the town in
1698 and his son established Lloyds Bank in 1765. The family were also engaged in
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industry, forming the family firm Lloyd & Lloyd, manufacturing tubes. George Braithwaite
Lloyd (1824-1903) sat on the town council as a Liberal and was elected mayor in 1871. He
was also a director of the Midland Railway Company. His brother, Sampson Samuel
(1820-1899), was an MP for Warwickshire and a Justice of the Peace. George’s son, John
Henry (1855-1944), followed in his father’s footsteps entering municipal politics and rising
to the office of Mayor in 1901.

The family made their home in Sparkbrook and were committed to philanthropic
work. Lloyds was the official bank of the Association for the Rescue and Training of
Young Women, the Middlemore Emigration Homes and the St. Vincent’s Home for
Working Boys. Sampson Samuel sat on the committee of the Working Boys’ Home, and
was chairman of the general committee from 1892 until his death in 1899. His brother,
George Braithwaite was a member of the board of management of the Lying-in Charity,
elected vice-president in 1872, and subsequently president in 1878. His wife, Mary
Hutchinson was treasurer of the ladies’ committee of the Crowley Orphanage from 1871.
In addition, she donated money to the Lying-in Charity. A distant family member, Edyth
Mary Lloyd was a committee member of the Association for the Rescue and Training of
Young Women from 1909.
The Middlemores76

William Middlemore (1802-1887), set a precedent for a Middlemore family tradition
of involvement in civic life. William Middlemore sat on the first Town Council of
Birmingham in 1839, and was a founding member of the Birmingham School Association
and subsequently a member of the National Education League and the Birmingham Liberal
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Association. William Middlemore was also influential in the commercial life of the town,
holding positions in many of the leading manufacturing companies in the town, including
Muntz’s metal company, Birmingham Joint Stock Bank (later part of Lloyds Bank) as well
as Chairman of the Birmingham Wagon Company. The Middlemores were originally a
Roman Catholic family with ties to the Midlands since the early modern period. 77 However
William became a Baptist and the family lived in Edgbaston.
Illustration One: J. T. Middlemore.78

His son, John Throgmorton Middlemore (1844-1924) trained as a doctor in the
United States and he was baptised there in 1867. Upon his return to Britain he married
Marian Bagnall in 1878 although she died the following year. He remarried to Mary Price
and they had eight children. He followed in his father’s footsteps and entered municipal
politics. He sat on the Town Council from 1883 to 1892. He became a JP for Worcester and
Birmingham and was elected an MP for North Birmingham in 1899. He departed from his
father’s politics by joining the Liberal Unionists and formed part of the tariff reform
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movement led by Chamberlain in 1905. He was a keen philanthropist and strongly
advocated the system of child emigration. In this vein, he established the Middlemore
Emigration Homes in 1872. His contributions to philanthropy earned him a baronetcy in
1919. His wife, Mary sat on the committee for the Association for the Rescue and Training
of Young Women and the Crowley Orphanage. In addition she was a member of the
ladies’ committee of the family charity, the Middlemore Emigration Homes.
The Nettlefolds79

The Nettlefolds had close business and personal links with one of the other
prominent Unitarian families in Birmingham, the Chamberlains. They founded Nettlefold
& Chamberlain - the screw manufacturing firm, and Joseph Henry Nettlefold (1827-1881)
was a cousin of Joseph Chamberlain. Joseph Henry entered the family manufacturing
business and rose to the position of Chairman. He was mindful of his philanthropic duties
and donated money to the Middlemore Homes and the Lying-in Charity. His nephew, John
Sutton Nettlefold (1866-1930), was also philanthropically minded, and became a
committee member of the Working Boys’ Home in the 1890s. He was also interested in
municipal politics and was appointed a member of the Birmingham Housing Committee in
1910. He assisted in drafting the 1909 Town Planning Act and campaigned for the
clearance of slum housing. Mrs. J. S. Nettlefold donated money to the Lying-in Charity.
John Sutton’s brother Godfrey sat on the board of management of the Lying-in Charity
from 1904, and his wife also donated money towards the building fund for the new
maternity hospital.
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The Charities

The Association for the Rescue and Training of Young Women (ARTYW)

The Association was set up by members of the Birmingham Workhouse Magdalen
Charity, which assisted unmarried pregnant women who were admitted to workhouses in
the parishes of Aston, Birmingham and Kings Norton. Members of this charity discussed
opening a home for these women, where they could reside for a short time and receive
guidance on how to look after their baby. If required, the committee also assisted women
who wished to find employment in domestic service. The home, called Hope Lodge, was
opened in Ladywood Road in 1906. In addition to Hope Lodge, the Association ran an
outside relief programme for women who could not be admitted to the Home. The outside
worker for the Home - a member of the committee - gave women advice on matters such
as finding suitable lodgings as well as legal advice on bringing affiliation orders to court.
The home was run by a group of Birmingham women, including Mrs. Middlemore and
Mrs. Archibald Kenrick.

The Crowley’s Orphanage for Poor Girls

The Orphanage was established in 1869 by Thomas Crowley, a timber merchant in
the town. In his will he left a sum of £10,000 to educate orphan girls - born in wedlock and
between the ages of six and thirteen - in domestic skills. It was hoped that the girls would
seek employment as domestic servants upon leaving the Orphanage. When they had found
a suitable situation, the girls were encouraged to save a portion of their wages. On her
twenty-first birthday, the girl was entitled to receive 21 shillings from the charity, but only
if she had saved an equivalent amount and had maintained a good character. The charity
was overseen by a committee of management, comprised of prominent Nonconformist
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men in the town, supported by a ladies’ committee. The institution was run on a day-to-day
basis by a Matron and a teacher.

The Lying-in Charity

The Lying-in Hospital was founded in 1842. It was originally located in Whittall
Street and provided a place for poor, married women to spend their confinements.
However, in 1867 the in- patient department was abolished. The charity restricted its work
to out-patient work, employing midwives to assist married women with their confinements
in their own homes. As such, the name of the charity changed to the Lying-in Charity. On
average, the midwives of the charity attended approximately one hundred confinements
every month. The charity was administered from a building a New Hall Street, where
committee meetings were held. The charity was run by a board of management, comprised
of doctors and other men prominent in Birmingham life, such as J. G. Goodman and
George Braithwaite Lloyd. In 1901 a ladies’ committee was established, primarily to
oversee the midwives. From 1902 women were permitted to sit on the board of
management, and several women were elected, including Mrs. Barrow Cadbury.

Subscribers to the charity were given a number of tickets based on the amount that
they had subscribed, which they could then distribute. In 1904 however this system was
abolished, in favour of a registration fee of 2 shillings and sixpence. The Charity was also
instrumental in calling for a maternity hospital to be built in the town; the Loveday Street
Maternity Hospital was opened in 1907.
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The Maryvale Orphanage

The Orphanage was established in 1851 by a group of Sisters of Mercy, at the
invitation of the Roman Catholic Bishop of Birmingham, W. B. Ullathorne. The Orphanage
was situated in the old seminary at Oscott, in the Catholic heart of the town, approximately
5 miles from the centre of Birmingham. The Sisters ran the Orphanage, which was located
a short distance from the convent. Maryvale had the capacity to care for approximately 40
orphaned girls, usually admitted between the ages of three and fifteen. The girls were
taught various skills by the Sisters such as needlework and domestic tasks. The girls also
regularly attended mass and received religious instruction in the Catholic faith. Similar to
the Crowley Orphanage, Maryvale also admitted some non-orphan girls for a payment of
£10 per annum. The Catholic community was encouraged to subscribe to the Orphanage
and, if £1 or more was pledged, this entitled subscribers to cast a vote in the admission
process of the Orphanage.

The Middlemore Emigration Homes

An emigration home was established by J. T. Middlemore in 1872, financed by Miss
Ann Middlemore’s bequest. It was located in St. Luke’s Road and was primarily designed
to assist destitute children between the ages of ten and thirteen, who were too young to be
admitted to industrial schools but were not obliged to go to school. The children admitted
were either destitute - their parents unable to care for them - or they had been
recommended to the Home by the police or magistrates. In 1877 an additional home was
erected to separate the boys and girls. The girls’ home was located in Spring Street, a short
distance from St. Lukes Road. The Homes were run by female matrons, and the charity
was overseen by a small group of Birmingham men such as Alfred Hill, George Baker and,
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of course, Middlemore himself. A ladies’ committee also assisted in the administration of
the Homes from 1875.

Middlemore was convinced that emigration was the only means of ensuring a better
future for these children, and he personally escorted the first party of children from
Birmingham to Canada in 1873. A reception home - the Guthrie Home - was established in
London, Ontario for the children once they had arrived in Canada. They remained in the
Guthrie Home until they were adopted into Canadian families or employed as farm hands
or domestic servants. In the 1890s the reception home was moved to Rockingham, near
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

St. Vincent’s Home for Working Boys

The Home was set up by Father Hudson in 1901, a Catholic priest in the town. The
charity was established for those boys aged 14 and above who had grown up in St. Paul’s
Catholic Homes but who had finished schooling and did not have the means to live
independently. As its name suggests, the Home was designed not only to care for the boys,
but to apprentice them to local employers to learn a trade. With this outcome in mind, St.
Vincent’s was conveniently located at Moseley Road in the heart of Deritend, one of the
main industrial areas of the town. If requested, the charity helped the boys to find
permanent lodgings on leaving the Home. Those who ran the Home considered it to be a
bridge over ‘the dangerous period between boyhood and manhood’. 80 The Home was
relatively small, accommodating up to 45 boys, run by a Superintendent and Matron, and
overseen by Fathers Hudson and Sandy.
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The Working Boys’ Home

The Home was founded in 1880 by Alfred Victor Fordyce. It was located at Gordon
Hall in Deritend. Its location in the industrial area of the town was fundamental to its aim,
to provide a home for destitute boys between the ages of 12 and 16, who were apprenticed
to various local businesses. Those who ran the Home hoped that the boys would learn a
trade which could sustain them for the rest of their working life. A portion of the boys’
wages was retained by the Home, but they were permitted to keep a small amount for
pocket money. The boys were encouraged to save a portion of their wages each week,
which was held in a fund by the committee and returned to each boy who had earned a
“good report” during his time in the Home. The charity was overseen by a small group of
prominent Nonconformist men, such as Herbert Chamberlain, Alfred Hill, Samuel
Sampson Lloyd and John Sutton Nettlefold. The Home was run by Mr and Mrs. Butter
who acted as Superintendent and Matron respectively. The Home had the capacity to house
approximately 30 boys.
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Map Four: The location of charities in Birmingham.81
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Map Five: The location of the Maryvale Orphanage.82
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Maryvale Orphanage (est. 1851, located at Oscott, in the Handsworth area of
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Part Two - Sydney and the colony of New South Wales (NSW)

‘I have now a more comfortable home that it was ever my lot to possess in England’. 83

Throughout the nineteenth century, the colony of NSW was frequently imagined as a land
of opportunity where ‘every thrifty man and woman could become a landowner’.84 This
comment was made by Henry Parkes, a humble ivory-turner and Chartist from
Birmingham who emigrated to Sydney with his wife in 1839. His life, which culminated in
his rise to Colonial Secretary and subsequently Premier of NSW, typifies the many and
varied opportunities available to white men during this period. Of course for others, the
colony offered no more than poverty and unfulfilled ambitions. Overwhelmingly however,
NSW was depicted as a new and vibrant land free from poverty and the rigid social
hierarchy which dominated society at home; a land of discovery and adventure. Economic
success could be achieved either through luck on goldfields, or through persistent hard
work in urban trades or farming. Indeed, ‘in both popular and learned observations about
nineteenth-century Australian society, two assumptions are firmly entrenched: firstly that
the society was wealthy and secondly that it was egalitarian’.85 During the 1830s in
Birmingham, Parkes was aware of the reputation of the new colony, stating that it ‘holds
out prospects so bright and cheering to unhappy Englishmen’. 86 However, the new colony
had a troubling past. The first white settlers who had arrived in the colony were convicts,
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and despite the arrival of growing numbers of free settlers, until 1840 the colony was a
penal settlement. Moreover, the dispossession of Aboriginal peoples has created fissures so
deep within Australian society that they continue to have a lasting impact on the
relationship between Aboriginal and white communities.87

During the eighteenth century, the land which we now know as Australia was
inhabited by various Aboriginal communities. Population estimates vary considerably from
300,000 to 750,000.88 Aboriginal peoples lived in groups, subsisting from the land and
adapting effectively to the resources of their local environment. However, not all groups
were hunter-gatherers. In parts of Victoria certain communities ‘wore fur cloaks and lived
in relatively permanent villages with stone housing’.89 The area that was to become NSW
was inhabited by the Dharuk peoples, which encompassed a number of Aboriginal groups
who spoke a similar language.90 Within each community both men and women spent time
fishing, although there was a strict gendered etiquette and only men were permitted to use
a spear. Men also hunted for large animals and women grew and foraged for vegetable
foodstuffs which were distributed amongst the whole group.91 Men and women thus
performed complementary roles and participated in their own spiritual ceremonies, which
for the women frequently centered on fertility.92 Men were permitted to marry more than
once, and the whole group was regarded as kin which resulted in the widespread use of
“mother”, “father”, “brother”, “sister” within the group. Each community had a slightly
differing view of the world, although some tentative generalisations can be made. During
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the Dreamtime the land and animals had been created by ancestors, and each Aboriginal
man, woman and child was linked to a totem animal and specific areas of land.
Consequently there ‘was no reason to desire to try to possess the country of another group:
it would have seemed meaningless to them’.93 As such, when violent clashes occurred
between neighbouring groups, it was often the result of what Richard Broome terms
‘domestic disputes’ rather than specific attempts to acquire land.94 Decisions in the group
were taken by those who were considered to be wise, which usually signified - although
was not limited to - elderly males.

First Encounters: philanthropic beginnings and perceived racial difference

Despite the claim that ‘no two races could have been more different in their concepts
of the world and the meaning of human life’, there was a significant amount of cooperation
between Aboriginal peoples and Britons in the early days of settlement.95 When Governor
Phillip landed at Port Jackson in 1788 with the first fleet, comprising of convicts and
military staff, he was personally responsible for the lives of all peoples in this early
settlement. During the first months resources were so scarce ‘that Governor Phillip found
himself feeding everyone from government rations for most of the first few years’.96 The
colonial government was directly responsible for the welfare of the convicts, military staff
and free settlers that began to arrive in the colony. Thus the colonial government became
the main provider of employment, food and rudimentary medical care, which it had no
option but to continue as the years passed. 97 Phillip was also keen to establish good
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relations with the local Aboriginal peoples, and often gave them government rations, thus
imagining them, along with the convicts, military officers, and free settlers as deserving of
assistance.

However such forms of assistance were soon whitened. The first private charitable
organisation in the colony was established in 1813 by a group of missionaries. It was
primarily a missionary organisation, and had three aims: providing assistance to white
paupers, protecting the rights of indigenous peoples and Christian missionary work.98
However, the Governor, Lachlan Macquarie, persuaded these missionary men to devote
their efforts solely to the white paupers in the colony in return for considerable financial
support from the government. Thus in 1818 the Benevolent Society of NSW was
established, supported by the colonial government, who had prioritised the needs of white
settlers over Aboriginal peoples.

Aboriginal peoples were soon marginalised from the Christian community in the
colony. Samuel Marsden was a crucial figure in the early religious life of the colony. He
had arrived in 1794 as an Anglican chaplain and soon became frustrated with his
preliminary attempts to convert the Aborigines. At this time ‘the “noble savage” ideal that
had influenced men like James Cook was being replaced by arguments that Aborigines
were savages, on the lowest rung of the “great chain of being”’. 99 Marsden began to devote
more attention to the Maori peoples of New Zealand whom he considered to be much more
capable of Christian civilisation than Aboriginal peoples. 100 As a result of such
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unfavourable depictions, the first official missionary to the Aborigines was not appointed
in NSW until 1821. Lack of early missionary success among the Aborigines perpetuated
negative representations of the race. In his history of the Church Missionary Society,
Eugene Stock quotes George Clarke writing in 1823: ‘“I have seen the miserable Africans
first come from the holds of slave-ships, but they do not equal, in wretchedness and
misery, the New Hollanders. They are the poorest objects on the habitable globe”’. 101
Missionary activities towards the Aborigines throughout the nineteenth century were
categorised by a sense of inertia, and there was little interest in this race by members of the
public at home in Britain. Ultimately ‘stories of zenana women and Polynesian “noble
savages” made better textual subjects’ than the Aborigines.102

The end of transportation and the creation of a respectable settler colony

Once they had served their sentence, there were many opportunities for former
convicts in NSW society. In the 1830s one former convict successfully deceived Sydney
society by assuming the identity of the fictional Lord Viscount Lascelles.103 However, such
episodes led to a considerable anxiety over the fluidity of status and identity in colonial
society. Free settlers ‘became increasingly sensitive about being identified as convicts, exconvicts or even the children of convicts’. 104 In 1836 a group of free settlers sent a petition
to the House of Commons pleading for an end to transportation. Central to their concerns
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was an anxiety over the status of former convicts, whom they argued ‘have been placed
upon a footing with Magistrates and Colonists of the highest respectability’.105 Similar
fears over convictism were expressed in the Cape colony of South Africa at the end of the
1840s when the Colonial Secretary proposed that colony as a potential penal settlement.
One settler wrote to Queen Victoria, pleading to save the colony from ‘this dire
pollution’.106 The language used by free settlers in NSW and the Cape was similar;
convicts signified ‘pollution’ and ‘bad repute’ which threatened respectable, free society.

The Molesworth Report of 1837-8 revealed the dire effects of transportation upon the
colony, and transportation subsequently ceased to NSW in 1840. The colony’s identity
began to shift from a penal colony to one of white settlement. In 1830 convicts comprised
40.1% of the total population; in 1847 this had reduced dramatically to 3.2%.107 However,
convictism had left its mark upon colonial society and specifically the reputation of
colonial society: ‘a society recently settled by alleged rogues and whores... encouraged a
need for respectability more widespread than it might otherwise have been’.108 It is
significant that in the same year that transportation ceased the Deserted Wives and
Children Act was passed, which entitled women who had been deserted by their husbands
to approach magistrates to demand warrants for their arrest. Crucially, the act also
permitted single women to claim maintenance from the father(s) of their children. The
ending of transportation and the passing of this Act were both attempts to render NSW
105
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more respectable. In a respectable society, men did not shirk their responsibilities to their
family; if they did, they were punished.

The British colonial authorities had part-funded early charities which assisted white
settlers, such as the Benevolent Society, since 1818. As the years passed and transportation
was halted, ‘short of emptying the asylums and tipping the patients out onto a terrified
community, the local administration had to fund and run these custodial institutions’.109
Brian Dickey hints that the dominant role played by the colonial government discouraged
the development of private philanthropy.110 In Britain, in times of need members of the
working classes called upon ‘a network of reciprocal favours’ from neighbours, friends and
relatives; private philanthropy was often sought as a last resort, utilised when informal
networks were either lacking or had been exhausted.111 However these kind of networks
took time to establish, and recent immigrants to NSW found themselves dependent upon
government-sponsored institutions such as the Benevolent Society’s Asylum.

The rapid influx of white settlers reinforced the colonists’ assertion of their identities
as white. Between 1830 and 1850 approximately 125,000 men, women and children
arrived in NSW.112 Many, like Henry Parkes, had been granted assisted passages, and were
joined by paying immigrants desperate to find their fortune in the goldfields after 1851.
‘People of all grades began to arrive... all inspired with one desire - all for gold!’113
However, the desire of both the Colonial Office and the colonial elite, to create a
109
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respectable white settler society was once again under threat as the rush to the goldfields
provoked concerns about greed and morality. Furthermore, men’s absences in the
goldfields were linked to the desertion of wives and children.114

Increasingly, the colonial government (and later the NSW government) committed
itself to the preservation of whiteness. In 1841 Lancelot Threlkeld, one of the missionaries
to Aboriginal peoples, was informed by the Colonial Secretary, Edward Deas Thomson,
that the colonial government was no longer willing to assist his mission financially.
Significantly, Deas Thomson was President of the Benevolent Society at this time,
providing assistance to white settlers. As such, the colonial government was reinforcing its
perceptions of who should be included in the imagined community, and therefore who was
deserving of government-assisted philanthropy. Originally included by Governor Phillip in
the early penal colony, Aboriginal peoples were now increasingly excluded from settler
society, which was imagined as white. The colonial government made it clear that their
priorities lay in the preservation of, and welfare of, the white settler community. White
settlers failed to see Aboriginal poverty and, as such, ‘there was relatively little effort made
to plan or implement an Aboriginal welfare policy’.115 The achievement of responsible
government in 1856 was another marker for civilisation. The autocratic powers of the
governor before mid-century were an indication of a uncivilised society, a society not fit to
govern itself. In the process of achieving responsible government, ‘colonists became
“white men” who would assert their distinctive capacity for government, over themselves
and variously designated Others: natives, coloured aliens, some Europeans and women of
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all kinds’.116 The transition to responsible government was also an important milestone for
respectability.

During the first half of the century, violence against Aboriginal peoples escalated as
growing numbers of free settlers and ex-convicts strove to claim their own parcels of land.
Violence against Aboriginal men, women and children united the white population against
a common racial enemy.117 In 1837 one of the worst known atrocities occurred at Myall
Creek where 28 Aboriginal men, women and children were massacred by white settlers.
Various forms of brutality, which had become institutionalised and sanitised in the penal
colony, spread outwards.118 Aboriginal populations were also decimated by disease.
Estimates vary, but disease accounted for between 30 to 60% of all Aboriginal deaths.119
The rapid decline in Aboriginal populations as a result of disease and violence was
justified by white settlers who argued that Aboriginal groups were simply dying out.
Settlers believed that savagery was literally ‘self-extinguishing’, reinforcing fundamental
differences between races and notions of racial hierarchies.120 From a religious standpoint
the disappearance of certain races was simply explained as God’s plan; or from a secular or
scientific position - nature’s plan.121 Increasing numbers of settlers believed that Aboriginal
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peoples belonged to the past and were ‘contained within it’. 122 Such theories of extinction
and race suicide gained momentum from the 1840s with the rapid decline of the Aboriginal
population wherever Europeans settled in numbers, most notoriously in Van Diemen’s
Land (Tasmania). Settler belief in the so-called theory of race suicide was a convenient
means of simultaneously blaming Aboriginal populations for their own decline, whilst
absolving settlers for the part they played in this process.123 By 1891 in NSW the census
revealed that there were only 11,463 “full” and “half-blood” Aboriginal men, women and
children in the colony.124

Class

As we have seen, the Australian colonies earned an egalitarian reputation. The
colonies might have been more equal than the metropole in terms of class, but other forms
of marking difference also existed. For the first settlers, the main form of social difference
was between free and convict. Free settlers arriving in NSW in the late-eighteenth and
early-nineteenth centuries were given land grants by the colonial authorities. Other settlers
and ex-convicts simply squatted on vast tracts of land, claiming them as their own. The
commencement of sheep farming and the importance of the wool industry to NSW - and
the widespread export of wool to Britain - created a powerful group of pastoralists in the
colony. Convicts were frequently assigned to pastoralists for labour, thus large landowners
‘became an arm of the state, a vast outdoor department of penal supervision’. 125 However,
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during the 1840s the power of the pastoralists began to decline, partly as a result of the
cessation of transportation and the subsequent loss of their free labour pool. In addition,
the growth of industries in the city of Sydney reduced the pastoralist dominance over the
economy. Nevertheless, until the 1860s, the existence of plural voting based on property
and land ownership meant that the pastoralist community still wielded considerable
influence upon NSW politics. Some men, such as John Macarthur, entered the ranks of the
colonial elite as a result of their considerable wealth and influence. Ultimately, however,
the NSW elite was numerically very small compared to Britain, and was largely limited to
the various governors, their families and colonial politicians such as Charles Cowper and
Start Alexander Donaldson.126

The image of NSW as egalitarian was linked to the notion that all white settlers were
rendered equal in this new land as immigrants. Indeed, ‘there were not even those outward
and visible signs of language, height and dress which distinguished masters from servants
in the Old World’.127 Domestic service did not flourish in the colony and all adult males
achieved the franchise in 1858. During the 1860s factory workers in Sydney earned more
than twice the wages of their counterparts at home.128 As a result, a strong working class
developed in the colony. It was ‘confident’ and ‘capable of organising its own interests’
which led to the achievement of the eight hour day in many trades by the 1860s. 129 During
his visit to the Australian colonies in the 1880s, Birmingham’s R. W. Dale was stuck by the
condition of the working classes: ‘the working-man in Australia has shorter hours, better
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wages, cheaper food, than the working-man in England’. 130 During the 1870s and 1880s,
working-class consciousness increased further as trade unionism began to flourish in
Sydney, culminating in a strike in 1890 by the Seamen’s Union and other maritime unions.
The result was that ‘coastal shipping was paralyzed’.131 The Labor party began to make
political gains, and in 1891, 36 out of the 48 Labor candidates were elected to the
Legislative Assembly of NSW.132

The growth of Sydney itself facilitated the rise of the urban middle classes in the city,
many of whom, like their counterparts in Birmingham, became involved in philanthropic
activities. Mr. Roseby, vice-president of the Benevolent Society stated that ‘the wealthy
classes did not subscribe so well to Sydney charities as the middle classes’.133 From the
1840s the new urban middle classes began to challenge the dominance of the rural
pastoralists. During the period 1840 to 1890, ‘the eventual triumph of urban capital over
pastoral property’ was consolidated as the city of Sydney grew and its trades and
manufactures diversified.134 Both the Legislative Assembly and Legislative Council were
increasingly comprised of urban middle-class men and by 1885 ‘almost half of the New
South Wales Legislative Assembly were businessmen in commerce, mining or
manufacturing’.135 In addition, a new generation of professional men were also entering
colonial politics in the second half of the century, such as Dr. Arthur Renwick, a physician
who had achieved prominence in Sydney society as President of the Benevolent Society.
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Simon Gunn has argued that in Britain, a middle-class culture was created and re-asserted
in the urban spaces of towns and cities.136 In Sydney a similar process occurred during the
mid- to late-nineteenth century. ‘Expensive schools, city clubs, the temples of commerce...
the museums and art galleries endowed by wealthy philanthropists: these were symbols of
bourgeois cultural dominance’.137 Many of the charities run by middle-class men and
women assisting girls and women in the city provided training for domestic service,
suggesting that the middle classes wished to re-create the inequalities of class which
operated at home.

Gender

From the first days of white settlement, the white population of NSW was dominated
by men. In 1788 men comprised 78.5% of the white population of the colony.138 In
addition, the very nature of the colony was distinctly masculine, epitomised by convictism,
physical punishments, violence, discovery and exploration.139 Thus, in early colonial
society ‘power and prestige belonged to the human beings with the most masculine
qualities’.140 The highly gendered nature of the early settlement has left a legacy upon
Australian society in which a ‘a particular style of white masculinity’ is still celebrated,
‘embodied in the Australian bushman and updated in such films as The Man from Snowy
River and Crocodile Dundee’.141 Women were present in the colony from first settlement
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as convicts, but free female settlers did not arrive in significant numbers until the 1830s,
when approximately 3,000 single British women were given free passages to the colony in
an attempt to rectify this sex-imbalance. 142 Of course, the colonial authorities hoped that
the arrival of women and the creation of families would create a more respectable and
stable society. Women in colonial society were represented as either ‘damned whores’,
convict and ex-convict women, or ‘god’s police’, free settler women.143 The colony
retained its commitment to masculinity in 1858 when all white adult males were
enfranchised. White women and Aboriginal peoples were not deemed eligible to participate
in the new democracy.

By 1845 the sex imbalance had been reduced: men now comprised 60.5% of the
population of the colony. However there were still twice as many unmarried men as
unmarried women in the colony. 144 By the second half of the nineteenth century, women in
the Australian colonies were more likely to be married than their British counterparts, and
by the end of the century ‘marriage, legal and binding, had become hegemonic’.145 Women
fulfilled the roles of wives, mothers, daughters, often in addition to employment. They
were employed as domestic servants, teachers, nurses, factory workers - particularly in
boot manufacture.146 In the boot trade, girls could earn 5 to 10s per week, and women up to
23s.147 Male skilled workers, such as carpenters, could earn between 9s and 11s per day in
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the 1860s.148 Many women took work into the home, and towards the turn of the century
new service industries provided additional work opportunities, such as department stores.
During the 1880s the white women’s suffrage campaign had begun, and white women were
enfranchised in 1902, earlier than their counterparts in Britain.149

Religion

In many ways, the religious history of the colony of NSW can be represented by the
struggle for hegemony between Catholics and Anglicans.150 Catholic convicts formed a
significant proportion in the early penal colony, comprising 85% of all Irish convicts and
between 7 and 10% of convicts tried in Britain.151 However, official religious worship had
a distinctly Anglican flavour in the first few years of settlement, and the first Catholic
priest was not appointed until 1820. Governors during the 1820s and 1830s, such as
Thomas Brisbane and Richard Bourke, eroded the dominance of the Church of England,
culminating in the controversial disestablishment of the Church of England in the colony in
1836.152 This resulted in a system whereby ‘the existing churches, Anglicans, Catholics,
Presbyterians and later Methodists, were placed on an equal footing in relation to
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government support and funding’.153 There was a vibrant and strong Catholic community
in Sydney, and many individuals and religious orders such as the Sisters of Mercy and
Sisters of Charity engaged in philanthropy. Nonetheless, there remained a widespread
prejudice against the Catholic community which was compounded by the shooting of
Prince Alfred in 1868 in Sydney by a Fenian supporter.

In terms of numbers, Anglicans in the colony remained dominant throughout the
nineteenth century and into the twentieth century. Methodists and Congregationalists ‘were
not numerically strong in New South Wales in 1901 and became weaker over the course of
the 20th century’.154 Ebenezer Vickery was one of the most influential Methodists in
Sydney. He was a wealthy industrialist who ‘donated a six-bedroom house in
Woolloomooloo’ to the Sisters of the People to run a children’s home, the Dalmar Home.155
The 1901 census reveals that Catholics comprised 25% of the population of NSW and
Protestants formed 73%, of which 45.5% were Church of England.156

The City of Sydney

Sydney grew at a rapid rate throughout the nineteenth century as ‘the centre of the
web of administration, finance, transport and supply’ in NSW. 157 In 1820 the population of
Sydney and its surroundings stood at 12,000; by 1850 it had increased more than fourfold
to over 50,000.158 This placed immense strain on the resources of the city, and in the 1840s
there were simply not enough dwellings to house the continuing flow of immigrants. In
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1841 the colonial government provided tents in the Domain area for 2000 immigrant
families and 172 women.159 For many families, the colony’s reputation as a worker’s
paradise was a myth. The idea ‘that anyone could make a comfortable living was often
recast into the more dangerous idea that everyone did make a comfortable living’.160
Map Six: City of Sydney and surrounding areas, 1865.161
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However, the urban space of Sydney rendered poverty increasingly visible. The men and
women who founded the Female Refuge in 1848 explained its origins in terms of the
disturbing sight ‘of hundreds of unhappy females... crowding the streets of this populous
city’.162 As the population of the city reached 137,586 in 1871, a number of urban charities
were established by private individuals, often with government funding, to attempt to
relieve the very real problem of colonial poverty.163 By 1911 Sydney’s population had
swelled to 588,971 white men, women and children.164

In Sydney and other cities in the Australian colonies, industrialisation followed
urbanisation, in a reverse of the typical pattern evident at home.165 As the population of the
city grew, trades and industries developed to rival the wool production in rural NSW.
Sydney became the ‘commercial and financial centre of its colony... it was the port of
arrival for the migrants who swelled the population, and the place of disposal for British
capital’.166 Thus Circular Quay was at the heart of the economic activity of the city,
importing goods from abroad and exporting the produce of the colony. Factories
manufacturing foodstuffs such as tobacco, flour and sugar sprang up in and around the city.
The demand for houses and buildings resulted in the growth of brick-making trades, and
boot and textile factories and workshops provided clothing and shoes for the increasing
population.
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From 1842, the year of Sydney’s incorporation, the city was governed by a mayor,
supported by a Municipal Council comprised of 24 elected members. Municipal
improvements were effected and, in a burst of civic pride also evident in Birmingham in
the second half of the nineteenth century, Sydney boasted ‘splendid public buildings,
efficient public transport, theatres, parks, galleries, museums, zoological gardens, and outer
suburbs of garden-surrounded detached houses’.167

Geographically Sydney was surrounded by vast areas of hinterland to the north,
south and west (as well as a limited area to the east) which facilitated the expansion of its
population. However, much of the area to the south of the city was swampland, and the
water reservoir and industries at Botany Bay limited settlement there. Despite this, some of
the city’s influential families owned land here, such as the Stephens and Allens. Due to the
increase in Sydney’s population, suburbs developed rapidly, unlike many British towns
which expanded more gradually: ‘many of the new suburbs of the 1870s and 1880s were
literally carved out of the virgin bushland’.168 Initially, the city expanded east and west,
with a clear division between rich and poor. The eastern areas of the city such as
Paddington, Woolloomooloo, Darlinghurst, Potts Point, Woollahra and Vaucluse were
settled by the wealthy. Many of the city’s philanthropic families lived in these areas, such
as the Deas Thomsons at Darlinghurst. The suburb of Paddington in particular grew rapidly
from 2,692 in 1861 to 18,392 in 1891.169 Glenmore Road was the most sought after
address in the suburb. Areas to the west of the city such as Alexandria were dominated by
the working classes. Sydney, like other urban spaces both at home and in the colonies ‘was
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no classless society. Suburbs and regions varied enormously in their provision of
amenities, both natural and built’.170 Some suburbs were also divided ethnically; Hunter’s
Hill on the North Shore was distinctively Irish and working-class.
Map Seven: Sydney and Suburbs, 1913.171

However, developments in transport failed to keep pace with the growth of new
suburbs. In 1870 there was only one railway line, connecting the city with Parramatta to
the west. Often, ‘trains were not timetabled to suit the most common working hours, ran
infrequently and in any case did not deliver their passengers into the central city area, but
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only to Redfern, where the line stopped’. 172 This effectively contained the working classes
to living within walking distance of the city; only the wealthy could afford private carriage
journeys. During the 1880s new railway lines were constructed, and reduced railway fares
enabled the working classes to travel more easily, facilitating their expansion into the
suburbs. After 1890, members of the respectable working class began to inhabit the once
exclusive suburbs such as Paddington. By 1913 the city of Sydney had expanded rapidly
into rural NSW.
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Philanthropic Families
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Unlike Birmingham, there was no core of philanthropic families in the city who shared
political, economic and religious interests. There were, however, a number of philanthropic
families in the city who were involved in many Sydney charities.
The Allens 173

George Allen (1800-1877) was Secretary and Vice-President of the Benevolent
Society of NSW from 1861 until his death. Born in London, he travelled to NSW in 1816
with his mother and siblings; his stepfather had been transported in 1812. He joined the
Methodist Society and founded one of the oldest legal firms in Australia. He lived in
Glebe, but also owned various tracts of land around Botany Bay. Education was
particularly important to George Allen and he was invited to join the senate of Sydney
University in 1859. He also sat on the Council of Education. Like many prominent Sydney
men, he involved himself in politics, holding the office of Mayor of Sydney. He also held a
seat in the Legislative Council until 1873.

His son, George Wigram Allen (later Sir, 1824-1885) was also a solicitor and entered
the family business. He married Marian Boyce in 1851. They lived in Glebe, close to his
mother and father. Marian Allen (later Lady Allen) sat on various charitable committees
such as the ladies’ committee of the Benevolent Society and the Sydney Female Refuge.
She was also among the small group of ladies who established the Boarding-out Society of
NSW.
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The Deas Thomsons 174

Edward Deas Thomson (1800-1879) was born in Edinburgh. In 1828 he received an
appointment to become Clerk of the Council of New South Wales. He married Anne
Bourke, the daughter of Governor Bourke in 1833, and Thomson was promoted to
Colonial Secretary in 1837, an office which he held until 1856. Like George Allen, he was
deeply interested in education, and was a founding member of the University of Sydney.
He was a member of the Church of England.

He was a prolific philanthropist, involving himself in many committees. In addition
he was President of the Benevolent Society, the Sydney Infirmary, and the Society for
Destitute Children. He was knighted in 1874 and children from the Randwick Asylum
were ‘drawn up in ranks’ at his funeral.175 His wife, Anne Deas Thomson was also an
active philanthropist, acting as Secretary on the committee of the Female School of
Industry between 1863 until her death in 1883. She was President of the Infants’ Home
from 1878, and the Female Refuge from 1864. One of Edward and Anne’s daughters
married into another of Sydney’s early philanthropic families, the McLeays. Another
daughter, Eglantine was treasurer of the Female School of Industry between 1879 and
1882.
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The Stephens176

Sir Alfred (1802-1894) was born in St. Kitts in the Caribbean. He arrived in Hobart,
Tasmania, with his new wife Virginia Consett in 1825. Virginia died in childbirth in 1837
leaving Alfred with seven children. Alfred re-married Eleanor Bedford in 1838 and was
appointed a judge in Sydney. In 1856 he was appointed to the Legislative Council and in
1871 became Chief Justice. He was a staunch Anglican, and for many years was President
of the Sydney Female Refuge and a committee member of the Society for the Relief of
Destitute Children. Like Arthur Renwick, George Allen and Edward Deas Thomson, he
was committed to the importance of education and was a member of the Council of
Education. In addition, he campaigned during the 1880s for reforms to Divorce Laws to
give married men and women equal grounds for divorce.

Eleanor Stephen was also devoted to philanthropic activities in Sydney, as a
committee member of both the Benevolent Society ladies’ committee and the Female
School of Industry. Many of her extended family became involved in philanthropy and her
daughter in law, Mrs. C. B. Stephen, was also a committee member of the Female School
of Industry.
The Renwicks177

Arthur Renwick (later Sir, 1837-1908) was born in Glasgow and emigrated to NSW
in 1841. He graduated from the University of Sydney, studying maths, chemistry and
physics and returned to Britain to study for his medical degree. Returning to NSW, he
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A060202b> on 2 February 2010.
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married Elizabeth Saunders in 1868. He was committed to furthering the provision of
higher education in the colony and donated £1000 to Sydney University in 1877. He
entered colonial politics as the Secretary for Mines under Parkes’ leadership in 1883. He
was a member of the Congregational Church.

Above all, he was deeply interested in social reform. He headed the State Children’s
Relief Department on its creation in 1881 which revolutionised the care of destitute
children in the colony by adopting the boarding-out system. In addition, he was President
of a number of Sydney charities, including Sydney Hospital, the Asylum for the Deaf,
Dumb and Blind, and the Benevolent Society. His father, George Renwick also sat on the
board of management of the Benevolent Society until his death in 1897. Lady Renwick
was President of the Young Women’s Christian Association and was a member of the board
of the State Children’s Relief Department.
Illustration Two: Dr. Arthur Renwick.178
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Mitchell Library, Pictures Collection, P3/R: Arthur Renwick.
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The Charities

The Benevolent Society

This society was the earliest known charitable institution in the colony of NSW,
established in 1818. By 1860 it was the largest charity in NSW, and provided three types of
assistance to the Sydney population: outdoor relief, indoor relief for women and children
in the Asylum, and a lying-in department, located in the Asylum. The lying-in department
provided pauper women, (married or unmarried), shelter during their confinement. The
scale of charitable activities organised by the Society was impressive, for instance in 1887,
5,478 cases of outdoor relief were approved.179 The Asylum also had a relatively large
capacity; in the same year 463 children and 334 women were admitted; of these women,
257 were admitted to the lying-in department.180 The Society was run by a board of
directors, comprised of men, supported by medical staff. In addition, servants and a matron
were employed to run the Asylum, and a ladies’ committee was established in 1879. The
board and ladies’ committee often turned down applications for outdoor relief, but the
lying-in department did not have any admission criteria, and many women were admitted
during labour. For many destitute Sydney residents, the Society functioned as the first port
of call, and for some it served as a temporary place of residence. The Society often referred
women and children to more specialised institutions such as the Infants’ Home, the
Salvation Army Home, and the Randwick Children’s Asylum. The Benevolent Society was
also responsible for establishing the first women’s hospital in NSW which opened in
central Sydney in 1905.
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The Dalmar Children’s Home

The Home was established in 1892, run by the Central Methodist Mission under the
direction of the Rev. W. G. Taylor. The Home was initially located at Woolloomooloo but
in 1898 the Home re-located to Croydon to a larger property with 4 acres of land. At
Croydon, the Home could accommodate up to thirty-two children. It admitted destitute
boys and girls between the ages of 2 and 5, although elder girls were often admitted. By
1912 there were 5 members of staff employed: a matron, sister, a married couple who lived
in the home, and a laundress. The Home was overseen by a general committee of women,
supported by honorary doctors and dentists. A sub committee, which approved admissions
to the home, was formed on a rotation basis, comprised of general committee members and
the medical staff.

The Female Refuge

The Female Refuge was established in 1848 in the suburb of Glebe. The Home
provided accommodation for up to 50 fallen women and girls. “Fallen” included women
and girls who were prostitutes, alcoholics, unmarried mothers or, in the case of young girls,
those who were simply deemed uncontrollable by their parents. The Home was overseen
by a male committee of management, but a ladies’ committee was responsible for
admissions and discharges as well as the management of paid staff, the matron and teacher.
On their admission into the Home, women and girls were obliged to sign a copy of the
rules of the institution, in the presence of a member of the ladies’ committee. The women
were expected to remain in the home for at least one year, their period of probation,
completing various domestic chores in the home and, if they wished, learning to read and
write. If requested, the ladies’ committee found situations for the women as domestic
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servants after their period of probation, although positions were always found outside of
the city. The Home was Protestant, although Catholic women and girls were eligible for
admission.

The Female School of Industry

The Female School of Industry was one of the oldest charitable institutions in the
colony, founded in 1826 by Eliza Darling, wife of Governor Darling. By the 1860s the
charity assisted orphaned/destitute girls aged between 5 and 8 years and trained them for
domestic service. Before obtaining situations as domestic servants, the girls were often
apprenticed to members of the committee. Subscribers of £1 per year upwards were
permitted to nominate girls for admission, on a rotation basis. The charity was run by a
committee of ladies, who employed a matron, sub-matron and teacher. The School, located
on Darlinghurst Road, to the east of the city centre, provided accommodation for up to 50
girls. The School also admitted fee paying girls (at a cost of £10 per annum), whose
parents or relatives wished them to train as domestic servants. The Home was strongly
Anglican, only admitting girls who belonged to the Church of England.

The Infants’ Home

The Home was founded in 1874 by a group of Sydney women, and was originally
called the Sydney Foundling Institution and Sydney Foundling Hospital. As its early names
suggest, it initially cared for foundling children, although soon it began to offer a home to
women who had given birth to their first illegitimate child (pregnant women were not
admitted). The Home was located at Ashfield, a suburb of Sydney, and the building was
formerly a large family residence with five acres of grounds. The charity had the facilities
to house roughly forty women and their babies. It was renamed in 1877 as the Infants’
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Home, and the committee of women who ran it decided to admit the young infants of
married couples, if either the husband or wife was deceased or had deserted the family.

The committee was supported by a female staff of servants and nurses, headed by a
lady superintendent. One or two male medical officers offered their services, visiting
regularly to examine and treat the babies. Mothers were expected to enter with their babies,
although as the years passed, the committee occasionally relaxed this rule if mothers could
demonstrate that they had a respectable position, and could thus contribute financially to
the cost of the infant’s care. The Home functioned as a short-term placement for most
women and their children, and many of the women secured employment or returned to
their families after remaining for a few months.

The Waitara Foundling Home

The Home was established on the North Shore of Sydney harbour in 1897 by Mother
Aloysius Casey, a Sister of Mercy, at the request of Cardinal Moran. It was initially
established on Bay Street, North Sydney, but soon moved to Waitara to larger premises.
The Home primarily housed foundling children, who were raised there until they were 4
years old. Mothers could accompany their child, but they were only permitted to stay for
one month. After this time, the Sisters assisted the women in finding situations, if
requested. The majority of the children admitted were Catholic, although the admissions
register indicates that a small percentage of Anglican children were admitted with their
mothers. The Sisters were supported in their work by a committee of predominantly
Catholic women who formed a ladies’ committee. The Home cared for up to one hundred
children, and in 1903 a separate establishment was added for mothers, which could
accommodate up to 60 women.
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Map Eight: The location of charities in Sydney.181
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Female School of Industry (est. 1826)
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Benevolent Society (est. 1818)
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The Missionaries
Daniel and Janet Matthews: the Maloga Mission182

Daniel Matthews (1837-1902) and his wife Janet Johnston both arrived in the colony
of Victoria as children. Daniel’s father, a Wesleyan Methodist, moved the family from
Truro, Cornwall, to Melbourne in 1853, seeking a better life for himself and his family.
Daniel began a general store with his brother William at Echuca on the Murray River in
1865, but became increasingly interested in the plight of Aboriginal peoples. In 1870
Daniel set aside a small portion of his land at Echuca for an Aboriginal mission. Janet’s
father was a Scottish Congregationalist minister who later became a Baptist. The family
moved to Melbourne in 1852 and Janet’s father founded a seamen’s mission in Melbourne.
The Rev. Kerr Johnston met Daniel Matthews at various Band of Hope meetings. Daniel
and Janet married in 1870, and spent a brief honeymoon at the Corranderrk Aboriginal
mission in Victoria. Central to the Matthews’ decision to establish their mission in NSW
was the lack of missionary and government activity towards Aboriginal peoples in the
colony.

The Maloga mission began in 1874 and ran until 1901. For the most part, Daniel and
Janet ran the mission together, although they were assisted by a number of temporary
volunteers and paid assistants, such as Miss Rainey who provided assistance during Janet’s
confinements, and Mr. James the school teacher. At its height, the mission provided a home
for over 100 Aboriginal men, women and children. After Daniel’s death in 1902 Janet
established a mission in South Australia called Manunka which she ran until 1911.
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University of Queensland Press, 1976), pp. 28-9.
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Illustration Three: Daniel Matthews.183

John Brown Gribble (1847-1893): the Warangesda Mission184

J. B. Gribble was also born in Cornwall, the son of a miner. The family emigrated to
Port Phillip (which later became Melbourne when the colony of Victoria was separated
from NSW) when John was an infant. He had a profound religious awakening during his
adolescence and decided to train as a Methodist minister. He married Mary Ann Bulmer in
1868 and was ordained in 1876. He became a missionary to white settlers on the Murray
River, but like his acquaintance Daniel Matthews, he was moved by the need for
missionary work among Aboriginal peoples of the area. After visiting the Maloga mission
he established the Warangesda mission on a 2,000 acre plot of land of the Murrumbidgee
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River in NSW in 1879. During the same year he authored A Plea for the Aborigines of New
South Wales. In 1880 he assisted in the foundation of the Aborigines Protection Association
with Daniel Matthews and a number of other Christian individuals. In 1884, he accepted
the invitation of Bishop Parry to preach to Aboriginal peoples in Western Australia. He left
the Warangesda mission in the hands of various managers such as Mr. Hannabus and Mr.
Harris, overseen by the Aborigines Protection Association. After little success and a great
deal of controversy in Western Australia, he returned to NSW and established a mission on
the Darling River, as well as a mission near Cairns, Queensland, in 1892.185
Map Nine: Mission locations in NSW. 186
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Conclusion

Despite the differing status of Birmingham and Sydney, there were some similarities
between both sites. For instance, the principal philanthropic families were largely
comprised of the middle classes. However, in Birmingham, these families were intricately
connected through marriage, cementing existing economic, political and religious
connections. Philanthropic families in Sydney were part of a more fluid colonial society.
Indeed, as a port town Sydney facilitated the movement of peoples to, from and within the
Australian colonies. In addition, the religious character of each site differed. For the most
part, in Birmingham, Nonconformist communities defined the town’s political, economic,
religious and social character. In Sydney, competition between the Anglican and Catholic
communities would continue to shape philanthropic provision during the late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries. However, the most significant difference between
Birmingham and Sydney, indicative of wider differences between Britain and the
Australian colonies, was the extent to which the colonial (and later NSW) government
assumed responsibility for its citizens/subjects. The provision of food, employment and
rudimentary healthcare by the colonial government during the first years of settlement
spawned increasing interventions in the lives of settlers. These government interventions
would have important consequences for philanthropic provision.
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Chapter 3. Black and White? Philanthropic Activities Directed Towards
Women and the Differentiated Nature of Philanthropy

‘Go and Sin No More’. 1

This chapter considers philanthropic efforts directed towards white and Aboriginal women
in Birmingham and Sydney. Women, always thought of as worthy recipients of charity,
were increasingly depicted as deserving of philanthropic assistance during the nineteenth
century as attitudes to them changed. The gradual transition to the individual male wage,
and the growing belief that a married woman should be dependent upon her husband,
restricted women’s employment. However, the idea of the working-class family supported
by the individual male wage was largely a myth. Most working-class wives were obliged
to undertake some form of paid work, often informal and seasonal, which left them and
their families vulnerable to poverty.2 Historically women have comprised the majority of
paupers in Britain and Australia. From the late-nineteenth to late-twentieth centuries
women represented 75% per cent of the poor in NSW, and in Britain they constituted 61%
of all adults receiving poor relief in 1909.3 During the period 1860 to 1914, white women
in NSW achieved the vote, and in Britain suffrage campaigns were well underway. This
chapter considers how links between gender, race, citizenship and nation informed
philanthropic practices. It also seeks to illuminate philanthropists and missionaries, as well
1

This phrase was used in the title of the annual reports of the Sydney Female Refuge Society. See for
instance The Sixteenth Report of the Sydney Female Refuge Society, Ending December 31st, 1864.
Established August 21, 1848. “Go and Sin No More” (Sydney: Joseph Cook & Co., 1865).
2

The most common form of work for married women was outwork or sweated labour and it was notoriously
low paid. It was a key part of many industries in particular clothing, shoes, buttons and hats. Items were
delivered to the home, and the work was completed alongside domestic chores. As the work was completed
in the home, it was not included in census returns. See Duncan Bythell, The Sweated Trades: Outwork in
Nineteenth Century Britain (London: Batsford, 1978).
3

O’Brien, God’s Willing Workers, pp. 45-6; Jane Lewis and David Piachaud, ‘Women and Poverty in the
Twentieth Century’, in Caroline Glendinning and Jane Millar eds, Women and Poverty in Britain (Brighton:
Wheatsheaf, 1987), p. 28. Carole Pateman argues that the welfare state of the twentieth century was (and
remains) fundamentally patriarchal. See ‘The Patriarchal Welfare State’, in Amy Gutman ed., Democracy
and the Welfare State (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988), pp. 231-260.
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as the staff they employed, to facilitate a deeper analysis of the classed and gendered
interactions within philanthropy.

Throughout, a three-way comparison is employed which pays close attention to
discourses of race. White women’s experiences of philanthropy in Birmingham and
Sydney are compared and contrasted, interspersed with comparisons of philanthropic
provisions for white and Aboriginal women in NSW. The chapter is divided into six
sections: the first focuses on the female recipients of philanthropy. Who were they and why
did they approach philanthropic societies and missions? This section explores the
inherently unequal nature of the philanthropic relationship and the extent to which white
and Aboriginal female recipients could assert their own agency. Section two shifts to the
philanthropists and missionaries themselves. What were their aims and agendas? Were
there significant differences in missionary and philanthropic aims? Particular attention is
paid to discourses of gender, specifically the gendered behaviour that philanthropists and
missionaries attempted to instill amongst white and Aboriginal women. In addition, to
what extent was there a gendered division of labour among philanthropic and missionary
men and women?

The operation of discourses of class within philanthropy is the subject of section
three, explored through the liminal figure of the lady superintendent employed in
institutions. Interactions between lady superintendents, recipients of charity and
philanthropists reveal the complex articulations of class within philanthropy. Training for
nurses and midwives was introduced in both Britain and the Australian colonies during the
second half of the nineteenth century. What effect did such training have upon the status of
women occupying these roles? Furthermore, how did this shift impact upon their
relationship with philanthropists and medical officers of charities? Section four examines
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the relationship between religion and philanthropy: specifically the importance of faith for
religious Sisters and missionaries. In addition the impact of religion upon the recipients of
philanthropy is also considered. To what extent was religion used as a tool for civilisation
among white and Aboriginal women?

Close attention is paid in section five to the ways in which charities were financed.
The financial support of many charities in NSW by the government raises questions about
the nature of government in both sites. How did the British and NSW governments
conceive of their responsibilities to their subjects/citizens? This discussion provides a
useful entry point to broader discussions about race, nation and motherhood in Britain and
the new Australian nation, the subject of section six. To what extent was motherhood
valorised for white and Aboriginal women? How was motherhood utilised to incorporate
some women, and exclude others, from the nation at the turn of the century?

1. The Recipients of Philanthropy

Many of the women who approached the Benevolent Society (Sydney) did so as a
‘last resort’; they were ‘poor, and desolate, and forlorn’.4 Many women, due to limitations
in their employment opportunities, were unable to support themselves. Moreover, an
unexpected loss of income could prove catastrophic. Harriet entered the Female Refuge
(Sydney) in 1884 because her husband had been imprisoned; Eliza applied to the Infants’
Home (Sydney) because the father of her illegitimate child had deserted her for ‘the

4

O’Brien, Poverty’s Prison, p. 46; Report of the Benevolent Society of New South Wales For the Year Ended
31st December 1861 (Sydney: Joseph Cook and Co., 1862), appendix.
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Diggings’ in Victoria.5 Income from employment in the form of the individual male wage,
usually supplemented by women, was particularly crucial in NSW society. Many residents
were recent migrants who had not yet established the informal support networks which
operated among working-class communities in Britain.6 Moreover the transient nature of
work in the colony encouraged wife desertion, and such women were often forced to seek
philanthropic assistance. Other women turned to philanthropic societies after trauma or
abuse. Mrs. Hinnwood told the committee of the Infants’ Home (Sydney) that a man ‘took
advantage’ of her daughter after drugging her with chloroform.7 Jane was admitted to the
Female Refuge (Sydney) in 1892 to escape her husband who had ‘ill-used’ her.8

Pregnancy and childbirth were vulnerable times for women, particularly unmarried
or deserted women. Many of the women who entered the lying-in department at the
Benevolent Society’s Asylum (Sydney) were admitted during labour, simply seeking
shelter during their confinement. Similarly, the unmarried mothers who entered the
ARTYW in Birmingham had originally entered the Aston, Birmingham or Kings Norton
workhouses to give birth. At the Infants’ Home (Sydney), the applicants were more varied,
and many of the women were unmarried and working class, although the strict application
procedure meant that a better class of women occasionally applied. One applicant admitted

5

Mitchell Library, Sydney Female Refuge Society, A7018: ladies’ committee minute book, meeting 2 May
1884; Mitchell Library, Infants’ Home Ashfield, ML MSS 2983/1: minute book of the Sydney Foundling
Institution, meeting 29 July 1874. Many men were still engaged in the pursuit of gold after the initial rush to
the diggings in the 1850s.
6

Both Anna Davin and Ellen Ross have stressed the importance of such informal networks of assistance in
Britain during this era. Davin states that ‘just as responsibility for children spilled out beyond the family and
house, so other aspects of domestic life involved frequent or occasional mutual help which continually
blurred the distinctions between immediate family, non-residential relations, and friends or neighbours’. See
Growing up Poor, pp. 58-9; Ross, Love & Toil. Carl Chinn adds for Birmingham that many working-class
women had a strong loyalty to their street and neighbourhood which, among other things, operated as a
system of mutual assistance in times of need. See They Worked All Their Lives, p. 23.
7

Mitchell Library, Infants’ Home Ashfield, ML MSS 2983/6: minutes of ladies’ committee, meeting 12
January 1886.
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Female Refuge, A7018: meeting 4 November 1892.
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was ‘poor, but highly respectable’.9 The Lying-in Charity (Birmingham) was designed to
assist respectable married women, those who were “above” entering the workhouse but
were unable to afford a private midwife in their confinements.

Aboriginal women approached missions for a variety of reasons, mainly to seek
direct forms of assistance, such as shelter and food. From the 1820s there was a ‘rapid and
brutal’ invasion of the central grasslands of NSW by white settlers to satisfy British
demands for Australian wool.10 Access to land was fundamental to Aboriginal peoples, not
only as a source of food but also for their spiritual welfare. Thus the settlement of the land
by white peoples had a devastating impact upon Aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal women
were particularly vulnerable to sexual advances from white men, and if pregnancy resulted
they sometimes sought shelter on missions. Many Aboriginal women came to the Maloga
mission during their pregnancies, and Daniel Matthews angrily proclaimed that ‘as a rule,
every [Aboriginal] girl is destroyed by white men... at thirteen or fourteen years of age’. 11

Inequalities of philanthropy: protection, exclusion and infantilisation

The philanthropic relationship was inherently unequal. Assistance was given by men
and women of a higher social class than those they sought to assist. Moreover, aid was
offered on the philanthropists’ terms and they often ‘expected deference and gratitude’ in
return.12 Many philanthropic societies required women to submit to an application process,
in which the applicant was expected to present herself as deserving.13 If successful,
9

Infants’ Home, ML MSS 2983/1: meeting 7 October 1874.

10

Goodall, ‘New South Wales’, p. 65.

11

Fourth Report of the Maloga Aboriginal Mission School, Murray River, New South Wales by Daniel
Matthews (Echuca: Riverine Herald General Printing Office, 1879), p. 9, emphasis added.
12

Twomey, Deserted and Destitute, p. 52.

13 At

the Infants’ Home in Sydney, additional investigations were carried out by committee members into the
applicant’s character.
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charities generally required the recipients to reside in an institution, some of which
expected their “inmates” to wear distinctive dress.14 During the nineteenth century
institutions such as prisons, schools and hospitals sprang up in towns and cities which
‘formed a kind of institutional, disciplinary girdle around the centre’. 15 Institutions and
missions were widely depicted by those who ran them as places of protection. Notions of
protection however were complex; embedded within the language of protection were
discourses of infantilisation and exclusion. Foucault’s writings on institutions have been
crucial to interpreting the ways in which power operated within them.16 Even those women
who were not required to enter an institution - such as the recipients of the Lying-in
Charity (Birmingham) - were obliged to submit to an ‘invasion’ of their home, by
philanthropic visitors, midwives and doctors.17

The homes for unmarried mothers explored in this thesis were overwhelmingly
depicted by philanthropists as places of protection. The Benevolent Society (Sydney)
represented its Asylum as a ‘refuge’ and the ARTYW (Birmingham) maintained that its
Hope Lodge provided shelter for fallen women who were deemed to need ‘a friendly and
protecting hand to save them from despair’.18 This language is heavily gendered. The
notion of separate spheres was central to middle-class gender identities. The home was
perceived to be a woman’s place where they were protected and supported by the male

14

The term “inmate” was often used by many of the charities discussed here, including the Female Refuge
(Sydney). The women who entered the Infants’ Home (Sydney) were required to wear a red flannel dress.
15

Joyce, The Rule of Freedom, p. 159. In A Just Measure of Pain: The Penitentiary in the Industrial
Revolution 1750-1850 (London: Macmillan, 1978), Michael Ignatieff argues that factories were also regarded
by the urban middle classes as legitimate forms of dealing with social “disorder”.
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Michel Foucault, (trans. Alan Sheridan) Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (London: Allen
Lane, 1977).
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Lewis, ‘The Working-Class Wife’, p. 101.
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Report of the Benevolent Society of New South Wales for the year ended 31st December 1888 (Sydney: S.
E. Lees, 1889); Association for the Rescue and Training of Young Women (Birmingham and District), Second
Annual Report 1907 (Birmingham: Lawrence & Co., 1907), p. 8, emphasis added.
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breadwinner. Thus, the common use of the word home for philanthropic institutions was
not coincidental, for their very naming reproduced middle-class gender discourses. 19

The home, although a feminine space, remained under the authority and protection of
the male patriarch. Similarly, many women residing in institutions were obliged to ask
permission before leaving an institution. In 1863 a woman requested permission from the
committee of the Female Refuge (Sydney) to visit her children at the Randwick Children’s
Asylum.20 Permission was granted, although two servants employed by the home
accompanied her. Thus the gaze of the institution followed her during her absence. In
addition to acting as a place of protection, the home also functioned as a means of
exclusion from society. Notions of exclusion were particularly important for unmarried
mothers, to ‘conceal their shame’ according to philanthropists.21 Mother Aloysius Casey of
the Waitara Home (Sydney) stated that the home existed to ‘shield a highly respectable
family from their trouble being made public’. 22 In this way, institutions ‘held the promise
of secrecy and therefore the possibility of regaining lost reputation at a future date’.23

Discourses of infantilisation operated alongside discourses of protection and
exclusion within institutions. Philanthropy itself was often depicted as ‘a kind of
mothering’ and philanthropists frequently likened recipients to children.24 Indeed, adult

19 Paula Bartley agrees that ‘the naming of the institution, “Home”, a highly persuasive symbol of contented
domesticity, was also supposed to be greatly significant: homes were not only considered to be the natural
habitat of women but also places, allegedly, of comfort and support’. See ‘Moral Regeneration’, p. 148.
20

Sydney Female Refuge, A7018: 4 December 1863.
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emphasis added.
23
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Martin, ‘Gender, the City and the Politics of Schooling’, p. 144; Williams Elliott, The Angel Out of the
House, p. 11.
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female recipients were frequently termed girls. One annual report of the ARTYW
(Birmingham) stated that ‘an unexpected treat was afforded the present girls’, when they
were invited to tea by one of the subscribers of the charity.25 Similarly, the committee
minute books of the Female Refuge (Sydney) list the number of girls admitted. However,
evidence from the Lying-in Charity (Birmingham) suggests that the term girl was used to
denote unmarried women. 26 The word girl is absent from the records of this charity, which
assisted married women only. Thus, despite their status as mothers, unmarried women
were often depicted as girls to denote both their class inferiority and their status as
unmarried women.

Discourses of protection and infantilisation were even more apparent in missionary
interactions with Aboriginal women. Missionaries such as Daniel Matthews spoke of
offering protection to Aboriginal women, whom he depicted as ‘victims of dissolute white
men’.27 The theme of the protection of Aboriginal peoples had a particular currency due to
perceived racial differences and extinction discourses. Aboriginal peoples were frequently
described as a ‘“child race” needing constant “parental” supervision’. 28 Matthews often
represented the mission as a ‘large family’, in which he and his wife Janet acted as parents,
exercising ‘parental control’ over their Aboriginal children.29 In 1880 Matthews reflected
on the decision of one of his close friends - the Rev. J. B. Gribble - to establish his own
mission for Aboriginal peoples. Based on his own experiences at Maloga, Matthews
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26
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predicted that Gribble ‘will be thrown amongst a people who will look upon him as a
father... and like a huge family will call forth his tenderest care and paternal solicitude’.30
The family was ‘a trope with patriarchal and infantilizing connotations that could have
deeply disempowering implications for colonized people’.31 By likening Aboriginal
peoples to demanding children Matthews inferred that they required a high level of
protection and care. For many white women their infantilisation and protection was
temporary whilst they remained in philanthropic institutions. In contrast, perceived racial
differences confined Aboriginal women within more permanent discourses of
infantilisation and protection.

Agency and negotiation

The unequal nature of the philanthropic relationship meant that many women ‘simply
waited out their time, accepting their fate’ in philanthropic institutions.32 However, the
philanthropic relationship permitted some limited opportunities for agency among the
recipients. On occasion, white women negotiated minor concessions from philanthropists.
For instance some of the women residing in the Female Refuge (Sydney) drew up a
petition ‘requesting that they might have tea at dinner times’.33 This request was granted,
indicating that the manner in which requests were made was key to their success; requests
made in a respectable, formal (written) way were considered seriously. Special privileges
were sometimes given to long-term residents of institutions. Melinda, a resident at the
Female Refuge (Sydney) for almost two years was ‘permitted to attend Divine Worship out
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of the Building and have a few days holiday’.34 These examples support the assertion that
philanthropic relationships could occasionally be ‘negotiated and contested’.35

Philanthropists were also willing to bend their own admission rules if they felt an
applicant was truly deserving. In 1874 one woman applied to the Infants’ Home (Sydney)
for the admission of her child, breaching the rule which stated that both mother and child
were required to enter the home together. The committee decided to admit the child,
knowing that by doing so ‘they infringe the rules’.36 Mrs. Gregory, one of the committee
members had recommended this case, indicating that recommendations by committee
members secured assistance for those deemed sufficiently deserving. At the ARTYW
(Birmingham), the rules of the charity allowed for discretion when admitting applicants.
Although the charity provided assistance for unmarried mothers who had only fallen once,
in ‘exceptional cases’ this rule could be relaxed, to assist a woman ‘who has fallen more
than once but who is not depraved’. 37 As such, moral character played an important part in
the admission process. At the Lying-in Charity (Birmingham) the committee occasionally
reduced or deferred the 2s 6d payment due from recipients for the midwife’s services. They
could ‘make up the rest’ at a later date.38 Thus, despite the seemingly impervious rules set
out by charities, some committees were willing to exercise discretion. In Britain, the
growth of the Charity Organisation Society which stipulated that only the truly deserving
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should be assisted, placed the responsibility of deciding who was - and who was not deserving, squarely with philanthropists.

Sporadically, there were opportunities for forms of resistance. In Sydney, this
frequently took the form of escaping from institutions. One woman residing at the Female
Refuge (Sydney) absconded twice.39 During 1887, five women ran away from the Infants’
Home (Sydney).40 However, it is important to consider what many of these women were
absconding to: ‘to be poor was to live with fear - the fear of another pregnancy, the fear of
eviction, the fear of sickness’.41 Thus, many women who absconded eventually returned.
Some turned to other institutions. For example, one applicant admitted to the Female
Refuge (Sydney) in 1864 had also spent time in the House of the Good Shepherd. 42
Working-class women had limited options for survival and some had no choice but to be
reliant upon institutions. Nevertheless, there were still small opportunities for agency, with
some women applying to, and residing in, more than one institution. As a large colonial
port city, Sydney had a number of philanthropic institutions for women. Therefore the
assortment of institutions may explain the high incidents of absconding from the Sydney
charities which are lacking for the ATRYW (Birmingham). However, it is important to reemphasise that generally, working-class women in Sydney were more reliant upon
philanthropic assistance than their counterparts in Birmingham, because many were recent
immigrants, who had yet to establish informal support networks.
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Aboriginal women were also capable of asserting their own limited forms of agency
on missions. Similarly to white women, Aboriginal women ran away from missions, only
to return some time later. Lizzie Kennedy frequently absconded and returned to the
Warangesda mission: ‘NELLIE KENNEDY & LIZZIE MUDGEE left mission’; ‘LIZZIE
KENNEDY... expelled from the mission for getting drunk & bringing drink on the mission
& making others drink. LENA COX & LIZZIE KENNDY LEFT’.43 Many Aboriginal
peoples who ran away from missions set up fringe camps on the boundaries. Here, ‘rations,
news and family relations were conveniently maintained... outside the manager’s
control’.44 Both Daniel Matthews and the Rev. J. B. Gribble were incapable of
understanding why Aboriginal peoples would abscond from their respective missions.
They were blind to the reality that many Aboriginal peoples were simply using their
missions as a temporary stop-gap, or to take advantage of food and other benefits
associated with mission life.

As the following example demonstrates, returning to the mission was often not a
conscious choice, but a reflection of the lack of options available. Louisa, a former
member of the Maloga mission, had been imprisoned for vagrancy in 1878. Matthews
secured her release but initially she refused to accompany him back to the mission.
Eventually she was persuaded to return, but soon absconded again. Matthew wrote ‘to-day
she was locked up by the police. Her screams were terrific... on being asked whether she
would return to Maloga she said “No, I would rather drown myself”’.45 Such a vehement
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and desperate protest conveys Louisa’s hopeless plight. Desperate not to return to the
mission, her options for survival in settler society were poor. By the 1860s relentless settler
demands for land had severely limited Aboriginal subsistence. Their access to work in the
white community was threatened by increasing white immigration and hardening racial
attitudes.46

Urban middle-class men and women were keen to engage in philanthropic works.
However their need to be seen to be engaging in acts of benevolence was sometimes ‘used
by the poor to their own advantage’.47 In 1905 the ladies’ committee of the Lying-in
Charity (Birmingham) speculated that some working-class women were taking advantage
of the charity. As such they reminded subscribers that ‘they do not accept cases who can
afford the services of a Doctor or of a private qualified nurse’.48 In Sydney, a mother lied
about her daughter’s status to ensure she was admitted to the Infants’ Home. Mrs. Orr told
the committee that her daughter was unmarried; in reality she was married, her husband
was in gaol and she had given birth to another man’s child. 49 As her daughter and child had
already been admitted into the Home they were permitted to remain.

Bridget, admitted to the Infants’ Home (Sydney) in 1874, demonstrated a remarkable
and unusual ability to turn the philanthropic relationship to her own advantage. She applied
to the Home stating that she was unmarried and that the father of her child had deserted
her. During the application process, Bridget’s child was diagnosed with whooping cough.
Therefore the committee proposed to support both Bridget and her child financially until
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the child recovered and they could enter the Home. Some months later, after Bridget and
her child had left the home, the committee revealed that they had been ‘grossly deceived’
by her.50 In fact, Bridget received regular financial support from her mother. Such overt
forms of agency were, however, extremely rare.

2. Philanthropists and Missionaries: Aims and Agendas

The gendered nature of philanthropic work and middle-class claims for authority

By the middle of the nineteenth century middle-class urban men and women in
Birmingham and Sydney were laying claim to the public sphere. Philanthropic good works
were an integral part of their claims for ‘moral and political authority in contrast to the
classes above and in relation to those below’.51 Moreover, involvement in philanthropic
activities created status and often served as a precursor to engagement in municipal or
colonial politics for men. For women, philanthropy provided one of the few legitimate
means of entry into the public sphere. At a base level, philanthropy gave women ‘stature in
the community’.52 However, it is important to remember that ‘a single version of the public
sphere is insufficient to allow us to understand the complicated variety of ways in which
women might identify with communities which stretched far beyond the borders whatever those were - of home and family’.53
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Many middle-class men, responding to the perceived need of working-class women
and children, ‘took the lead’ in philanthropic works.54 However women also set up
philanthropic societies, such as the Infants’ Home (Sydney) and the ARTYW
(Birmingham). For middle-class women, the “Angel in the House” ideal endowed women
with a moral authority among their own family and any domestic servants employed within
the home. Middle-class women’s moral authority rendered them particularly effective as
‘agents of social improvement’. 55 Indeed, the depiction of society as a ‘social body’
facilitated women’s engagement in the public sphere as ‘society’s natural nurturers’.56 The
conception of poverty itself during the second half of the nineteenth century - as a question
of ‘habit and character’ - was also significant.57 If poverty was the result of moral failing,
then who better to serve as ‘models of moral conduct’ than middle-class women?58

Some of the most prominent and influential charities explored in this thesis, the
Lying-in Charity (Birmingham) and the Benevolent Society (Sydney), were masculine in
their character and management. They were highly medicalised and overseen by men who
were often active in municipal or colonial politics or the medical profession. 59 However,
women’s involvement as subscribers, volunteers or employees was crucial. The Lying-in
Charity (Birmingham), the Benevolent Society (Sydney) and the Female Refuge (Sydney),
all established ladies’ committees. Nevertheless, there was often a gendered hierarchy
within charities. Overwhelmingly the male committees assumed responsibility for financial
54
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affairs and provided a general managerial role. Ladies’ committees usually oversaw
fundraising and had a greater interaction with the recipients and employees. However,
ladies’ committees remained subordinate to their male counterparts.60 At the Female
Refuge (Sydney), when the matron handed her resignation to the ladies’ committee, they
noted that ‘they were not empowered’ to accept it; the secretary forwarded it to the
gentlemen’s committee for consideration.61 These constraints placed on ladies’ committees
may have been a source of frustration, but conforming to gendered hierarchies conferred a
sense of propriety on middle-class women’s philanthropic activities in the public sphere.

A number of philanthropic societies such as the ATRYW (Birmingham), the Infants’
Home (Sydney) and the Female School of Industry (Sydney) were run by women of the
middle classes. Such female autonomy was acceptable because these philanthropic efforts
were ‘appropriate to the woman’s sphere’, involving the care of unmarried mothers, babies,
and girls.62 However, some of the women involved in these female-led societies utilised the
informal assistance of their husbands. For instance when the treasurer of the Infants’ Home
(Sydney), Mrs. Docker was challenged about the way she had kept the accounts, she
retorted that ‘her husband audited the accounts... to the entire satisfaction of the Comtee
[sic] for nearly 7 years’. 63 By the end of the century, however, there is evidence of a shift in
the gendered division of labour within charities, which reflects broader changes in the
status of women and the medical profession in Britain and Australia. From 1901 women
began to join the board of management of the Lying-in Charity (Birmingham), by which
time the suffrage campaign was well underway in the city. Women in NSW were granted
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the vote in 1902, and in the same year they were permitted to sit on the board of directors
at the Benevolent Society (Sydney).64 Judith Godden attributes this shift to the changes in
the medical profession, such as the gradual increase in the number of female doctors which
meant that ‘the new ideal was mixed-sex boards’.65

At the Maloga mission, there was a strict gendered division of labour between
Daniel and Janet Matthews which was designed to serve as an example to Aboriginal
peoples. Daniel Matthews assumed the overall management of the mission and taught
Aboriginal men and boys. Janet Matthews attended to the needs of her expanding family in
addition to teaching domestic tasks to Aboriginal women and girls. However, during her
husband’s frequent absences from the mission, Janet was required to assume the overall
management. This was not unusual in the Australian colonies.66 Yet Daniel was troubled by
his absences stating that the additional responsibilities were ‘too extensive’ for his wife.67
Matthews questioned her ability to exert proper control and supervision on the mission,
masculine qualities which he believed that she could not - and should not - possess.
Moreover he perceived Aboriginal men to be a sexual and/or violent threat. On one
occasion, an Aboriginal man had been drinking and approached Janet, frightening her with
‘his forward manner’.68 This process of ‘reaffirming the vulnerability of white women and
the sexual threat posed by native men’, afforded considerable moral powers and authority
to white men, to ‘limit the liberties’ of both white women and men of colour.69 Despite his
64
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misgivings, no major incidents occurred during his absences and Janet kept her husband up
to date with mission news through regular correspondence.70

Illustration Four: Janet Matthews.71

Knowledge and authority were infused with discourses of race and class. Middleclass white peoples spoke on behalf of others, such as the working classes at home, or
peoples of colour within or outside of the community. For many philanthropists, the desire
for ‘human moral improvement’ was a central part of their activities.72 The belief that
pauperism, prostitution and illegitimacy were all caused by moral failings meant that with
the right assistance, women could be ‘reclaimed by careful resocialisation’. 73 The women
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who entered philanthropic institutions were therefore required to submit to various forms
of moral training. For instance the ARTYW (Birmingham) stated that unmarried mothers
‘may be placed under better influence than is possible in the wards of a Workhouse; be
taught how to maintain and take care of herself'.74 The very name of the institution Hope
Lodge evokes notions of hope for the reformation of morals and character. At the Female
Refuge (Sydney), inmates were expected to remain for one year and emphasis was placed
on ‘cleanliness of person and habits, orderly and punctual conduct’.75 Moreover,
philanthropists hoped that the influence of the institutions would remain with the recipients
after they had left the space of the institution. The matron of Hope Lodge exercised ‘a
good influence’ by corresponding with, and visiting, 58 out of the 64 women who left the
home in 1907 as part of a wider process of aftercare.76
The authority of middle-class women over working-class women was based on
notions of class superiority and a knowledge of proper (middle-class) forms of gendered
behaviour. For missionaries, their ability to civilise and convert peoples of colour was
located in their religious authority, their respectability and, of course, their whiteness.
Whiteness itself engenders an authority to speak for others: ‘the position of speaking as a
white person is one that white people now almost never acknowledge and this is part of the
condition and power of whiteness’.77 Non-white peoples were (and still are, to an extent)
raced, limited to speaking for those of their race; white peoples in contrast, are just people
and can speak for anyone.78 Both Daniel Matthews and J. B. Gribble assumed this racial,
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religious and rank-based authority over Aboriginal peoples which enabled them to devise
plans for their civilisation and conversion.

Gendered expectations: civilisation and conversion as evidence of success among
Aboriginal women

Stories of success published in mission reports focused on tales of conversion,
marriage, and instances when Aboriginal women had attained positions as domestic
servants. After all, ‘“gender-appropriate” work, and European-style marriage’ were
fundamental to the process of civilising.79 Janet Matthews hoped to act as a role model for
Aboriginal women and girls at Maloga.80 Missionary wives thus attempted to remake
Aboriginal women in a narrow mould, teaching them domestic tasks and emphasising the
importance of marriage and motherhood. At the marriage of an Aboriginal couple in 1884,
Daniel Matthews commented that ‘one of the young ladies played the harmonium, and the
ceremony proceeded with solemnity and decorum’. 81 Here, success was evident in the
ritual itself, for marriage was a sign of civilisation and conversion; European gender norms
were enshrined within Christianity.
Eventually, Daniel Matthews hoped that Aboriginal women would be employed by
white settler families as domestic servants, rectifying the shortage of servants in the
colony. He stated that ‘the cry of Australia is for labourers and domestic servants, and the
need can be met at their very doors’.82 Indeed, by mid-century some Aboriginal women
were employed as domestic servants for the white population, some of whom were
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appointed to the ‘trusted positions of nannies to station managers’ children’.83 Daniel
Matthews’ perceptions of Aboriginal women were infused with discourses of class and race
as he envisaged that Aboriginal women could only ever become a servile racial underclass
for the white settler population. One of the Aboriginal women from Maloga, Maggie
Murri, had gained employment as a domestic servant. She wrote to Mrs. Matthews: ‘“I do
really thank you and Mr. Matthews from my heart for your kindness in bringing me out of
camp-life, and to get me in the place I am now in”’.84 Maggie Murri had been taught to
recognise the benefits of regular, gendered forms of work and Christianity. However, such
stories of success were extremely rare. Maggie Murri was the only Aboriginal woman
mentioned in the mission reports who had gained employment as a domestic servant. 85
During the final decades of the nineteenth century, Charles Darwin’s Descent of
Man was used to argue that there was a ‘fundamental gap between civilized and noncivilized peoples’.86 Additionally, the shock of the Indian Mutiny and the Morant Bay
rebellion in Jamaica had hardened the attitudes of Britons and white colonists to peoples of
colour.87 This shift had a significant impact in the Australian colonies, where white settlers
had a specific interest in acquiring land from Aboriginal peoples. When missionaries failed
to secure widespread success, they began to speculate about Aboriginal peoples’ capacity
for civilisation. At the outset of his missionary work, Daniel Matthews believed that in
time Aboriginal peoples could ‘take their place in society’ as a civilised, Christian and
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servile class for the white population.88 However, as he became more and more
disillusioned during the 1880s, evidence of failures dominated his mission reports.
Matthews began to interpret any failures at the mission in terms of race. In 1882 he
speculated that Aboriginal peoples were ‘a race naturally incapacitated and averse to
arduous labour’.89 By 1886 he concluded that ‘we expect too much from a people who for
many generations have been strangers to the toil, thrift, and plodding energy, so
characteristic of our race’.90 He transfered the blame for his mission failures onto some of
the Aboriginal members of the mission such as Bagot Morgan, Hughey Anderson and
Lucy, whom he depicted as troublemakers. As a result, he began to question the capacity of
Aboriginal peoples - as a race - to become “useful members” of white society. This ‘fed
back into the popular frontier racism’ and perpetuated the belief that Aboriginal peoples
were not worth civilising.91

Gendered expectations: respectability and evidence of success among white women

Notions of respectability were crucial to philanthropic works among fallen white
women. Charities that assisted unmarried mothers placed respectability at the heart of their
work through the encouragement of marriage and/or training for domestic service.
However, respectability is notoriously difficult to define ‘because it encompassed a myriad
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of rules, great and small, in the conduct of life’. 92 Moreover, what exactly constituted
respectable and disreputable was constantly shifting. Despite nuances of place, in both
Birmingham and Sydney middle-class notions of respectability were broadly similar. The
Oxford English Dictionary’s entry for respectable reads: ‘worthy of respect... by reason of
moral excellence’. 93 For a woman, respectability meant ‘to have the virtues of sexual
purity, domesticity, and motherhood’.94 Thus, pregnancy outside of marriage was a clear
transgression of such gendered norms. Notions of respectability were at the heart of the
activities of the Lying-in Charity (Birmingham), which offered assistance to married
women only. Extra-marital sex threatened the gendered forms of behaviour around which
the middle classes had staked their claims for authority in the public sphere. Thus
philanthropists sought to remake working-class women in a specific image of
respectability, as wives or domestic servants.
At the homes for unmarried mothers, domestic work was utilised, both as a means of
penitence and to teach women domestic skills so that one day they could enter respectable
employment. At the Female Refuge (Sydney), women spent their days in the laundry and
women at the Benevolent Society (Sydney) made various items for use in the Asylum, such
as sheets, aprons and towels.95 Throughout the nineteenth century, domestic service
remained one of the most respectable forms of employment for unmarried women in
Britain. At mid-century contemporaries expressed growing fears about women’s
employment outside the home.96 Philanthropists were committed to these gendered beliefs
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in addition to retaining class inequalities: ‘at no time did the middle-class women
philanthropists raise the sights of working-class young women beyond that of one of the
lowest forms of domestic service’. 97

In the colony of NSW, social and labour conditions were different. The sex
imbalance of the colony meant that many female immigrants soon became wives, leading
to a chronic shortage of domestic servants. The shortage - and supposedly poor quality - of
servants in NSW was a constant source of complaint for middle-class women, who often
commented upon the ‘great liberty’ enjoyed by servants.98 Philanthropists in Sydney strove
to create a society similar to that in Britain where a pool of domestic servants freed
philanthropic women from their own domestic chores. However, this sat at odds with the
working population, who were unwilling to replicate the rigid class hierarchy which
characterised their homeland.

In addition to domestic training, white working-class women in institutions were
subjected to forms of moral training designed to render them respectable. The Female
Refuge (Sydney) was particularly vocal in its programmes for reform. The rules stated that
‘outward propriety and the strictest decorum in word and deed, will necessarily be
enforced on pain of dismissal’.99 The committee members of the ARTYW (Birmingham)
believed that the Home had a moralising effect on the inmates and concluded that ‘unless
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some such help is given, in many cases there is little hope of the mother living a
respectable life’.100
Illustration Five: Domestic service in Australia. ‘What will it come to?’101

(Caption: ‘the Mistress, having heard three rings at the front door, goes to open it.
Housemaid: Oh, please m’m, if that’s anybody for me, I’m not at home’).

Whilst the aims of charities in Birmingham and Sydney were similar there is
evidence of a greater sensitivity to notions of respectability among the Sydney charities.
This is apparent in the descriptions of female applicants. The Infants’ Home (Sydney) in
particular was driven by concepts of respectability and frequently judged applicants ‘by
appearance’.102 For instance ‘a respectable- looking woman applied for the admission of
her granddaughter’s child’.103 Moreover, women were only admitted to the Home if they
100
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could prove their ‘previous good character’.104 By admitting only previously respectable
women who had ‘erred for the first time’, the ladies of the Infants’ Home portrayed the
Home as a more reputable type of charity.105

A measure of shame was not only an indicator of previous respectability, but an
acknowledgement of sexual transgression. In the Australian colonies, like Britain, women
were judged by their sexuality, and sexual transgressions constituted, and were
representative of, bad character.106 Demonstrations of shame were looked upon favourably
at the Infants’ Home (Sydney). One unmarried mother was admitted because she ‘had a
great desire to conceal her shame’. 107 Consequently, the ladies at the Infants’ Home
(Sydney) were critical of women who did not express shame: ‘Helena seems very fond of
her baby but cannot be made to feel either sorry or ashamed’. 108 The ladies’ committee at
the Female Refuge (Sydney) also had little time for women who refused to conform to
attempts to render them respectable. In 1866 the committee discovered that a married man
was paying for the maintenance of one of the women in the Refuge. The woman in
question was permitted to stay if she consented to ‘abandon her sinful life’.109 She refused
and was dismissed.

Both the ARTYW (Birmingham) and the Infants’ Home (Sydney) printed stories of
success in their annual reports which served as an important justification of the work to
subscribers, and potential subscribers. Success - as defined by philanthropists - was
104
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overwhelmingly restricted to marriage or long-term employment in domestic service.
Philanthropists frequently recommended marriage to unmarried mothers as ‘the first course
of action’.110 The ladies’ committee at the Female Refuge (Sydney) contacted a man with
whom one of the inmates had had a sexual relationship, ‘asking if he would marry the girl,
& come and see the Committee about it’.111 The ARTYW (Birmingham) noted with pride
instances where former inmates had married: ‘E. F. after six months of service has married
a well-to-do farmer of excellent character’.112 The Infants’ Home (Sydney) stated that ‘the
Committee are much pleased to report that five girls left the Home this year to be married
to the fathers of their children’.113 However, it is important to contextualise such stories of
success in terms of the numbers of women within the institutions. Although five women
married the father of their child(ren) in 1886, they were a small minority of the 43 women
who had been admitted in total to the Home that year. 114

Women were also praised for obtaining situations as domestic servants. By entering
into domestic service, women exchanged the protective institutional home for a different
kind of home with its associated patriarchal protection. The ARTYW (Birmingham) stated
that many former inmates were ‘earning an honest living for themselves and their
children’.115 Likewise, the Female Refuge (Sydney) ‘read a very satisfactory letter from
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one of the old inmates who is in a situation. Saw another, who called and is in a situation at
Hunters Hill... & looks very respectable’.116

Despite existence of a differentiated philanthropy for white and Aboriginal women,
success was similarly defined by philanthropists and missionaries in terms of marriage or
domestic service. However, for Aboriginal women, greater emphasis was placed upon
civilisation and conversion. Whilst there were also elements of civilising in
philanthropists’ interactions with white women, the emphasis was different. For white
women, respectability was paramount, particularly among the Sydney charities. To the
missionaries’ disappointment, few Aboriginal became civilised and converted at the
Maloga and Warangesda missions. This would have a significant impact upon their fate in
the new Australian nation at the turn of the century.

Preoccupations with respectability, illegitimacy and the morality of society

As we have seen, there is some evidence of a specific preoccupation with
respectability among some of the Sydney charities. The origins of the colony as a penal
settlement and the uncertainty about the character of immigrants led to a particular focus
on scandals and concerns about the reputation of the colony in the first half of the century
and beyond.117 Even into the twentieth century some Australians feared that ‘their moral
and social status was forever impunged’ in England because of the convict taint.118 As
transportation to NSW ended in 1840, concerns about manners and behaviour acquired a
particular potency as the colony strove to re-define itself and its relationship with Britain.
Thus settlers in this new society were ‘acutely conscious of the tenuousness of their own
116
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claims for status’ and, as such, ‘manners, conduct, moral virtue and social rank were of
vital importance in this democratic society’.119 During the 1850s, the achievement of
responsible government was an important milestone for respectability as the colony was
deemed worthy of governing itself. Nevertheless as NSW and Victoria were consumed by
gold fever in the 1850s, additional concerns were raised about antipodean greed and
immorality.

From the 1860s, concerns about behaviour were not limited to female recipients of
philanthropy. There was also a considerable anxiety about the behaviour of staff employed
in institutions, as well as the actions of philanthropists themselves. At the Female Refuge
(Sydney), where emphasis was placed on rescuing fallen women, the character and status
of paid staff was carefully noted. When applicants presented themselves for the post of
laundress at the Refuge in 1898, the committee expressed concern that one applicant was
‘a married woman living apart from her husband’. 120 The committee declined to employ
her, judging that ‘it would not be a good example for the women’.121 The Refuge promoted
marriage among the female recipients of the charity and therefore it was deemed crucial
that paid employees should set a good example.

At the Infants’ Home (Sydney) it was the behaviour of the committee ladies
themselves that sparked intense debates about proper forms of behaviour. In colonial
society, status had to be performed by the elite and urban middle classes, to continually
articulate and reaffirm their place in this new colonial society. In Britain during the
nineteenth century, women were frequently depicted as moral guardians, but such
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discourses took on an extra significance in the colony of NSW.122 At the Infants’ Home, the
philanthropic women were fraught with anxieties over proper and correct behaviour, which
they themselves were supposed to create, perform and uphold.

The status of Mrs. Thring, one of the committee members, was reported at length in
the committee minutes of 1891. In 1890, Dr. Thring offered his medical services to the
Home, initially for a fee but subsequently on an honorary basis. Dr. Collingwood, the
existing medical officer, complained that it was ‘contrary to all medical etiquette’ that the
wife of a paid medical officer should sit on the committee.123 Mrs. Garrett, another
committee member and wife of a doctor, agreed with Dr. Collingwood. Dr. Thring
subsequently resigned his position at the Home which put an end to this dispute and Mrs.
Thring continued to sit on the committee until 1897.124 This seemingly trivial incident
exposes considerable tensions about social standing and status, particularly the outward
demonstrations of correct behaviour and etiquette, which were constantly shifting and
disputed in colonial society.

The preoccupations of the Sydney charities with respectability were also evident in
concerns raised over illegitimacy rates. Whilst philanthropic societies in Birmingham were
also anxious about illegitimacy, the Sydney societies, namely the Benevolent Society and
Waitara Foundling Home, devoted considerable efforts to measuring illegitimacy rates.
The Benevolent Society (Sydney) published the numbers of married and unmarried
mothers admitted to its lying-in department in its annual reports. The proportion of
unmarried women admitted was invariably higher throughout the period, for instance in
122
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1864 two-thirds of the women admitted into the department were unmarried; in 1900,
unmarried women accounted for 85% of all women who entered this department.125 The
Waitara Foundling Home (Sydney) noted illegitimacy rates in NSW over a twenty-five
year period (see chart below). The ARTYW (Birmingham) was also concerned about the
perceived rise in illegitimacy rates. When fewer girls were admitted to workhouses in the
Birmingham area, the committee feared that this was ‘not due to the fact that fewer girls
have fallen, but rather that many of them have not entered the Workhouse Infirmaries’.126
Chart One: Illegitimacy in NSW, 1871-1896.127
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Despite the small rises in illegitimacy rates, from 3.88% to 6.7% of all births
between 1871 and 1896, some of the Sydney charities became increasingly anxious about
the increase. Indeed, fears about illegitimacy rates were utilised to fuel fears about the
morality of the colony as a whole. In 1880, the Empire newspaper expressed concern about
the number of illegitimate children born in the Benevolent Asylum, arguing that this figure
would only be reduced ‘when the morality of the colony is raised to a purer condition’.128
The president of the Benevolent Society was motivated to defend the high number of
unmarried women admitted to the lying-in department, stating that: ‘the increase [in
illegitimacy rates] arose, in his opinion, in the first place, from the fact that our population
had very largely increased, and it would be found that this colony was not less moral than
other countries’.129 Dr. Renwick was clearly anxious about the morality of the colony as a
whole. In reality, illegitimacy rates were lower in NSW than in England. During the 1870s,
for every hundred births in England and Wales, five were illegitimate; for NSW the figure
was 4.27.130 From the 1890s illegitimacy rates in Western Europe and the Australian
colonies declined at a similar rate.131

Although charities in both Birmingham and Sydney were concerned alike with
improving the morality of their respective cities, the Sydney charities constantly articulated
their fears about respectability and immorality. Indeed, the phenomenon of wowserism the derogatory term which referred to those deemed to be obsessed with correct forms of
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behaviour - indicates a specific fixation with ideas about morality in NSW society.132 The
Benevolent Society (Sydney) stressed that its efforts with unmarried mothers could reach
the wider community. In the Asylum ‘germs of beneficial habits are implanted, which...
may be carried beyond its walls, to grow and fructify in the homes of the community’.133
Thus the Society hoped that others would also benefit from the Society’s improving
programme. The Female Refuge (Sydney) stated that its work was ‘something as a protest
on the side of public purity, and public virtue’.134 In Sydney there were considerable
anxieties about the behaviour of recipients, paid staff members and philanthropists, as well
as more general preoccupations with illegitimacy. Such anxieties were evident to visitors to
the colony. Rev R. W. Dale, visiting from Birmingham, was struck by the ‘sincere regard
for public and private morality’.135

Wife desertion, mixed-race children and the problem of white men in NSW

It was not only women and unmarried mothers who provoked anxieties about
respectability and behaviour in the colony. White men who deserted their wives and
children were also heavily criticised by philanthropists in Sydney. The phenomenon of
wife desertion was particularly common in the colony. In 1891 and 1901, just over 14% of
married men were absent from their home. In the 1901 census for England and Wales, this
figure was 6.6%.136 Thus wife desertion, aggravated by the transient nature of workingclass men’s employment, created a specific set of problems for colonial NSW,
132
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encompassing notions of proper family forms and respectability. Since the 1840s, marriage
was idealised by some in the colony ‘as a repository of stability and firm values’. 137
Nonetheless, wife desertion continued throughout the century. In 1891, the Inspector for
Public Charities stated that ‘wife and child desertion, as you all know, unfortunately
prevails to a large extent’.138 The Benevolent Society (Sydney) was particularly concerned
about the number of deserted women entering its Asylum and called for a change in the
law, stating that the penalty for wife desertion was ‘not acting as a deterrent’.139
Philanthropists thus envisioned that working-class men and women should conform to
middle-class gendered norms which stipulated that women needed protection and support,
which their husbands should provide through marriage. The reproduction of such norms
would increase middle-class claims for cultural hegemony.

From 1879 the Benevolent Society decided to give legal assistance to deserted
women in an attempt to tackle the problem. Under the Deserted Wives and Children Act
(1840) deserted women could petition the courts for the arrest of their husband or father of
their child(ren), and once located he could be forced to make maintenance payments. As
such, the Benevolent Society aimed to ‘bring the responsibility home to the father’.140 In
1885, the Society assisted forty women who began proceedings against their husbands. 141
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Nevertheless, many proceedings stalled because there was no guarantee that these men
would be located in the colony.

The problem of white men was also a source of frustration to Daniel Matthews and
Rev. J. B. Gribble. Many lone Aboriginal women came to Maloga and Warangesda whilst
pregnant, or with mixed-race babies. During the early years of settlement some Aboriginal
women entered willingly - or were coerced into - sexual relationships with white men.142
By the middle of the nineteenth century, sexual relations between races were widely
condemned among Europeans, justified by perceived inherent racial differences.143
Missionaries were particularly troubled by such relationships because they were also often
conducted outside of marriage. These relationships threatened both the civilisation of
Aboriginal women and marred the whiteness and civilisation of the men, who were
predominantly depicted as abusing Aboriginal women. Matthews called such men ‘the
most degraded and demoralised of our race’.144 Gribble agreed with Matthews, stating that
‘wicked white men continued to cause annoyance. One night the girls’ cottage was broken
into, and the poor things ran screaming to the Mission House for protection’. 145 Thus, on
one hand, relationships between white men and Aboriginal women troubled missionaries,
undermining their belief in the links between civilisation and whiteness. On the other hand,
the depiction of these white men as wicked enabled missionary men to cast themselves as
protectors of Aboriginal women, thus augmenting their own masculine identity.
142
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3. Liminal Figures: the Staff Employed in Philanthropic Institutions

Historiographically, there has been a tendency to represent philanthropy as a binary
relationship between middle-class/elite men and women and the working-class/pauper
recipient.146 In reality, however, philanthropic relationships were much more complex,
involving multi-layered class interactions. Working-class women were often employed as
domestic servants in institutions, and matrons were frequently sought from the upperworking classes. Moreover, lady superintendents became popular during this period. Their
title, particularly the use of the word lady, denotes a superior social status to other
employees, implying that they were perhaps upper-working class or lower-middle class.
They performed a difficult role, engaging in a constant process of negotiation between the
philanthropists, other employees and the recipients of philanthropy. As such, they were
liminal figures. The terms used by philanthropists - their employers - to describe these
women, and their interaction with both philanthropists and recipients provide one way of
accessing the complex hierarchies operating within charities.

The lady superintendent in philanthropic institutions in Birmingham

The women who were employed as matrons and lady superintendents occupied a
tenuous position in society at the boundaries of the working and middle classes. Miss
Whale was employed as a matron at the Middlemore Girls’ Emigration Home. In 1896, she
accompanied the girls on their voyage to Canada, but her ambiguous status posed problems
for the journey. J. T. Middlemore insisted that as an employee she should travel in steerage
with the girls. However, this prompted complaints from the ladies’ committee who
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maintained that she should be distinguished from the girls by travelling saloon.147
Middlemore recalled that on some occasions in the past Miss Whale had travelled saloon,
but stated that ‘it was wrong’.148 Here, Middlemore was attempting to place Miss Whale
on the social scale. As a woman on the boundaries of the working and middle classes
perhaps she was entitled to travel saloon, but as an employee of the charity her primary
duty was to accompany the girls who travelled steerage. Her status as matron, a superior
class of woman compared to a domestic servant, sat uncomfortably with her broader status
as an employee.

Lady superintendents and matrons were often single women who urgently needed
employment. Their vulnerable position in society, as single working women, meant that
they occasionally approached their employers for assistance. In 1893 Miss Jones - the
matron at the Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham) - was unable to continue her work at the
home due to ill health. She approached the committee, informing them of her inability to
support herself and her elderly mother, seeking a place for both of them in the Lloyd
Almshouses. She wrote to the committee ‘I must leave myself quite in your hands knowing
that you will do the best you can for me’. 149 The following month, the Chairman of the
committee, S. S. Lloyd reported that he had paid for Miss Jones and her mother to go to
Droitwich for six weeks to recuperate.150 In July, after Miss Jones’ health failed to
improve, Lloyd arranged for both women to enter the Lloyd almshouses. This commitment
to the welfare of employees was also evident among other Quaker families in Birmingham,
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such as the Cadburys who established a model village at Bournville in 1879 to ensure
‘healthy and efficient workers’.151 Rudimentary pension schemes were also provided for
long-term workers, and in 1897 an almshouse was added to the site. George Cadbury stated
that it was important for his family to ‘make some effort to add to the comfort of the aged
toilers of our country, of whom is it computed one-third end their days as paupers’.152

Thus S. S. Lloyd’s decision to support Miss Jones (and her mother) during her ill
health needs to be contextualised within the broader Quaker commitment to employee
welfare. Given the Lloyd family’s prominence in the town as philanthropists, it is not
surprising that Miss Jones placed herself ‘at the mercy’ of the Lloyd family. Significantly,
non-Quaker philanthropists in the town were less willing to support former employees in
their old age. When Mrs. Whittock, a midwife to the Lying-in Charity, was unable to
continue in her work due to poor health, the primarily Anglican board of management
refused her appeals for assistance, despite her twenty years’ service.153

Broadly speaking however, interactions between committee members and female
employees in Birmingham were categorised by negotiation, supporting the theory of cooperation between the middle and working classes in the town.154 Midwives employed by
the Lying-in Charity were granted concessions over their long working hours in 1872, after
petitioning the board of management. Another midwife was employed to relieve the
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overworked midwives, who asserted that their long hours of work would result in ‘serious
injury’ to their health.155 The midwives were central to the work of the charity, therefore it
is likely that the concessions were granted to ensure the smooth running of the institution.

However, whilst some midwives could negotiate with the board over their hours of
work, ultimately they occupied a tenuous position, continuously balancing the demands of
the board with the realities of their work among the female recipients. They were
vulnerable to complaints by female recipients, which often resulted in reprimands or even
dismissal by the board. When attending confinements where a mother ‘had made no
preparations whatsoever’, midwives were vulnerable to accusations of blame if
complications arose.156 In 1874 one of the charity’s midwives - Miss Humphrey - attended
the labour of Sarah Ann Granger, who subsequently died. The patient’s mother complained
to the board that Miss Humphrey had left her daughter unaided for much of her labour. The
board concluded that Miss Humphrey’s conduct ‘was altogether unjustifiable & deserving
of the severest censure’.157 Nevertheless, if complaints were found to be unjustified, the
board supported the midwives. When a complaint was received in 1903, the board
concluded that there was ‘no reason to attach blame’ to the midwife in question.158

The rise of medical training for nurses and midwives in Birmingham and Sydney

During the second half of the nineteenth century, significant changes occurred in
nursing and midwifery in Britain and the Australian colonies. At mid-century the typical
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nurse/midwife was untrained, often characterised as ‘a rather rough and course type’,
performing similar duties to domestic servants.159 However, by the end of the century
nursing and midwifery had become professionalised, which had an impact both on the kind
of women training to be nurses/midwives and the ways in which they interacted with
doctors and philanthropists. This shift raises questions about the status of these newly
professionalised women and the place they occupied within charities.

In Britain, by mid-century, untrained nurses were likened to Sarah Gamp, the hapless
and frequently intoxicated nurse depicted in the novel Martin Chuzzlewit.160 Doctors recently professionalised themselves - commonly described untrained nurses as ‘dirty,
ignorant, unskilful, and dangerous’.161 Only formal training and regulation could remedy
the situation. Moreover, the urban middle classes based their claims for authority in the
public sphere on the assertion that the public performance of philanthropy could be judged
and was ‘opened to inspection’.162 Thus philanthropists too began to express preference for
trained nurses/midwives.

In Britain, Florence Nightingale’s actions during the Crimean War marked the
beginning of a change in the perception of nurses. Central to the first training scheme for
nurses at St. Thomas’ Hospital in 1860 was the notion that the trained nurse was superior
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to her untrained counterpart, ‘by virtue of her training and her moral character’.163
Nightingale aimed to overhaul nursing by attracting a different class of women - literally to the profession. However, the plan to attract middle-class women to nursing was
problematic because such women ‘lost their status by earning a salary’.164 Moreover, the
new trained nurse was expected to work long hours and perform hard, physical work such
as ‘cleaning lavatories, washbasins, inkstands, sputum-pots, or bedsteads’, tasks which
many middle-class women would have been unused to, and perhaps unwilling to
perform.165 Ultimately few middle-class women became nurses and midwives.166 Most of
the women who entered the new training schemes in Britain came from the respectable
working classes. In 1871 the Lying-in Charity (Birmingham) offered lectures to its
midwives, and in 1894 the charity launched its own training scheme.

The first group of Nightingale nurses arrived in NSW in 1868. One of the group,
Lucy Osburn had been appointed as lady superintendent for the Sydney Infirmary.
However, her appointment was marred by difficulties with her staff who were comprised of
23 men and 5 women.167 Due to the early sex imbalance of the colony, many male convicts
had cared for the sick.168 Consequently, a great deal of Osburn’s efforts were directed at
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altering the views of the medical staff who did not see ‘any merit in having females to do
the nursing at all’.169 Despite initial setbacks, the concept of trained nurses soon gained
favour with the charities and hospitals in Sydney, and Nightingale-trained nurses were
highly sought after. In 1870 the Benevolent Society (Sydney) employed Elizabeth Blunell,
a Nightingale nurse trained at St. Thomas’ in London, to manage its Asylum. Her
successor, Mrs. Elric, was also a Nightingale nurse. The President of the Benevolent
Society, Dr. Renwick deemed formal training to be crucial to the ‘proper fulfillment of the
office’ of matron.170 From 1878 the Benevolent Society’s lying-in department became a
training school for midwives and nurses.
Illustration Six: Group of nurses at the Infants’ Home.171

Despite philanthropists’ approval of formal training for nurses and midwives,
evidence from the charities reveals that they continued to employ untrained nurse/
midwives until the turn of the century. Many charities, such as the Infants’ Home (Sydney),
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complained that one of their ‘greatest difficulties’ was obtaining ‘trustworthy attendants’ to
look after babies in the Home.172 Furthermore, when a trained nurse was employed, her
social status and training separated her from the untrained nurses, which sometimes
resulted in conflict. In 1874 Emily Trollope was appointment as the first lady
superintendent of the Home to oversee the other employees, over whom she had ‘full
control’.173 In her diary, Trollope despaired of the untrained head nurse Mitchell, whom
she depicted as argumentative, disruptive, and unsuited to caring for children: ‘I shall be
very glad when she [Mitchell] is gone - such a violent person cannot be safe with
children’.174 Mitchell represents the antithesis of Nightingale’s version of the ideal nurse.
Mitchell was not the right sort of nurse, in terms of her social status, her attitude and her
violent behaviour.

The Lying-in Charity (Birmingham) also experienced problems with untrained
midwives, and reports of drunkenness continued into the 1880s. In 1872 the secretary of
the charity reported that one midwife was ‘perfectly helpless & vomiting’ due to
intoxication.175 The following week the same midwife was found ‘in a most violent state of
excitement & making use of language of a disgusting kind’.176 At the board’s request, she
resigned. Despite the gradual professionalisation of nursing and midwifery in both Britain
and the Australian colonies, it was some time before formal registers of nurses and
midwives were compiled. The percentage of untrained midwives in Birmingham remained
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high into the twentieth century, at 90% in 1907. 177 However, from 1902 in Britain, all
qualified and trained midwives were registered, and in 1921 a formal state register of
nurses was compiled.178 In NSW these changes came later, a formal state register of nurses
was not established until 1942.

The creation of the formally trained nurse/midwife created tensions with doctors as
they struggled to redefine their working relationship. Working with untrained nurses and
midwives placed middle-class doctors in positions of clear authority - articulated within
accepted class, gender and professional hierarchies. However, the introduction of the
trained nurse - depicted as the social superior to her predecessor - complicated the doctor/
nurse-midwife relationship. For instance should a doctor ‘stand for a lady when that lady
was also a nurse and his professional inferior?’ 179 This relationship was rendered more
complex through increasing competition between doctors and midwives over childbirth. As
more midwives acquired formal training the previously clear division between trained
doctors and untrained midwives began to dissolve. As such, some doctors argued against
the training of midwives, fearing ‘loss of business’.180 Nevertheless, by the end of the
century ‘doctors had won the battle for the right to control childbirth’ among middle-class
and elite women.181 Trained midwives were obliged to submit themselves to the increasing
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surveillance of the medical profession by having their ‘homes and their equipment
examined’ on a regular basis.182

Evidence from the charities reflects these tensions. At the Lying-in Charity
(Birmingham) conflict arose between Mrs. Phillips - a midwife - and one of the medical
officers, Lawson Tait. In 1877, Mrs. Phillips attended Caroline Smith’s confinement.
Usually, midwives employed by the charity attended confinements alone; they were
instructed by the board to request the attendance of a medical officer only if the labour was
difficult, or if the patient developed complications. This practice placed the midwives in a
difficult position. On one hand ‘the doctors did not always appreciate requests to attend
births at odd hours’, but on the other, midwives could be reprimanded by doctors for
delaying requests for assistance. 183 Mrs. Phillips delivered the baby successfully and left
the patient’s home. However, some hours later the patient’s mother-in-law summoned Mrs.
Phillips, who discovered that the patient had developed puerperal convulsions. She
requested the assistance of Lawson Tait, but the patient died shortly after his arrival.

Mrs. Phillips subsequently wrote a letter of complaint to the board of management
about Tait’s behaviour towards her at Mrs. Smith’s home. Central to her complaint was her
assertion ‘that he in the presence of strangers charged me with neglect & acted towards me
in a very discourteous manner’.184 Mrs. Phillips denied any wrongdoing and stated that ‘it
has naturally caused me much anxiety & uncomfortable feeling, knowing that such
expression, made in public are likely to damage my reputation’.185 In response, Tait
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admitted to the board that he had reprimanded Mrs. Phillips in front of the patient and her
mother-in-law, but stated that the censure was ‘thoroughly merited’, and questioned Mrs.
Phillips’ competence as a midwife.186 The board investigated the situation, calling upon the
patient’s mother-in-law to give evidence. Mrs. Smith stated that she had been ‘perfectly
satisfied’ with Mrs. Phillips, adding that Tait had spoken to her ‘in a very sharp way... I did
not think he treated Mrs. P as he ought to have done - his manner was not kind’.187 The
board called upon Tait to apologise to Mrs. Phillips. He refused and asserted that Mrs.
Phillips was not a qualified midwife.188 The board upheld its decision, and Tait resigned in
protest.

This incident exposes some of the tensions evident in the shifting relationship
between doctors and midwives. It is significant that Mrs. Phillips’ complaint focused on
the potential damage to her reputation caused by Tait’s accusations. Thus, despite her lack
of formal training, she believed she had established a good reputation in the community.
Moreover, she was angered by Tait’s discourteous manner towards her. Whilst midwives
were inferior to doctors in terms of training, class and gender, Mrs. Phillips and Mrs. Smith
were nonetheless in agreement that doctors, as both professionals and men of status, were
expected to treat midwives with courtesy and respect. It is significant that Tait sought to
undermine Mrs. Phillips by citing her lack of formal training. As the board sided with Mrs.
Phillips, Tait’s status as a voluntary medical officer might have been relevant. Due to the
benevolent character of Birmingham it is possible that there were many other medical men
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who wished to offer their medical services to charities. Good midwives, on the other hand,
were more highly sought after.

At the Infants’ Home (Sydney) tensions between doctors and nurses developed into
similar attacks on reputation, respectability and social status. The dispute between a paid
medical officer to the charity - Dr. Collingwood - and the lady superintendent, Miss Taplin,
centered on the death of two babies at the home in 1891. Dr. Collingwood complained that
in both instances Miss Taplin had discharged the infant contrary to his orders. His medical
authority had been undermined. 189 Collingwood, similarly to his counterpart in
Birmingham, questioned Miss Taplin’s competence, stating that he had not ‘been satisfied’
with her performance for some time and had now lost ‘confidence’ in her abilities.190 In
turn, Miss Taplin complained to the committee that Collingwood had spoken about her ‘in
an insulting manner’ in public, actions not befitting a professional man.191 As a paid
medical officer, Collingwood’s status in Sydney society was tenuous because he could not
afford to provide his services on a voluntary basis. For Miss Taplin, like Mrs. Phillips, her
reputation was crucial, particularly given the fundamental tensions between paid
employment and respectability for women. However, even more was at stake for Miss
Taplin who, as a lady superintendent, was probably socially superior to Mrs. Phillips.
Therefore she had more to lose from the loss of her reputation, especially in this colonial
society.
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Illustration Seven: Miss Taplin.192

This dispute between Dr. Collingwood and Miss Taplin rapidly caused a rift within
the ladies’ committee at the Infants’ Home. Some of the ladies pledged their support for
Miss Taplin, agreeing that Dr. Collingwood had spoken about her in an insulting manner.
However, others sided with Collingwood, maintaining that Miss Taplin had often
addressed them with ‘rudeness & discourtesy’. 193 As such, class difference was invoked;
these committee ladies ultimately expected deference and courtesy from Miss Taplin who,
despite her status as lady superintendent, was an employee of the charity. The ladies
eventually agreed that Miss Taplin should complete a six-month trial period, which she
achieved successfully. At a meeting held to discuss her reinstatement in 1892, one of the
ladies produced a letter from Edward Maxted, the Inspector for Public Charities. Maxted
stated that Collingwood had hired a private detective to follow Miss Taplin, based on his
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belief that her relationship with another medical officer of the charity was not ‘what it
ought to be’.194 Maxted condemned Collingwood’s behaviour, and framed his criticism
within colonial concepts of gender-appropriate behaviour. According to Maxted,
Collingwood had transgressed accepted forms of colonial middle-class masculinity by
seeking to undermine the character of a ‘defenceless woman’.195 Indeed, threats to a
woman’s character - particularly her sexual reputation - were particularly serious in NSW.
Maxted’s letter settled the dispute in favour of Miss Taplin and Collingwood was requested
to resign as medical officer.

At the Lying-in Charity (Birmingham), the dispute between Mrs. Phillips and
Lawson Tait was quickly resolved by the male board of management. In contrast, the
dispute between Miss Taplin, Dr. Collingwood and the ladies’ committee at the Infants’
Home (Sydney) rumbled on for months. However, these divisions within the ladies’
committee need to be contextualised within broader ambiguities about female
philanthropists. Interactions between the committee and Dr. Collingwood were
complicated by discourses of gender. As women of status, how should they interact with a
professional male doctor who was also a paid employee? The conflict within the ladies’
committee can be read in terms of the unwillingness of some of the ladies to speak out
against a male professional doctor. Similarly, the ladies’ committee at the Lying-in Charity
(Birmingham) were anxious about encroaching on the work of medical men. Discussing an
increase in the payment made by recipients, the ladies stated that they they did not wish
their actions to be misinterpreted as ‘interfering in any way’ with the remit of the medical
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officers.196 Although middle-class women were ‘increasingly called upon to be agents of
social improvement’, the presence of female philanthropists in the public sphere remained
highly ambiguous.197 Ultimately, ‘the image of the upright Victorian figure, confidently
directing the business of her own home and extending her rule to the the homes of the
poor, whether through the pursuit of scientific charity or a science of society, dissolves into
a more complicated series of problems and contradictions’.198

4. Religion and Philanthropy

Catholic Sisters and gendered hierarchies within the Catholic Church

Similar to other philanthropic and missionary men and women, Catholic Sisters
operated within gendered hierarchies. Moreover, the Sisters were also part of the distinct and intensely patriarchal - hierarchy of the Catholic Church. The actions of the Sisters of
Mercy at the Maryvale Orphanage (Birmingham) and at the Waitara Foundling Home
(Sydney) represent a complex picture of female agency within the Church. ‘Religious life
drew out the feminine in its emphasis on obedience, humility, and control of the body’
within the protected space of the convent.199 However, the Sisters were also engaged in
‘directing staff, managing finances, overseeing building programmes, controlling overfull
classrooms’ which implies a sense of autonomy and evokes the masculine.200 Similarly to
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missionary women, they were supposed to exemplify the feminine, yet the very nature of
their activities meant that they frequently transgressed gender norms. 201

The Sisters of Mercy came under the jurisdiction of the local Bishop. W. B.
Ullathorne, Bishop of Birmingham, who repeatedly characterised himself as a patriarchal
father figure, protecting and caring for the Sisters who he depicted as his metaphorical
daughters. On his deathbed in 1888 he wrote to the Sisters at Maryvale, reflecting on his
relationship with them and representing himself as their ‘father and protector’.202
Moreover, Ullathorne repeatedly assisted the Sisters financially. For instance in 1877 they
were obliged to make substantial repairs to the orphanage, at a cost of £1400. Ullathorne
agreed personally to pay the interest on the debt for a period of four years.203

In Sydney, Mother Aloysius Casey of the Waitara Foundling Home adopted a jovial
and familiar tone when addressing Cardinal Moran. Referring to a Catholic school recently
established by the Sisters at Hawkesbury she stated ‘I am afraid it will take the great St.
Carthage all his time to convert the “Hawkesbury Academy” into a seat of learning, seeing
that there are at present only 17 pupils, none of whom are very brilliant’.204 Nevertheless,
she positioned herself firmly within the accepted gendered hierarchies of the Catholic
Church by signing off her letter ‘I remain your Eminence’s devoted child in Christ’.205

Ultimately, in spite of elements of feminine autonomy, the Sisters of Mercy similarly to other philanthropic women - were constrained by discourses of gender in their
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philanthropic activities. The Sisters did not establish their institutions spontaneously, but at
the request of their respective Bishops, Ullathorne and Moran. Moreover, at Maryvale in
Birmingham, although the Sisters ran the orphanage, it was John Caswell, one of the
trustees who signed (and possibly wrote) the annual reports. Indeed, the three trustees of
the Maryvale Orphanage were all men: J. H. Canon Souter, John Caswell and Francis
Hopkins. At the Waitara Foundling Home (Sydney) the Sisters of Mercy were similarly
constrained by the masculine hierarchy of the Catholic Church, although they were
supported in their activities by a ladies’ committee. This suggests that perhaps there was a
slightly higher degree of female autonomy among the Sisters at Waitara than among their
counterparts in Birmingham.

Religious Sisters and missionaries: intersections between faith and philanthropy

For Sisters of Mercy around the world, daily life was devoted to the expression of
their faith through philanthropic good works.206 Mother Ignatius McQuoin - Mother
Superior in North Sydney - provides one insight into the unshakeable bonds between faith
and philanthropy: ‘those who love God are loved by Him... these are motives which should
induce you to love God, and to spend the remainder of your life in the exercise of all
Charity’.207 The Sisters took vows of chastity, poverty and obedience, devoting their lives
to good works without financial remuneration. Indeed, as Anne O’Brien states, it was the
centrality of charity to their religious calling which distinguished the nineteenth-century
religious orders from their medieval predecessors. 208
206
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Placing the needs of others before their own was central to the Sisters’ philanthropic
efforts. However, many Sisters struggled with the continual selfless devotion that was
expected of them. Sister Mary Aloysius Casey, who assisted at the Waitara Foundling
Home (Sydney), resolved not to engage ‘in unnecessary or prolonged conversations with
the nurses or Matron, as this is foreign to the object of my visit’.209 Moreover, she found it
difficult to curb her indiscriminate acts of charity towards the poor: ‘I must never give
them any money without the express permission of my Superior, and to moderate my
inordinate desire of giving things’.210 Thus, within religious orders there were similar
debates about indiscriminate giving to those which so frequently occupied other
philanthropists. Whilst ‘religious motives appear strikingly’ among philanthropic men and
women, the Sisters of Mercy devoted their lives to their religious calling.211

Similarly to the Sisters, religion was paramount for missionaries. Ultimately,
‘missionaries viewed their world first of all with the eye of faith’ and faith provided
justification for their civilising mission.212 For Daniel Matthews, faith played a dominant
part in his life, and prayer served as a vital form of guidance. In 1878, Matthews made a
trip to Sydney to publicise the plight of Aboriginal peoples after praying for ‘divine
guidance’.213 Faith sustained Matthews during times of difficulty and disappointment at
Maloga. He wrote ‘although at times our faith is put to severe tests, and we are on the point
of fainting... God sends deliverance’.214 Experiences of hardship were common among
missionaries: ‘hunger, fevers, food shortages, the illness and death of colleagues and their
209
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children’ were all part of missionary existence in the field.215 The Matthews were no
exception, and in 1884 their newborn baby died at the mission.

Both Matthews and J. B. Gribble looked to God to protect their respective missions
and to provide material assistance in times of need. On receiving five shillings from an
anonymous donor, Matthews stated it was ‘doubtless from the Lord’.216 In addition, the
following day, £3 1s arrived in donations ‘from the same loving Father’s hand’. 217 The
Maloga mission often faced severe financial difficulties and, on one occasion in 1877,
Matthews wrote that ‘our supply of stores was completely finished’.218 In the face of such
stark difficulties Matthews demonstrated a remarkable degree of faith, asserting that ‘in
some way or other the Lord always provides’. 219 Gribble expressed similar beliefs,
recalling that ‘God interposed for us in every season of want, and cheered our hearts with
the assurances of His favour and guidance’. 220

The civilising and improving power of religion in philanthropic institutions and at
Maloga

Many philanthropic institutions appealed broadly to ‘the power of religion’ to assist
in the process of improvement and reform of white women.221 The Female Refuge
(Sydney) was particularly vocal in its annual reports about the role that religion played at
the Refuge. In one annual report the committee spoke of the need to raise the female
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recipients ‘from the depths of sin’.222 Indeed, the language used by the Refuge was imbued
with biblical and religious references, such as rescuing the fallen and ‘those who have
wandered from the path of virtue’.223 At the Benevolent Society (Sydney) the directors
stated that the female inmates of the Asylum were ‘obliged to submit to a discipline
physical, moral and religious’.224 The Infants’ Home (Sydney) devoted some of their
efforts to persuading the female inmates to adopt ‘a virtuous, God-fearing life’.225
Moreover, at the Waitara Foundling Home (Sydney), the women were expected to attend
mass on Sundays and weekdays.226 The Sydney charities in particular were keen to
proselytise, which can be interpreted within the broader religious tensions of the colony,
particularly the sectarian rivalry between Anglican and Catholic communities.

In Birmingham, whilst philanthropic societies were also divided along sectarian
lines, there was nevertheless an ‘underlying commonality of purpose... to engage in social
action in the name of reclaiming workers and the urban poor for “civilised” Christian
society’.227 Indeed, broadly Christian and biblical sentiments were expressed by many
charities, such as the ARTYW, who sought to rescue unmarried mothers. A weekly service
was conducted at Hope Lodge by the vicar of St. George’s, Edgbaston, which the
committee claimed was ‘highly appreciated and productive of much good’. 228 Furthermore,
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the Religious Tract Society and Foreign Bible Society also donated ‘useful gifts’ to the
home in 1906.229

The primary aim of charities in both Birmingham and Sydney was to improve and
civilise white women so that they could lead ‘good and useful lives’ as wives and mothers
or domestic servants.230 However, the centrality of faith to missionaries meant that there
was a much greater emphasis upon religion at missions. Indeed for missionaries, religion
was fundamental to the process of civilising. Conversion ‘would lead to the adoption of the
necessary signs and codes which marked the transition from “primitive” to “civilised”’.231
Moreover, Christianity and everything bound up within it - such as the Christian calendar,
the Sabbath and gender difference -marked the boundaries between civilisation and
barbarism.232 At Maloga, the Matthews believed that exposure to the Bible could effect
profound change in behaviour. For instance when two women quarreled, Janet Matthews
read a passage from the Bible to the instigator: ‘the effect was instantaneous. She
apologised, the other forgave, and reconciliation was immediately secured’.233

Despite the Matthews’ efforts, few Aboriginal peoples were converted. Conversions
were so rare that just a handful of conversion stories were detailed in the mission reports.
For example, in 1879 just two women were converted, out of a total of 83 Aboriginal men,
women and children residing on the mission at that time.234 Indeed, of those that did
229
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convert, the majority were women. Therefore, Daniel Matthews concluded that ‘there
seems more genuine piety among the women than the men’. 235 In the end, the lack of
conversions at Maloga added to Daniel Matthews’ disillusionment, and he began to
question the capacity of Aboriginal peoples for civilisation. Whilst it was possible for
white women to become reformed and civilised without religious conversion, for
missionaries the refusal of Aboriginal peoples to convert was much more significant, for it
signified their rejection of civilisation itself.

5. Supporting the Charities: Voluntary Contributions and Government Subsidies

The civic gospel in Birmingham, which found fruition during the 1870s, resulted in a
particularly strong sense of civic pride. This both contributed to, and was reflective of, a
deep commitment to philanthropy. A London reporter noted that at mid-century ‘there is
perhaps no town in England in which the principle of association for mutual benefit, real or
supposed, is carried to so great an extent as in Birmingham’. 236 This section seeks to
explore the different ways in which charities were funded in Birmingham and Sydney. The
financial support of charities by the NSW government in Sydney raises questions about the
relationship between the government and charities and, more broadly, the nature of
government itself.
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Birmingham: the civic gospel and the funding of charities

Charities in the town were entirely dependent upon voluntary contributions from the
public; fortunately men and women in the town responded readily. At the end of its first
year, 1874, the Middlemore Emigration Homes had raised £482 2s in subscriptions, in
addition to £1,582 16s 4d in donations.237 By comparison, during 1878 the Benevolent
Society - the largest and oldest philanthropic institution in the colony of NSW - raised just
£587 12s 3d in subscriptions.238 In 1905 the Birmingham and Midland Hospital for Woman
was opened by Arthur Chamberlain, at a cost of £43,850.239 A huge appeal for funds had
been launched by prominent members of the city, such as Joseph Chamberlain, J.
Nettlefold and George Dawson. They had called ‘for the generous support of the public’ to
enable them to build a hospital that was ‘worthy of Birmingham’.240 The members of the
Lying-in Charity erected their own Maternity Hospital in 1907, also by raising public
funds. The town’s benevolent character was a clear source of pride to the Rev. Charles
Marson who asserted that ‘few towns... have so large a proportion of noble-hearted, willing
helpers from the middle and upper classes’.241

Despite the liberality of the Birmingham men and women, most of the Birmingham
charities reported deficits, particularly when unexpected expenses occurred. For instance
the structure of the Maryvale Orphanage required immediate repair in 1877, plunging the
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charity into debt by £1400.242 Furthermore, in 1892 the Working Boys’ Home reported a
debt of £850.243 In 1876 the ladies’ committee of the Crowley’s Orphanage were obliged to
devise a scheme to accept payments for non-orphan girls due to dwindling subscriptions
and donations.244 Occasionally, philanthropic men used their business contacts to save their
institutions money. S. S. Lloyd regularly used the Lloyd business empire to carry out
repairs and maintenance at the Home, for instance in 1893 and again in 1895. 245 For the
Lloyds, such generosity was undoubtedly motivated by the civic gospel - their religious
duty to improve the town - but may also have been motivated by the specifically Quaker
‘fear of property’ and lavish spending.246 As such, the charities in the town benefitted
significantly from its active Nonconformist families.

The Catholic charities in the town, the St. Vincents’ Home for Working Boys and the
Maryvale Orphanage, tended to seek financial support from the Catholic community which
constituted 6.9% of the town’s population in 1851.247 There were several practical reasons
for doing so. The Church of England formed a crucial part of national identity, therefore
the Catholic community occupied a difficult place within the nation because it was often
perceived to be ‘a fundamental challenge to the British state and way of life’. 248 Such fears
were exacerbated during the nineteenth century due to increasing immigration from Ireland
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and the Catholic conversion of several prominent high church Anglicans such as John
Henry Newman and Henry Manning.249 This controversy and widespread anti-Catholicism
was brought home to Birmingham in 1846 when Newman entered the Catholic seminary at
Oscott; he also resided for a period at Maryvale. 250 At mid-century, despite the small
numbers of Catholics in the town, some Anglicans and Nonconformists were becoming
anxious about the perceived growth of Catholicism. On discovering that a convent for the
Sisters of Mercy had been established in Birmingham, Henry Parkes - recently emigrated
to Sydney - wrote to his sister at home that ‘you must take care of Maria and Eliza, lest
they take the veil. I should not like to see them nuns’.251 However, it is likely that this
comment was made in jest, for the following reassurance was given: ‘do not be alarmed at
a convent of sisters of mercy. They will not (think as you please) hurt Protestantism’.252

The Catholic community in Birmingham was therefore inward-looking. Unlike the
Nonconformists, they did not participate widely in local politics or municipal affairs. John
Hardman was one of the few prominent Catholic businessmen in the town, involved in the
construction of stained glass windows.253 As large numbers of Catholic patrons were
lacking within Birmingham, the Maryvale Orphanage looked further afield for support. In
1897 various patrons were listed from outside the town, such as the Earl and Countess of
Denbigh, Lord Vaux of Harrowden, and Lady Radcliffe.
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Although denominational charities in the town usually maintained a tolerant distance
from one another, occasionally religious tensions did surface within the charities. In 1875
the Crowley Orphanage - a charity run by Nonconformists - discovered that their matron,
Mrs. Wesley, had recently become a Christadelphian. As a result, the ladies’ committee
decided to terminate her employment stating that ‘she is no longer a suitable person to fill
the office of Matron’.254 The ladies did allow her to remain for a short time whilst they
found her replacement, but ‘with the understanding that she will refrain from teaching the
children any of the particular religious views of the Christadelphians’. 255 It is unclear why
the ladies perceived Mrs. Wesley’s altered religious beliefs to be such a threat to the girls at
the Orphanage. However this incident does reveal the intensely important nature of
religious belief - and specifically the right type of religious belief - to charities in the town.

Sydney: philanthropic sectarianism and the relationship between the NSW
government and the charities

In NSW throughout the nineteenth century there was a deep hostility between
Catholic and Protestant communities. The formation of the Catholic Church in the colony
during the 1840s was ‘an audacious experiment’ because it was ‘the first new Catholic
hierarchy to be erected by Rome in a British territory since the Reformation’.256 Matters
came to a head during the 1860s and 1870s, firstly over the attempted assassination of the
Duke of Edinburgh by a Fenian supporter in 1868, and secondly over the education
question.257 During the furore of 1868 Henry Parkes ‘was able to raise the rallying call of
254
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“no popery”’ in response to increasing fears about Catholicism, and specifically
Fenianism.258 This incident suggests that Parkes’ once jovial attitude towards Catholicism
had hardened considerably during his residence in Sydney. Such tensions meant that many
charities were deeply sectarian in Sydney, which had significant consequences for the ways
in which they were funded.

The colonial government in NSW exercised considerable dominance over the lives of
colonists and convicts from first settlement. The interventionist style of government
permeated into philanthropic works as the government funded many charities on a pound
for pound basis.259 It is important to emphasise that the subsidy of charities by the NSW
government was one of the key differences in the way charities were funded in
Birmingham and Sydney, and Britain and the Australian colonies more broadly. Certainly,
for the Rev. R. W. Dale, visiting Sydney in the 1880s, the support of many charities by the
NSW government was ‘one of the characteristics of Australian policy which most strikes a
visitor’.260

However, in order to qualify for the government subsidy, charities were required to
be nondenominational. Indeed, from 1836, the colony was committed to the separation of
church and state. The Infants’ Home and the Benevolent Society received a subsidy, but the
Female Refuge (Protestant), the Waitara Foundling Home (Catholic), the Dalmar
Children’s Home (Methodist) and the Female School of Industry (Anglican) were all
ineligible for assistance. The tensions already apparent between the Catholic and Anglican
communities were exacerbated by the government subsidy, because the financial support of
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charities became a battleground. As such, philanthropic activities were ‘deeply affected by
sectarianism’ in the city.261 This resulted in the duplication of many charities along
sectarian lines. For instance the Protestant Female Refuge was located next door to its
Catholic counterpart, the House of the Good Shepherd. Indeed, when the Refuge was
established in 1848, the Colonial Secretary encouraged the merging of the Refuge and the
House of the Good Shepherd; by doing so they would receive the government subsidy.
However during protracted discussions it appeared that sectarian differences were
insurmountable.262 As a result, both charities opted against the proposed merger, thus
forfeiting the government subsidy.

Many charities were frustrated by their ineligibility for government funding. Mother
Aloysius Casey complained that the Waitara Foundling Home was disqualified simply
‘because the Cross crowns all its gables’. 263 She continued ‘it seems very unfair and very
extraordinary in our wonderful country, where “one man is as good as another”’.264 For
Mother Casey, this prejudice against sectarian charities was contrary to the egalitarian
spirit of the colonies. Often, charities emphasised their ineligibility for the government
subsidy as a means of appealing to private donors and subscribers. The Female Refuge
stated that ‘unlike many other philanthropic institutions, this Society is not in any way
subsidised by the Government, and therefore requires at your hands increased and
generous support’.265 Similarly, the Waitara Home emphasised its disadvantage compared
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to a similar charity, the Infants Home: ‘no aid whatever has been received from the
Government, although the Infants’ Home at Ashfield, gets a subsidy of £750 a year’.266

However, as many of the subsidised charities discovered, government assistance was
sometimes problematic. The Benevolent Society had to wait twenty-four years for
government funds to build a new women’s hospital, despite regular warnings of severe
overcrowding at the Asylum.267 Moreover, the directors of the Benevolent Society also
believed that the government subsidy had a negative impact upon public subscriptions.
One of the directors, Mr. Henry stated that the public believed that the charity was
completely ‘subsidized and controlled by the Government’, and therefore public
subscriptions were not required.268 Indeed, overlaps between the NSW government and the
Benevolent Society were clearly visible in the number of directors from the charity who sat
in the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly. Although NSW did not have a Poor
Law, the Benevolent Society became the ‘acknowledged colonial substitute for the Poor
Law’, co-ordinating outdoor relief as well as providing indoor relief in the Asylum.269

The subsidy enabled the government to exercise clear influence over charities. In
1886 the government undermined the strict admission policy of the Infants’ Home, by
using its subsidy as a leverage to force the Home to admit state children that would not
have normally been admitted. 270 When the Home complained, the Colonial Secretary
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replied that ‘the Institution only received the Govt. Grant on condition of being able to
send in such cases as they thought it proper’.271

This government influence over, and financial support of, charities prompts
questions about the nature of government and society in NSW. Why did the men and
women of NSW not donate as liberally to charities as their counterparts in Birmingham?
The government subsidy was one important reason; in addition to the support of charities,
the government routinely provided 50% of the funding to build public libraries, museums
and art galleries in Sydney.272 However, there are other explanations which lie at the heart
of colonial society. The Australian colonies were places of adventure and opportunity and
colonists ‘were more concerned to make their personal fortune’ than ensure the welfare of
their fellow colonists.273 Moreover, the transient nature of society in NSW and the other
Australian colonies, meant that few Sydney men and women had the same pride of place
that was so evident in many British cities and towns, including Birmingham. In contrast,
voluntary assistance was endemic to British society; since the early modern era peasant
farmers were entitled to relief from their landlord.274 Such forms of reciprocity were
modified over time and continued into the twentieth century. In NSW, the absence of a
long-established commitment to philanthropy meant that colonists in need often
approached government-funded charities such as the Benevolent Society.

Significantly, the nature of government was different in Britain and the Australian
colonies. From first settlement, the colonial - and later NSW - government was dominant
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in the lives of settlers. Most importantly, settlers came to accept and normalise this
intervention. Thus, the interventionist character of the NSW government meant that the
transition to collectivism occurred sooner than in Britain. Furthermore, collectivism was
much stronger in NSW than at home. In Britain, for most of the nineteenth century ‘the
function of the state... was strictly circumscribed’ and the strength of private philanthropy
was one reason for the ‘lack of progress in social policy innovation in the United Kingdom
early in the [twentieth] century’. 275 Although the transition towards collectivism was
underway in Britain during the nineteenth century, there remained a deep commitment to
individualism, self-help and laissez-faire.276 Thus, early forms of welfare, such as old age
pensions, were enacted sooner in Australia than Britain, and the former ‘won its reputation
as a “social laboratory”’.277

The Maloga mission, philanthropists and the NSW government

The Maloga mission and its relationship with the NSW government and
philanthropists facilitates an exploration of the ways in which contemporaries became
increasingly committed to the notion of white welfare. Daniel Matthews was constantly
frustrated by the white settler population’s lack of interest in his missionary endeavours.
He wrote, ‘it is sad to contemplate that although so much is done by the Churches for
heathens of other lands, so little is attempted on behalf of those at our very doors’.278
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Extinction discourses, settler desire for land, and increasing concerns over Aboriginal
peoples’ capacity for civilisation resulted in a general lack of concern for Aboriginal
peoples and their fate.

The NSW government, ultimately vested in the interests of the white settler
population, was unwilling to commit itself to the well-being of the indigenous population.
Matthews travelled frequently to Sydney in attempts to persuade the NSW government to
do more for Aboriginal peoples, but received few assurances. During a visit to the Colonial
Secretary in 1881, he noted in his diary: ‘went down to Sir. H. Parkes. Kept waiting a long
time. Handed him letter and talked a little while about conditions of blacks in Sydney. He
appeared indifferent’.279 Three days later he called on Parkes again and his persistence
became a source of annoyance to Parkes: ‘“you always call upon me when I am
overwhelmed with business’”.280 At a time when the British occupation of Australia was
approaching the end of its first century, the government was increasingly preoccupied with
the preservation and celebration of whiteness. As Matthews came to realise, ‘sympathy on
behalf of the blacks does not run high in the metropolis [Sydney].’281

Although the NSW government did support the Maloga mission financially between
1875 and 1880, this support soon dwindled. In addition to an increasing commitment
towards the white population, the government’s decision to cease funding the mission can
be contextualised within its broader commitment towards secularism, as we have seen in
the funding of charities. Similarly to other philanthropists, Matthews discovered that
government funding could hinder as well as assist. During 1880, when Matthews went to
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collect the grant from the local police magistrate, he refused to release the money to
Matthews, with no explanation.282 From 1880, when government funding ceased,
Matthews was reliant solely upon private subscriptions and donations. Along with his
colleague Gribble, he assisted in founding the Aborigines’ Protection Association (APA),
comprised of philanthropic and Christian individuals, which provided an additional source
of funding for Maloga. Interestingly, Dr. Renwick, president of the Benevolent Society,
was a member, along with G. E. Ardill, another prominent Sydney philanthropist.

For a moment in the 1880s, it seemed as though philanthropists and missionaries
could work together to secure the civilisation of both white and Aboriginal women and
children. However, difficulties soon emerged in 1885 when some of the philanthropic
members of the APA began to question Matthews’ style of leadership at the mission, citing
his ‘want of firmness in dealing with the blacks’.283 The following year, the APA usurped
Matthews’ authority further by installing their own overseer - Mr. Bellinger - as the
manager at Maloga. Matthews’ role was limited to religious instructor. Relations between
the Matthews and the APA were halted completely when the Matthews resigned from the
Association in 1888. Since the APA had paid for a number of buildings to be constructed
on the mission, Mr. Bellinger was ordered to tear them down, much to the Matthews’
distress. Daniel wrote that ‘my dear wife and I were grieved beyond measure... houses, that
had taken months in construction, and years in anticipation, were leveled to the ground
with destructive rapidity’.284
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Eventually, the APA removed the Aboriginal men, women and children from Maloga
across the Murray River into Victoria to a new APA reserve. The Matthews remained at
Maloga but with a much diminished community of 16 Aboriginal men, women and
children. This was a far cry from the mission’s heyday in the early 1880s when over 100
Aboriginal people had resided there. In 1893, the APA merged with the newly established
Aborigines Protection Board (APB), and become a government agency. One of its primary
functions was to manage reserves in the colony. By 1914 it was responsible for seventeen
reserves and 170 ‘unsupervised camps’ in the state.285 Moreover, between 1909 and 1915
the Board acquired powers to remove Aboriginal children, who were placed in Board-run
institutions such as the Cootamundra Aboriginal Girls Home and the Kinchela Aboriginal
Boys Home. According to Heather Goodall, this was part of an explicit agenda to ‘break up
Aboriginal communities’.286 The Stolen Generations of children had an horrific and lasting
impact on the ability of Aboriginal peoples to maintain their cultures, identities and social/
family groups.287

Ultimately, both the NSW government and philanthropists overwhelmingly
prioritised the welfare of white settlers over Aboriginal peoples. As Matthews discovered,
by receiving money from the APA he subjected the mission to increasing interference and
control of APA members, philanthropists and men involved in the NSW government. Other
missions in the state were also ‘kept on a tight rein’ during this period.288 Although white
settlers had never been strongly in favour of Aboriginal welfare, public opinion hardened
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even further in the final decades of the nineteenth century. As the new Australian nation
placed whiteness at the heart of national identity, Aboriginal communities were severely
marginalised as non-citizens. Their disenfranchisement placed them increasingly at the
mercy of state governments that were committed to the perpetuation of racial inequalities.

6. Women, Motherhood and Nation: Inclusions and Exclusions

Marriage and motherhood were central tenets of white middle-class womanhood
throughout the nineteenth century. From the late-nineteenth century increased attention
was paid to working-class mothers in Britain and the Australian colonies. These women
were scrutinised by the medical profession and the state, which had become more and
more preoccupied by discourses of race and nation. Working-class mothers were ‘expected
to turn out a child schooled in specific ways and cared for as prescribed by medical and
associated professionals’. 289 This section traces the ways in which charities participated in
the scrutiny of working-class motherhood. It also considers the dual function of
motherhood: whilst it earned some women a place within the British and Australian
nations, it also became a means for legitimising the exclusion of other women.

Many of the charities demonstrated concerns over unmarried working-class mothers.
Ethel M. Naish, treasurer of the ARTYW (Birmingham), questioned the ability of
unmarried working-class women to become good mothers. She expressed particular
concern that such women were often obliged, through necessity, to work until the ‘latest
possible moment’ before birth.290 Likewise, the Waitara Foundling Home (Sydney) implied
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that such women often made inadequate mothers: ‘the mother often gives more trouble
than the infant. If she is nursing it, she has sometimes to be watched and kept to her
duty’.291 The supposed inability of working-class mothers to care adequately for their
children, coupled with their perceived ignorance, resulted in the growing belief among
both philanthropists and the medical profession, that motherhood should be taught. 292

The Benevolent Society (Sydney), the Infants’ Home (Sydney), the Waitara
Foundling Home (Sydney) and the ARTYW (Birmingham) all made provisions to teach
motherhood skills to the predominantly working-class women that they assisted. These
women were educated according to the expectations of working-class motherhood, as
expressed by philanthropists and the medical profession. At the ARTYW (Birmingham),
each young woman was instructed ‘how to nurse and bring up her baby’. 293 Likewise,
women who had given birth at the Royal Hospital for Women in Sydney - the successor to
the lying-in department at the Benevolent Society - were advised to visit the Hospital each
month to ‘have their babies weighed and looked after, and get instructions as to the nursing
of them and matters of that kind’.294

Working-class married women were also targeted with instructional circulars and
pamphlets designed to inform them about proper, medically sanctioned childcare
practices.295 At the Lying-in Charity (Birmingham) a member of the board of management
proposed that ‘one or two lectures’ should be given to the women on the subject of feeding
291
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infants in 1906.296 However mothers did not always comply with these schemes: ‘Dr.
Coghill reported that she had given two lectures... one of which had been very well
attended, but not unfortunately by patients of the Lying-In Charity’.297 In order to combat
this subversion, recipients of the charity were also subjected to forms of advice and
instruction in their own home. From 1907 new mothers were visited by a nurse from the
maternity hospital - the successor to the Lying-in Charity - when ‘Dr. Robertson’s short
pamphlet was read over by the nurse to each mother’.298

Fears about working-class mothers were particularly potent in Britain and Australia
because they were linked to broader anxieties about race and nation, couched within the
eugenics movement. The need to educate working-class women in motherhood skills was
perceived as fundamental to the production of the next generation of citizens/subjects. The
Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, published in 1904
in Britain, overwhelmingly depicted women as mothers.299 It recommended a number of
training schemes for mothers, to be run by health societies.300 In this way ‘protecting the
quality and ensuring the continuance of the English race, nation, and empire by being a
good mother was increasingly posited as the foremost duty of the true Englishwoman’.301

In the new Australian nation, anxieties about working-class motherhood were linked
to two related national concerns: the decline of the white birthrate and the perceived threat
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to the new Australian nation from racial others. In NSW, these concerns came to the fore in
1903-4 during the Royal Commission on the Decline of the Birth Rate and on the Mortality
of Infants.302 The Commissioners directed the blame for the decline in the birth rate firmly
at women, particularly working-class women who were accused of using contraception and
seeking abortions for unwanted pregnancies.303 The Commissioners chastised these women
for placing ‘their own comfort and pleasure above their duty to the nation’ as mothers.304
Indeed, such fears were particularly potent because they occurred simultaneously with the
foundation of White Australia. In the act of nation-building Australia had committed itself
to the preservation of whiteness which meant drawing ‘a colour line around their
continent’.305 If white Australian women failed to populate the vast lands of the nation, the
“teeming hordes” of Chinese and Japanese peoples would pose an immediate threat.
Indeed, the Commissioners maintained that Chinese and Japanese were ‘already seeking
outlets beyond their own borders for the energies of their ever-growing people’.306 White
Australia was perceived to be ‘guarding the last part of the world’ for whiteness, as part of
a ‘transnational’ commitment to whiteness among nations of the pacific such as America,
Canada and Australia.307
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However, racial threats to White Australia were also located within the nation. The
Aboriginal population had to be expunged from the imagined community of the nation.308
In Australia race determined citizenship, thus Aboriginal men and women were excluded.
Moreover, Aboriginal women were denied motherhood as new legislation sanctioned the
removal of their children. Aboriginal mothers ‘came to signify sexual promiscuity,
maternal neglect, violence and contamination, and were deemed a danger to themselves,
their children and to whites’.309 In contrast even bad white mothers - such as unmarried
mothers and pauper mothers - could be taught how to raise their children. Valorised as
citizen-mothers in Australia, and subject-mothers in Britain, women were incorporated
within the imagined community of the nation. In 1911 some women in Britain were
granted maternity bonuses under the National Insurance Act, and the following year
bonuses of £5 were paid to all white mothers in Australia. Significantly, the bonus was paid
to both married and unmarried white mothers, suggesting that ultimately, in White
Australia, race trumped notions of respectability which were once so important to
philanthropists. Aboriginal women, deemed to be incapable of civilisation, were destined
to remain perpetual children, protected on government reserves.

Conclusion

This chapter has argued that there was a differentiated philanthropy in operation in
NSW for white and Aboriginal women. The former were assisted by a range of urban
charities but the latter were required to approach missions. Mission stations were one
means of separating Aboriginal peoples from settler society. The institutionalisation of
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white women in Birmingham and Sydney served to exclude those deemed a threat to
respectable society such as unmarried mothers. Indeed, such women were usually obliged
to submit to a process of moral reform in return for assistance. Infantilisation and
protection, both aspects of the relationship between philanthropists and female recipients,
were the dominant features in interactions between missionaries and Aboriginal peoples.
Despite the rigid confines - both physical and moral - of institutions and missions, some
white and Aboriginal women demonstrated a limited agency.

Discourses of gender permeated both the actions of philanthropists and missionaries
and the lives of women - both white and Aboriginal - whom they sought to assist. There
was a gendered division of labour among philanthropists, for ladies’ committees in Sydney
and Birmingham were subordinate to men’s committees. Likewise, protestant missionary
wives and Catholic Sisters were constrained by similar discourses of gender that were
enshrined within Christianity. Despite perceived racial differences, missionaries,
philanthropists and Catholic Sisters had similarly gendered visions of the places that white
and Aboriginal women would occupy in society: as domestic servants and wives and
mothers. However, racial discourses shaped the route towards this goal. Missionaries
strove to convert and civilise Aboriginal women. Whilst aspects of civilising were also
present among philanthropists’ efforts towards unmarried/pauper mothers, the achievement
of respectability was central.

Although such notions of respectability were of course important for Birmingham
philanthropists, they were much more powerful in Sydney. These anxieties were a legacy
of the convict past and the desire to create a respectable settler society. Respectability never quite fully achieved - rested upon the continual articulation of morality and proper
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forms of behaviour. Although as we have seen, what exactly constituted those proper forms
of behaviour was a matter of intense debate and profound anxiety among philanthropists.

The employment of women as lady superintendents and matrons in philanthropic
institutions complicates the ways in which discourses of class operated within
philanthropy. In Birmingham in particular, anxiety was expressed about the status of lady
superintendents employed within institutions. The debate at the Middlemore Homes which
focused on the class of travel for the matron reflected uncertainty about the status of these
women and the place which they occupied in society. Indeed, these women occupied a
tenuous position at the boundaries of the working and middle classes. These tensions are
indicative of a broader preoccupation with status and class in metropolitan society.

The funding of charities in Birmingham and Sydney reflect further differences in the
character of Birmingham and Sydney. Part of Birmingham’s reputation was staked upon its
strong voluntary impulse, and philanthropic efforts were facilitated by the the civic gospel
and the Nonconformist community. In contrast to the Birmingham charities, all of which
were entirely funded by public donations/subscriptions, the NSW government contributed
to many of the Sydney charities. However, government-funded charities were secular,
reflecting the separation of church and state in NSW. As such, settlers in NSW experienced
the different nature of government in the colonies, and they came to accept and expect a
greater degree of government intervention in their lives compared with their counterparts
in the metropole.

Towards the turn of the century white working-class mothers were increasingly
targeted by philanthropists, the medical profession and the state. White women became
integral to the nation as citizen-mothers (Australia) and subject-mothers (Britain). In
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Australia considerable anxiety was expressed about the threat to the nation from racial
others, both inside and outside the nation. White women, by virtue of their race, were vital
to populating the nation. By virtue of their race, Aboriginal men and women were denied
citizenship, deemed to require protection and exclusion on government reserves.
Furthermore, they were perceived to be a racial threat to the new white nation, along with
the “teeming” racial others of Asia. Ultimately, race divided the Australian nation: ‘the
Australian black will never become incorporated with the people of Australia... it is only a
question of time for his total disappearance’.310
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Chapter 4. Philanthropic Activities Directed Towards Children: A Question of
Citizenship
‘It is not the will of our Father, which is in Heaven, that one of these little ones should
perish’.1

At present in Britain and Australia, media reports of child abuse provoke shock and
outrage in society. The Baby P case in Britain in 2009 gave rise to widespread revulsion
directed against the parents of the child, who inflicted a catalogue of physical injuries on
the toddler. These cases are so shocking because of perceptions of childhood in
contemporary western societies. Children are viewed as innocent, deserving of care, love
and protection. However, in the early-nineteenth century most working-class children
worked from an early age with little or no access to education. By the end of the period,
working hours for these children had been significantly reduced and they were obliged to
attend school. Moreover, contemporaries had recognised childhood as a distinct stage of
development for all children. For the first time legislation defined children’s rights in
relation to their parents, as contemporaries began to speak of the value of children to the
nation- state. In Australia, Aboriginal children also became the focus of legislative change,
which had widespread implications for Aboriginal communities. This chapter explores the
significant reconfiguration of the relationship between children, parents, philanthropists,
missionaries and governments in Britain and Australia between 1860 and 1914. A threeway comparison is employed throughout: the experiences of white children in Birmingham
and Sydney are compared and contrasted, interspersed with the differing experiences of
Aboriginal children on mission stations and white children in institutions in NSW.

1

This quotation was often used in the annual reports of the Middlemore Emigration Homes (Birmingham)
and the Dalmar Children’s Home (Sydney).
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The chapter begins by exploring notions of childhood from the late-eighteenth
century until the middle of the nineteenth century, providing a context for the gradual
removal of children from the workplace and the growth of elementary education later in
the nineteenth century. Concerns about employment for children were associated with
broader fears about the city, and the paradox of urban spaces as both civilising and
uncivilising. A growing number of philanthropic societies for children - as well as missions
- increasingly argued for the rescue and saving of children, but how did missionaries and
philanthropists represent perceived threats to white and Aboriginal children? Section two
explores the aims of philanthropists and missionaries, what forms of training and
civilisation were white and Aboriginal boys and girls deemed to need? What difference did
race and gender make? What place in society were Aboriginal and white children destined
to occupy?

During the 1870s, philanthropists and their contemporaries in both Birmingham and
Sydney were beginning to argue against institutionalisation for white children, stressing the
importance of a family environment. Section three explores this shift away from the policy
of institutionalisation, through the child emigration movement in Birmingham and the
boarding-out movement in Sydney. The experiences of Aboriginal children on mission
stations and policies towards Aboriginal children provide a point of contrast. Section four
is devoted to legislation passed in both Britain and the Australian colonies in the final
decades of the nineteenth century to protect children. This legislation is considered as part
of a broader transition to collectivism in Britain and Australia. To what extent were white
and Aboriginal children affected by such legislation? What impact did this legislation have
upon parents, philanthropists and missionaries? The final section considers the place of
white children in society, and their status as future citizens within the nation. Two
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government reports are examined: the Inter-Departmental Committee into Physical
Deterioration in Britain, and the Commission into the Decline of the Birth rate and
Mortality of Infants in NSW, both published in 1904. These reports facilitate questions
about eugenics, racial deterioration and degeneration, birth rates, and the value placed on
children within the nation-states of Britain and Australia.

1. Saving Children

Concepts of childhood

For white children, the mid- to late-nineteenth century witnessed the establishment of
a number of philanthropic societies aiming to care for, educate or provide skilled workbased training for children and young people. The creation of these charities reflects
broader shifts in concepts of childhood throughout the nineteenth century. During the
middle of the century, the evangelical belief that ‘children should be protected from the
rigours of the adult world and educated and assisted to be morally good adults’ became
dominant.2 By the turn of the century this belief was coupled with eugenics to create the
popular theory of the importance ‘of building, from birth, a strong and stable race’. 3 It is
fruitful to briefly trace these shifts to understand why childhood came to be such an
emotive and important subject during this era.
!

During the first half of the nineteenth century, work was a common feature of the

lives of most poor children, both in rural and urban areas of Britain and the Australian
colonies. Essentially, childhood as a particular developmental stage was as yet
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Thane, Foundations of the Welfare State, p. 43.

3
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unrecognised for most working-class children, who worked alongside adults, and were
frequently tried as adults when they committed crimes. At the age of seven, children could
be hanged for theft.4 Between 1842 and 1853, approximately 1,500 child convicts were
sent to NSW, Van Diemen’s Land and Western Australia.5 Parental authority over children
was ‘virtually unfettered’; in law parents were permitted to beat their children and even to
give them away.6 However, since the eighteenth century, perceptions of children among the
emerging middle classes in Britain had begun to change. Indeed, ‘children of the wealthier
classes had experienced a lighter, more indulgent regime in the home... based on a new
respect for the state of childhood’. 7 By the middle of the nineteenth century, the idea that
childhood signified ‘the repository of good feelings and happy memories which could help
the adult to live through the stickier patches of later life’ was widespread.8 From the 1840s
to the 1860s, a significant shift occurred. Greater attention was paid to working-class
children in both Britain and the Australian colonies; schooling was introduced and it was
expected that boys in particular would become citizens.

However, middle-class discourses of working-class childhood were often
contradictory. In Britain, a sentimentalised discourse, which denoted all children as
innocent, operated alongside a trope of savagery and accompanied fears about workingclass children, in particular ‘the crimes they were destined to commit’. 9 Nevertheless, the
same remedy was propounded for both innocent and savage/criminal children: ‘strict adult
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surveillance’ in institutions and reformatories.10 The discourse linking savagery and
childhood, originated in the eighteenth century in contemporary depictions of peoples of
colour. Thus, indigenous peoples around the globe - including the Aborigines - were
likened to children. The conceptualisation of white, working-class children as savages was
an important inducement to action for philanthropists because it was a ‘refutation to any
claim that England was civilized’. 11 By the middle of the nineteenth century, members of
parliament such as Lord Shaftesbury, convinced by the need to protect children of the
working classes, campaigned successfully for a number of legislative changes affecting
child working hours.

The ways in which child criminals were perceived in both Britain and NSW also
underwent change during the nineteenth century. From the 1850s the reformatory emerged
in Britain, pioneered by figures such as Mary Carpenter and Matthew Davenport Hill. In
1851 a conference was held in Birmingham to discuss juvenile crime, and the delegates
recommended reformatories for juvenile criminals because adult gaols were ‘not adapted
to the wants, either spiritual or physical, of juvenile criminals’.12 The Youthful Offenders
Act of 1854 sanctioned the removal of juvenile criminals to reformatories, and during the
1860s a number of these institutions were established in NSW. Such shifts in policy could
not have occurred without a corresponding change in the way that childhood was viewed,
most crucially the belief that childhood was a distinct stage of development. Crucial to
Carpenter and Davenport Hill’s arguments for reformatories was the notion that children,
as distinct from adults, required a specific type of reform.
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Factory Acts passed during the 1840s in Britain limited children’s working hours in
textile mills, but such legislation had little significance in Birmingham due to the
prevalence of small workshops in the town. It was not until the 1867 Workshops Act that
child working hours in the town were significantly reduced. In Sydney, many children
worked in brickyards as well as clothing and tobacco factories with few restrictions on
their working hours.13 Whilst legislators in Britain were reducing working hours for
children, in Sydney ‘child labour under bad conditions was a feature of factory
employment in the second half of the nineteenth century’. 14 It was only during the period
between 1880 and 1916 that a reduction in children’s working hours was finally enshrined
in law in NSW.
!

Birmingham, the site for the conference in 1851 to discuss juvenile delinquency, was

at the forefront of calls for child education. The National Education League was formed in
the town in 1867, which campaigned for a national system of free, secular and compulsory
education. Education, already an established rite of passage for children of the middle and
upper classes, was perceived to be important in exercising a civilising influence upon
working-class children. Such concerns were rendered increasingly important in Britain
following the extension of the franchise to many working-class men in 1867. Furthermore,
the school provided a place of containment for children whose working hours had been
recently curtailed, revealing middle-class fears about the presence of idle children on the
streets. In the Australian colonies too, ‘there was a close connection between the Factory
Acts prohibiting child labour and the establishment of compulsory elementary
education’.15
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However, the introduction of education also reflected contemporary ideas about
rescuing children - as future citizens and subjects - from ignorance, as well as instilling a
sense of national (or in the case of NSW a distinctly colonial) identity.16 Compulsory
elementary education was introduced following extensions to the franchise, suggesting that
concerns about good citizenship were important in both sites.17 However, it is important to
remember that children were only required to attend a certain number of days per quarter
and truancy was also common.18 Significantly, in the Australian colonies, compulsory
elementary education was designed for white children: ‘little money was spent on
providing facilities for Aboriginal education’.19 Care of destitute Aboriginal children, like
that of Aboriginal men and women, was left largely in the hands of missionaries and
private individuals until the turn of the century.

Alongside schools and reformatories, charitable institutions represented themselves
as an additional means of containing and reforming idle working-class children. J. T.
Middlemore stated that the children admitted into his Emigration Homes in Birmingham
were ‘for the most part, either less than ten or about thirteen years old. In the former case
they are too young for admission into the Industrial Schools, while in the latter they escape
altogether the provisions of the various Education Acts’. 20 Indeed, middle-class fears about
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idleness among working-class children were predominantly confined to urban children of
the working classes. Middlemore expressed his concern about idle, urban children:

Poor idlers cannot, as a rule, be honest idlers; that poor boys over fifteen, who have no
employment must be dishonest in order to maintain themselves out of the workhouse, and
that this would be true also of girls of the same class and age, if there were not a far more
terrible life open to them. 21

For philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney, these anxieties about unoccupied children
were bound up in broader fears about urban spaces.

During the period, philanthropists, missionaries and other contemporaries based their
conceptions of childhood on British/European notions of childhood. Missionaries applied
these concepts to Aboriginal children, often with little knowledge of Aboriginal culture. It
is important to briefly consider Aboriginal notions of childhood, to understand why
European discourses of childhood were so alien to Aboriginal communities. From their
birth, Aboriginal children were part of an extensive kinship system, and often the whole
community was involved in raising the child and preparing them for adult life. Indeed, the
most important concept an Aboriginal child learnt was the kinship system and how it
operated, in particular ‘who their relations were and the appropriate behaviour towards
them’.22 Each Aboriginal child was linked to a personal totem: ‘this was determined by the
place where his or her mother was impregnated by a spirit child released by the particular
ancestor of that place’.23 As soon as they were able to walk, Aboriginal children were
encouraged by female members of the community to assist them in foraging for food. Girls
remained with the female members of the community, but at the age of six the boys ‘were
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encouraged to spend more time with their father and other male relatives, participating in
male hunting and ceremonial activities’.24 Transition into the adult community usually
began by the age of twelve, when the initiation process commenced for both girls and
boys.25 During this phase of development, ‘the child would learn its rights and obligations
as an adult member of the tribe and begin the long process of learning the oral history,
religion and secret knowledge of the tribe’.26 Once the initiation process had been
completed, boys and girls were considered adult.

Civilising and uncivilising spaces: the urban environment and threats to white
children in Birmingham and Sydney

During this period, the city was represented in contradictory ways by
contemporaries. ‘On the one side was fear - fear of a change in the pattern of social
relationships associated with change in the scale of the city... on the other side was pride pride in achievement through self-help’ and ‘pride in local success’.27 Both Sydney and
Birmingham, like many other cities both at home and in the empire underwent radical
change at the end of the eighteenth and into the nineteenth century. Such change, whilst a
source of pride, was also anxiety-provoking. Towns and cities were frequently depicted as
spaces of disease, slums, disorder and immorality.

Historically, ‘the term civilization derives from the Latin civis, meaning the citizens
of cities. Cities, then, have traditionally been the sites of civilization’.28 Indeed, urban
spaces were often identified with progress and improvement. Catherine Hall has
24
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demonstrated that many Birmingham men and women identified their town as civilising
the spaces of empire: ‘forks transformed table manners; curtain rods and rings allowed
privacy in the home... the midland metropolis could civilise with its goods’.29 Similarly to
many other British towns and cities, Birmingham men and women were deeply proud of
their town, particularly during the years of Chamberlain’s mayoralty when the civic gospel
came to fruition. During the middle of the nineteenth century, urban societies were
beginning to be conceived of as a ‘social body’; Mary Poovey has argued that ‘the people’
were increasingly conceptualised as a collective.30 The municipalisation of water in
Birmingham contributed to what Patrick Joyce has termed the ‘vitalisation” of both
individual bodies and the city: ‘the constant circulation of fluids and the continuous
replenishment of vital functions were to be secured in the case of both the body and the
city’.31 Fears about urban housing resulted in improvement schemes in both Birmingham
and Sydney; in the former in 1876 43! acres of land were redeveloped in the centre of the
town, much of which had been insanitary housing.32 In the latter, in 1875 the City of
Sydney Improvement Act regulated building practices.

Urban white working-class men, women and children were frequently depicted as
‘dangerously uncivilized’ in Britain.33 Furthermore in Sydney, Aboriginal peoples who had
been relegated to the fringes of the city were also depicted as a source of disorder and
savagery. In the 1870s groups of Aboriginal peoples at Circular Quay were removed to a
designated settlement at La Perouse, south of the city, thus rendering them less visible to
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white Sydneysiders. An attempt was therefore made to render the urban space of Sydney
white. Whilst philanthropists in both Sydney and Birmingham were spurred to action by
contrasting but complementary notions of fear of, and pity for, white children, there was
little corresponding mainstream interest in the welfare of Aboriginal children during the
nineteenth century.

The working classes were frequently represented as not quite civilised, largely as a
result of the conditions in which they lived. Slums and other forms of poor quality housing
were linked to disorder, dirt, disease, immorality and crime. Moreover, their inhabitants
were frequently racialised. Alan Mayne has explored contemporary depictions of slums in
both Birmingham and Sydney, and argues that newspapers in both sites engaged in what he
terms ‘slumland sensationalism.34 For instance J. C. Walters wrote a series of articles on
Birmingham slums entitled ‘Scenes in Slum-Land’ at the turn of the century. Slums
provoked a horrible fascination in Britain and ‘Victorians across the political spectrum
unanimously decried the messy squalor and moral degradation of urban life and vied with
another to evoke the fascinatingly repulsive smells, sounds, and sights of the city’. 35

Whilst such reports were anxiety-provoking in Birmingham and many other British
towns, in Sydney there was an unwillingness to believe such conditions existed in the new
world. Many popular depictions of the Australian colonies during the nineteenth century
stressed their egalitarian nature. The colonies, it was stated, ‘may have lacked the wealth
and splendour of London but they also lacked the slums of a St. Giles or Whitechapel. In
Australia few were rich but all were comfortable’. 36 Consequently there was a reluctance
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to even acknowledge insanitary and poor living conditions, despite a wealth of evidence
presented to the NSW parliament. In 1860 a Select Committee published its report into
working-class housing, stating that many houses were ‘deplorably bad’, and ‘the means of
drainage and ventilation are almost entirely neglected, and many of the older tenements are
so unfit for the occupation of human beings, that one witness declares them to be “past
remedy without general fire”’.37 A journalist from Melbourne who visited Sydney in the
1870s reflected on the refusal of the NSW government to address the problems of slum
housing in the city, stating that ‘many good people appear to have strenuously closed their
eyes to the scandals around them’.38

Theories of urban savagery provided ‘a mental landscape within which the middle
class could recognize and articulate their own anxieties about urban existence’. 39 These
fears, projected onto the working classes and the urban spaces they inhabited, were
expressed through language. The language used by philanthropists and contemporaries to
depict slums in both sites revolved around notions of disease, dirt, contamination and
immorality. Concerns over slum-life were voiced less prominently in Sydney than
Birmingham, perhaps because of an unwillingness to unravel the notion of NSW as a
“worker’s paradise”. However, by the 1860s working-class children and their presence on
the streets were beginning to be talked about in terms of contamination and disease: ‘the
streets of Sydney are infested by a large number of vagrant children’.40
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Disease also posed a real threat to urban philanthropists, partly because of fears
about contamination. Indeed, during the 1890s the Committee of the Working Boys’ Home
(Birmingham) discussed the possibility of allowing the Aston Board of Guardians use of
one the large halls at the Home to distribute food to paupers. However, the proposal was
rejected due to ‘the risk of infection and contamination’.41 For philanthropists and other
contemporaries, dirt carried strong moral associations. Mr. Butter, superintendent of the
Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham) stated that ‘I have always found boys from
Workhouses are always dirty in their habits and lazy’.42 The Rev. J. Jefferis stated that ‘in
Sydney we have open gutters and cloacas reeking with filth, poisoning the air around with
noxious effluvia... the harbour itself becoming a cesspool of corruption’.43 Philanthropists
such as J. T. Middlemore of Birmingham often expressed gendered notions of corruption;
for instance the urban space could lead working-class boys into a life of crime: ‘they most
generally either fall the premature victims of disease, or become confirmed thieves’.44
Girls were deemed to be at particular risk from various forms of immorality, the zenith of
which was prostitution.

Fears over urban immorality, dirt, disease and contamination were also expressed
racially. For women of the middle classes who engaged in philanthropy ‘dirt was not only
a visible sign of poverty but a marker of a sexualised “primitive”’. 45 Slums and their
inhabitants were represented as both ‘a disgrace to civilisation’ and uncivilised.46
41
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Middlemore often commented on the lack of clothing among slum children: ‘one child was
naked absolutely, and the boy and girl whom I took with me had a very few rags - such
ragged rags - which about half covered their nakedness.47 Since the late-eighteenth
century the working classes had been depicted in racialised terms. As Eileen Yeo explains,
‘a language of domestic imperialism... represented Somerset peasants as “savages” in
parishes “as dark as Africa”’.48 Street arab was a common term used by contemporaries to
refer to street children which was infused with clear racial connotations. Indeed, in Britain
the language used to describe slums was imbued with racial markers. William Booth
speculated in the 1890s ‘as there is a darkest Africa is there not also a darkest England?
Civilisation, which can breed its own barbarians, does it not also breed its own pygmies?’ 49
In Britain, ethnic others such as the Irish were frequently racialised, and in Sydney racial
others such as the Chinese ‘were most frequently made to personify the foreign menace of
the slum’.50 Discussing hereditary pauperism in Birmingham, the Rev. Charles Marson
argued that ‘pauper children of pauper parents are rapidly becoming a caste, as distinct and
degraded as the Pariahs of India’. 51

Aboriginal children and the perceived threat of Aboriginality

Particularly in Birmingham, and to some extent in Sydney, philanthropic societies for
children were established in order to remove children from the threats posed by urban
spaces. Whilst some concerns were voiced by philanthropists in both Birmingham and
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Sydney about the ability of working-class parents to care for their children, such concerns
were not widely raised until later in the century. By contrast, from the 1860s missionaries
in NSW were depicting Aboriginal parents and Aboriginal communities as the main threat
to Aboriginal children’s potential for conversion and civilisation. Aboriginal communities
were represented by missionaries as immoral, dirty, disease-ridden and savage. Daniel
Matthews frequently linked Aboriginal peoples with dirt: ‘the Blacks are proverbially dirty
in their habits, and in this condition we find them in their camps; they are wretched and
squalid in the extreme’ and ‘living in the wild bush in rags and filth’.52 Moreover,
immorality was also perceived to be rife among Aboriginal peoples. John Brown Gribble
spoke of ‘the extreme physical wretchedness and deep moral degradation’ of Aboriginal
camps.53 However, both Gribble and Daniel Matthews acknowledged that immorality was
not an innate racial quality of Aboriginal peoples. Matthews conceded that ‘evil and vice...
is forced upon them by our white people’.54

Nevertheless, Matthews simultaneously represented Aboriginal communities - by
virtue of their race - to be detrimental to Aboriginal children. He frequently expressed
frustration at Aboriginal parents and Aboriginal communities, particularly those who
would not allow their children to enter his mission. After one failed attempt to remove
some Aboriginal children, He wrote ‘the old Blacks prejudice the minds of the young... it is
sad to see so many intelligent and pretty children living in wretchedness and growing up in
vice’.55 Similarly, Matthews was exasperated by the presence of Aboriginal camps on the
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boundaries of his mission. He expressed relief when they left because he maintained that
‘their presence affects our influence over the children, and rather retards their social
progress’.56 More serious, however, was his growing conviction that Aboriginal parents
were ‘not competent custodians of their own offspring’.57 Such concerns were much more
aggressively articulated at the turn of the century by federal and state governments,
resulting in the stolen generations of Aboriginal children.

By the mid-nineteenth century there was an established, small-scale missionary
procedure of child removal from various indigenous communities. 58 In the Australian
colonies, the first known case of child removal occurred soon after first settlement in 1804
in Van Diemen’s Land.59 Fundamental to missionaries was a belief in monogenesis,
espoused in the Bible, which held that all men were descended from Adam and Eve. Thus,
even though by the 1850s many monogenists believed in what Nancy Stepan terms ‘the
idea of a graded series of races’, nevertheless, in theory all peoples had the capacity to
become civilised and converted. 60 Daniel Matthews argued that Aboriginal men, women
and children had the capacity for civilisation and conversion, but increasingly came to
believe that Aboriginal children were more likely to respond to missionary efforts than
their parents. He reflected that ‘these miserable [Aboriginal] women are so degraded by
drink and other vices, that it is difficult for us to reach them. It may be that the Lord will,
through the dear children, convey the words of life to these despised and wretched ones’.61
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J. B. Gribble stated that saving ‘the unfortunate children and endangered youth’ was
fundamental to his work at Warangesda.62 Such beliefs were common among missionaries,
who assumed that ‘children separated from their parents could make better “progress”’.63
Missionary success with Aboriginal children reinforced the conviction that children were
the best hope for civilising the race. Matthews recounted the story of one mixed-race boy,
who pleaded with him ‘“Mr. Matthews, I don’t want to leave this place and go back again
to the camp. I want to learn to read and write well. The blacks drink too much. I don’t want
to live with them again”’.64

Like Aboriginal children, philanthropists deemed that white children were capable of
improvement if they were removed from crime-ridden, disorderly, dirty and immoral urban
spaces into institutions, or through alternative schemes of removal such as emigration or
boarding-out. As Seth Koven explains, even the most degraded of slum children held the
potential for improvement: ‘representations of children crystalize the potential, even in
slumland, for regeneration and integration’.65 In the Australian colonies too, ‘children
could be isolated from the corrupting influences of street life and trained to be self-reliant
workers and domestics’ in institutions.66 The fear that pauper children would grow up
‘even wilder than their parents’ was a powerful motivating factor for philanthropists.67 In
both Sydney and Birmingham, concerns were raised by philanthropists about hereditary
pauperism, that the children of pauper parents would automatically become dependent
upon the workhouse and colonial asylums such as the Benevolent Asylum. In Sydney ‘if
62
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pauper tendencies could be trained out of the future generation, then the need for the
dreaded Poor Law was eliminated’.68 In Birmingham, Alfred Hill, a member of the
committee of the Working Boys’ Home stated that ‘the training given to the children of the
parish.... is of vast importance to their future welfare, and consequently, to the extent to
which they will hereafter become burdens on the community’.69

Saving and rescuing Aboriginal and white children

For white children and Aboriginal children, the language of removal was consistently
couched within notions of rescue and saving. Such language often had biblical
connotations. The phrase: ‘it is not the will of our Father, which is in Heaven, that one of
these little ones should perish’ was used regularly in the annual reports of both the
Middlemore Emigration Homes (Birmingham) and the Dalmar Children’s Home (Sydney).
The Christian concept of salvation stipulated that all peoples - even pauper children and
peoples of colour had the right to salvation. J. T. Middlemore explained that God ‘has
raised up the Children’s Emigration Homes as a means of saving them’. 70 The Catholic
Maryvale Orphanage (Birmingham) described its work in similar terms: ‘rescuing the
souls of the little ones of Christ’s fold’.71 At the Dalmar Children’s Home (Sydney) the
committee stated that when several older boys were refused admittance to the Home, on
account of their age: ‘we yearned to rescue them; but under the present arrangements it is
impossible’.72 At the Catholic St. Vincent’s Home for Working Boys (Birmingham), the
theme of saving had a dual purpose; not only saving Catholic boys from the streets and
68
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other immoral temptations offered by urban spaces, but also salvation from Protestant
workhouses, thus rescuing them from both ‘spiritual and material ruin’.73 At the Protestant
Sydney Female Refuge, one girl admitted in 1867 had spent some time in the Catholic
House of the Good Shepherd, the Catholic equivalent of the Refuge. Despite the wishes of
the girl’s parents, the Committee refused to transfer her to the House of the Good
Shepherd, stating that ‘we had nothing but her interest in view’.74 Perhaps there was an
element of satisfaction in saving a child for the Protestant faith.

For missionaries, saving Aboriginal children for the Christian faith was fundamental
to missionary aims. Matthews often spoke of this: ‘Mrs. Matthews and I intend paying
special attention to the orphan children of the Blacks... by this means, many precious souls
might be rescued from sin and shame, and be brought into the fold of the Good
Shepherd’.75 Mission rescue of Aboriginal children was also posited as a form of
atonement for the wrongs committed against Aboriginal peoples by white settlers. Indeed,
missionaries were represented as trying ‘to undo the damage that had been done’.76
Matthews regularly reflected upon such sentiments, stating that he had no doubt that the
rapid decay of this despised people is due to the many vices they have acquired since
Europeans first began to occupy their country’.77 Gribble also maintained that white
settlers had ‘communicated to them vices which had a great effect in lowering their
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condition and diminishing their numbers. Anything that could be done now he really
thought should be done’.78

The language of Christian salvation fused with the sentimentalising discourse of
childhood to facilitate the representation of children as innocent, pitiful, deserving,
helpless and capable of reformation and improvement. Consequently, publications
circulated by philanthropists and missionaries - many of which were designed to encourage
financial support - were littered with emotive language. Middlemore adopted a highly
sentimentalised and emotive language to encourage subscriptions and donations often
including examples from specific children admitted to the home. One such example is
Charles C., who one evening appeared at the door of the Home. ‘He asked for a bit of
bread. I never saw such a broken-spirited little starveling. He appeared chilled to the
bones, his teeth were chattering in his head, and, though he was not then crying, recent
tears had left their channels down his dirty cheeks’.79 Middlemore also utilised pictorial
“evidence” to publicise and illustrate his work with pauper children, stating ‘how great is
the change!’ in Johnny G after just 4 months in the Home.80 The other charities devoted to
assisting children also employed similarly emotive methods of depicting pauper/destitute
children in their annual reports. The St. Vincent’s Home for Working Boys (Birmingham)
pleaded with the Catholic community of Birmingham to help its ‘friendless boys’ and the
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Maryvale Orphanage (Birmingham) depicted the children in its home as ‘God’s poor
ones’.81
Illustration Eight: “Johnny G.” in Oct 1897 and Jan 1898.82

In Sydney, the Dalmar Children’s Home and the Infants’ Home used similarly
emotive language in their respective annual reports. The Dalmar Home tugged at the
heartstrings of its supporters stating that ‘there are numberless little waifs and strays in our
midst, who are daily and hourly suffering from cruelty and neglect’.83 The Infants’ Home
appealed for support directly from mothers, telling them that ‘the heart of any mother with her nursery full of well-cared for little ones at home - must open at the sight of these
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poor little waifs’.84 Such appeals were so powerful because of the sentimentalisation of
childhood and the notion of Christian salvation, thus ensuring that charities assisting
pauper children had relatively good support, either from the public or government. As the
Birmingham Daily Mail conceded in 1875, the number of charities in the town could make
it difficult for philanthropic men and women to decide which charities to support, but
concluded that ‘the care of neglected children must take a prominent position’.85 Indeed,
the appeal run by the Benevolent Society (Sydney) in 1895, entitled “1000 little children in
need of food”, raised £2539 13s 3d, and was so successful it became an annual appeal.86

Aboriginal children too, like their white counterparts in Birmingham and Sydney,
were frequently described emotively, although such depictions were rendered more
complex because, as we have seen, Aboriginal men and women were also frequently
infantilised. However, particularly when rations were short on the mission, Matthews
focused on the effect of such hardships on the children: ‘the school house children have
had to subsist on bread and tea’.87 Here, Matthews clarified that his description referred to
‘school-house’ children - the young - because as he himself admitted, he frequently
referred to both Aboriginal men and women as children ‘without regard to the somewhat
advanced years of some’.88 Whilst missionaries did employ some sentimental language in
regard to Aboriginal children, it seems less emotive in comparison to the language used by
philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney to depict white children. Although Matthews
and Gribble publicised the plight of Aboriginal children, they never received the same
84
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level of support (both financially and in more general terms) as philanthropists devoted to
ameliorating the lives of white children. Ultimately in NSW, all white children including
illegitimate children ‘were valued above almost any children of colour’.89

Aboriginal children were removed to mission stations to be saved from both the
immoral effects of some white settlers, and the backward influences of their own
communities. But how were white children in both Birmingham and Sydney “rescued” into
philanthropic societies? At the start of the period, charities in both Birmingham and
Sydney received children into their institutions through philanthropists themselves, some
of whom, such as Middlemore, personally searched the streets for suitable children. Some
orphaned children were recommended by the clergy to specific institutions, and some
children were also taken to institutions by family members who were unable to support
them. For instance one girl was admitted to the Crowley Orphanage (Birmingham) in 1873
by her aunt, who was unable to keep her. The aunt’s local clergyman, the Rev. Bird had
recommended she approach the Orphanage.90 Whilst there are examples of philanthropists
resorting to what George K. Behlmer has termed ‘philanthropic abductions’ it is important
to remember that some parents committed their children to such institutions.91 In Sydney, a
mother brought her daughter to the Female Refuge for admittance, but because the girl had
already been received twice, and absconded twice, the committee refused to admit her.92
Perhaps her mother could not afford to keep her, or perhaps the daughter was badly
behaved; whatever the reason, many parents willingly took their children to philanthropic
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institutions. Indeed, in the 1860s and 1870s reformatories in London were ‘so deluged with
requests from parents... that they retaliated by charging the parents a weekly maintenance
fee for their children’.93

2. Philanthropist and Missionary Aims and the Barriers of Race to Citizenship

The language of citizenship and improvement was commonly used by philanthropists
in both Birmingham and Sydney towards white children. In order to mould good citizens,
children had to be educated in gendered forms of work, appropriate leisure activities,
regimentation of time/daily activities, prize-giving and, occasionally, religious conversion.
Throughout, the experiences of Aboriginal boys and girls will be contrasted and compared
with their white counterparts in Birmingham and Sydney, to render more clearly the
difference that race made in terms of philanthropist/missionary expectations. Whilst
missionaries used similar tools to philanthropists to effect change in Aboriginal children,
the language of citizenship was conspicuously absent. Ultimately, missionaries desired to
create an underclass of ‘useful and faithful servants’.94 Daniel Matthews’ writings are
ambiguous on the subject of citizenship, and ultimately he was unsure whether Aboriginal
boys and girls could ever become citizens. On one occasion he mentioned the possibility
that they could become ‘good citizens and industrious members of the community’.95
Overwhelmingly, however, as he became increasingly disillusioned with his missionary
activities he spoke of his desire to create an Aboriginal community comprised of ‘useful
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members of society’.96 They could be hewers of wood and drawers of water but have no
political responsibility.

Gendered expectations

Although the expectation for possible levels of civilisation were set differently for
white and Aboriginal children, many of the methods of improvement and civilisation were
similar. The establishment of single-sex institutions, or the physical separation of the sexes
in mixed institutions and on mission stations was common among philanthropists and
missionaries. The report of the NSW Commission into Public Charities of 1873-4
concluded ‘not only should men have control over boys, but women should have control
over girls’ within institutions.97 In this way, ‘it was hoped that girls and boys would learn
these [gendered] roles by emulating the women and men who governed the institutions’.98
Middlemore even expressed concern over the accidental mixing of boys and girls from his
Emigration Homes, stating that ‘the Washhouse adjoins the Girls’ Home, and it is not
desirable that boys should be there’.99 He recommended that the girls be responsible for the
washing of all linen, reflecting his gendered assumptions of appropriate feminine work. At
the Female School of Industry (Sydney), the presence of men in the School was deemed
undesirable and, apart from the clergyman and medical attendant, all other male visitors
were to be accompanied in the School by a member of the Committee.100 At both the
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Maloga and Warangesda Aboriginal missions, girls and boys were often separated, both in
terms of work during the day and also evening activities. 101

White and Aboriginal girls were trained exclusively in skills useful for domestic
service. Philanthropists envisioned that white working-class women should ‘become
domestic servants and laundresses and eventually mothers’.102 At the Female School of
Industry (Sydney) the Committee emphasised in the annual report for 1868 that ‘as no
servants are kept, the whole of the work of the Institution is done by the girls’.103 At the
Crowley Orphanage (Birmingham) the older girls were expected to clean the windows of
the Orphanage, as well as making clothing for themselves and the younger girls. In 1877
when the Orphanage struggled to fund itself due to dwindling subscriptions the Committee
decided to admit non-orphan girls to be trained for domestic service, at a fee of £10 per
annum.104 The Female School of Industry (Sydney) adopted an almost identical scheme in
the 1860s.105 From the early-nineteenth century, increasing work opportunities outside of
the home for young women meant that it was more difficult for them to learn domestic
skills in the home. At a meeting of philanthropists in Birmingham, Wilhelmina Hall
expressed concern about the domestic skills of young working-class women, stating that
most workhouse girls ‘cannot light an ordinary fire; they know nothing of the use of the
saucepan, gridiron, &c’.106 Evidence from the charities of Birmingham and Sydney
101 One mission report mentions that ‘a meeting held once a week in one of the married people’s huts has
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supports Linda Mahood’s assertion that ‘the child-savers seldom approached the girls as
anything other than potential agents of domesticity, as future maids or mothers’.107

The work carried out by Aboriginal girls at Warangesda and Maloga was similar to
that performed by white girls in institutions in Sydney and Birmingham. At Warangesda
the girls were ‘specifically educated into the virtues and habits of working-class white
women: they were to become domestic maids, and later wives and mothers in British-style
cottages’.108 As we have seen, Daniel Matthews envisioned that Aboriginal girls would
become a “servile class”. At Maloga the girls were taught by Janet Matthews similarly
gendered forms of work which focused upon domesticity. The teaching of domesticity to
Aboriginal girls served a number of functions; it was inherently civilising, teaching girls to
look after a fixed home, the concept of which was alien to many Aboriginal peoples.
Moreover, caring for a husband and children, specifically by cleaning, the preparation of
food and other domestic tasks was perpetuated by gender hierarchies enshrined in
Christianity.

Girls - both white and Aboriginal - were also deemed to need various forms of
protection. ‘Sex made a difference: girls were held to need protection for longer’.109 Child
prostitution was deeply abhorred by philanthropists and missionaries. W. T. Stead’s
“Maiden Tribute to Modern Babylon” exposé in Britain resulted in an increase in the age
of consent, to sixteen, in 1885. In the Australian colonies there was a similar anxiety over
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child prostitution, resulting in a ‘prurient interest’ in girls’ sexuality’.110 Girls were held to
be at a greater risk of depravity and immorality than boys, as a prominent journalist from
Melbourne explained: ‘a boy or youth may be reclaimed, but a girl once lost is, as a rule,
depraved for ever.111 In Birmingham, J. T. Middlemore expressed similar fears: ‘girls of
the criminal class fall earlier and sink deeper into crime than Boys, and their redemption is
far more difficult and uncertain’.112 In 1887 the Birmingham Ladies’ Association for the
Care and Protection of Young Girls was founded, which advocated chastity and purity
among girls and young women.113

In NSW similar concerns were raised by missionaries about the threats of immorality
to Aboriginal girls, which were specifically framed within broader concerns about the
sexual threat of white male settlers. Although Aboriginal girls at Maloga were prepared for
employment in domestic service, Daniel Matthews was reluctant to send them into the
homes of white settlers. He stated ‘every girl and woman who has entered the mission has
been victimized and degraded by white people, either in camps or while engaged in
service’.114 As a result, Matthews’ aims for Aboriginal girls were contradictory; on one
hand he wished the girls to be self-sufficient by gaining employment as domestic servants,
but was reluctant to let them leave the mission because of the sexual threat posed by some
white men.
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The education and training of white boys in philanthropic institutions posed a
different set of challenges. The homes for boys existed as a place of transition between
boyhood and manhood, ‘where a boy is introduced into the world, helped in his choice of a
career, guided in his work and in his play’.115 Overwhelmingly, the focus was on training
for employment, according to middle-class discourses of masculinity: boys ‘must be
trained to stand on their own feet as a necessary foundation for manly “independence”’.116
Waged, skilled labour was deemed crucial to this independence: ‘it became a vital source
of identity for him, in terms of the trade itself, the duties and obligations attached to it and
in terms of gender’.117 Indeed, such skilled work was critical to one of the fundamental
responsibilities of masculinity: the ‘support of dependents in the home’.118 In Birmingham,
skilled labour was perceived by philanthropists to be crucial, and two of the charities
explored in the town were working boys’ homes. This emphasis on teaching boys skilled
trades is a point of difference between charities for boys in Birmingham and Sydney. As
the Catholic St. Vincent’s Home for Working Boys stated, ‘Birmingham, with its many and
varied trades, is a suitable centre for an Institution of this kind’.119 The perpetuation of an
artisan class was integral to maintaining the spirit of co-operation between masters and
men in the town.
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Illustration Nine: ‘with help, the result’. 120

Many boys in Sydney were boarded-out to respectable working-class families in
predominantly rural areas, where more manual - predominantly farming - skills were
taught. Of course, many industrial schools and reformatories existed in Sydney, and the
Vernon Training Ship combined ‘militaristic discipline’ with an education in nautical
skills.121 Nevertheless all forms of work, whether rural/manual or skilled, were
championed by philanthropists as a means of instilling habits of regularity, obedience and
discipline. Like the girls, boys in philanthropic institutions were occupied for the majority
of the day, even outside of working hours. At the Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham),
outside of working hours the boys were expected to chop wood.122 For the Sydney
charities, perhaps because of the climate and the abundance of space, more emphasis was
on chores outside. At both the Waitara Foundling Home (Sydney) and the Dalmar
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Children’s Home (Sydney) the boys were expected to assist in the garden after school
hours.123 Likewise, Aboriginal boys at the Maloga mission were expected to assist the men
with their work after school hours.

The benefits of routine

Common to the experiences of all children cared for by philanthropic societies and
missions was the ordering of time, and specifically the use of timetables. For boys and girls
- young and older, Aboriginal and white - schooling, work or domestic chores were
assigned, and even leisure time involved organised activities, usually supervised.
Timetables were used to dictate children’s activities at all times. For instance, the timetable
for the St. Vincent’s Home for Working Boys (Birmingham) read:
The Boys rise at 5 am, have morning prayers immediately, then wash and dress; after that
Breakfast. Most of the Boys have gone to work by 7:30, taking their lunches with them. As
soon as the Boys have gone the scouring and cleaning of the house begins and goes on all
day. This is done partly by the servant, partly by Boys who are not at work or who have just
come to the Home. At 5:30 the Boys begin to return. Dinner, at which all the Boys are
present is at 7:30. After Dinner the Boys play Games, Bagatelle, Ping Pong, Draughts etc, or
read. Prayers are at 9 o’clock then bed. 124

At the Maloga mission, the day began at 7:30am with prayers, and school began after
breakfast at 9:30am.125

As J. T. Middlemore explained, timetables served a specific function. In 1896 he
wrote: ‘in order to carry on our Institution in a methodical and orderly manner it is
desirable that every minute of the day should be mapped out. At present we have no time-
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table and in consequence no system and very little order’.126 As a result, timetables were
created for the use of matrons in both the Boys’ and Girls’ Emigration Homes
(Birmingham). To paraphrase M. J. D. Roberts, the facets of an industrial society such as
work, regularity, and rational recreation have encompassed an inherently restrictive
element in order to achieve moral reform.127 Indeed, for philanthropists the themes of
order, discipline and obedience were important ways of effecting change among the boys
and girls, a crucial part of their civilisation and ultimately rendering them good future
citizens. For missionaries, timetables held an extra layer of significance, because the
introduction of the Christian calendar itself was a part of the broader process of civilising
and converting. Moreover, the ‘spatialisation’ of time during this era by anthropologists
resulted in the idea that ‘relations between the West and its Other... were conceived not
only as difference, but as distance in space and time’.128

As part of their concern to regulate and organise time for white and Aboriginal
children, philanthropists and missionaries often organised what they deemed to be
appropriate and educational leisure activities. Sports were organised by the Working Boys’
Home (Birmingham), for instance during the Christmas holidays of 1894 there were ‘social
games in the Large Hall’ each evening.129 Sports were used to teach boys in particular
notions of ‘fellowship’.130 For white girls, philanthropists often organised outings to parks
or gardens. For instance, in the summer of 1873 the girls from Crowley Orphanage
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(Birmingham) were taken to Sutton Park.131 The committee members of the Female School
of Industry (Sydney) often invited the girls to their own houses: ‘Mrs. Henry Moore kindly
gave the School girls a treat in her gardens at Barnecluth, where they had tea and cakes’.132
As a result, ‘many of the adult-sponsored children’s leisure activities... were provided in
the nineteenth-century tradition of making working-class recreation, which was seen as
wild and disordered, more “rational”’.133 Examples of rational recreation are evident in
excursions organised by the Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham). Mr Butter,
superintendent of the Home, ‘took 18 boys to the Missionary Exhibition at Bingley Hall on
Tuesday night where they found plenty to interest and amuse them’.134 At the missionary
exhibition it is likely that the boys would have been taught about their Britishness and
attendant responsibilities to civilise others. Moreover, the boys at the Working Boys’ Home
(Birmingham) were encouraged to finance their recreational activities themselves: ‘the
boys are looking forward to their week’s outing at the seaside. They have already
subscribed about 30/- towards the expenses’.135

Missionaries placed a similar value on educative leisure time. In 1879 Daniel
Matthews took a group of twenty Aboriginal children to visit the juvenile Industrial
Exhibition at Ballarat. Treats sent to Aboriginal children by subscribers also had an
explicitly civilising function. Books and clothing were regularly received, described by
Matthews as ‘useful presents’.136 However, it is also important to stress that some leisure
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activities for both white and Aboriginal children did not have an overtly rational or
civilising aspect. For instance, on one occasion the boys at the Working Boys’ Home
(Birmingham) were treated to a magic lantern display, and fifty children residing at the
Benevolent Society’s asylum (Sydney) were given passes to the circus in 1903.137 Daniel
Matthews frequently organised picnics for the Aboriginal boys and girls, stating that on
one such occasion ‘our young people gave themselves up to amusement’.138 The
sentimentalising discourse of childhood held that working-class children, like their middleclass counterparts, could also be occasionally indulged and entertained.

Good conduct: prizes and awards

Missionaries and philanthropists were keen to reward Aboriginal and white children
for good behaviour. Prizes were frequently awarded for good conduct or performance in
exams or other activities. The Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham) adopted a system of
good conduct stripes, which were awarded for a range of activities and behaviour,
including cleanliness and praise from their employers. Stripes were also revoked for bad
behaviour. Good conduct stripes had an impact upon leisure time, for instance when a
committee member of the Working Boys’ Home donated a tricycle to the boys in 1895, the
committee resolved that ‘only boys of Good Conduct are allowed the use of it’. 139 The
distribution of prizes for performance in practical examinations or school work was
common. The Female School of Industry (Sydney) distributed an annual award for good
conduct, in addition to a range of prizes for needlework, proficiency at domestic chores as
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well as reading, writing and arithmetic.140 Similarly, at the Maloga Mission, the school
teacher, Mr. James, distributed a number of prizes to Aboriginal boys and girls ‘who had
been most attentive and proficient in school’.141

Whilst Aboriginal children were being moulded into useful members of the
community, philanthropists sought to make white children good future citizens by teaching
them about their civic responsibilities. For both men and women, engagement in
philanthropy was represented as a duty to society. Indeed, ‘the language of “duty”... was
central to the social vocabulary of the late- nineteenth century’.142 During the second half
of the century citizenship became ‘a practice concerned with obligations’, as well as
rights.143 In this section I suggest that philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney strove to
mould girls and boys into good citizens by instilling in them a duty to assist others.
Although the responsibilities of citizenship were beginning to be taught in the classroom,
charities also played their part. 144 Philanthropic aims were often framed within the
language of citizenship. For instance, the St. Vincent’s Home for Working Boys
(Birmingham) stated that boys were ‘taught the responsibilities of Citizenship’.145
Similarly, at the Dalmar Children’s Home (Sydney) the committee proclaimed that the
children were ‘growing up to be good and worthy citizens’.146 The committee of the
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Infants’ Home (Sydney) added that they gave the children a ‘good moral up-bringing,
which will fit them to take their part hereafter as good citizens’.147

In this era, ‘active civic participation’ was regarded as crucial to the responsibilities
of citizenship.148 In both Birmingham and NSW philanthropists strove to teach white
children - who were themselves the recipients of philanthropy - to engage in philanthropic
activities.149 These sentiments were particularly evident in Birmingham where
philanthropy and other forms of voluntarism were particularly strong. At the Working
Boys’ Home, on Christmas morning in 1897, the boys helped to feed ‘waifs and strays’ at
the Church of the Messiah.150 On another occasion the boys were ‘marched’ to the Villa
Grounds to collect for the Lifeboat Saturday fund. 151 Also common was the expectation
that the child recipients would repay the charity - in some cases literally - when they
reached adulthood. J. T. Middlemore noted that ‘the children, as they grow up, are
becoming our supporters, and it is they eventually who will continue our work in
Canada’.152 Middlemore frequently sent impassioned letters to his former child emigrants
in Canada to appeal for assistance. One such letter read:
We can feed, clothe and educate a child in Birmingham, bring it to Canada and settle it in a
good home here for SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS. Seventy-five dollars have been spent on
you and on SIX HUNDRED AND FORTY on other children whom I have brought to Canada.
Why should not the older boys and girls in Canada pay the expenses of one or two children
every year?153
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In addition to their attempts to civilise and convert Aboriginal peoples, Daniel and
Janet Matthews also strove to prepare white children for citizenship.154 Each Maloga
mission report began with ‘An Address to the Young of Australia’, directed at white
Sunday School children. On his travels to Sydney, Melbourne and England, Daniel
Matthews regularly gave talks to Sunday Schools and children’s charities about his work at
Maloga. For instance in 1889-90 on a tour of England he visited countless Sunday Schools
and children’s charities to speak about his missionary work. Such meetings were well
attended; missionary stories were popular among children in Britain: ‘children often
travelled for miles to hear an address delivered by a missionary back from Africa or
India’.155 These talks served to re-enforce children’s national identity by reminding them of
their responsibilities - as an imperial race - towards peoples of colour. They reminded
pauper children that despite their location at the bottom of the class hierarchy in Britain, as
white children they ‘could feel in some sense “superior” to the forever child-like black
native’.156

Most of Daniel Matthews’ efforts were directed at white children in NSW and
Victoria, educating them about their duties as future colonial citizens. For Matthews,
taking responsibility for the welfare of Aboriginal peoples was central to colonial
citizenship. During a visit to Sydney in June and July of 1881, he visited twenty-five
Sunday Schools, speaking to approximately 8,000 children.157 Daniel and Janet Matthews
believed that it was important to ‘encourage this missionary spirit among the young’, and
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they established a sponsorship system whereby Sunday School children could support an
Aboriginal child at the mission. This was designed to encourage ‘reciprocal affection’
between Aboriginal and white children. 158 They appealed to Sunday School children by
using emotive language: ‘do you ever sit down quietly, and for a few moments think of the
rich blessings God is constantly giving you, and consider how favorable your lot in life is,
compared with those who live in heathen lands?’159 In her ‘Address to the Young of
Australia’, Janet Matthews reminded Sunday School children: ‘by your prayers, and
sympathy, and acts of self denial, you may help us’.160

In addition to instilling a sense of colonial citizenship in white children, the
Matthews were also concerned with converting white children. Janet Matthews wrote: ‘I
hope that some of you who did not believe in the Lord Jesus when I last wrote have since
become children of God. How dreadful would it be for you to be shut out of heaven when
many of the Blacks have entered in’.161 Converting white children was linked to cultivating
their whiteness. As Richard Dyer has noted, Christianity itself is not white but nonetheless
perpetuates a ‘white ideal’, which is often exemplified by the ‘whitening of the image of
Christ and the Virgin in painting’.162 Emma Rainey, who assisted the Matthews at Maloga,
reflected on the links between whiteness and Christianity:
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Are there some little children who read this who have not yet given their hearts to the Lord
Jesus? Do not put off any longer, dear young friends, for though your skin is white, your
hearts by nature are black, and you cannot enter Heaven unless you have your black hearts
made white in Jesus’ precious blood. 163

Since the sixteenth century blackness had come to be associated with ‘evil, sin and
treachery, ugliness, filth and degradation’.164 For the Matthews and Rainey, whiteness bound up with Christianity and citizenship - meant assuming responsibility for Aboriginal
peoples. By the same token, white children were not truly white until they believed in God.
Until this time, despite the whiteness of their skin, their hearts would remain perpetually
black.

3. The Backlash Against Barrack Homes for White Children

The importance of home and the rural idyll

For most of the nineteenth century, the prevalent model of care for pauper white
children in both Britain and NSW was institutionalisation, either in the workhouse in
Britain, or in similar colonial government-sponsored institutions, such as the Benevolent
Asylum. However, during the 1870s, there was growing condemnation of the barrack
system of childcare. Workhouses were widely criticised because, it was argued, they
encouraged pauperism. Alfred Hill, committee member of the Working Boys’ Home
(Birmingham) argued that ‘a pauper atmosphere... pervades a workhouse’. 165 Similarly, the
Rev. J. Jefferis maintained that the Randwick children’s asylum in Sydney, which could
house up to 400 children, was ‘increasing rather than diminishing the pauperism of the
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colony’.166 In Sydney, a large-scale riot at the Girls’ Industrial School lead to the
widespread denunciation of barrack institutions in the 1873-4 Commission into Public
Charities. ‘Scandals, accounts of hard life and of even harder supervisors found ready
circulation in the press’ at this time.167 Criticism of such institutions centered on the lack of
a family environment and the notion that housing large numbers of children together
simply manufactured criminals.

Concerns over the institutionalisation of children were framed within a growing
contemporary preference for the home as the ideal environment in which to raise children.
The importance of the home was ‘advocated by all major faiths at this time in England. 168
In the Australian colonies there was also a concerted effort by philanthropists to ‘bring to
their young charges the loving care of the home’.169 The middle classes revered the home
as a place where children ‘learned the meaning of responsibility and mutual service, trust
and affection in their relationships with family members’.170 Crucially, barrack style homes
were perceived to threaten the creation of good future citizens. Children from institutions
‘are not, educate them as you will, exactly the most promising material for the making of
the future citizens and rulers of the Empire’. 171 Many of the charities were formed at the
height of such concerns. Many used the term “home” to distinguish themselves from
colonial asylums or the workhouse. For instance the Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham,
1880), the Infants’ Home (Sydney, 1874), the Dalmar Children’s Home (Sydney, 1892), the
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Middlemore Emigration Homes (Birmingham, 1872). At the Dalmar Home, the committee
members were keen to stress the small size of the home, where children ‘are loved and
cared for by their “Mother” and “Auntie” as our Matron and Sister are called by the
children’.172 J. T. Middlemore argued that philanthropic establishments ‘should be real
homes to the children, and not mere institutions’.173

Institutions were also depicted as unhealthy. A greater awareness of the spread of
disease in the second half of the nineteenth century meant that contemporaries were
beginning to understand that some diseases were ‘terribly prevalent wherever large
numbers of children are congregated’.174 Doctors who attended philanthropic institutions
began to advocate excursions as beneficial to children’s health. Such recommendations
were bound up with the enduring belief that the centres of towns and cities were inherently
unhealthy, corrupting and immoral. Indeed, ‘only the pure, ennobling life of the
countryside could cleanse and purify’. 175 Charities began to introduce excursions to the
country and regular outdoor walks into their timetables. At the Crowley Orphanage
(Birmingham) in 1873, the ladies’ committee recommended that the matron should take the
girls ‘all out together in the evening, once a week, during the Summer, and that once a
month they should have a longer ramble’.176 The boys at the Working Boys’ Home
(Birmingham) had an annual holiday in the countryside, and the St. Vincent’s Home for
Working Boys (Birmingham) held an annual camp. At the same time urban municipalities
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in Britain began to provide parks for urban men, women and children. Various parks in
Birmingham were created in the 1860s and 1870s, including Small Heath and Highgate.

By virtue of their climate and location, the Sydney charities could more readily
provide outdoor excursions and a semi-rural location for children. The city could expand to
the west, south and north. Many of the charities were located some distance from the
centre of the city. The Infants’ Home was located at Ashfield to the east of the city, and the
Dalmar Home was situated at Croydon, approximately 9 miles from the city centre.
Overwhelmingly, the Sydney charities emphasised their locations as beneficial to the
children and their health. The Female School of Industry described its premises at
Darlinghurst as ‘well built and commodious; the situation pleasant and airy’.177 By
contrast, Birmingham’s expansion was geographically much more limited. The city was
hemmed in by nearby towns such as Wolverhampton, Leicester and Coventry. As such, the
majority of the charities were situated within the town centre.178

Two different policies: the child emigration movement and the boarding-out
movement will now be explored, which both claimed to address contemporary concerns
about the lack of family life for institutionalised children, as well as the belief in the rural
idyll.

The child emigration movement: Birmingham

The child emigration movement in Britain began in 1618 when a group of pauper
children sailed to the new colony of Virginia. From this date until 1967, approximately
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150,000 children were sent abroad, the majority to Canada and Australia.179 The heyday of
child emigration began in the late-1860s when Miss Rye and Miss Macpherson, both
operating in London, took pauper children to the Canadian dominions in 1869 and 1870
respectively. The emigration movement gained momentum in the 1880s, when
approximately 2,000 children per year were sent to Canada. 180 Philanthropists were not
obliged to seek official permission before sending children abroad, although it is important
to note that those wishing to emigrate workhouse children were required to seek the
approval of the Secretary of State.181
Illustration Ten: Middlemore Emigration Homes, Birmingham. 182

In the 1870s and 1880s, many child emigration societies were established outside of
London. Birmingham, already establishing itself as a site of reform for child education,
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emigrate pauper children within contemporary concerns about the immoral influence of
urban spaces, coupled with the desirability of a rural upbringing for children. Through
emigration, Middlemore argued that ‘these waifs and strays have been taken from a sinsodden environment and placed amid wholesome surroundings’. 183 Middlemore stressed
that all of the children were placed in homes in Canada. ‘The youngest’ he reported, ‘are
adopted into Christian families, and the elder are placed in farm-houses, where they share
the advantages of social life’.184 Middlemore believed that emigration was the only means
through which pauper children could become depauperised: ‘emigration is the only mode
of permanently separating these children from their old associations’.185 Initially,
Middlemore had attempted to re-settle children in Birmingham. However, this scheme had
the ‘most disastrous results... five got into prison immediately after; two of the five were
taken up for larceny, one for manslaughter, and one for burglary’.186 As such, he was
resolutely convinced that emigration was preferable. ‘There is no child whom I have taken
to Canada to whom emigration has not been a blessing’.187

Children from Middlemore’s Emigration Homes, like many other emigrated children
in this era, were sent to Canada. Canada was an obvious choice because it was a
predominantly rural white settler colony, which was represented as a place where children
could learn the value of good, honest labour in a healthy environment. Middlemore
stressed the benefits of the ‘fresh air and freedom of Canadian farms’, in contrast to the
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‘degraded slums’ of Birmingham.188 Canada, like the Australian colonies, was depicted as
a home from home ‘which is one with England in language, laws, arts, religions’.189
Furthermore, Ontario in particular was keen to receive white Protestant children during the
1870s and 1880s, partly because of fears over the expansion of neighbouring Catholic
Quebec.190 Ultimately, however, Canadian farmers needed labour. As Gillian Wagner
explains, ‘children played a very important role in the success or otherwise of a pioneering
family’.191 Canadian demands for labour spoke powerfully to Malthusian concerns about
overpopulation in Britain. It was not until after the First World War that large numbers of
British children were sent to Australia. Until this date, the relatively high cost of passage
was a deterrent to child emigration, and during the 1850s and 1860s philanthropists fretted
over gold-fever as a potential moral disease for British children.192

Children entered the Middlemore Homes for a variety of reasons. Most children did
so because they were destitute. Perhaps one or both parent(s) had deserted the family, died
or been placed in gaol. However, ‘the vast majority of child migrants were not orphans;
they were far more likely to have been abandoned, illegitimate or from a broken home’.193
At the Middlemore Homes in 1897, only 17 orphan children had been admitted over the
course of the year, compared to 96 children admitted because one parent had died, and the
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remaining parent was unable to keep them.194 The children remained in the Homes until
their voyage to Canada. Often, Middlemore accompanied the children on the voyage and
assisted with their settlement. His first emigration voyage in 1873 was carried out with
very little planning. Middlemore later admitted that he ‘had not a single friend in Canada,
and did not know what to do with my children when I arrived there’.195 He initially
selected the Canadian foster homes for each child, compelling the foster-parents/employers
to sign contracts to ensure they would provide for the child’s welfare. Such contracts were
not legally binding, and furthermore, because there was no formal inspection procedure
‘the children were entirely at the mercy of the family with whom they had been placed’. 196
This was not just a lack of insight on Middlemore’s part. In a government report of 1875,
Maria Rye was heavily criticised for a lack of inspection procedures in her homes in
Canada.197 Possibly as a result of the concerns raised in this report, in 1875 Middlemore
established a receiving home in Ontario, and established a local visiting committee to
inspect the children on a regular basis.

In order to adopt or employ a child from the Middlemore Homes, Canadian men and
women were obliged to present a letter of recommendation from a clergyman. However,
occasionally there were not enough foster parents for the children. In 1878 Middlemore
scoured the Ontario plains, seeking a home for one boy. He finally arrived at a farmer’s
house and was willing to leave the boy there despite the patent lack of interest by the
farmer’s wife. Middlemore wrote that the farmer was willing to take in the boy, but his
wife ‘wished to throw the responsibility of this step on her husband. She said “I leave you
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to decide; if you take the boy I will do my duty; if he does badly it won’t be my fault”’.198
Despite the hurried nature of this boy’s settlement, and knowing little about the farmer and
his wife, Middlemore stated that he ‘gladly’ left the boy with them.199 Such insensitive
attitudes to children’s settlement meant that children were left at the mercy of their foster
parents, and their experiences could differ vastly.

As part of their settlement agreements, children were supposed to write to the Homes
in Birmingham four times per year. These letters were full of requests for information,
particularly ‘concerning the whereabouts of mothers (sometimes fathers), brothers, sisters
or friends’.200 One of Middlemore’s children pleaded ‘please do try to bring my sister to
Canada’; another wrote ‘will you send me word on how my brother is?’ 201 Many letters
displayed traces of homesickness and isolation: ‘I feel a little lonesome’.202 The letters
rarely reveal any explicit complaints against foster families, but censorship of children’s
letters was common by many philanthropic societies. Thus, ‘cleansed of criticism, their
letters back to the institutions in England were proudly run in the magazines of the
different societies’.203 If letters did not reveal unhappiness and cases of ill treatment or
abuse, often neither did inspection. Middlemore confidently proclaimed that ‘active
illtreatment... is almost unknown’.204 However, abuse was easy to conceal and many
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children ‘suffered in silence or ran away’.205 Undoubtedly many children were deeply
psychologically affected by their experiences. Most children were informed of their
impending emigration in brief talks, which made the whole process sound ‘like a nice day
trip’.206 Middlemore was so convinced of the benefits of emigration that he was blind to its
emotional impact. He wrote impassively that ‘I have known a girl, who was five years old
when she left her mother, forget, when she was six, that she had a mother in England at all.
There is everything in our mode... to obliterate the past from the minds of the children’.207
Illustration Eleven: Middlemore child with her Canadian foster parents. 208

Middlemore’s Emigration Homes were very successful in terms of the support
received from Birmingham men and women. However, Middlemore’s negative statements
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about the fate of Birmingham’s children if they remained in the town sat uneasily with the
widespread civic pride present in this era. There were hints of discord at the Emigration
Homes’ AGM in 1899 when Middlemore defended himself against criticism from Joseph
Chamberlain. Middlemore stated that Canadian foster parents who received Birmingham’s
children ‘were patriotic, loved England, and greatly respected his [Chamberlain’s]
name’.209 In Canada too, politicians began to question the value of child emigration,
believing that they were receiving the residuum of Britain’s youth. In 1897 the Canadian
government commissioned a report on child emigration, and as a result of its findings, the
provinces of Ontario and Manitoba heavily restricted child emigration. 210 This had a
significant impact on Middlemore’s emigration activities and he was forced to relocate his
receiving home to Halifax in Nova Scotia.

Throughout his life and despite criticism, Middlemore remained convinced of the
benefits of emigration. He proudly published stories of success in the Homes’ annual
reports. One boy, now an adult, had ‘married his employer’s daughter: he owns his own
house and four hundred and fifty acres besides’. 211 Middlemore believed that virtually all
of the children emigrated to Canada had benefitted from their experience, stating that most
have ‘from the very first done remarkably well’.212 Throughout the period, despite a
growing unease, child emigration schemes were, for the most part, immensely popular
among the public in Britain. Dr. Barnardo alone had ‘an annual budget of over £46,000’ for
child emigration in 1885.213
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The boarding-out movement in NSW

The boarding-out movement began in the 1830s in Scotland. Although many British
and Irish poor law unions adopted the scheme, it was much more prevalent in the
Australian colonies, and so the policy will be discussed with reference to NSW. The
scheme was designed to remove destitute children from urban centers, who were then
informally adopted into respectable working-class families, preferably in rural areas.
Foster parents were paid 5s per week, an amount that proponents of the scheme argued
covered extra costs incurred by the family, but prevented profit-making. On reaching their
twelfth birthday the children were either apprenticed out to learn a trade, or remained with
the family, receiving wages for labour performed. In 1881 the scheme was implemented as
official policy by the NSW government, to be overseen by the newly created State
Children’s Relief Department (hereafter SCRD). Under this Act, all children housed in the
Randwick and Benevolent Asylums were to be transferred to the boarding-out officer.
There was a sex-imbalance in the scheme, and Naomi Parry estimates between 1.2 and 1.6
boys were boarded-out for each girl. 214 Similarly to the Birmingham children entering the
Middlemore Emigration Homes, children were boarded-out in NSW for a range of reasons,
although for most children, like their counterparts in Birmingham, the primary factor was
‘the absence of at least one parent’. 215

This scheme, like child emigration, presented an alternative system to the much
criticised barrack system. Proponents consistently emphasised two advantages of the
scheme: children were raised in a family environment in a healthy, rural location. The
Benevolent Society’s Report for 1889 stated that such children had the benefit of ‘family
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life in various homes in healthy localities’.216 Equally significant was cost. It was cheaper
to pay foster parents to look after children than to maintain them in institutions. Henry
Parkes cited cost as one of the benefits of the scheme.217 The NSW government and
supporters of the scheme argued that it would ultimately benefit society by fashioning
pauper children into ‘disciplined members of the working classes’.218 Between 1881 and
the First World War, 24,630 children were transferred to the boarding-out officer in
NSW. 219 The movement became so popular in the Australian colonies that its success was
heralded in Britain, and in Birmingham Middlemore claimed that his emigration scheme
‘may be described as a system of boarding-out English children in Canada’.220

Supporters of boarding-out emphasised that homes for pauper children were
carefully selected. As we have seen, there was a discernible anxiety in NSW society about
the respectability and morality of the colony. As such, Dr. Renwick, head of the SCRD,
stressed that the moral character of each home was carefully considered. He recalled that
27 applications for boarded-out children were refused ‘on the ground of immorality in the
homes, the disclosures in some cases being shocking’. 221 Plans were drawn up to
periodically inspect the children, designed to detect instances of ill-treatment. A number of
lady visitors visited the children up to 4 times annually. Moreover, each child was also
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visited bi-annually by the boarding-out officer or his assistants. However, as Naomi Parry
argues, in practice children in remote locations were visited less frequently. 222

If ill-treatment was discovered, the boarding-out officer could remove the child, or,
in less serious cases, reduce the weekly 5s grant made to foster parents. 223 However,
children boarded-out in South Australia rarely reported cases of ill-treatment or abuse to
inspectors. The inspection process itself could be a source of anxiety for many children:
‘one girl wrote of being “nervous and confused” when being questioned’.224 Ultimately,
when children were removed from their foster homes, the foster parents and inspectors
often blamed the children, who were depicted as ‘willful, forward, passionate, untruthful,
sulky, stubborn, disobedient, prone to tantrums or absconding’.225 Like emigration,
although perhaps not quite to the same extent, the process of boarding-out could be
traumatic to children, and often resulted in severance from family members and friends.
Like Middlemore, Arthur Renwick, president of the Benevolent Society, ‘thought it was
“for the best” to sever a child’s relationship with its natural parents, and let the child
believe its guardian was its parent’.226

The 1881 State Children Relief Act had profound consequences for many of the
city’s charities. The Benevolent Society of NSW was most affected, because it was one of
the largest institutions in NSW, admitting approximately 300 to 350 children per year in
the 1880s. The only other large institution for children in the colony was the Randwick
Asylum. Until 1881, the Benevolent Asylum served as the first port of call for destitute
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children; most children remained there for a short time before being transferred to other
institutions. The majority of children were sent to the Randwick Asylum, although some
children were sent to other institutions such as the Protestant Orphan School. The
Benevolent Society embraced the boarding-out movement, not least because its president,
Dr. Renwick, was also head of the SCRD. Instead of transferring the majority of the
children to Randwick, the Benevolent Society now transferred them to the boarding-out
officer. This change in policy was effected on a large scale in a relatively short period of
time. In 1881, 36 children were transferred to the boarding-out officer, and 127 were sent
to Randwick.227 Four years later there was a complete reversal: only 16 children were sent
to Randwick, compared to 199 children boarded-out.228 From 1883, the Infants’ Home
began to board-out foundling and other destitute children once they had reached the age of
4. Likewise, the Waitara Foundling Home boarded-out some of the older boys.229

Despite changes in the way destitute white children were cared for in Birmingham
and Sydney during the 1870s, many barrack-style homes remained throughout the
nineteenth century in Britain. Similarly, despite dwindling numbers, the Randwick Asylum
in Sydney continued to function until 1915.230 Children deemed bad, mad or simply
incorrigible were frequently housed in institutions.231 The labeling of some children as
‘defective, physically debilitated or uncontrollably delinquent provided the rationale for
the continuation of some form of institutionalisation’.232 Nonetheless, during the 1870s
there had been a clear move away from the policy of institutionalisation for the majority of
227
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white children. Aboriginal children, however were conceived of differently, and they were
deemed to require increasing institutionalisation. This was provided either on missions, or
government reserves by the end of the century. For a moment in the 1880s it seemed as if
there might have been equivalent treatment for white and Aboriginal children. In 1882 the
Aborigines Protection Association (APA), comprised of philanthropists, missionaries and
other prominent NSW men, discussed the possibility of boarding-out Aboriginal children.
However, the successor to the APA, the Aborigines Protection Board (APB), a government
department, decided that boarding-out Aboriginal children was unworkable. The Board
‘did not think respectable Aboriginal guardians existed, and doubted whether any white
families would be prepared to take in Aboriginal children’.233

Thus institutionalisation became the norm for many Aboriginal children, at the same
time as philanthropists were criticising the same system for white children. This
discrepancy re-enforced the different outcomes expected for white and Aboriginal children.
‘Aboriginal children were not being groomed for citizenship but were being trained to
become docile, semi-enslaved and disenfranchised domestic and rural workers...
institutionalisation fitted these goals’.234 In contrast, white children were removed into
small homes under the care of white foster parents or philanthropists, who aimed to teach
them to be good white (colonial) citizens. A differentiated philanthropy existed for white
and Aboriginal women in NSW; a similar argument can be made about the provision of
philanthropy for Aboriginal and white children, framed within contemporary beliefs about
perceived inherent racial difference. Philanthropic policies for white children aimed to
augment and teach the responsibilities associated with whiteness and citizenship to pauper
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children. In contrast, institutionalisation on government reserves and missions was
designed to remove the Aboriginality from Aboriginal children.

4. Legislation and Reduction in Parental Authority

For years, missionaries had represented Aboriginal communities as potential sites of
neglect and danger for Aboriginal children who, they believed, were capable of civilisation
and conversion. During the final decades of the nineteenth century, some philanthropists
and other contemporaries began to question the ability of some white parents to care for
their children adequately. During the 1880s legislation was enacted in both Britain and
NSW which began to undermine parental rights. Such legislation re-configured the
relationship between children, their parents, philanthropists and the state. Linda Mahood
has argued that during the second half of the nineteenth century there was a transition from
a private patriarchy to a ‘public patriarchy’ in which a father’s rights were replaced ‘with a
more general state control of the rights of dependents, in other words, the rights of women
and children’.235 There is evidence of a similar transition in NSW. In this period the state
was becoming ‘the “natural guardian” of innocent children, rescuing them from
exploitation in the workplace and “from the consequences of parental neglect”’. 236 In
Britain, the 1889 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act stipulated that NSPCC officials
could remove children from homes considered to be neglectful or cruel, and such children
could be transferred to philanthropic institutions. Similar legislation was passed in NSW in
1892 under the Children’s Protection Act, whereby magistrates were given powers to
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commit children to philanthropic institutions, and parents could be held accountable for
cruelty or neglect.

The 1889 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act in Britain had significant
implications for the ways in which charities in Birmingham operated, but in general,
legislation enacted in this era facilitated and supported the work carried out by
philanthropists. For instance the Middlemore Emigration Homes were designated a place
of safety under the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act. This meant that NSPCC officers
could remove children to the Emigration Homes. Thus, whilst at the beginning of the
period many children were referred to charities by clergy or philanthropists themselves,
there was a shift towards referrals by larger agencies such as the NSPCC as well as
magistrates and police by the end of the century. In 1898, 86 children out of a total of 184
admitted over the course of the year had been referred by the NSPCC.237 Thus, legislation
in Britain increased the work of philanthropists. The Middlemore Emigration Homes
frequently turned away boys recommended by the NSPCC, police, or magistrates due to
lack of room: ‘we have had several boys sent here by the magistrates and a many [sic]
applied for admission, but have had to send them away, having no accommodation’.238

In contrast, legislation in NSW - particularly the 1881 State Children Relief Act reduced the power of many charities. This act rendered the NSW government responsible
for all destitute children in the state, including those cared for in philanthropic institutions.
The government began to assert its authority over charities such as the Infants’ Home. The
Home was now obliged to accept children recommended by the government, which
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undermined their established strict admittance procedures.239 Therefore, there is evidence
of an earlier and greater government responsibility for children in NSW, alongside a
corresponding government interference in philanthropic practices. As we have seen, there
was an earlier and deeper transition towards collectivism in NSW than in Britain, as a
result of the origins of the colony. The tradition of voluntarism in Britain meant that the
government was less willing to diminish the work of philanthropists. This tradition was
lacking in NSW and, as such, charities had limited bargaining power with the government.

Legislation such as the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act (Britain, 1889) and the
Children’s Protection Act (NSW, 1892) limited the absolute rights of parents over their
children. Central to this legislation was the emerging belief that some parents - particularly
working-class parents - were not fit to care for their children. M. J. D. Roberts argues that
the formation of the NSPCC itself was framed within a realisation that not all family
environments were beneficial to children. 240 Indeed, ‘reformers described the urban
dwellings of the poor as intrinsically undomestic and therefore unsuitable for nurturing
individual subjectivity and civic identity in children’.241 Mr. Butter, an employee at the
Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham) often made judgements about the parents of the
children who entered the Home: ‘Enoch ____ age 11 sent in by Police, no Father. Mother
living but of ill fame and not fit to have charge of her son’.242 The Birmingham Daily Mail
stated that J. T. Middlemore had little sympathy with the parents of the children cared for
in his Emigration Homes. ‘He finds that although the parents have lost all proper natural
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affection for their offspring, they regard them as a source of profit, by their selling
newspapers, cigar lights, or race-cards, begging, or pilfering’.243

Some of the Sydney charities, such as the Dalmar Children’s Home, held a similarly
negative view of some of the parents of the children in its Home:
These little ones, who are found in most cases scantily clothed, lying on a few rags on the
floor of some foul room; their days being spent, if old enough, in earning a few pence, or in
carrying drink from the nearest public house to those whose duty it is to care for them. 244

The Home justified its very existence by citing the neglect of parents: ‘if parents realised
their own responsibilities, there would be no need, unless in case of illness, to apply for
help’.245 J. T. Middlemore supported intervention in working-class family life, stating that
‘it has been said that the Homes interfere with parental responsibility. Let it not be
forgotten that whenever a man sees suffering and crime he has a responsibility of his own,
and that he has no right to fold his arms amid those who are so perishing’.246

Changes in legislation increased the power of philanthropists in terms of their
interactions with the parents of children housed in their institutions. From the beginning of
the period, philanthropists commonly restricted parents’ access to - and influence over their own children. For instance when girls were admitted to the Female School of Industry
(Sydney) their parents were required to sign a bond to the value of £5 that they ‘will not
interfere with the child, or attempt to remove her from the charge of the Committee until
the age of eighteen years’.247 In addition, parents or relatives were permitted to visit the
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child once a month, and even then, the visit was usually conducted in the presence of the
matron.248 At the Crowley Orphanage (Birmingham) the aunt of one of the girls in the
orphanage objected to a placement obtained for her niece as a domestic servant because it
was ‘at a distance from Birmingham’.249 The ladies’ committee disagreed with the aunt’s
objection, and resolved that in future ‘with them should rest the responsibility of finding
suitable situations... and not with their surviving relatives, as it is obvious that their choice
might, in many cases, be most unsuitable’.250 Roy Parker reminds us that the language used
to describe many of the children in institutions as orphans, waifs and strays meant that
living parents could be ‘ignored when key decisions about their offspring were being
taken’.251

Nevertheless, many parents attempted to reclaim their children who had been
admitted to institutions. However, philanthropists had invested in themselves the authority
to release children to their parents. Even at the beginning of the period parents ‘faced
difficulties retrieving their children once they were again able to support them’.252 Parental
ability to regain custody of their children from charities was restricted even further
following the legislation of the 1880s and 1890s. On occasions when children were
returned to their parents, philanthropists frequently employed the language that the child
had been ‘allowed to go’, and children were rarely given back to their parents or relatives
if permission had not been formally sought.253 Often, philanthropists refused applications
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by parents and relatives, usually because they suspected they were not able to support the
child, or that the child would be in moral danger if permitted to go. For instance, one
application was refused at the Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham) because the committee
suspected that his mother ‘appeared only to want him for his earnings’.254 At the Female
School of Industry (Sydney), significant obstacles were placed in front of parents or
relatives wishing to remove their child. They not only had to prove that they could support
the child financially, but they were also obliged to reimburse the committee for the girl’s
maintenance during her entire stay at the School.

Some parents went to great lengths to reclaim children, often without success. At the
Middlemore Emigration Homes (Birmingham), Middlemore maintained that parents were
consulted before their children were emigrated to Canada. However, in 1889 the
Birmingham Daily Gazette published a story that questioned Middlemore’s claims. Mrs.
Davis’ son had been emigrated in 1884 and according to Mrs. Davis, her consent was not
sought. She had only discovered that her son had been sent to Canada when she received a
letter from him. Mrs. Davis enlisted the help of the Rev. W. Head, her local clergyman, in
her campaign to have her son returned to her. Head finally succeeded in persuading
Middlemore to bring him back from Canada in 1889, and ‘Mrs. Davis was informed that
Mrs. Evans, the matron, was bringing the boy home’.255 However, the boy was not
returned, and ‘the shock of disappointment was so great to Mrs. Davis that for many weeks
she lay almost at death’s door’.256 Instead, it transpired the boy had simply been moved to
another foster family in Canada. Middlemore defended his actions, stating that Mrs. Davis
had given her consent for her son’s emigration: ‘we hold the original document, which she
254
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signed in the year 1880’.257 Moreover, he denied that he had ever promised to return the
boy.258 Despite Mrs. Davis’ continued efforts, her son was not returned. This example
supports the assertion that ‘even with considerable help, success in recovering their
children, or preventing their emigration, was elusive’.259
Aboriginal parents, too, ‘did not sit passively as their families were broken up’. 260
The relatives of one Aboriginal girl at Maloga came to remove her, because ‘they had
heard she was going to get married here, and were averse to it’.261 Earlier in the century,
before the devastating effects of large-scale white settlement had been realised, Aboriginal
communities demonstrated considerable autonomy over missionaries. In 1834, when one
missionary working at the Wellington Valley mission in NSW removed an Aboriginal child
from a nearby Aboriginal community, ‘the next day there was not an Aboriginal in sight;
the whole camp had dispersed in protest, anger and fear’.262 However, towards the end of
the century, the autonomy and capacity for resistance of Aboriginal peoples had been
severely curtailed. In 1881, the kin of a number of girls at the mission arrived with the
intention to remove them from the mission. Daniel Matthews ‘resolutely refused to allow
them to go, fearing they might never return, but relapse into the evils of their former life,
and perhaps become the prey of corrupt and sensual men’.263 Eventually, the girls’ kin left
the mission in defeat.
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Just as the NSW government began to assume greater responsibility for destitute
white children, increasing controls were also placed on Aboriginal children. Legislation
directed at white children reduced the power of philanthropists, and similarly, increasing
government intervention in Aboriginal family life sidelined missionaries. From the
late-1880s the APA, and the subsequent government-run APB, began to recommend a more
institutionalised and secular environment for Aboriginal peoples, and in particular
Aboriginal children. Under federal legislation passed in 1905, the Chief Protector of
Aborigines was given powers as the legal guardian of every Aboriginal and mixed-race
child until their sixteenth birthday. Subsequent legislation passed in 1909 and 1915
sanctioned the widespread removal of Aboriginal children to institutions such as the
Cootamundra Girls Home. This legislation enabled the APB to remove any Aboriginal
child deemed to be at risk of neglect. However, neglect was widely defined and included
the lack of a fixed abode thus, in effect, many Aboriginal families could be classified as
sites of neglect.264 As such, the overt aim of such legislation was ‘the eventual “withering
away” of Aboriginal communities’.265 Ultimately, ‘it was up to the parents to show that the
child had a right to be with them, not the other way round... the manager of an Aboriginal
station, or a policeman on a reserve or in a town might simply order them removed’.266 By
1915, the NSW government had achieved rights ‘in loco parentis’ over all Aboriginal
children.267
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5. Into the Twentieth Century

White children, the decline of the birth rate and fears over degeneration

By the turn of the century, white children had become objects of state intervention
due to their perceived value to the nation-state as colonial citizens and British citizen/
subjects. However, whilst anxieties over youth were present in both Britain and Australia,
it is possible to identify certain differences. The level of anxiety raised over youth varied in
each country and, secondly, there was some variation in the ways in which these concerns
were articulated. These differences will be explored through a discussion of “larrikinsim”,
and secondly through an analysis of two government reports published in 1904: the Report
of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration in Britain and the NSW
Royal Commission on the Decline of the Birth-Rate and on the Mortality of Infants.268

The state of NSW demonstrated considerable concerns about its children and
adolescents, particularly during the final decades of the nineteenth century, which
intersected with the transition towards federation. More commonly associated with boys,
larrikinism referred ‘to a range of youthful activity from loitering and insulting language,
to occasional attacks on police’. 269 Larrikins were easily identifiable because they wore
distinctive clothing, including a felt hat. They were perceived to be a threat to society
because, as The Bulletin newspaper explained, they evoked the presence of ‘a demoralized
residuum... whose influence, if not checked and controlled, threatens to be burdensome and
offensive to the community as it expands’.270 Daniel Matthews noticed the larrikin
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presence when he visited Sydney in 1892: ‘my blood has chilled as I have witnessed
scenes that cannot be described, and heard language of the foulest character’.271
Illustration Twelve: ‘A Sydney Larrikin’.272

In the context of wider fears about the capacity of working-class parents to
adequately raise good colonial citizens, larrikinism was frequently blamed on ‘parental
neglect’.273 Despite an acknowledgement that the larrikin was simply the colonial
equivalent of the ‘Arab of London, the hoodlum of New York, and the gamin of Paris’,
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there seems to have been an undue preoccupation about larrikinism in NSW.274 It is
possible that these anxieties were exacerbated because they occurred simultaneously with
the formation of the Australian nation and the creation of national identity and character.
On his first visit to the Australian colonies during the 1880s, the Rev. R. W. Dale stated
that ‘the anxiety which some of my friends expressed about Larrickinism [sic] seemed to
me excessive’.275 Although some fears were expressed in Britain at this time about
hooligans - or scuttlers as they were known in Birmingham - levels of anxiety were much
higher in NSW.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century in Britain, Social Darwinism, the eugenics
movement and Britain’s imperial identity all contributed to growing concerns about the
quality of the British race. Indeed, ‘anxieties about the physical health of the young and
their ability to fulfill their imperial mission were widely expressed’.276 The importance of
instilling the responsibilities of imperial citizenship are visible in the various youth
movements which began in the early-twentieth century, such as the Boy Scout movement.
Fabian, liberal and imperialist agendas fused in the realisation that ‘to ensure a physically
healthy race, pure water supplies, proper drainage systems, healthy housing, and municipal
services such as paving, street-cleaning, and hospital accommodation were needed’.277
School meals for children were introduced nationally in 1906, an initiative that
Birmingham had implemented since 1886 during its heyday of liberal reform.278 The
charities were engaged in the process of creating good imperial citizens, and some former
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inmates of the Working Boys’ Home and Middlemore Emigration Homes joined the British
army and navy, defending the empire. Middlemore proudly stated in 1901 that two former
boys from the Home had accepted their imperial duty by ‘fighting England’s battles’ in the
Boer War. One of these former boys, ‘reports that on his return from South Africa he
paraded with his regiment before the Queen’. 279
Illustration Thirteen: Former inmate of the Working Boys’ Home.280

However, concerns about Britain’s military performance during the Boer War
‘crystalized and emphasized the, until then, relatively latent fears of national inefficiency
and race degeneration’.281 Anxieties surfaced about the evolution of the British race,
specifically the notion that ‘the British people might be on the point of decline, conforming
279
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to an old law of the rise and fall of empires’. 282 Fears about the physical quality of the
youth were expressed by the Birmingham charities. At the Working Boys’ Home, the
honorary dentist expressed concern about the condition of the boys’ teeth, stating that ‘of
the 26 inmates ten of them would not pass the standard required by the Army and Navy
authorities... I have given some instructions respecting the care and cleaning of their
teeth’.283 Concerns over the fitness of the British race were so serious that in 1904 a
committee was appointed to investigate claims of deterioration and degeneration. Despite
contemporary concerns, the report concluded that it did ‘not support the belief that there is
any general progressive deterioration’.284 Nevertheless, the report made many
recommendations specifically targeted at children, such as the introduction of milk depots,
‘to protect infant and child life in order to ensure a future healthy population’.285 These
concerns over the quality of the youth of Britain created the perception that children were
‘England’s most precious natural resource’.286

In NSW, similar anxieties were also expressed about children, who were perceived to
embody ‘the national future’. 287 The formation of the Australian nation in 1901 led to
heightened fears about the young, particularly larrikins. In addition, concerns were also
raised about the decline of the white birth rate. Central to the concerns of the Commission
on the Decline of the Birth Rate was the realisation that:
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The future of the Commonwealth, and especially the possibility of maintaining a “white
Australia” depend on the question whether we shall be able to people the vast areas of
the continent which are capable of supporting a large population. This can only be done
by restoring and maintaining a high rate of natural increase. 288

Despite similar reductions in the birth rate in many European countries at this time, many
Australians ‘were seriously disturbed by the decline of fertility... they feared for the future
of the Anglo-Saxon race in Australia’. 289 Such anxieties were linked to perceived threats to
the white Australian nation by the densely populated countries of Asia. In contrast to these
fears, the British Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration argued that a
slight decline in the population was beneficial, stating that it would result in ‘the
improvement rather than the deterioration of the race’.290

The 1904 Royal Commission on the Decline of the Birth Rate in NSW concluded
that it was ‘of paramount importance to the future welfare of the State that the lives of the
children that are born shall be preserved, as far as this is possible’. 291 As such, in NSW
instances of baby-farming and infanticide involving white children were particularly
anxiety-provoking.292 In 1901 the Sisters of Mercy who ran the Waitara Foundling Home
noted that ‘infanticide is also becoming alarmingly frequent; and that the infantile
mortality of the State, especially of illegitimate children, is appalling’.293 The Makin babyfarming scandal in Sydney in 1892 rocked the city. John and Sara Makin were charged
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with murdering seven children whose bodies they had buried in their backyard.294 The
Waitara Foundling Home and Dalmar Children’s Homes were formed at the height of such
concerns, in 1896 and 1892 respectively. Contemporary interest in infant welfare led to a
flurry of legislation in this era in NSW, such as the 1904 Infant Protection Act, which
required all persons wishing to care for two or more infants under the age of seven to
undergo inspection. Moreover, under the 1905 Neglected Children and Juvenile Offenders
Act, special child courts were introduced in the state. In Britain, Birmingham was one of
the first British cities to utilise child courts before their more widespread introduction from
1908.295
Illustration Fourteen: Fears about infanticide. 296
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Conclusion

This chapter has traced the major reconfigurations that took place in concepts of
childhood in Britain and NSW, through an exploration of charities in Birmingham and
Sydney, and missionary activities at the Maloga and Warangesda missions in NSW. The
Christian belief that all peoples had the right to salvation, coupled with the
sentimentalising discourse of childhood revealed the plight of both white and Aboriginal
children and the perceived need for their rescue and salvation. The main threat to white
children in both Birmingham and Sydney was urban space, represented as potentially
immoral, disease and dirt-ridden. Crucially, urban spaces were depicted as a threat to the
whiteness of these children. In contrast, missionaries argued that Aboriginal children were
in need of rescue from Aboriginal communities and immoral members of the white settler
population. Central to the rescue arguments made by philanthropists and missionaries was
the notion that both white and Aboriginal children were capable of improvement if
removed from their defective environments.

Fundamental to the changes in philanthropic practice in both sites was the
convergence of discourses of race, nation and citizenship. White children were increasingly
depicted as future citizens, therefore they had to be educated and trained to fulfill their
civic responsibilities. As part of this citizenship training, white children in philanthropic
institutions in Sydney and Birmingham were encouraged to undertake philanthropic
activities. In addition to their work among Aboriginal peoples, Daniel and Janet Matthews
used their mission reports to convert white children. Moreover, the Matthews reminded
these white children that the duties of colonial citizenship included the care and protection
of Aboriginal peoples. Indeed white and Aboriginal children were imagined to occupy
fundamentally different places in society. Whilst the charities for white children in
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Birmingham and Sydney presented their efforts in terms of creating good imperial/colonial
citizens, Daniel Matthews was unsure about Aboriginal citizenship. He and his missionary
colleague, Gribble, overwhelmingly represented Aboriginal children as future members of
society. However, despite this fundamental difference grounded in perceived racial
difference, similar methods were used by philanthropists and missionaries to effect reform
and improvement among white and Aboriginal children, such as gender-appropriate forms
of work.

In both Britain and NSW during the 1870s and 1880s there was a considerable
backlash against large barrack institutions for children. Philanthropists in Birmingham and
Sydney stressed the benefits of a home environment for children, preferably located in a
healthy, rural location. The emigration movement in Birmingham and the boarding-out
movement in NSW both attempted to address these concerns. During the 1880s and 1890s
anxieties over childhood reached new levels as philanthropists increasingly questioned the
capability of working-class parents to raise their own children, according to the standards
set by philanthropists and predominantly middle-class reformers. Whilst legislation in both
sites reduced the control of parents over their own children, the reconfiguration of the
relationship between the child, the parent, the philanthropist and the state had different
consequences for philanthropists in Sydney and Birmingham. In Birmingham legislation
such as the 1889 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act augmented the work of
philanthropists by designating many philanthropic institutions places of safety. In contrast,
legislation in NSW adopted a more collectivist approach, whereby the NSW government
assumed responsibility for all destitute children, adopting the policy of boarding-out, thus
rendering many institutions, such as the Randwick Asylum, effectively surplus to
requirements.
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At the turn of the twentieth century, white Australian colonists were becoming
increasingly anxious about the youth who would become future citizens of their nation.
Whilst Britain and the newly federated Australian nation expressed concerns about
children, these concerns were heightened in Australia, demonstrated by the fears expressed
over larrikinism. Furthermore, anxieties over childhood in Britain and Australia were
expressed differently. In Britain emphasis was laid upon the quality of the race, as a result
of Britain’s dubious military performance in the Boer War. In Australia, fears were
expressed about the quantity of children, through the Commission into the Decline of the
Birth Rate and associated concerns about infant mortality, infanticide and baby farming.
Broadly speaking, whilst there were many overlaps in terms of philanthropic aims towards
white pauper children in Birmingham and Sydney, Aboriginal children - like Aboriginal
women - were represented as fundamentally different, unable to occupy a position in the
Australian nation by virtue of their race.
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Chapter 5. Philanthropic Connections: Birmingham and Sydney’s Networks
of Benevolence

If people liked to stay in England, all he had to say was God bless them in the dear old country.
He was as much an Englishman as any man present. The people in Australia were as throughly
English as the people of the mother-country; they had forfeited nothing by going a distance of
14,000 miles. 1

By declaring that colonists were ‘as thoroughly English’ as people in England, Henry
Parkes was claiming a particular identity for the Australian colonies based upon his
concept of Englishness. For Parkes, English men and women were white, civilised,
Christian peoples who possessed a divine right to settle the globe. Parkes maintained that
the Englishmen who had settled in NSW had ‘forfeited nothing’ - perhaps they had even
gained something, the chance to recreate a similar, but superior version of Britain in this
‘land of sunshine and gold’.2 However, by settling in the Australian colonies British men
and women had also become colonists, rendered inferior by their counterparts in the
metropole.3 Through an exploration of philanthropic practices, this chapter explores the
ambiguities that were bound up in the making and remaking of colonial identities and the
colony’s changing relationship with Britain. Despite these tensions, throughout the period
men and women in Britain and NSW sought to retain strong connections. These links were
small fragments of a vast web of networks - of which Birmingham and Sydney were part which operated between metropole and colony, between colonies and internationally.
Indeed, an exploration of the ways in which information was shared by charities in
Birmingham and Sydney points to the existence of a myriad of philanthropic networks on a

1

Parkes, Freehold Homes, p. 15.

2

Woollacott, To Try Her Fortune, p. 164.

3

I have elected to use the terms Britain and “Britishness” rather than England and “Englishness” like Parkes,
to reflect the considerable Irish (and to a lesser extent Scottish and Welsh) presence in NSW.
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global, imperial, national, inter-colonial and local scale. As a result, it is beneficial to
conceptualise networks of colonial and metropolitan philanthropy as ‘spatially extensive
webs of communication’.4
Section one begins by exploring the ways in which networks were created and
maintained between Britain and the Australian colonies. These networks, augmented and
extended by developments in technology, enabled the transfer of information, peoples and
commodities which were integral to the preservation of imperial ties and cultural identities.
Indeed, the regular arrival of goods and settlers from the metropole facilitated the
development of a sense of Britishness in the colony; colonists habitually referred to Britain
as “home”. The creation of a sense of Britishness in the colony was reflected in
philanthropic practice. Many charities in Sydney looked to Britain, specifically to London,
for the latest developments in the care of pregnant women, new mothers and children.
During the 1880s, celebrations planned to mark Queen Victoria’s golden jubilee coincided
with celebrations to mark the centenary of white settlement in NSW. As a result tensions
began to emerge for some colonial men and women: were they Australian colonists, or
British, or as Parkes argued, both? During the second half of the nineteenth century some
men and women in NSW were asserting their colonial identity. This process was apparent
in the actions of some of the charities in Sydney, which began to condemn aspects of
British poor relief. Simultaneously, colonial men and women began to establish new
international networks through which philanthropic information was shared.
Section two considers the national networks that charities in Birmingham constructed
and maintained, particularly with London. In addition, the inter-colonial networks that the
Sydney charities developed are also explored, specifically with Melbourne. These
4

Lambert and Lester, ‘Geographies’, p. 321.
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connections, particularly the direction in which information flowed, reveal something
about the status of Birmingham within the British nation and Sydney within the Australian
colonies. Particular attention is paid to the intersections between political, economic and
philanthropic networks in Birmingham and Sydney in section three. To what extent were
philanthropic men part of economic networks? Moreover, what access did philanthropic
men have to political networks, and to what extent could they effect changes in legislation
on social issues?
The local networks which charities constructed within Birmingham and Sydney are
the subject of part four. To what extent did local charities exchange information with one
another? Was this dissemination of information always productive? This section also
focuses on the importance of family networks to charities. Family members provided
committee members and staff, as well as donations and subscriptions. How interconnected
were philanthropic families in both sites and what impact did this have on the charities?
The chapter concludes with three case studies, two of which consider the experiences
of individuals and one of which details a philanthropic movement. The experiences of
Daniel Matthews and William Bernard Ullathorne reflect the ways in which the separation
of metropole and colony was lived by individuals. As Lambert and Lester have argued
‘other places could be present’ with individuals who traversed colonial sites.5 The final
case study, the boarding-out movement, provides one example of the ways in which local,
national, intercolonial and imperial networks were utilised by philanthropists to gain
support and information. The movement, which was widely adopted in NSW, provides an
opportunity to think about the ways in which colonial philanthropic developments shaped
practices in Britain.
5

Lambert and Lester, ‘Introduction’, p. 26.
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Networks
Networks are defined as multiple, and often overlapping, connections between
individuals, families or groups.6 They might reflect common interests such as economics,
politics or philanthropy. They operate within existing discourses of power rendering some
connections inferior to others. Networks are always in flux with some connections lapsing,
others reforming and others in the process of being created. The British empire was, of
course, an ‘interconnected space’ where cultural and physical boundaries - either national
or colonial - were blurred by the networks that operated within and between those spaces.7
Networks are a helpful way of ‘unbounding’ places from their physical borders and their
professed cultural specificities to explore the constant dialogues that shaped the identities
of peoples and places.8 Furthermore, networks can reveal how ‘ideas, practices and
identities developed trans-imperially as they moved from one site to another’.9
Philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney were connected to these multiple networks
which were particularly strong within the British empire, but which also spanned extraimperial sites.

6

Laidlaw maintains that networks were often referred to as “connections” by contemporaries. See Colonial
Connections, p. 14.
7
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1. The Relationship between Britain and the Australian Colonies

The establishment of networks
There were multiple networks between Britain and her colonies which were
comprised of - and maintained by - peoples, goods, letters and commodities which
traversed imperial spaces. Crucial to these networks throughout the nineteenth century
were the ships that negotiated the globe. For instance, during the early decades of the
century, ‘within these ships, Indian calicoes moved to Africa to purchase slaves, Tahitian
breadfruit was taken to the Caribbean to feed to those slaves, Caribbean molasses was
transported to New England where it was made into rum for trade with Native Americans’
and so on.10 Ports functioned as the ‘nodal points’ which connected this myriad of
networks.11
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the voyage between Britain and the
Australian colonies lasted approximately ten months; by 1850 it had decreased to four
months. After the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, transit was reduced to six to seven
weeks.12 Travel thus became more comfortable and accessible, and leisure travel between
Britain and the Australian colonies gradually increased.13 The voyage itself became an
opportunity to make acquaintances. Richard Tangye, a Birmingham man who visited the
Australian colonies, stated that ‘it often happens that friendships of the warmest kind are
formed on board ship’.14 Moreover, interactions between British and colonial travelers on
10

Lester, Imperial Networks, p. 6.

11
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12
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Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1884), pp. 3-4.
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board ship served to reinforce similar cultural, social and racial identities during the
process of traversing unfamiliar ocean spaces. A sense of shared imperial identity was
reinforced as the ship made its routine stops through the Indian Ocean. In this way, as
Angela Woollacott argues, British and colonial travelers were brought face to face with
their whiteness and imperial heritage in an explicit way.15
Ships carried commodities around the world. Birmingham was famed for the export
of its civilising goods - such as cutlery, cooking utensils and pens - which were essential to
the creation and maintenance of boundaries between Aboriginal peoples and white
settlers.16 Many prominent British businesses, including the Birmingham chocolate
manufacturer Cadbury established offices in Sydney, in recognition of cultural, racial and
biological links between colony and metropole.17 Colonial goods such as wool were
integral to the British economy, and from mid-century approximately half of the wool in
British textile factories originated in the Australian colonies.18
Illustration Fifteen: Cadbury’s Advertisement in a Sydney newspaper, 1892.19
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In 1872 communications between Britain and the Australian colonies were
revolutionised by the completion of the telegraph cable. The telegraph facilitated increased
investment which further cemented ties between Britain and the Australian colonies. The
price of wool, for instance, could now be listed on the London market, in addition to other
colonial goods.20 Further developments in communication were implemented at the turn of
the century, when a Pacific cable was laid in 1902, supported by the colonial secretary and
former Birmingham mayor Joseph Chamberlain. By the late-nineteenth century the
finances of metropole and colony - which had always been linked - became even more
entangled. The growth of investment and capital, facilitated by the telegraph cable meant
that ‘Australian dependence on loanable capital [from Britain]... grew markedly’.21
The existence of the telegraph cable facilitated networks of benevolence. In 1890
dock workers in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne began a strike, seeking improvements in
working conditions. British maritime unions donated £11,000 to the cause. It was a
demonstration of reciprocity between maritime unions; during the previous year dock
workers from the Australian colonies had donated £37,000 to assist their counterparts in
London who had carried out a strike over pay.22 The telegraph enabled dock workers in
Australia to inform their counterparts in London of their intended financial assistance at a
crucial moment, which facilitated the continuation of the strike.23 In this way, the British
and Australian dock strikes were ‘explicitly linked’, the expression of a growing ‘workingclass co-operation’ between white men across the globe.24
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Performances of civilisation: making the colony “British”
Despite the physical distance that separated Britain and the Australian colonies,
settlers sought to retain close links with the metropole which reinforced their identity as
white, civilised men and women. This identity also provided men and women with a
perceived imperial legitimacy to settle in the antipodes. Despite obvious geographical,
physical and climatic differences, both settlers, and Britons visiting the colonies, sought to
establish and reaffirm similarities of place. Comparisons were often made about the
landscape in Britain and the Australian colonies. Florence and Rosamund Hill, visiting the
colonies in the 1870s, commented that Sydney Harbour was ‘very English... the verdure is
like that at home’.25 Similarly, during a visit to England Daniel Matthews rendered the
physical landscape of Cornwall - the county of his birth - similar to that of Victoria where
he spent his childhood and adulthood. He wrote ‘the view that expanded before us... rather
reminded one of the Yarra Flats’ in Victoria’.26 Moreover, he compared Southampton to
Sydney harbour and Southend to St. Kilda, a bayside suburb of Melbourne.27 For colonists
such as Matthews, these comparisons served an important function; they were integral to
the creation of a sense of Britishness. By asserting the Britishness of the colonies - like the
Hill sisters - Matthews legitimised his claims (as part of that imperial, civilised race) for
colonising both other peoples and spaces. As one Lord Mayor of Birmingham proclaimed:
‘the British race were roamers’.28
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The maintenance of close cultural ties between Britain and the Australian colonies
was not surprising given that as late as 1891, 95% of immigrants were British. 29
Furthermore, the colonies had clear constitutional links with Britain and many Australian
institutions were ‘deliberately copied, so far as possible, from what were thought to be
corresponding British structures and practices at the time’. 30 Despite the achievement of
responsible government in NSW in 1856, Britain retained constitutional rights to govern
the colony’s foreign policy.31 In the second half of the century developments in education
mirrored those in the metropole, which even encompassed an Australian preference for
English nursery rhymes.32 Such particular cultural borrowing was often a source of
amusement for British visitors. The Rev. R. W. Dale was bemused when he discovered that
colonial men and women ‘dine on roast beef and plum-pudding on Christmas Day though
the thermometer marks 100° in the shade’.33 This preoccupation with Britishness was one
means of attempting to render the colony a respectable and reputable white settler colony,
for which country was more respectable than Britain?
!

Most Sydney men and women imagined themselves to be within the imperial fold.

This trend was evident in the ‘awe and excitement inspired in some [colonists] by
royalty’.34 Occasions such as jubilees served to remind colonial men and women of their
imperial identity and their place within the wider world. The Benevolent Society and
Female Refuge observed Queen Victoria’s golden and diamond jubilees, in 1887 and 1897
29
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respectively. Treats were given to inmates, such as a half holiday at the Female Refuge in
addition to a ‘magic lantern’ show.35 The Benevolent Society distributed £50 between the
five hundred outdoor relief cases as ‘a small memento of the important circumstance in
connection with the reign of their Queen’. 36
!

It was clear to the Rev. R. W. Dale that colonial men and women had an ‘affection

for England’ which led them to reproduce ‘the sights and the joys and the customs of
“home”’.37 Indeed, the language of home highlights the strength of cultural and biological
connections - both real and imagined - between metropole and colony. Throughout the
nineteenth century colonists’ use of the word “home” was manifold: home often referred
‘to both Australia and Britain at once’.38 The Australian colonies were frequently depicted,
as Henry Parkes’ evidence demonstrated, as a home from home. It is important however to
recognise that the Australian colonies could only be represented as such because of the
fiction of terra nullis. Other British colonies such as India could never become a home
from home for Britons because of an acknowledged indigenous culture and society. In
contrast, the Australian colonies were depicted as a blank canvas, ready to receive white,
civilised Britons who could create an antipodean offshoot of Britain.
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Illustration Sixteen: Rev. R. W. Dale.39

This process of cultural borrowing was also reflected by the appropriation of many
British philanthropic practices. Many Sydney charities looked to London in particular for
the latest developments in the care of new mothers and children. The committee of the
Infants’ Home closely followed developments in London. In 1874 one committee member
had obtained a paper from ‘the celebrated Dr. Merriman of London’ which argued in
favour of wetnursing for infants.40 As a result, the committee resolved that ‘in future all
children admitted into the Institution should be wetnursed’.41 Moreover, the Home was
keen to emphasise that its entire operation was based on the model of the London
Foundling Hospital.42 Even the federation of the Australian colonies could not disrupt close
philanthropic links with Britain. Early in the twentieth century the Benevolent Society
39
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continued to monitor developments in Britain, where mothers and infants were being
increasingly observed by the medical profession and philanthropists. As a result, the
president of the Society Arthur Renwick established a scheme at the Royal Hospital for
Women where mothers were encouraged to bring their infants ‘for advice’. He proudly
noted that 1,388 infants were brought to the Hospital by their mothers for this reason in
1907.43
Likewise, the colony looked to Britain for developments in medicine. Henry Parkes
noted with interest the development of Florence Nightingale’s training scheme for nurses.
Frustrated with the chaos at the Sydney Hospital during the 1860s, Parkes corresponded
with Nightingale, securing a group of Nightingale-trained nurses for the colony, who
arrived in 1868.44 One of the group, Lucy Osburn, was appointed lady superintendent at
Sydney Hospital. Charities in Sydney also began to seek Nightingale-trained nurses. The
Benevolent Society in particular expressed a preference for Nightingale nurses, one of
whom, Mrs. Elric, occupied the role of matron at the Asylum for twenty-four years.
Despite the establishment of training schemes for nurses in the colony, a Nightingale nurse
from Britain conferred a sense of prestige, status and respectability upon an institution.
!

The Sydney charities also benefitted from subscriptions and donations they received

from “friends” in Britain. Although the amounts pledged were small, they created
connections between metropole and colony. The Infants’ Home received a donation of £10
from Mr. B. Lucas Tooth of London, to mark the Queen’s diamond jubilee in 1897.45
Furthermore, English friends of the lady superintendent of the Infants’ Home donated 12
43
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knitted babies’ jackets and other garments in 1886.46 Those who were involved with
charities in Sydney thus utilised their own imperial connections to assist in the support and
growth of charities.
There was a myriad of networks and connections between Britain and the Australian
colonies during the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. British and colonial men and
women sought to emphasise their similarities, often articulated through landscape and
culture, although differences in flora and fauna could lead to a sense of difference. For men
and women in NSW claims to Britishness served a specific purpose; it legitimised their
settlement of the land and reaffirmed their identity as civilised whites. As Henry Parkes
demonstrated, there was considerable slippage between Britishness/Englishness and
Australianness, for English men and women ‘had forfeited nothing by going a distance of
14,000 miles’.47 However, in reality these men and women had lost something
considerable. By becoming colonists they were rendered peripheral to Britain, both
geographically and metaphorically.48 The Australian colonies were metaphoricallyspeaking colonial children who were dependent upon the mother country. However,
colonial men and women were in the process of searching for their own sense of identity.

The search for a colonial identity
Tensions between Britishness and colonial identities, already apparent for some
colonists, were exposed further during 1887 and 1888, when the colony of NSW celebrated
both Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee and the centenary of white settlement. The
juxtaposition of these events prompted colonists to think about their identity. For some
46
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colonists, a particular type of Britishness could exist harmoniously with a colonial identity.
Others however complained about the money spent on the jubilee, arguing that the priority
should lie with the centenary when the ‘eyes of the world’ would cast a ‘world-wide
criticism of the progress and prospects of these colonies’. 49
!

These tensions within colonial identities were also bound up with debates about

federation and the creation of an Australian national identity. How would federation affect
the relationship between Britain and the new Australian nation? Would federation mean
that colonists were no longer British? Despite their desire to retain close links with Britain,
many colonial men and women were becoming increasingly unsettled by their
peripherality in relation to Britain. For were they themselves not British, part of the
imperial race? There was a perception in Britain and the Australian colonies - both real and
imagined - that colonial men and women were brash, inferior and disreputable.50 Indeed,
‘the conflation of “colonial” or “colonist” and “convict” was one with which many
Australians resentfully had to contend’. 51 In response, some colonial men and women
began to assert their own identity based on a sense of superiority, maintaining that the
Australian colonies were simply a better version of home.
These tensions within colonial identities were reflected in philanthropic practice in
the colony. Whilst colonial charities retained close philanthropic links with Britain, some
began to distinguish themselves from what they depicted as bad philanthropic practice in
the metropole by implementing alternative (and, as they argued, superior) practices. This
process was representative of a slight shift away from Britain more broadly and the
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creation of an Australian identity which borrowed aspects from other countries, including
the United States.
From first settlement in the colony, there was a divergence from the metropole in
terms of poor relief as a result of the specific circumstances of the penal colony. The
colonial government, and later the NSW government contributed significantly to private
charities and there was no poor law. Many colonial men and women regarded the
metropolitan Poor Law ‘with horror’.52 This aversion was shared by men who occupied
positions of power in the colony, such as the men who ran the Benevolent Society. In 1861,
one of the directors admitted that the Benevolent Asylum had its faults, but maintained that
it ‘was far superior to the poor-law institutions at home’.53 Here there was a very clear
desire to not only maintain these differences between metropole and colony but also,
crucially, to create a better system. Rev. Garnsey, one of the directors, stated that he was
opposed to the creation of workhouses in the colony because ‘there were many who,
through no fault of their own, but through the stress of circumstance, were reduced to
poverty and want’.54 In this way, he implied that the workhouse served to stigmatise its
inhabitants. Colonial men and women strove to create a more modern, progressive and
egalitarian society in contrast to the class-ridden society at home.55
Attempts to create a superior society were a recurring theme for contemporaries.
Visitors from Britain were struck by the mood in the colonies in the second half of the
nineteenth century. The Rev. R. W. Dale from Birmingham was impressed by ‘their
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buoyant faith in the future of their people’ which he contrasted with ‘the weariness, the
despondency, the hopelessness’, which he saw among Birmingham men and women.56
Dale visited the Australian colonies in the 1880s, a decade of upheaval for Birmingham
men and women. The Liberal party suffered a catastrophic split over Irish Home Rule from
which it never truly recovered, and the town experienced an economic depression which
had a profound effect upon its manufactures and labour force. The Australian colonies, by
contrast, seemed to be places of hope and confidence.
The Sydney Female Refuge participated in these claims for colonial superiority. The
charity regularly published the literacy rates of the women it admitted. In 1878 the
committee stated that of the 66 women admitted the previous year, 63 were able to read
and write. This was compared to ‘a late English report’ which revealed that out of 91
admissions, only 65 were able to read, and 70 could write. 57 The idea perpetuated by
colonists, and some Britons, that the Australian colonies were newer, better versions of the
“old” country provoked all sorts of comparisons. On a visit to England Daniel Matthews
walked along Regent and Oxford Streets in London, noting that ‘these are the most showy
parts of the great city but still are inferior with regard to width of street or pavement to
Collins or Bourke Street in Melbourne’.58
Some of the Sydney charities also distanced themselves from the metropole by
stressing the fairness and openness of their institutions and the ways in which they
operated. At the Benevolent Society, when Mr. E. Senior, one of the board’s directors,
heard that his son’s firm had been contracted to carry out some repairs at the Asylum he
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felt it necessary to make a formal statement. ‘He wished it to be understood that he had
not used his influence in any way in the matter - indeed, it came to him as a surprise’. 59 In
this way, he sought to perpetuate claims made by colonial society that it was egalitarian;
the nepotism and class-ridden relations which characterised Britain had no place here. The
Rev. R. W. Dale also commented on this sense of egalitarianism: ‘in some of the schools I
found the children of successful tradesmen and of professional men sitting side by side
with the children of mechanics’.60 As such, the colonies strove to distance themselves from
what they perceived to be ‘aristocratic, snobbish England and poverty-stricken cloth-cap
England’.61
Of course, NSW society was still in many respects an unequal society. The
distribution of wealth remained uneven and many were still dependent upon charities.
Nonetheless, the colony was probably more egalitarian than Britain; there was no
aristocracy which, at home, controlled so much wealth and wielded so much power and
influence. Furthermore, all white men in the colony had been enfranchised in 1858. During
the elections after the achievement of responsible government in 1856, the white male
candidates stressed that ‘they themselves were working men, men of the people’ opposed
to a ‘class-ridden society’. 62 However, whilst the colony might have been more egalitarian
in terms of class, it certainly was not in terms of race and gender. Women and Aboriginal
peoples remained disenfranchised. It was thus the performance of a white, male
egalitarianism that was crucial to the establishment of a specific colonial identity in NSW.
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As the Australian colonies were re-evaluating their relationship with Britain, another
country had already begun to loom large, the United States. Colonial politicians during the
early-nineteenth century, such as William Charles Wentworth, cited examples of the
achievement of self-government in some of the early American colonies - such as Virginia
and Maryland - to support their own campaigns for self-government in NSW.63 In the
1840s in Canada, control of the Civil List was granted to the Canadian parliament; this
exercise in ‘colonial liberty’ was watched closely in NSW and colonial men and women
began to believe that liberty was their ‘imperial destiny’.64 In this way, the achievement of
self-government in NSW was part of a broader transference of power to many of Britain’s
white settler colonies. Later, at mid-century, America and the Australian colonies began to
forge a similar sense of white masculinity. Some of the miners in the Victorian goldfields
had migrated from the Californian goldfields. 65 Lake and Reynolds argue that ‘agitation
against the Chinese in Australia was frequently inspired by the example of California’. 66
Furthermore, both California and Victoria implemented subsequent restrictions against
Chinese immigration during the second half of the nineteenth century.67
Philanthropists in Sydney had already begun to look across the Pacific. In 1875 the
Infants’ Home compared its mortality rates with those of the New York Foundling
Asylum.68 The Benevolent Society closely followed philanthropic developments in the
United States, particularly the measures taken to prevent imposture in outdoor relief: ‘In
the New York Society they took the address of each person and forwarded it to the visitor
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of the section, who had only twenty-five families under his supervision, and therefore was
well able to detect imposture’. 69
Networks were soon established with charities in the United States. It is significant
that when Arthur Renwick, president of the Benevolent Society, decided to take an
overseas tour to visit various philanthropic institutions in 1892, he chose to visit the United
States as well as Europe. The Society expected that the information he gathered would
‘prove most useful in connection with the future operations of your Society’. 70 Similarly,
the Sisters of Mercy who ran the Waitara Foundling Home followed developments in
infant welfare in the United States, demonstrating an awareness of, and participation in,
both philanthropic and religious networks. On establishing the Home, the Sisters wished to
‘accomplish for Sydney what has so notably been done for New York’ by the Sisters of
Charity with their Foundling Hospital.71
The gaze of the Australian colonies was increasingly drawn towards the United
States as the colonies debated whether to establish their own federation.72 Indeed, this
‘constitutional borrowing from the the United States’ during federation reflected a growing
degree of interest between both nations.73 In the same way that philanthropic networks did
not flow in one direction from metropole to colony, networks between the Australian
colonies and the United States were also reciprocal by the turn of the century.
Philanthropists in the United States began to take an interest in the new nation and its
philanthropic practices. In 1910, for example, the ladies’ committee of the Infants’ Home
69
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received a request for information from a university in Massachusetts that was conducting
research into child welfare policies.74
The identity that was being created in NSW encompassed notions of Britishness, but
also contained distinctly colonial characteristics such as egalitarianism. These “superior”
colonial characteristics were the result of an increased dissatisfaction with the British
perception that white colonists were inferior. This encouraged colonial men and women ‘to
articulate both their whiteness and the meanings they attached to being Australian’.75
Indeed, it is significant that philanthropists in the colony began to establish networks with
another world power equally committed to the preservation of whiteness, the United
States.76 Despite the formation of a unique colonial/Australian identity and attempts to
loosen some ties with Britain, many Sydney charities continued to identify closely with
their British/imperial identity. Of course, it is important to remember that many retained a
distinct Catholic/Irish identity which linked them with Rome.77 For many Australians
however, federation and the creation of an Australian national identity drew them closer to
a sense of Britishness by rendering them, as a nation, part ‘of the great British family’.78
Indeed, some of the Sydney charities sought royal patronage, which conferred a unique
sense of prestige and respectability. When the new Women’s Hospital at Paddington in
Sydney opened, initiated by the Benevolent Society, the directors requested royal
patronage from King Edward VII. This was granted and thereafter the hospital was known
as the Royal Hospital for Women.
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2. Networks of Benevolence: National and Inter-colonial
In addition to constructing imperial and international networks of information,
philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney were part of a series of national and intercolonial networks which were connected to broader imperial and international networks.
Interactions between charities in Birmingham and London provide one way of exploring
the status and character of Birmingham within the British nation. Likewise, interactions
between Sydney philanthropists and their counterparts from the other Australian colonies
reveal broader aspects of inter-colonial relationships.

Birmingham
During the eighteenth century and particularly during the nineteenth century,
Birmingham gained a reputation as a reforming town. The Birmingham Political Union,
the National Education League and the Tariff Reform League were all formed in the town.
Moreover, in the early part of the century many of the town’s men and women, in
particular the Sturge family, were influential in the anti-slavery campaign.79
Birmingham’s strong reforming agenda was part of a broader attempt to increase the
town’s status within the nation, to create a “midland metropolis”. Unlike many other
prominent conurbations in this era, Birmingham was not a city and it would not be
formally declared as such until 1889. Already motivated by the perceived need of the
people of the town, men and women of Birmingham also gained status for themselves and
for their town through their philanthropic efforts. As such, the charities in the town created
networks with charities in London. The capital was overwhelmingly depicted by
contemporaries as the forerunner in philanthropic developments. Indeed, the men who ran
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the Lying-in Charity closely monitored developments in midwifery in London. In 1871 the
board of management resolved that the charity should give lectures to its midwives based
on ‘the system pursued by the Royal Maternity Charity in London’.80 Furthermore, the
lady superintendent of the charity, Miss Hobhouse, was instructed by the board in 1904 to
attend the Midwives Conference in London.81 When Miss Hobhouse resigned, the board
expressed some concern about the experience of her successor, Miss Faulkner. The board
determined that she should spend one week in London visiting various Maternity Hospitals
‘in order to gain some information as to their internal management’.82
J. D. Goodman, chairman of the Lying-in Charity, closely monitored developments
in nursing during the 1860s and 1870s. Like Henry Parkes, he corresponded with Florence
Nightingale about her work at St. Thomas’ in London. It is apparent that Miss Nightingale
offered advice to Goodman. In one particular letter he wrote: ‘you will remember that you
aided us with your valuable suggestions in preparing the forms to be filled up by the
midwives’.83
The Birmingham charities did not just look to London for innovations in
philanthropic practice. Their desire for innovation and reform led them to monitor
developments in philanthropy throughout Britain. Mr. Butter, superintendent of the
Working Boys’ Home attended various conferences in Britain and Ireland in the latenineteenth century. In 1897 he visited a number of Reformatory Schools and Training
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Ships at Liverpool, gaining ‘much experience’ by his visits.84 Moreover, in 1899 he
attended the Refuge and Reformatory Union Conference in Dublin, which provided him
with ‘some valuable hints’.85
These networks, populated by both men and women, were reciprocal, and
philanthropists around Britain were keen to establish links with their reforming
counterparts in Birmingham as part of wider national networks of information. Florence
Nightingale requested some statistics about the Lying-in Charity from Goodman in 1874,
which he provided. In a letter to Goodman she commented on the impressive maternal
mortality statistics: ‘several London Medical men to whom I have shown your
Birmingham statistics have returned them with this kind of remark…“nothing has yet
proved the case of notes on Lying-in Institutions so completely”’. 86 Men and women from
the town contributed to the national (and international) dissemination of information about
philanthropic practices by publishing essays and pamphlets on their work.87
The existence of reciprocal philanthropic networks between Birmingham and
London are also indicated by subscriptions and donations. Taking the Lying-in Charity as
an example, Florence Nightingale donated £3 3s in 1879, Mrs. A. Wagg from London
subscribed £2 in 1884 and Mrs. G. Dewhurst, also from London donated £10 in 1873.88 It
is unclear how Mrs. Wagg or Mrs. Dewhurst were aware of the efforts of the charity;
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perhaps they had recently moved from Birmingham to London or perhaps friends, family
or acquaintances in the town had urged them to contribute.

Sydney
Sydney philanthropists closely followed developments in philanthropic practice in
Melbourne, indicative of a broader rivalry which categorised the relationship between
NSW and Victoria during the second half of the century.89 In terms of philanthropy,
Victoria was noted for its benevolence during this era. 90 At the Second Australian
Conference on Charity, held in Melbourne, a staggering 81 charities attended from
Victoria, compared to 15 from NSW.91 The Benevolent Society, Infants’ Home and Female
School of Industry were among this number. At this conference, the president of the
Benevolent Society Arthur Renwick acknowledged that Victoria had superior reformatories
to NSW. He stated ‘in comparing and analyzing methods, I find that both South Australia
and Victoria are in advance of the older colony in regard to reformatories’.92
Therefore, philanthropists in Sydney paid close attention to philanthropic
developments in Melbourne in particular. In 1891 the vice-president of the Benevolent
Society, U. W. Carpenter, visited some of the principal charities of Melbourne, reporting
back on their organisation and management.93 However this interest was not one sided, and
89
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charities from Melbourne as well as from other colonial capitals expressed a great deal of
interest in the workings of Sydney charities. During the Second Australian Conference on
Charity E. E. Morris of the Melbourne Charity Organisation Society advocated a sense of
reciprocity between the Australian colonies in philanthropic endeavours. He stated that
philanthropists in Melbourne ‘have much to learn from Sydney’, adding that ‘there are
points in which Sydney can learn from Melbourne’. 94 Moreover, many representatives
from charities outside NSW came to visit the charities in Sydney. The Benevolent Society,
as the largest and oldest charity in the colony, attracted the most interest. Mr. A. Macintosh
from New Zealand toured the institution in 1883, stating that he was ‘exceedingly pleased
with the management’.95 George Pallett, vice president of the Bendigo Benevolent Society
(Victoria) visited the institution in the same year. 96
Philanthropists were keen to follow philanthropic developments. Birmingham - the
great reforming town - looked primarily to London, Sydney turned towards Melbourne.
These connections however were unequal. Philanthropic information flowed out of London
and Melbourne towards Birmingham and Sydney to a greater extent than in the reverse
direction. Nonetheless, some philanthropists in London and Melbourne were interested in
philanthropic developments in Birmingham and Sydney, pointing to the existence of
national and inter-colonial philanthropic networks. In addition to benevolent and religious
motivations, attempts to secure innovation and progress in philanthropic practices were
part of wider attempts by philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney to secure status
within the nation and colonies. It is also important to stress the significance of the
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establishment of the Australasian Conferences on Charity in the late-nineteenth century,
which fostered the development of antipodean networks of information about
philanthropy. 97

3. Local Networks
This section considers the local networks that were established by philanthropic men,
with particular emphasis on the intersections they made with existing economic and
political networks. Differences between Birmingham and Sydney - provincial town and
colonial capital - reveal a disparity in terms of access to national and colonial politics.

Birmingham
Birmingham’s economic, cultural, political, religious and philanthropic character was
heavily influenced by a relatively small number of Nonconformist families. These families
formed a myriad of connections in business, politics and philanthropy. These alliances
were often cemented by marriage. Despite the 1860 resolution which permitted Quakers to
marry outside of the Society of Friends, few men and women chose to do so. For instance,
the Albright family were linked to the Sturges and Lloyds though marriage; the Cadburys
to the Southalls, Sturges and Lloyds.98 Similarly, Unitarian families in the town regularly
intermarried. The two most prominent Unitarian families, the Chamberlains and the
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Nettlefolds, were connected through marriage, and the Chamberlains and the Kenricks
intermarried prolifically.99
These extensive intermarriages facilitated business connections in the town. Indeed,
‘the place of marriage alliance in the business enterprise was explicitly recognised in
middle-class culture’ and this was undertaken extensively among Nonconformist
families.100 In addition to the partnership formed by Nettlefold and Chamberlain Ltd, the
Albrights and Wilsons went into business together in the manufacture of speciality
chemicals. Politically too, Nonconformist families were allies, committed to Liberalism
and the implementation of the civic gospel.
These prominent families were well represented among Birmingham charities.
Indeed, ‘among the philanthropists of Birmingham few were held in such high esteem as
the Quakers’.101 The Lloyd family were the most active, participating in or subscribing/
donating to the Lying-in Charity, the Middlemore Emigration Homes, the Working Boys’
Home, the Crowley Orphanage and the ARTYW. Table one in the Appendix details the
involvement of these philanthropic families in the various Birmingham charities.
Particularly striking in Birmingham were the links between business and
philanthropy - which, as we have seen, were often cemented by marriage. Lloyds Bank
were the official bankers for the ARTYW and the Middlemore Emigration Homes. J. T.
Middlemore, like many male members of the Lloyd family, was heavily involved with
municipal politics. Moreover Herbert Chamberlain, a committee member at the Working
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Boys’ Home, called upon his own family and business connections when the water closets
stopped working at the Home. The secretary reported that the firm Martin & Chamberlain
‘had consented to examine voluntarily, the floor of the Committee Room, the Cellar, and
the water closets’.102
Thus evidence from the charities points towards a convergence of business,
voluntarism, politics and religion among a closely-knit group of Birmingham families in
the second half of the nineteenth century. However from the 1880s these links were
weakened following the split in the Liberal party. The way in which business partners were
selected was also shifting. The centrality of family to entrepreneurship was diminished by
the development of limited liability. By the turn of the century the prominent Birmingham
manufacturing firms had begun to seek connections nationally rather than locally. For
instance the Nettlefolds, who had once gone into business with the Chamberlains, merged
with Guest & Co., a Welsh iron company to form Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds Limited in
1901.103
Whilst many of the philanthropic men in Birmingham were prominent within the
town, they found it difficult to make their mark upon the nation. Cadburys was one of the
few local firms to achieve national prominence during this period. Politically too,
Birmingham men struggled to establish themselves in national politics. Joseph
Chamberlain was the exception, but he was marked by his ‘provincialism’ and was not
‘considered a “gentleman” in London’. 104 Even the National Education League established
in the town in 1867 failed to achieve its full objectives at a national level. The 1870
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Education Act ‘fell far short of the full Birmingham programme’, which called for free,
non-denominational education.105 Broadly speaking, Birmingham men had a very limited
access to political networks in London. They were provincial men, proud of their town and
exercising a great deal of authority there, but they had little chance of securing legislative
changes at national level.

Sydney
Compared to Birmingham, the philanthropic community of Sydney was much more
fluid, comprised of a much larger (but less prolific) number of philanthropists.106 Sydney
was a colonial capital; as such there was a ready supply of philanthropists arriving into - as
well as leaving from - the colony. Indeed, the nature of Sydney as a transient place is borne
out in evidence from the charities. Mrs. John Smith resigned as President of the Infants’
Home in 1886 because she was returning to Britain with her husband. 107 In the same year
another committee member, Mrs. Cohen resigned because she too was returning home.108
Mrs. Billyard and Mrs. MacLeay took leave of absences from the Female School of
Industry 1873-4 and 1884-5 respectively, to travel home.109 This led to a high turnover of
philanthropic men and women in comparison to Birmingham.
This sense of transience among philanthropic communities was exacerbated by the
sense - both real and imagined - of egalitarianism which enabled colonists to rise up the
social ladder. Men and women who had recently made the transition to the middle classes
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might wish to establish their claims for status by engaging in philanthropic activities.
George Allen, a prominent member of the Benevolent Society and founding member of the
Sydney Free Grammar School, had humble origins. He arrived in the colony as a boy along
with his mother who wished to join her convict husband. Perhaps it was his
undistinguished beginnings which spurred him to become one of the city’s most influential
philanthropists.110
George Allen was a lawyer and this is indicative of a further difference between
philanthropic men in Birmingham and Sydney. Birmingham was founded on its economic
prowess in manufacturing and industry, thus many philanthropists were businessmen.
Sydney’s status facilitated the growth of the professions, for a colonial capital needed law
courts and a parliament.111 Sir Alfred Stephen, president of the Female Refuge from 1864
until the 1880s, was a trained lawyer. William Charles Windeyer, Commissioner for Public
Charities, was also a lawyer by trade; Arthur Renwick, president of the Benevolent
Society, was a doctor.
Similarly to their counterparts in Birmingham, philanthropic men in Sydney were
engaged in municipal politics. However, unlike Birmingham men, they had ready access to
colonial politics and the potential to enact legislation through membership of the
Legislative Council or Legislative Assembly, based in Sydney. Many philanthropic men
had distinguished political careers, such as Edward Deas Thomson who became colonial
secretary in 1837 and is credited with assisting in the colony’s transition to responsible
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government in 1856.112 Furthermore, Sir Alfred Stephen, president of the Female Refuge,
was appointed as Chief Justice in 1871.
Thus Sydney offered considerably more opportunities to middle-class men than
Birmingham in terms of enacting real change through politics.113 Arthur Renwick used his
political influence to enact reform based on his own philanthropic interests in child
welfare. In 1876 whilst a medical officer to the Benevolent Society he gave evidence to a
commission set up to enquire into child employment in factories. He argued that ‘factory
working conditions for children were detrimental physically and morally’.114 In 1881, then
president of the Benevolent Society, he was appointed the head of the newly created State
Children’s Relief Department. His primary responsibility was to implement a scheme
which he had argued in favour of: boarding-out. In 1896, he initiated a petition which was
presented to the NSW government arguing in favour of boarding-out children with their
own mothers, rather than strangers.115 In 1899 modifications to the State Children Act were
made based on Renwick’s suggestions.
Renwick was also frustrated by the number of elderly paupers in the colony. He
petitioned the government for a pension scheme, and in 1901 it was enacted.116 It is
possible that the passage of this Act was assisted by Renwick’s own seat in the Legislative
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Council from 1888 to 1908. In addition, the passage of this legislation was smoothed by
the presence of two Benevolent Society directors sitting in the Legislative Assembly at this
time, David David and Sir James Graham. However, whilst philanthropic men in Sydney
did have a greater ability than their counterparts in Birmingham to effect social change
through politics, their ability to both create and maintain political networks may have been
impeded by the number of men leaving the colony for Britain or the other Australian
colonies.
Philanthropic women also utilised their husbands’ political influence. In 1863 the
ladies’ committee of the Sydney Female Refuge decided to petition the colonial secretary
Charles Cowper for financial support. The two women selected by the committee to form a
deputation were Mrs. Deas Thomson and Mrs. Allen, both of whom were married to men
whose names carried a great deal of clout in Sydney society.
However, not all philanthropists had such ready access to political networks. For
those located some distance from Sydney, with no political connections of their own,
forming political networks was extremely difficult. In 1880 and 1881 Daniel Matthews
travelled to Sydney in order to raise awareness of the plight of Aboriginal peoples and to
seek legislative changes that would ensure their welfare. Whilst Matthews did succeed in
forming some philanthropic networks by establishing the Aborigines Protection
Association, his lack of political connections was a distinct disadvantage. He failed to
convince Henry Parkes to address the question of Aboriginal welfare. Parkes was
committed to the welfare of poor whites in the colony, subsidising various urban charities.
Improving the welfare of the Aboriginal population meant utilising funds that could be
used to assist poor whites, such was the differentiated nature of philanthropy in the colony.
In contrast to the development of assistance for poor whites, ‘there was relatively little
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effort made to plan or implement an Aboriginal welfare policy as such. The local agencies
were left to manage in the ways they thought best’.117
Matthews’ lack of success can be attributed to the ambivalence which characterised
popular opinions of Aboriginal peoples in Sydney. Men and women in Sydney were more
concerned with the preparations for the upcoming centenary of white settlement and the
question of federation. Like many other missionaries in the Australian colonies at this time,
Matthews ‘was by no means fully integrated within effective humanitarian political
networks’ which would have advanced his cause.118 Furthermore, he had few missionary
connections in the colony to promote his cause; his friend J. B. Gribble was one of the very
few missionaries in the Australian colonies at this time.119
Philanthropic men in Birmingham and Sydney made a number of economic and
political connections. However, Birmingham men were provincial, largely limited to
municipal politics; Joseph Chamberlain was the only Birmingham man of this era to have a
significant impact upon national British politics. Philanthropic men in Sydney were much
better placed to enact change in social policy through high-level politics.
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4. Networks among Charities
!

Charities were part of extensive local networks which were facilitated by

philanthropic men and women who often had interests in more than one charity. These
overlaps prompted the transfer of information between charities based on shared interests.
Information was shared about inmates, which sometimes resulted in the transfer of inmates
between institutions. Moreover, charities corresponded about staff and, more broadly,
philanthropic practices. These local networks reveal instances of co-operation and mutual
interest, but occasionally, evidence of discord.
The Benevolent Society (Sydney) served as the first port of call for destitute women
and children in NSW. Therefore one of its main tasks was to transfer women and children
to more specialised institutions for more long-term assistance. In the annual report of 1902,
of the 707 women and children discharged from the Asylum that year, 120 were transferred
to other institutions.120 This figure included one woman and her child who were sent to the
Waitara Foundling Home, one woman to the Female Refuge, and one woman and her child
to the Infants’ Home.121 Many women who entered the Asylum had done so to give birth
and therefore left the institution following their confinement.
Many of the women who applied to enter the Infants’ Home (Sydney) had given birth
to their children in the Benevolent Asylum, because the Home did not admit pregnant
women. When Clara applied for admittance to the Home, it was noted by the committee
that her child Cecil had been born in the Benevolent Asylum. 122 Sydney’s status as a
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colonial capital, coupled with the presence of religious sectarianism, meant there were a
large number of charities in the city. As such, it was possible for women to move between
various institutions.123 One woman admitted to the Female Refuge (Sydney) in October
1868 had spent her childhood in the Anglican Female School of Industry and her
adolescence in the Catholic-run House of the Good Shepherd.124
In Birmingham fewer women were transfered between institutions. This is perhaps
not surprising given Birmingham’s status as a provincial town; there were fewer charities
here than in Sydney. Moreover, religious conflict was less prevalent here, therefore there
were few sectarian duplicates of key charities. Two of the main charities for new mothers
in the town, the Lying-in Charity and the ARTYW had different objectives: the former
assisted married women, the latter unmarried women. There is, however, evidence of the
transfer of children between institutions in the town, which reveals a widespread awareness
of different local charities. It was integral to the committee of the Working Boys’ Home
that any boy admitted to the home was able to work. In 1894 the committee resolved that
any boys unable to work should be transferred to the Middlemore Emigration Homes. 125 In
1896 J. T. Middlemore approached the Working Boys’ Home to admit two boys from his
Emigration Homes.126 Charities also sought to rid themselves of troublesome children by
transferring them to other institutions. When the ladies’ committee of the Crowley
Orphanage despaired of the behaviour of one of the girls in the home, they resolved to
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enquire ‘whether she could be received by Mr. Middlemore & sent to Canada’ where ‘she
may do better’.127
These examples point to the existence of networks between charities in both
Birmingham and Sydney. The charities were clearly familiar with other charities in their
local area and recommended the transfer of inmates as they saw fit. These networks did not
simply facilitate the transfer of inmates, they also provided opportunities for sharing
information. The ladies’ committee of the Infants’ Home (Sydney) utilised local
philanthropic networks to enquire about potential staff members. In 1874 Miss Fairburn
applied for the post of matron at the Home. The ladies’ committee corresponded with Miss
Osburn, lady superintendent at the Sydney Hospital to ascertain Miss Fairburn’s “fitness”
for the situation. Miss Osburn’s assessment of Miss Fairburn was not favourable so the
ladies’ committee decided to widen their search for the right applicant.128 During the same
year, the Infants’ Home also sought to obtain a number of wetnurses for the home. The
committee contacted the matron of the Benevolent Asylum for advice. Following a visit to
the Asylum the committee members ‘secured the services of a wetnurse subject to the
Doctor’s approval’.129 It also transpired that committee members had visited the Female
Mission Home for the same purpose.130
The charities also exchanged information about rules, regulations and philanthropic
practices. In 1904 the Benevolent Society (Sydney) sent out a circular letter to various
charities in the city ‘asking for the fullest information regarding their operations,
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forwarding particulars required’.131 It was clearly important for the Benevolent Society to
possess up-to-date information about charities because the transfer of inmates was a crucial
part of its activities. Many other charities in the city also sought to share information. In
1897 the Infants’ Home ladies’ committee received a letter from Mrs. Abbott from the St.
Margaret’s Maternity Home, ‘thanking the Committee for having so often admitted cases
recommended by her’, but also stating that she was now in the process of ‘opening a Home
on a small scale in Newton [sic.] where the babies will be received without their
mothers’.132 Furthermore, in 1910 the committee of the Infants’ Home hastily wrote to the
matron of the Royal Hospital for Women when they discovered misinformation was
circulating about the Home’s rules. The committee stated that they ‘had lately heard that a
report had been going about that the women coming to the Home were bound to stay 2
years in the Institution’.133 They asked the matron if she would ‘kindly contradict the
report, if she heard it spoken of in her Hospital’. 134
Local networks of information were also present in Birmingham, although on a
smaller scale. In 1874 the Committee of the Maternal Depositing Society wrote to the
Lying-in Charity to warn them about ‘the practice of the midwives taking stimulants whilst
in the houses of their patients’.135 They added ‘they would venture to suggest that a rule be
made, prohibiting this dangerous practice’.136 In spite of the board’s failure to act upon this
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advice, it nonetheless demonstrates the dissemination of information among local charities
in the town.
In addition to the sharing of information, networks enabled acts of benevolence
between charities. In Sydney and Birmingham, needlework guilds sent items to many local
charities. In Birmingham throughout the period the Ladies’ Needlework Guild donated
items of clothing to the Lying-in Charity, the Working Boys’ Home, the Middlemore
Emigration Homes and the ARTYW.137 The St. Vincent’s Home for Working Boys received
garments from the Catholic Needlework Guild. 138 Similarly, the Sydney Needlework
Guild, founded in 1897, donated items to the Infants’ Home and the Female School of
Industry.139 In Birmingham, the Free Libraries Committee made a donation of 110 ‘worn
and discarded books’ to the Working Boys’ Home.140 In this way, local networks
encouraged the establishment of charities that existed specifically to assist other charities,
augmenting local networks of benevolence.
Monetary donations also flowed between charities. In 1910 the Infants’ Home
(Sydney) received a cheque for £3 3s from the Fresh Air League, which stated that at the
end of the year they had ‘a surplus’ of funds, which they had shared between various
charities in the city.141 The Waitara Foundling Home (Sydney) received donations from
various Catholic churches and schools in the city, including Loretto, St. Patricks, St.
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Vincents and St. Ignatius. In 1892 the Lying-in Charity (Birmingham) received a £25
donation from the Committee of Birmingham Charity Sports.142
For the most part, these local networks were extremely beneficial to charities,
facilitating the transfer of inmates, information, money and other resources; social
connections and acquaintances were made and retained through philanthropic works.
However, on occasion tensions surfaced between philanthropists. In 1891 the board of the
Benevolent Society discovered that ‘Mr. Ardill, a prominent philanthropist in Sydney, had
frequently sent cases for admission to the Asylum without sending a written
recommendation in the customary way’. 143 The board resolved to correspond with Mr.
Ardill, requesting that in future he send the necessary recommendations. 144 Mr. Ardill sent
an apology to the board but also complained about the ‘discourtesy of the Matron towards
Miss Williams, the attendant who had brought the women from the Blue Ribbon Home’.145
Thus the presence of networks could escalate disputes between philanthropists, who were
already competing with each other to secure donations and subscriptions. Nevertheless,
these networks could also play a part in resolving conflicts between philanthropists and
charities.
Whilst many local networks between charities were created and maintained through
correspondence, these links were augmented through personal visits to institutions. In 1908
two committee members of the Working Boys’ Home (Birmingham), Arthur Lowe and G.
O. Smith visited St. Vincent’s Working Boys’ Home, the Catholic equivalent of their own
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institution.146 Likewise, Mrs. Vince, a committee member of the Crowley Orphanage
(Birmingham) visited St. Vincent’s the same year.147 In Sydney, Mrs. George Wigram
Allen, a member of the Female Refuge ladies’ committee visited the Infants’ Home in
1874.148 In the same year Mrs. William MacLeay, a member of the philanthropic MacLeay
family, visited the Infants’ Home.149
The establishment and maintenance of local networks were invaluable for charities,
resulting in donations, mutual assistance as well as the sharing of information and inmates.
The greater number of charities in Sydney resulted in the establishment of wider and larger
networks, but such networks were equally important to Birmingham men and women who
established smaller, but more durable connections. Whilst networks were carefully
cultivated by individuals, it was families who provided charities with ready-made
networks.

The importance of families to philanthropic networks
In Birmingham in particular, extensive philanthropic networks existed within and
between families.150 The prominent Nonconformist families in the town, already connected
through business and politics, facilitated even stronger bonds through philanthropic
activities. Many members of the same family supported the same charity, suggesting the
creation of a specific philanthropic identity among some families in the town. For instance,
six members of the Keep family donated or subscribed to the Middlemore Emigration
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Homes in 1876; in 1897 eight members of the Chance family are listed as subscribers/
donators to the same charity. 151 For many of the prominent philanthropic families in the
town such as the Lloyds, philanthropic activities were simply ‘a way of life and a
hereditary duty’.152 Calling cards which detailed charities supported were frequently
‘passed around among family and friends’.153 The ladies’ committee of the Crowley
Orphanage used such cards to gain additional support.
These philanthropic family identities meant that charities had a ready supply of
committee members. Indeed, when J. D. Goodman resigned as Chairman of the Lying-in
Charity, his son, Mr. E. M. Goodman was invited to take his place.154 Similarly, when
Sampson Samuel Lloyd, a member of the Working Boys’ Home committee died in 1899,
his son Thomas O. Lloyd was asked to take his seat on the committee.155 Women also
utilised their family connections. When the Bible class teacher at the Crowley Orphanage
announced her forthcoming marriage, her sister was engaged in her place. 156 These
traditions were less evident in Sydney society, partly because of the high turnover of
philanthropists in the colony and the absence of extended family members.
Nonetheless, there were some prominent philanthropic families in Sydney. Here,
common interests are apparent between mother and daughter - or daughter-in-law - and
father and son. For instance, Mrs. George Allen and her daughter-in-law Mrs. George
Wigram Allen both sat on the ladies’ committee of the Benevolent Society; Mrs. Deas
151
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Thomson and her daughter Eglantine were both committee members of the Female School
of Industry from 1879 to 1883. Such shared interests between certain family members
were also present in Birmingham. Mrs. J. Adams sat on the Committee of the Crowley
Orphanage from 1871 whilst her two daughters held Bible classes for the young girls.
Likewise, Mrs. J. S. Wright and her daughter sat on the Crowley Orphanage ladies’
committee in the 1870s. This resulted in a philanthropic education for middle-class
daughters.157
Philanthropic links between mothers and daughters were not limited to the middle
classes. Some of the midwives employed by the Lying-in Charity in Birmingham followed
in their mother’s footsteps, pointing to a transference of skills from one generation to the
next. Mrs. Eliza Jenkins was employed as a midwife by the Charity between 1870 and the
1880s; in 1900 a Miss Jenkins entered their employment.158 Furthermore, Miss Ada
Phillips applied for midwifery training in 1884 at the charity, where her mother was
already employed as a midwife.159 Even though Ada Phillips had applied for the formal
training scheme which the charity now provided, it is likely that both inside and outside of
formal training hours she continued to learn informally from her mother.
The most common shared philanthropic interests were between husband and wife.
Often they served on committees within the same charity. In Birmingham, Mr. Alexander
Chance and Mr. William Middlemore sat on the gentleman’s committee of the Middlemore
Emigration Homes; their respective wives sat on the ladies’ committee. Similarly, Mrs.
Archibald Kenrick had been a committee member of the ARTYW (Birmingham) since
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1906; her husband was appointed president of the charity from 1912. In Sydney when Mrs.
George Allen joined the Benevolent Society’s ladies’ committee in 1879 her husband
already occupied the position of secretary to the board of management. Lady Renwick was
elected president of the ladies’ committee of the Benevolent Society in 1903; at this time
her husband was president of the board of management of the charity. Mr and Mrs.
Dawson were both elected to committees at the Female Refuge (Sydney) in 1864. The
involvement of husbands and wives on philanthropic committees resulted in the possibility
that ‘a wife on the ladies’ committee would mention to her husband on the gentleman’s
committee some matter arising, and he would attend to it’.160 Many husbands and wives sat
on philanthropic committees at roughly the same times, suggesting that philanthropic
activities were a source of shared interest. For instance, Lady Renwick decided to resign as
the president of the Benevolent Society’s ladies’ committee (Sydney) in 1908 shortly after
her husband’s death. This might have been an intended widow’s withdrawal from society,
but it may also have been a recognition that her philanthropic interests were bound up with
her husband.
Whilst many husbands and wives sat on charitable committees, husbands and wives
were also integral to charities as staff members, commonly employed as superintendent
and matron. In 1874 the Female Refuge (Sydney) employed Mr and Mrs. Macgillivray of
Parramatta. Similarly, in Birmingham, Mr. and Mrs. Butter were employed by the Working
Boys’ Home between 1893 and 1901. Transferring this policy to the British Canadian
dominions, J. T. Middlemore employed Mr. and Mrs. Rough to superintend the receiving
home for emigrated children in Halifax in 1896.
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Evidence from charities reveals the importance of families to charities, which in
some cases resulted in a distinct philanthropic family identity. This was particularly
evident in Birmingham where the philanthropic community was comprised of a number of
closely-knit families. In Sydney, these family networks were more transient than in
Birmingham although extensive networks were nonetheless created and maintained.
Middle-class families, in particular mothers and daughters, fathers and sons and husbands
and wives donated and/or subscribed to charities as well as sitting on committees.
Moreover, upper working-class husbands and wives and mothers and daughters were vital
to charities as staff members. In this way, family groups were fundamental to charities at
different class levels.

5. Case Studies
This section considers some of the broader themes of this chapter through the lives of
individuals and philanthropic movements. The visit of Daniel Matthews to England in
1869 represents one man’s attempts to retain links with home. However, on his arrival, he
was confronted with the differences that he perceived between himself and English men
and women, which resulted in the assertion of a colonial identity. The life of W. B.
Ullathorne provides an opportunity to explore how his colonial experiences - as vicargeneral of NSW - impacted upon his later life as Bishop of Birmingham. The third case
study, the boarding-out movement, illuminates the ways in which Birmingham and Sydney
were linked to broader networks, through which information was shared about
philanthropic practices. The growing popularity of the movement, both in the Australian
colonies and at home, was facilitated by philanthropic families with imperial and intercolonial connections.
303

Daniel Matthews (1837-1902)
!

Before Matthews began his missionary activities he returned home to England in

1869.161 His visit reminds us of the importance of maintaining family connections across
the empire. His imagined England, and the reality that he was confronted with,
complicated his perceptions of the mother country and unsettled his sense of home. He
paid a special visit to John Mason’s shop where the Wesleyan publications that he
subscribed to originated from. He was underwhelmed by the shop which he described as
‘puny’ and with a ‘low front’.162 Fortunately his visit to St. Paul’s Cathedral lived up to
expectations: ‘the wonderful great dome, with its galleries of dizzy height fill the mind
with awe & amazement’. 163 This symbol of English history, as Matthews described it,
reinforced his imagination of England as an old country, steeped in history.
Similarly to many colonists, Matthews had extensive family networks in England
which he sought to maintain. When he returned to England he stayed primarily with his
brother John and his family in Woolwich near London. In addition to paying numerous
calls to old friends and acquaintances in London, Matthews made a special tour of the West
Country to retain connections with family members there. Indeed, nineteenth-century
accounts of colonists returning home ‘detail the relatives (aunts, uncles, cousins, and so
forth) scattered around Britain to whom visits would duly be paid’. 164 Arriving in
Hampshire he paid a visit to his cousin Kate Hookey and her husband who gave him a
‘hearty welcome... I speedily found myself at home with them’. 165 In Falmouth he stayed
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briefly with his paternal aunt, and in St. Ives he paid a visit to his maternal aunt and
uncle.166 This indicates the importance of maintaining familial links across the empire and
the significance of the family as one of the key lynchpins of empire.
A common theme of these visits to family members was ‘chatting about the
colonies’, bringing them “home” to his relatives.167 Indeed, he gave a number of his
‘colonial photographs’ to his Aunt in Falmouth.168 In this way, Matthews contributed to the
dissemination of information about the colonies in England as well as retaining links
between metropole and colony. His family visits reinforced his sense of belonging and a
particular family identity; he made a special effort to visit old acquaintances and places
that he remembered from his childhood in Cornwall. In Truro he called upon his old
schoolmaster Mr Payne and went to see some of his childhood homes. He discovered that
despite the ‘many alternations’ he felt a great ‘familiarity’ with these places.169 His visit to
the Wesleyan chapel where he first heard his father preach, was a particularly poignant
moment.
His family identity, which was imbued with Englishness, sometimes operated in
conflict with his colonial identity. 170 Indeed, ‘concomitant with the movement of ideas,
knowledge and practices across and beyond the networks of empire was the formulation
and reformulation of identities’.171 On watching the boat race on the Thames between
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Oxford and Harvard, Matthews clearly allied himself with the Oxford crew, describing
them as his ‘own countrymen’.172 However he also distanced himself from those aspects of
Englishness which conflicted with his colonial identity. For instance, during a visit to
Southend with his brother John and his sister-in-law Emma, he discovered that John had
secured a first class carriage on the train by giving the guard a sixpence. Matthews
reflected: ‘it appears a great many favours can be secured in England by this means’,
stating with pride that this practice ‘certainly is not permitted in the colonies’, which had
gained a reputation for their egalitarian character.173 He was also struck by the deference of
the working classes in England: ‘men in dependent circumstances and even beggars, make
it a practice to touch their hat’ to ladies and gentlemen.174 During a visit to Cornwall he
was reminded of his other home, stating that he ‘felt a great disposition all day to set fire to
some wood piles... such as we are in the habit of doing in Australia’.175
His sense of colonial identity was reinforced in England through the presence of
goods, news and other information from the colonies, made possible by the myriad of
networks between Britain and the Australian colonies. On paying a visit to his brother’s
workplace in London, he discovered a copy of Melbourne’s Argus newspaper in the
company newsroom.176 Of course, English newspapers also brought news from the
colonies. By reading an English newspaper, Matthews discovered that Melbourne
sovereigns were to be made legal tender in England.177 Australian goods were also
available to buy in England. One evening, Matthew’s brother John brought home some
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Australian preserved mutton which his company had ordered for distribution in Britain.178
Moreover, during a visit to Southend, he discovered a man on the beach selling Australian
birds - gallahs - for £4. Whilst staying at a boarding house in Plymouth he was unsurprised
to meet a man recently arrived from Melbourne.179
Matthews’ visit to England reveals the ways in which colonists strove to maintain
contact with their family at home, preserving their family identity. His desire to visit old
acquaintances and places demonstrates his need to connect with his English roots.
However, his expectations of England did not always match with the reality. On occasions
he distanced himself by asserting his own sense of colonial identity, which operated
alongside his sense of Englishness and his family identity. Indeed, he was constantly
reminded of his colonial identity by the constant flow of goods, information and peoples
that arrived in Britain. Matthews’ visit to England reminds us that colonists adopted
multiple identities; sometimes asserting their Englishness, at other times their colonial
identity and, at other times, asserting both simultaneously.

William Bernard Ullathorne (1806-1889)
Ullathorne was born in 1806 into a Protestant family who resided in Yorkshire. In his
adolescence he became a cabin boy and whilst on ship he was invited to attend a Catholic
mass. Similarly to many contemporaries, he experienced a profound religious moment in
which he decided to convert to Catholicism. Thus he joined a Benedictine community of
monks in Somerset in 1825. During a conversation with Father Polding, Ullathorne
discovered there was a desperate need for Catholic priests in the new penal colony of
NSW, where Catholic convicts were living and dying with little Catholic religious
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guidance.180 Despite Catholic emancipation, by 1830 only two Catholic priests were
present in the colony; one of whom, Father Therry, had antagonised the colonial
government to the extent that he was ‘forbidden entrance to the hospital and jail, even to
minister to dying men’.181 Moreover, there was disunity among these priests. Ullathorne
expressed a preference to work in the colony and he was appointed Vicar-General of NSW
in 1832 by William Morris, Vicar-General for Mauritius. At twenty-six years of age he had
been appointed the most senior Catholic priest in the colony.
Illustration Seventeen: William Bernard Ullathorne.182
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Preparing for his appointment in NSW, Ullathorne amassed a collection of Catholic
books and ‘the choicest classics’. 183 He arrived in the colony aware of the heavy
responsibilities of his appointment: ‘my Bishop, I knew, would be four thousand miles
away from me... I felt I should have to act as if the whole authority of the Church was
concentrated in my person, and to rely exclusively on my own resources’.184 Through his
presence in the colony he provided some crucial leadership for the Catholic community,
uniting the existing priests within a fledgling religious hierarchy. Fortunately he won
support from the Governor Richard Bourke who, according to Ullathorne, had ‘a sincere
respect for the Catholic religion’. 185 This was significant, for it removed some of the
widespread prejudice against the Catholic community and Catholic convicts, if only for a
short time.
Ullathorne’s religious duties as Vicar-General were substantial. He was obliged to
visit members of the Catholic community in the colony, which from the mid-1830s
included the Port Phillip district, later known as Melbourne. In addition, he attended to
Catholic paupers, many of whom were housed in the Benevolent Asylum. However it was
the issue of transportation which occupied much of his time and energy during the 1830s.
Deeply shocked by the conditions on Norfolk Island, he campaigned in both Britain and
NSW for the abolition of transportation. In his pamphlet The Catholic Mission in Australia
(1836) he vociferously denounced the system stating that ‘we have taken a vast portion of
God’s earth, and have made it a cess-pool... we are building up with them a nation of
crime’ which would become ‘a curse and a plague’ upon the earth.186 His criticisms were
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twofold. He cited the barbarity of frequent physical punishments as well as the ‘moral
horror’ of the system. 187 By emphasising the barbaric, uncivilised and morally dubious
nature of transportation, he sought to represent transportation as fundamentally
unBritish.188 His pamphlet caused considerable controversy in NSW, particularly among
pastoralists who relied on cheap convict labour. His comments earned him the title
“Agitator-General of NSW”.189 Despite initially weathering the storm, his decision to give
evidence to the Molesworth Committee in 1838-9 was the final straw. Amidst growing
hostility he left the colony in 1840.
In 1836, the same year that his pamphlet denouncing transportation was published,
Ullathorne travelled to Britain to undertake a less controversial mission. He had been
instructed by the newly appointed Roman Catholic Bishop of Sydney, John Bede Polding,
to select a group of religious Sisters for the colony. To smooth this mission, Polding had
corresponded at length with Mary Aitkenhead, the founder of a new religious group in
Ireland, the Sisters of Charity. Five Sisters - two of whom were nurses - accompanied
Ullathorne to NSW in 1838. Interestingly, one of the group, Sister O’Brien, was a relative
of Father Therry, one of the first Catholic priests in the colony. The six month voyage to
NSW fostered a close bond between the Sisters and Ullathorne, and on their arrival in the
colony he was deeply impressed with their activities among the Catholic poor in Sydney.
In particular he praised their efforts with the female convicts in the Female Factory: ‘the
reverence with which the Sisters were regarded by all these women was quite remarkable...
the whole establishment was bettered by their influence’.190 The growing number of Sisters
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were also engaged in many other philanthropic activities such as teaching Catholic
children and visiting inmates at the Benevolent Asylum.191
On his departure from the colony in 1840, Ullathorne shared an emotional farewell
with the Sisters. He recalled that on the morning of his departure he read the Mass for the
Sisters who ‘had come from Parramatta to Sydney for a blessing, and to bid us farewell’.192
He reflected on his relationship with them, stating that he ‘loved them in God as a father
loves his children’.193 He had played a significant part in the growth of communities of
religious women in the Australian colonies. By 1888 there were 110 Sisters of Charity in
Sydney alone.194
When Ullathorne returned to Britain he was sent to the Midlands, initially to
Coventry where he was made Bishop in 1848. On his return home he was not afraid to be
controversial, becoming ‘the first monk of the restored English Congregation to openly
wear the habit’.195 His willingness to embrace controversy can be traced back to his
vociferous denunciation of transportation which provoked considerable hostility in NSW.
Moreover, the separation of church and state and the introduction of a formal Catholic
hierarchy in the colony had provided Ullathorne with a ‘pattern’, a template for successful
Catholic administration which could be implemented in Birmingham, his next
appointment, to make the town ‘a model diocese’.196
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Ullathorne was strongly in favour of restoring a Catholic hierarchy in England.
However this was highly controversial, not least because of the ‘danger of relighting the
fires of anti-Catholicism’ and provoking widespread conflict with the Anglican
establishment and the state.197 Ullathorne was selected by the Vicars Apostolic in the late
1840s to travel to Rome to discuss restoration. This was a repetition of his earlier actions in
NSW, when he argued in favour of the establishment of the Catholic hierarchy in the
colony, by petitioning Pope Gregory XVI. Restoration was finally achieved in Britain in
1850. The existing presence of the Oxford (or Tractarian) movement in England and the
growth of immigration from Ireland smoothed this development, although it resulted in
considerable anti-Catholic feeling. During the moment of restoration Ullathorne was
appointed Bishop of Birmingham, where he would remain until 1888.
On arriving in Birmingham, Ullathorne was struck by two factors, both of which he
compared to his experiences in NSW. The lack of widespread religious conflict in the town
- namely Anglican/Catholic tensions which dominated his appointment in NSW - prompted
him to comment ‘for the first time in my agitated life I found myself placed in a peaceful
jurisdiction’.198 Secondly, he was surprised by the Catholic community’s unity and their
devotion ‘to the episcopal authority’.199 This contrasts directly with the circumstances of
his arrival in NSW when he was obliged to quell the conflict between Father Therry and
Father McEnroe.200
Whilst sectarian tensions might have been less evident in Birmingham than in NSW,
there was nonetheless an endemic anti-Catholic sentiment in the town which Ullathorne
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repeatedly condemned. Increasing Irish Catholic immigration to Birmingham during the
1850s and 1860s prompted Ullathorne to defend the new arrivals, many of whom were
poor. He argued that they were ‘the least befriended’ in the town, and called for their
increased support to match the relief provided for Anglican and Nonconformist paupers.201
In 1861 there were 11,332 Irish residents in Birmingham, comprising almost 4% of the
total population of the town.202
In June 1867, at a time when Fenianism had stirred up strong anti-Irish feeling,
underlying tensions between the Anglican, Catholic and Nonconformist communities in
Birmingham came to a head when William Murphy, an anti-Catholic speaker, was invited
to give a series of lectures in the town. During the lectures, a number of Irish protestors
were arrested, and in subsequent days, violence broke out between English and Irish
residents in the town. Although a number of newspapers initially attributed the blame for
the riot to the English, by the 1870s the blame had shifted retrospectively to the Irish
Catholics.203 Thus, among the Anglican and English population of the town, opinion had
shifted against Catholicism, which was increasingly depicted as ‘un-British, socially
disruptive, and potentially politically subversive’.204
As the controversy rumbled on, Ullathorne’s sensitivity to anti-Catholic prejudice, so
characteristic of his experiences in NSW - was apparent once again, this time in
Birmingham. During an address to his religious community in December 1872 he wrote
‘all the powers of the world, of the sword, and of the pen fight against the Church’.205 At
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this time, Protestants in England - including Birmingham - ‘began to feel threatened by the
vitality and growth of a group that had traditionally incurred their suspicion’.206 Indeed, in
the months immediately following the Murphy riots, a number of anti-Catholic rumours
were started in the town, many of which focused on convents and the supposed
maltreatment of religious Sisters. The infamous “nunnery story” circulated, in which a nun
was supposedly seen climbing over the wall of a convent in order to escape the clutches of
the Catholic Church. Ullathorne dismissed the story, stating that the same tale was reported
in newspapers in France about religious Sisters there.207 These attacks upon Sisters were
particularly disturbing to Ullathorne, who had valued and encouraged such women
throughout his religious life. He wrote a series of pamphlets contradicting the rumours, the
first of which was published in 1868. In one pamphlet, he recalled his interactions with
religious Sisters in NSW and England, stating unequivocally that, ‘I never was acquainted
with a single case where a nun had violated her vow... those endless tales flow out of a
Protestant tradition, and are kept alive by anti-Catholic feeling’. 208
Ullathorne was soon infuriated by the publication of another pamphlet, this time
authored by Gladstone entitled The Vatican Decrees in their Bearing on Civil Allegiance
(1874). Gladstone sought to emphasise the perceived tensions between Catholicism and
Britishness by speculating upon the true loyalty of English Catholics, whose hearts, he
argued, would always belong to Rome. Ullathorne felt the need to respond and Mr.
Gladstone’s Expostulation Unravelled was published the following year. Ullathorne refuted
Gladstone’s claims, arguing that he was simply using the tired old rallying call of ‘old
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Popery’ to drum up political support.209 He stated that, ‘the Church has never intended, and
does not now intend, to exercise a direct and absolute power over the political rights of the
State’.210 Perhaps Gladstone had reason to worry. In the 1840s the newly appointed
Archbishop Vaughan of Sydney proclaimed that Catholics were first and foremost defined
by their religion; their primary allegiance would always remain with Rome.211 However,
Ullathorne attempted to play down this perceived Catholic threat to the British state. He
argued that after centuries of persecution the Catholic population in Britain were simply
‘living in peace and content, loving their Church and Pontiff, loving their Queen and
country’.212
During the controversy following the Murphy riots in Birmingham, Ullathorne was
most aggrieved by the verbal attacks on religious Sisters and convents. Indeed, when
Ullathorne arrived in Birmingham he provided the Sisters of Mercy, already active in the
diocese, with larger premises at the old seminary at Oscott, called Maryvale.213 He
supported the Orphanage run by the Sisters of Mercy financially and offered spiritual
support to the Sisters themselves.214
Perhaps the greatest testament to Ullathorne’s encouragement of the Sisters’ work is
the growth of female religious communities in the diocese of Birmingham. There were
seven convents on his arrival in 1850; by 1886, close to his retirement, there were thirty-
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six. Moreover, the number of letters which arrived from religious Sisters all over England
during his serious illness in 1884, reveal the mutual high regard between Ullathorne and
communities of religious women. Sister Mary Joseph, residing at a convent in Torquay
wrote: ‘never can I forget all you have been to us, & all you are - & that, not only to us, as
a congregation, but to us individually’.215 She continued ‘I pray for you... that your
precious life may be prolonged & we may not be deprived of one to whom we owe so
much - I do not know what we shall do without you’.216 When Ullathorne left the diocese
in 1888 to become Bishop of Casaba, the Sisters of Mercy of the diocese presented him
with an address. They thanked him for his kindness, stating that ‘we can never fully
appreciate the devotedness with which you have served us, nor thank you for it as we wish,
while here on earth... in you we have had a friend and a devoted Superior, zealous to
defend our interests and to promote our welfare’.217
It is clear that Ullathorne had a significant impact upon the religious Sisters in his
diocese and elsewhere in England, but these religious women were also a source of support
to Ullathorne. He enjoyed a close friendship with Mother Margaret Mary Hallahan, whom
he brought to England to establish an English Congregation of Sisters of Penance of St.
Catherine of Siena. One biographer commented that his interactions with Sisters were ‘a
great relief to his mind from the more active turmoil of his ordinary life’. 218 Such
sentiments were evident in Ullathorne’s letters to various Sisters. In his reply to the address
from the Sisters of Mercy from the diocese in 1888, he wrote ‘I have always had a great
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reverence for the virgins of Christ... I have done my best as occasion allowed, to serve you
and to assist your advancement.219 He added ‘your progress in the religious virtues, and
your works of untiring charity, have been one chief consolation in my life... you have been
of more service to me than I have ever been to you’.220
Although he was devoted to the religious Sisters within the diocese of Birmingham,
he retained a special affection for the first group of Sisters that he accompanied to NSW in
1838. Reflecting on those events, he wrote to Sister M. Williams, the only surviving nun of
the group in 1872: ‘do you remember what a poor little sick thing you were on board ship,
and for so long a time, and how, when you got well, and began to knit, that poor stocking
used to get unravelled, and all the troubles we had, and that strange american [sic]?’221 He
admitted ‘I never forget what I always call my first nuns, though I have had many under
my care since then’. 222 His legacy lives on among the Sisters of Charity in Sydney; to date
a large portrait of Ullathorne hangs in their archives at Potts Point.
Ullathorne’s character was deeply affected and shaped by his experiences in NSW
which had a considerable bearing upon his actions in Birmingham. The colony rendered
him particularly sensitive to anti-Catholic prejudice, and instilled in him a willingness to
embrace controversy. It was, however, his interactions with religious Sisters which had the
most lasting impact on his psyche. Indeed he ‘never forgot’ those first nuns and, as a result,
when he returned home he was determined to encourage the growth of female religious
communities in Birmingham.
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The boarding-out movement
The boarding-out movement originated in Scotland during the 1830s as a protest
against the barrack system of institutionalising pauper children. Under the scheme,
destitute children were boarded-out with respectable working-class families. The system
slowly gained support in England, and by the 1860s, twenty-six unions had adopted it.223
The system addressed the concerns of a growing number of people who believed that
children should be raised in a family - rather than an institutional environment. Indeed,
cottage homes were also popular in this period in Britain, where small numbers of children
were housed together under the care of a “mother” and “father”. 224 Proponents of the
boarding-out system stressed the beneficial influence of family life on the children. For
instance, at a meeting to discuss boarding-out in Birmingham, Wilhelmina Hall spoke of
the family as ‘the divinely-appointed method’ for raising children’.225
The boarding-out movement gained in prominence largely because of the actions of a
handful of families who were committed to change in the way destitute children were
cared for. The Hill family strongly advocated boarding-out. Matthew Davenport Hill,
former recorder of Birmingham, was well known for his research into juvenile crime. His
daughters Rosamund, Florence and Joanna, and his son Alfred, were active within the
boarding-out movement. Joanna and Alfred Hill had remained in Birmingham when the
family relocated to Bristol and both were involved with the Working Boys’ Home. In his
exploration of pauperism in Birmingham, Alfred Hill praised boarding-out: ‘the results are
most satisfactory; for the children are nearly all absorbed into the honest working
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population, and cause no further trouble of any kind to the authorities’.226 Joanna Hill had
visited Edinburgh to witness the operation of the scheme and stated that ‘no plan, both for
cheapness and efficiency, equals that known under the name of “The Boarding-out
System”.227 She noted that the scheme had been successfully adopted in Ireland, France,
Russia, Germany, the United States, and also in a few parishes in England.228 Indeed 2,132
children had been boarded-out in Ireland by 1859. 229
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A number of meetings were held in Birmingham during the 1860s to discuss the
boarding-out system. These meetings attracted those interested in the scheme from all over
the country, including poor law guardians and representatives from children’s charities. At
a public meeting in 1869 among those who attended were: the governor of the Liverpool
workhouse, the former Bath board of guardians, the guardian of Chorlton-cum-Medlock
union and Matthew Davenport Hill. Hill stated he would ‘rejoice if the name of my
birthplace is added to the constantly lengthening list of Unions adopting the plan’.231
Various prominent Birmingham men attended the meeting, such as the Rev. R. W. Dale,
George Dawson, Mr. C. Sturge and Mr. R. L. Chance. Despite the efforts of the Hills and
other supporters of the system, they were unsuccessful in soliciting broader support from
the poor law boards.232 However, in 1873, as the movement’s popularity increased, the
Kings Norton Union adopted the scheme for its pauper children and Joanna Hill was
secretary of the boarding-out committee of the union for many years.
The previous year Caroline Emily Clark, the cousin of Florence, Rosamund, Joanna
and Alfred Hill, began her own boarding-out experiment in South Australia in conjunction
with Catherine Helen Spence.233 They persuaded the South Australian Destitute Board to
let them settle a number of children with respectable families in the colony. A small fee
was paid to the families: 5 shillings, enough to cover additional expenses but, crucially, not
enough to make a profit.234 In 1874, the newly formed Boarding-out Society in South
Australia stated that after two years of operating the scheme, they ‘have great pleasure in
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declaring their increased faith in the system’.235 Significantly, in 1874, Caroline Emily
Clark was requested by Justice Windeyer to give evidence about the system to the Royal
Commission on Public Charities in NSW. The Commission concluded that ‘the
congregation of children together in large numbers in Charitable Institutions... is
prejudicial to a healthy development of character and the rearing of children as good and
useful men and women’.236 The boarding-out system was specifically recommended as an
alternative to institutionalisation, citing the success of the movement ‘in the Mother
Country, as well as in the Colony of South Australia’.237 The recommendations of the
Royal Commission also coincided with the visit of Florence and Rosamund Hill to the
Australian colonies, and they also gave evidence to the Commission.238 The sisters also
visited their cousin in South Australia to witness the implementation of the scheme there.
Everywhere they went in the Australian colonies, Florence and Rosamund Hill
‘preached boarding-out for children’. 239 In Sydney they spent a great deal of time with
Henry Parkes, visiting various philanthropic and government institutions such as the
Vernon Training Ship and the Girls’ Industrial School.240 At the end of their stay in Sydney,
the sisters wrote to Parkes, thanking him ‘most sincerely’ for all of his ‘kind attention’
during their visit.241 They continued: ‘without you we could not so advantageously have
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visited the many interesting Institutions your Colony possesses’.242 The interactions
between Parkes and the Hill sisters in 1873 were facilitated by correspondence between
Parkes and their father, Matthew Davenport Hill, both former Birmingham men. In 1861
Parkes had gained an introduction via correspondence with Hill through Justice Wise, one
of Parkes’ acquaintances. Parkes, like Hill, was interested in juvenile crime, and he had
established the Vernon Training Ship for boys in 1867. In a letter to Parkes, Hill
recommended various pieces of literature on juvenile crime, including his own work,
Suggestions for the Repression of Crime.243 Indeed, a copy of Hill’s Papers on Penal
Servitude held by the Mitchell Library in Sydney, bears Parkes’ signature on the opening
page. Parkes’ ongoing interest in Hill and his ideas for reform of juvenile criminals are
suggested by the inclusion of a photograph of Hill and Mary Carpenter in a letter sent from
Rosamund Hill to Parkes in 1873.244
The presence of the Hill sisters in Sydney no doubt facilitated the dissemination of
information about boarding-out. However, proponents of the movement in Sydney utilised
their own inter-colonial networks of family and friends to share information. The boardingout movement in Sydney began officially in 1879, when three Sydney women established
the Boarding-out Society of NSW. They were: Mrs. Jefferis, wife of a congregational
pastor, Mrs. Garran, wife of the editor of the Sydney Morning Herald, and Mrs. Windeyer,
wife of Justice Windeyer. Explaining the origins of the movement, Mrs. Garran stated that
she had corresponded with Miss Spence and Miss Clark, founders of the movement in
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South Australia, who were her ‘personal friends’. 245 Moreover, Mrs. Jefferis and her
husband had recently arrived in Sydney from Adelaide, and during the 1870s Mrs.
Windeyer corresponded with both Caroline Emily Clark and Rosamund Hill.246 Requests
for information were clear in letters between the Sydney women and their counterparts in
South Australia. In one letter to Mrs. Windeyer, Caroline Emily Clark began ‘you ask me
how we began boarding-out...’247
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In order to establish the system in NSW, Mrs. Garran, Mrs. Jefferis and Lady
Windeyer sought the support of Henry Parkes, the Colonial Secretary. He promised the
Boarding-out Society £200 in 1880 to meet initial costs.249 Parkes’ support of the boardingout system was cultivated during the Hill sisters’ visit to Sydney, and through additional
correspondence with their cousin in South Australia, Caroline Emily Clark. Thus the
movement gained favour in the colony and it was formally implemented in 1881.
The Hill sisters and others in Britain watched the developments in NSW with keen
interest. The Hill sisters returned to Britain in 1874 having witnessed the successful
operation of the movement in South Australia. Even more convinced of its success, they
continued to convince poor law unions to adopt the scheme in Britain. Indeed, news of the
positive results of the system in the Australian colonies soon reached Birmingham, and
proponents of the system began to argue that a similar state-sponsored and state-controlled
system of boarding-out should be implemented there. At a meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science held in Birmingham in 1886, one of the
speakers specifically cited the success of the movement in NSW. Wilhelmina Hall stated
that ‘during the past five years, 1,675 children have been withdrawn from Institutions and
placed out’ in the colony.250 Ultimately the absence of legislation on the subject meant that
boarding-out was adopted by some unions, but not others.
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Conclusion
This chapter has explored the ways in which Sydney and Birmingham were
connected to a series of layered philanthropic networks, from the local to the international.
The creation and maintenance of these networks was made possible by developments in
technology throughout the century. In NSW, networks were predominantly maintained
with Britain, demonstrating a close identification with Britain and Britishness. However,
the status of colonists as part of the “imperial race” sat uncomfortably with their
subordinate status as “colonials”. Indeed, from the middle of the nineteenth century men
and women in NSW began to forge their own distinct colonial identity, as well as
establishing networks with other white settler societies such as the United States. Thus,
during the second half of the nineteenth century the Australian colonies were reassessing
their relationship with Britain. The adoption and rejection of metropolitan philanthropic
practices and the creation of distinct colonial philanthropic practices was one part of this
process.
Philanthropists in both Birmingham and Sydney were keen to adopt the newest
innovations in philanthropic practice. Birmingham, which had a proven reputation for
reform, created and maintained networks in London as a way of keeping pace with
philanthropic developments. Since the establishment of the colony of Victoria, Sydney and
Melbourne’s relationship was characterised by a sense of rivalry. Philanthropists in Sydney
therefore sought to establish networks with their counterparts in Melbourne to keep abreast
of developments there. Whilst these connections between Birmingham and London and
Sydney and Melbourne were unbalanced, there was some evidence of reciprocity.
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The status of Birmingham as a provincial town and Sydney as a colonial capital had
a significant impact upon the character of their respective philanthropic communities. In
Birmingham philanthropists were comprised of a small number of tightly knit family
groups, many of whom were Nonconformists. Philanthropic men in the town often shared
economic or political interests. As provincial men, they had minimal access to national
politics and limited scope to effect change in legislation. In contrast, a number of
philanthropic men in Sydney had ready access to colonial politics and thus opportunities to
enact legislation. Unlike their counterparts in Birmingham, philanthropic men in Sydney
were largely professionals. However, the philanthropic community of Sydney was much
larger and much more fluid than that in Birmingham which meant that networks within the
philanthropy community were more fragile.
Philanthropic men and women often sat on multiple philanthropic committees which
facilitated the dissemination of information. Information was shared about staff, inmates
and philanthropic practices; inmates were also transferred between various institutions. For
the most part these local networks of information within Birmingham and Sydney were
productive. However, they also enabled the development of rumours and attempts to bypass the rules and regulations of institutions. These local networks were greatly assisted
and maintained by families who subscribed/donated and acted as committee members.
Shared philanthropic interests often existed between husbands and wives, mothers and
daughters, and fathers and sons. Such family connections were also evident among staff
members employed by charities.
The case studies demonstrate the multiple connections between metropole and
colony which rendered them mutually constitutive. Daniel Matthews’ diary in England
provides an opportunity to consider the ways in which colonists visiting Britain were
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confronted with various identities as British, colonists, and Australians. As Matthews
demonstrated, colonists could assume multiple - and sometimes conflicting - identities. W.
B. Ullathorne’s experiences in NSW shaped his thoughts about Catholicism and its relation
to the state which had a considerable impact upon the way in which he ran the diocese of
Birmingham. Specifically, in NSW he had developed an intolerance for anti-Catholicism
and an admiration of religious Sisters, both of which he brought home to Birmingham. The
boarding-out movement reveals how Birmingham and Sydney were connected to a vast
web of networks based on philanthropic interests. The success of the movement in Britain
and NSW was largely due to the efforts of a number of family, friends and acquaintances
whose networks spanned both metropole and colony.
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Conclusion

This thesis has explored philanthropic activities directed towards women and children,
both at home in Birmingham, and in a particular colonial context: Sydney. Moreover, it has
considered the numerous and layered networks in operation in Birmingham and Sydney
which constituted a web of connections linking imperial and metropolitan sites, as well as
the wider world.

It has argued that philanthropic activities directed towards women and children were
always mediated through broader discourses of class, gender and race. In NSW, racial
discourses had a profound effect upon philanthropic activities, resulting in a differentiated
philanthropy. From the early-nineteenth century, urban philanthropists devoted their efforts
to white women and missionaries assumed responsibility for Aboriginal peoples. As such,
between 1860 and 1914 Aboriginal women and children were increasingly perceived to be
fundamentally different from their white counterparts. This was in part a result of
hardening attitudes towards peoples of colour in the British Empire more broadly,
compounded by the specific representation of the Australian colonies as white settler
colonies. It is telling that philanthropists in NSW conceived of white children as future
citizens, whereas missionaries such as Daniel Matthews overwhelmingly represented
Aboriginal children as future members of society. Despite these perceived innate racial
differences, white and Aboriginal women and children were taught similarly gendered
forms of work. Whilst missionaries and other philanthropists both strove to civilise
Aboriginal and white women and children, for missionaries conversion was central to the
process of civilising.
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By the turn of the century, the place that Aboriginal and white women would occupy
in the new Australian nation was polarised. As the Australian nation situated whiteness at
the heart of national identity, white women were enfranchised. Their child-bearing
potential was represented as vital to the future of the new nation, and their children were
valued as future citizens. In contrast, by virtue of their race, Aboriginal men and women
were denied citizenship, excluded from the imagined community of the nation. Moreover,
Aboriginal women continued to be infantilised, represented as needing constant protection
and supervision. They were depicted as unfit mothers and, from the early-twentieth
century, their children were increasingly removed by the Australian government under the
guise of child protection.

In Birmingham, discourses of race also seeped into philanthropic activities, although
to a lesser extent than in NSW. Urban spaces in Britain were likened to the ‘swamps’ of
Africa and these spaces were represented as a specific threat to children.1 As such,
philanthropists in Birmingham sought to rescue these children - depicted as the future of
the nation - to mould them into a specifically gendered working-class image. Discourses of
class and race were fused in these discussions about the quality of British working-class
youth at the turn of the century. Similarly, discourses of class and race operated together in
discussions about working-class motherhood in Birmingham. Eugenicists began to
speculate about the future of the British race, and the suggestion that the race was
deteriorating provoked considerable anxiety among contemporaries. Although theories of
degeneration were quashed in the report of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical
Deterioration, British working-class mothers were subjected to increasing forms of medical
and societal scrutiny.2
1
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Discourses of class were more prominent in Birmingham than in NSW. However,
broadly speaking, in both Birmingham and Sydney men and women of the middle classes
assumed a class-based authority to speak for, reform and improve, working-class mothers
and children. The philanthropic relationship was highly unequal, infantilising women who,
despite their age, were often termed “girls”. However, on occasion women were able to
exercise a limited agency. This agency was more visible in Sydney, partly due to the
greater number of institutions and the slightly different position of women in NSW. In this
new society, there was a shortage of domestic servants because there were more
employment opportunities.

Although the philanthropic relationship has often been conceptualised as a set of
interactions between middle-class/elite men and women and “the poor”, I have
complicated this dichotomy by paying close attention to the upper-working class/lowermiddle class men and women who were employed by charities. They were liminal figures,
occupying an uneasy place between the committee men and women and the recipients. As
such, they were required to balance the demands of their employers, the philanthropic men
and women, with the realities of running an institution and the needs of recipients. These
nuances of class were expressed more clearly among the Birmingham charities, evident in
discussions about how such working women should be treated and their place within the
charities. This reflects more broadly the centrality of particular notions of class in relation
to femininity in metropolitan society.

In NSW concepts of class were conceived of differently, and ways of marking social
status were more varied. Indeed, the Australian colonies had created a specific colonial
(and later Australian) identity based on notions of egalitarianism. Of course, this was in
many respects a myth because many men, women and children were reliant upon charity.
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Nevertheless, other forms of marking difference were apparent in NSW. The colony had a
troubling convict past which the achievement of responsible government and the cessation
of transportation could not erase. In a society attempting to establish a new reputation as a
respectable white settler colony, it was behaviour - rather than a fixed notion of class - that
was crucial. Sydney men and women had much to prove and, as a result, were particularly
anxious about both their own reputation and the reputation of society more broadly.
Perceived rises in illegitimacy rates and concerns about larrikin youth were troubling to
contemporaries who were continually asserting and reasserting the colony’s claims to
respectability. Whilst many Birmingham philanthropists were concerned about loss of
respectability for unmarried mothers, unlike their contemporaries in Sydney, they did not
question their own behaviour or the reputation of their city. Significantly, the language of
respectability was often lacking in the records of the Birmingham charities. As such, I
suggest that the distinction between respectable and disreputable was a more significant
marker of difference in NSW than in Birmingham.

Philanthropic efforts were infused with discourses of gender. Philanthropists and
missionaries taught gender-appropriate forms of work to male and female recipients.
Women and girls - both white and Aboriginal - were encouraged to become wives and
domestic servants. Boys were overwhelmingly prepared for waged work to support future
dependents, conforming to middle-class concepts of working-class masculinity. Moreover,
there was a gendered division of labour within charities. Women were often restricted to
membership of ladies’ committees which were subordinate to the main/gentlemen’s
committees. Discourses of gender intertwined with religion for Catholic Sisters operating
within the gendered hierarchy of the Catholic church. The Sisters represented themselves
and, were in turn, depicted as metaphorical children, under the direction and guidance of
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the Bishop. For other white female philanthropists, change was underway by the turn of
the century. Ladies’ committees were gradually dissolved, indicative of broader changes in
women’s status in society in both Britain and Australia. This shift also reflects the
development of careers for women which evolved from their philanthropic involvement,
such as social work.3

The differing statuses of Birmingham - as a provincial town - and Sydney, as a
colonial capital, had a profound effect upon philanthropic activities. Birmingham men and
women prided themselves on the town’s voluntarism, liberalism and self-help. Many men
and women in the town, particularly the Nonconformists, were committed to the support of
various causes: locally, nationally, imperially, and in the wider world. As a result, the
transition to collectivism, although underway, remained contentious. In contrast, the nature
of early settlement in NSW permitted a much greater degree of government intervention in
the lives of settlers. During the early-nineteenth century this government intervention was
normalised by many settlers and they came to expect such interventions. The colonial (and
later NSW) government contributed to charities, fueling the expectation among colonists
that government assistance was their right. As such, the transition to collectivism occurred
sooner in NSW and was accepted much more readily than at home. Embryonic welfare
reforms, such as early child protection measures were enacted earlier in NSW than in
Britain. However, this ingrained collectivism in NSW resulted in a diminished sense of
liberality among Sydney men and women, relatively few of whom subscribed and donated
to charities in the city.

3
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The philanthropic men of Birmingham were predominantly manufacturers, reflecting
the town’s economic character. Philanthropic men in Sydney were mainly professionals,
befitting the city’s status as a colonial capital. Moreover, despite the similar size of
Birmingham and Sydney by 1914, there were many more charities in Sydney. This was in
part a reflection of the city’s status but also of its religious character. The sectarian rivalries
between Anglicans, Catholics and Nonconformists resulted in the duplication of many
charities. In Birmingham there was only one layer of duplication resulting in separate
Catholic charities. Access to politics for male philanthropists was also very different. Men
in Sydney had ready access to colonial politics through membership of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly. Male philanthropists in Birmingham were
overwhelmingly provincial politicians, with very limited access to national politics. This
had a profound impact on men’s ability to enact change through legislation based upon
their philanthropic concerns.

Chapter 5 utilised the theme of networks, as conceptualised by historians such as
Alan Lester, to explore the many ways in which metropole and colony were linked. The
thesis has applied this concept to philanthropic activities to explore the ways in which
philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney utilised existing imperial networks and family
connections to share information about philanthropic practices. It has demonstrated the
ways in which two seemingly unconnected sites were linked through the webs of
information, peoples and commodities which travelled through and between imperial and
extra-imperial spaces. As such, this study reinforces the ubiquitous nature of metropolitan
and colonial connections.

This thesis has contributed to several different strands of historiography. It has added
to the historiography of philanthropy through a study of philanthropic provision for women
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and children in two specific sites. The structure of this thesis, specifically the way in which
Aboriginal and white experiences of philanthropy are juxtaposed, renders it an important
contribution to an Australian historiography of philanthropy/welfare which has tended to
separate their experiences. Despite powerful discourses of racial difference operating in the
Australian colonies, to some extent white and Aboriginal women and children’s
experiences of philanthropy were similar. For instance, both Aboriginal and white children
were taught similarly gender-appropriate forms of work. More studies are needed that
integrate both Aboriginal and white histories into broader national histories. Such research
can de-stabilise whiteness, fundamental to unpicking the ways in which it became so
central to Australian national identity.

This study is original because it utilises the conceptual frameworks of new imperial
history to engage with the historiography of philanthropy. Whilst some work has been
carried out on specific humanitarian movements spanning Britain and the Empire, such as
anti-slavery campaigns and the Aborigines Protection Society, many historians of
philanthropy in Britain have been reluctant to engage with new imperial history.4 There is
much to by gained, both by new imperial historians and historians of philanthropy, from
such engagement.

As chapter 5 demonstrates, philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney created and
maintained a range of networks spanning the British Empire and the wider world. As such,
this study has implications for the broader historiography of metropolitan and colonial
connections, in particular the ways in which these connections were strengthened or
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weakened based on the adoption or rejection of philanthropic practices. It is hoped that this
thesis will encourage future research into metropolitan and colonial connections,
particularly the ways in which philanthropic practices and ideas were shared and
developed as they moved between different sites.

A broader study of the boarding-out movement and the child emigration movement
would be one way of addressing this gap in the historiography. As we have seen, the
boarding-out movement reveals the ways in which philanthropists utilised networks of
family and friends - both in Britain and the Australian colonies - to share information about
the movement and to gain support. An exploration of the personal papers of the Clark
family held in Adelaide would further the work of this thesis. 5 Moreover, there is much
research to be done on the Adelaide Boarding-out Society: a number of the Society’s
annual reports are held at the State Library of South Australia. The boarding-out movement
could be situated alongside a study of the child emigration movement, forming a broader
tripartite study of child welfare practices in Britain, Canada and Australia. Indeed, there is
a large collection of material on the Middlemore Homes held in the Birmingham City
Archives which this thesis has only touched upon.6 The ways in which these two practices
developed, specifically the process of sharing information and the implementation of these
movements in different sites, would enrich our understanding of the ways in which
imperial and metropolitan networks of philanthropy functioned.

In addition, this study also has implications for the complex discourses of gender,
race and class. It is through returning to the local or regional, I suggest, that the most
effective analyses of the interactions between class, gender and race can be made.
5
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Discourses of class, gender and race are so powerful and all-encompassing, that specific
geographical case studies can provide more tangible conclusions. For instance, this study
reveals that in NSW, it was race (mediated through gender) which was the primary marker
of philanthropic difference. In Birmingham, by contrast, philanthropic difference was
determined primarily by class (mediated through gender).

The close attention paid in this thesis to the “liminal” figures of the lady
superintendent/matron has implications for another strand of historiography: labour
history. Philanthropists employed men and women to run their institutions, and this thesis
has revealed the complex interactions between these two social groups. It would be fruitful
to conduct further research into the interactions between philanthropists and their
employees, contextualised within the broader labour movement in Britain and Australia.
Chapter 5 briefly recounted the mutual co-operation between maritime unions in Sydney,
Brisbane, Melbourne and London during strikes in 1889 and 1890.7 A study of workingclass male co-operation across the globe through trade unions and self-help schemes would
be an interesting avenue for further research.

This study also contributes to urban history, particularly concepts of the social
mapping of urban space. In many British towns and cities like Birmingham, institutions
such as prisons, charities and administrative buildings formed a kind of ‘disciplinary
girdle’ around the centre of the urban space.8 Many philanthropists in Birmingham lived in
Edgbaston, relatively close to the working-class area of Ladywood, where the Crowley
Orphanage and ARTYW were located. Despite clear social boundaries between these
areas, their relative proximity rendered philanthropic visits more practical. In Sydney,
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some charities relocated away from the city centre to the prosperous suburbs of Ashfield
and Croydon, which had a similar effect of reducing spatial distance between
philanthropists and recipients. Of course, social distance was strictly maintained within
institutions. There is scope for further research to be conducted into socio-spacial mapping,
particularly the locations of urban charities and the ways in which philanthropists traversed
urban spaces to carry out their philanthropic activities.

Conceptually, this thesis has developed two new terms: “differentiated philanthropy”
and “layered networks”. These terms will be of use to many historians, particularly those
who engage with the history of philanthropy and new imperial history/networks. In this
study, differentiated philanthropy is utilised to signify the ways in which Aboriginal and
white women were rendered distinct from each other in NSW, as a result of the different
forms of philanthropic assistance available to them. For Aboriginal women, missions
constituted the main source of assistance. However, white women were assisted by a range
of urban charities in Sydney. Consequently, in this study, the notion of differentiated
philanthropy is based on upon perceived racial difference. However, this term could be
used to denote various forms of creating difference through philanthropic activities, based
for instance on ethnicity, class or religion. For instance: was there a differentiated
philanthropy between the English and Irish communities in Britain?

The term “layered networks” is developed in chapter 5 to explain the various
networks which philanthropists in Birmingham and Sydney created and maintained,
spanning the local, national/inter-colonial, imperial and the wider world. This furthers
research conducted by Alan Lester and David Lambert, which has been invaluable to
thinking about the ways in which philanthropic networks were created within the British
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Empire.9 However, much of this research has been broad in scope, considering the imperial
nature of networks; there has been little attempt to incorporate the local into such wider
imperial networks. By returning to the local, through case studies of Birmingham and
Sydney, it becomes apparent that there were a range of distinct, but often interconnected
networks in operation between philanthropists. The term layered networks was developed
to explain more comprehensively the various connections made by philanthropists, which
were geographically layered in tiers from the local to the wider world. It is hoped that this
conceptual term will encourage additional research into local networks and connections,
many of which shaped metropolitan/colonial connections.

I recognise the limitations of this thesis and there are many ways in which the
research questions it poses can be furthered. The inclusion of evidence from missions in
Birmingham would have been a particularly useful addition, facilitating an analysis of the
ways in which missions at home and in the colonies operated. The inclusion of this
material would have enabled me to ask: did missionaries in Birmingham and NSW
approach their missionary efforts in the same ways? In addition, what difference did
discourses of race make to missionary activities at home and in a particular colonial site?
As such, the scope of the thesis would have been broadened and would also have allowed
for more balanced discussions of the Birmingham and NSW material. Although historians
such as Alison Twells and Susan Thorne have made useful contributions to our
understanding of missionary activity at home and abroad, it is always important to have
local case studies which can provide opportunities to see the inconsistencies in national/
imperial narratives.10
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Whilst working on the thesis I was struck by the contemporary relevance of many of
the themes explored here. In December 2007, Kevin Rudd was elected as the Australian
Prime Minister, ending eleven and a half years of John Howard’s conservatism and
steadfast commitment to a white masculine Australian national identity. One of Rudd’s first
actions in 2008 was to make an historic apology to Aboriginal communities. Despite this
important recognition of past wrongs committed, Aboriginal communities continue to be
deeply marginalised in Australian society.

Moreover, whilst I was writing chapter 4 during the winter of 2009-10, considering
the implications of child emigration, Rudd made a formal apology on 16 November to
former child migrants. The apology was made in recognition of the abuse and emotional
distress which some of these British children faced in Australia. The former British prime
minister, Gordon Brown, made a similar apology for Britain’s part in the movement on 24
February 2010. The repercussions caused by child emigration continue to have a deep and
lasting impact upon former child migrants and their families.

More recently, on 24 June 2010, Julia Gillard became the first female prime minister
of Australia. It is hoped that developments such as these will continue to erode the
perceived centrality of masculinity to Australian identity. However, inequalities of gender,
so visible in nineteenth-century society, continue to permeate society in Britain and
Australia. In Britain in 1909 women constituted 61% of all recipients of poor relief; during
the 1990s they accounted for 60% of all supplementary welfare benefit recipients.11 In
Australia too, women represent 75% of the poorest in society, a proportion that has
remained relatively unchanged since the late-nineteenth century.12 Today, the persistence of
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gender inequalities has resulted in numbers of women and children who continue to rely
upon charitable and welfare assistance in both Britain and Australia. In this way, the
assumption that women and children were most deserving of philanthropic assistance - a
belief that was cemented during the nineteenth century - continues to have a lasting impact
upon welfare provision in the present.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Kenrick Family Tree: Connections with Chamberlain Family (Birmingham).1

Archibald Kenrick m. 1790 = Rebecca Smith
(1760-1835)
(1770-1809)

Rebecca

Samuel

Archibald Kenrick m. 1826 = Anne Paget
(1798-1878)
(? - 1864)

George
Timothy Kenrick m. 1837 = Maria Paget
(1807-1885)
(1808-1876)

Florence = Joseph Chamberlain
(1847-1875)

5 other children

Arthur Chamberlain = Louisa
(1847-92)

William m. 1862 = Mary Chamberlain
(1831-1919)
Harriet m. 1861 = Joseph Chamberlain
(1835-1863)
(1836-1914)
6 other children

1 Adapted

from Mrs. W. Byng Kenrick, Chronicles of a Nonconformist Family: The Kenricks of Wynne Hall:
Exeter and Birmingham (Birmingham: Cornish Brothers Ltd, 1932), appendix.
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Table 1. Subscription/Donation Rates for Prominent Birmingham Families.2

Family

Family
Member

Principal Charity Associated
with

Albright

Mr. A

Cadbury

Chamberlai
n

Chance

Donated/
Subscribed

Year(s)

Lying-in Charity

!

1873

Mrs. ?

Lying-in Charity

!

1880s

Miss ?

Crowley Orphanage

!

1871-?

Miss Sarah

Lying-in Charity

!

1902-3

Mrs.
Barrow

Lying-in Charity

!

1903-?

!

1906-7

ARTYW

!

1907

Mr. Richard

Lying-in Charity

!

1888

Joel

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1872,
1876

Maria

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1872,
1877

Herbert

Working Boys’ Home

various

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1876

Joseph

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1872,
1876

Mrs. ?

Crowley Orphanage

!

18771885

Mrs. Joseph

Lying-in Charity

!

1907-?

Mr. A

Lying-in Charity

!

1871

Alexander

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

18771890s

!

1878

Mrs.
Alexander

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1877 - ?

!

1877,
1878

Lying-in Charity

!

1888

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1878,
1897

various

Committee
Member

!

Year(s)

1892-3

2

The subscription rates are based on select Annual Reports and Minutes. Lying-in Charity: committee
minutes of the board of management, HC/MH/1/2/1-2, 1870-1907; Working Boys’ Home: minutes of the
committee, MS 3375/511/1-3, 1892-1901; Crowley Orphanage: minutes of the ladies’ committee, MS
517/142-4, 1871-1892; Middlemore Emigration Homes annual reports: 1873, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879,
1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902; ARTYW annual reports: 1907, 1909, 1910 and 1912.
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Family

Gibbins

Kenrick

Lloyd

Nettlefold

Family
Member

Principal Charity Associated
with

Mr. R. L

Committee
Member

Donated/
Subscribed

Year(s)

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1876

Mrs. R. L

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1878

Mr. J. H.

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1876,
1877

Mr. Thomas

Lying-in Charity

!

1871

Mrs.
Thomas

Lying-in Charity

!

1871

Mr.
Archibald

Association for the Rescue
and Training of Young
Women

!

1912 - ?

Working Boys’ Home

!

18921900

Mrs. A.

ARTYW

!

1906 - ?

!

1907

Mr. G. B.

Lying-in Charity

!

18701903

Mrs. G. B.

Lying-in Charity

!

1870

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1877,
1878

Year(s)

Crowley Orphanage

!

18711880s

Mr. ?

Crowley Orphanage

!

?

various

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

Ambrose

Working Boys’ Home

!

Mr. S. S.

Working Boys’ Home

Thomas O.

Working Boys’ Home

Mrs.
Thomas

1871,
1872

!

1876,
1897

18921901

!

1899

!

18921899

!

1893

!

1900-1

Working Boys’ Home

!

1892

Mrs. J

Working Boys’ Home

!

1893

Miss E. M

ARTYW

!

1909 - ?

!

1907

Mr. Godfrey

Lying-in Charity

!

1904 - ?

Mrs.
Godfrey

Lying-in Charity

!

1904
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Family

Southall

Family
Member

Principal Charity Associated
with

Mr. J. H.

Donated/
Subscribed

Year(s)

Lying-in Charity

!

1873

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1876

Mrs. J. S.

Lying-in Charity

!

1904

Mr. J. S.

Working Boys’ Home

!

1894-5

Miss R. B.

Lying-in Charity

!

1902 - ?

Mrs. Alfred

Lying-in Charity

!

1904

!

1874

Crowley Orphanage

Sturge

Wilson

Committee
Member

!

Year(s)

1873 - ?

Mrs.
Thomas

Lying-in Charity

Mrs. Joseph

Crowley Orphanage

!

1871 - ?

Dr. Mary

Lying-in Charity

!

1901 - ?

Miss ?

Crowley Orphanage

!

1874 1880s

Mr ?

Lying-in Charity

!

1871

Mrs. J. W

Lying-in Charity

!

1888

!

1876

ARTYW
Mr. John

Middlemore Emigration
Homes

!

1906 - ?
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Table 2. Subscription/Donation Rates for Prominent Sydney Families.3

Family

Family
Member

Principal Charity Associated
with

Committee
member

Year(s)

Subscribed
/Donated

Year(s)

Anderson

Robert

Benevolent Society

!

1896
-?

!

1895, 1910

Female Refuge

!

1897 1910s

Mrs. R

Infants’ Home

!

1897
-?

George

Benevolent Society

!

18211877

!

1880

Female Refuge

!

1848 1877

!

1861,
1868,
1870, 1876

Female Refuge

!

1864
-?

!

1876

Benevolent Society

!

1879 1892

Benevolent Society

!

1879 1900s

!

1895

Female Refuge

!

1869 -

Benevolent Society

!

1899
-?

Female School of Industry

!

1910
-?

!

1910

Female Refuge

!

1864 1880s

Female School of Industry

!

1863 1880s

!

1863, 1879

Benevolent Society

!

1871
-1883

Female Refuge

!

1864 1880s

Benevolent Society

!

1874 1890s

Allen

Mrs. G

Lady

Binnie

Breillat

Callaghan

Mrs

Mrs

Mr. S

Mrs. S

3

The subscription rates are based on select Annual Reports. For the Benevolent Society: 1863, 1867, 1880,
1886, 1895. 1903 and 1910; Female School of Industry: 1863, 1877, 1879, 1881 and 1910; Sydney Female
Refuge: 1861, 1868, 1870, 1876, 1881, 1899 and 1913; Dalmar Children’s Home: 1902, 1903, 1912; Waitara
Foundling Home: 1910, 1911, and 1912.
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Family

Family
Member

Principal Charity Associated
with

Committee
member

Year(s)

Cowper

Charles

Benevolent Society

!

1862 1864

Mrs.

Female School of Industry

!

1863 1870s

Mrs.
Wm.

Female Refuge

!

1869
-1880s

William

Benevolent Society

!

18761880s

Female Refuge

!

1864 1880s

Benevolent Society

!

18961903

Female Refuge

!

1878
-?

W. B.

Benevolent Society

!

1871 1872

John

Benevolent Society

!

1862 1864

Lady

Waitara Foundling Home

!

19001908

Infants’ Home

!

1878 1880s

Crane

Mrs W.

Dalley

Darley

Dawson

Docker

Fairfax

John

Benevolent Society

Subscribed
/Donated

Year(s)

!

1868,
1876,
1881,
1899, 1913

!

1867, 1895

Female Refuge

!

1864 1868

Mrs.
John

Female Refuge

!

1864 1890s

Mrs. M.
A.

Benevolent Society

!

1879 1892

!

1881

Infants’ Home

!

1886 1891

!

1886

Infants’ Home

!

18801890s

Female School of Industry

!

1881 1882

Benevolent Society

!

1862 1864

Mrs.
Wilfred

John
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Family

Giles

Goodlet

Family
Member

Principal Charity Associated
with

Committee
member

Year(s)

Subscribed
/Donated

Year(s)

Female Refuge

!

1869 1870s

!

1861,
1868,
1870, 1876

Mrs. J

Female Refuge

!

1883
-?

!

1870

Miss

Benevolent Society

!

1903
-?

Mr
Alfred

Female Refuge

!

1869 1880s

Mrs

Female Refuge

!

1878 1890s

Dalmar Children’s Homes

!

1902 1910s

Benevolent Society

!

1862 1871

!

1886,
1903, 1910

!

1868,
1870,
1876,
1881,
1899, 1913

!

1876

J. H

Female Refuge

!

1864 1910s

Benevolent Society

!

1879 1902

Female Refuge

!

1864
-?

Mrs A.

Female Refuge

!

1897
-?

Mrs
(later
Lady)

Benevolent Society

!

1879 1892

Female School of Industry

!

1875 1910s

!

1863, 1881

Female Refuge

!

1864 1890s

!

1870

Mr. A. I

Female Refuge

!

1912
-?

!

1913

Mrs

Female Refuge

!

1912
-?

John

Benevolent Society

!

1862 1864

W. W. J

Benevolent Society

!

1877 1878

!

1867

Mrs.

Hay

Macfarlane

O’Reilly
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Family

Family
Member

Principal Charity Associated
with

Committee
member

Year(s)

Subscribed
/Donated

Year(s)

Waitara Foundling Home

!

1900
-?

Dalmar Children’s Homes

!

1901 -?

!

1902

Female Refuge

!

1874 1890s

Dalmar Children’s Homes

!

1901
-?

Benevolent Society

!

1861 1875

!

1886

Female Refuge

!

1864 1890s

!

1868,
1870, 1876

Alfred
(later
Sir)

Female Refuge

!

1864 1880s

!

1868,
1870,
1876, 1881

Mrs.
Alfred
(later
Lady)

Benevolent Society

!

1879 1882

Female School of Industry

!

1863
-?

!

1863,
1877,
1879,
1881, 1910

Benevolent Society

!

1907 1909

Infants’ Home

!

1897 1902

Female School of Industry

!

1892 1900s

!

1881

Mrs. E.

Infants’ Home

!

1891

!

1903

Henry

Female Refuge

!

1897
-?

!

1913

Mrs. P.
J.

Dalmar Children’s Home

!

1911

Miss
Alice

Female School of Industry

!

18821910

Sir
Edward
Deas

Benevolent Society

!

1856 1878

!

1863,
1867, 1880

!

1863 1883

!

1863,
1877,
1879,
1881, 1910

Mrs.

Stephen

M. H

Mrs. C.
B.

Thomson

Lady
Deas

Female School of Industry
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Family

Family
Member

Principal Charity Associated
with

Committee
member

Year(s)

Infants’ Home

!

1874 1883

Female Refuge

!

1864 1883

Miss E.
Deas

Female School of Industry

!

1879 1882

Miss
Deas

Infants’ Home

!

1891 1900s

Subscribed
/Donated

Year(s)

!

1861, 1868
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